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1 Introduction

Art...you don't have to look in an old museum or uptown studio to find it.  Art can emerge
from everyday situations...from ordinary people with a passion for what they do.

Helping retail businesses maximize their point-of-sale capabilities is our form of art. 
TallyExplorer enables retailers to harness the information generated at the point-of-sale and
use it in business-critical applications such as inventory management, marketing, sales,
financial reporting and customer relationship management.

TallyExplorer delivers:

· Complete processing of all types of sale and non-sale transactions...everything from credit
card processing and layaway, to special orders and customer quotes.

· Inventory management for efficient ordering and tracking of products in one store
location, or between many locations; even tracking serial numbers for warranty, product
recalls and licensing.

· Automation of a wide variety of financial and sales reporting tasks, with more than 535
ready-made report templates.

· Workforce administration, included scheduling, time sheet and commission tracking, and
sales analysis.

· Gift, merchandise credit and membership card programs for customer convenience and
building customer loyalty.

· Customer relationship management capabilities that analyze what customers are buying,
and when, helping to build targeted lists for marketing campaigns.

Like a work of art, business is oftentimes subjective - the same process that works well for
one retailer may not be right for your business.  TallyExplorer is easily configured to meet a
wide variety of business requirements.  This manual will help to provide a canvas for
beginning your back office 'work of art'. 
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1.1 Purpose

This manual provides written documentation to assist users in maximizing their experience
with TallyExplorer.  It is recommended that the Quick Reference Guide, Getting Started and
Navigation chapters be reviewed before using TallyExplorer for the first time.  By reviewing
these chapters, the user will be armed with the basic knowledge required to navigate
through the TallyExplorer Management System.  The balance of the manual is divided into
seven separate chapters, representing the main functions of TallyExplorer, followed by an
appendix that includes additional supporting information.  

Incorporated into this manual are numerous screen shots that correspond with the windows
and icons found within TallyExplorer.  Consult this manual when in doubt about a certain
button or to answer questions about the next steps on a particular screen.  Because there are
several highly customizable facets within TallyExplorer designed to make the software unique
from the multi-store level down to the individual user level, it is possible that some of the
screen shots located in this manual may be different or slightly different from what you see
on your monitor.  There is no need for alarm as the tasks and/or instructions remain the
same.

Look for these icons throughout the manual for additional help on functions, tips and
examples:

Example  An example about performing a certain task

  Note  Important note about a procedure

Task  Denotes the beginning of task instruction

  Tip  Special tips regarding shortcuts, alternative methods, etc.
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2 Getting Started
The TallyExplorer manual is divided into eleven sections:

Getting Started Software configuration, log in, log out, customizing the
dashboard

Navigation Navigation, customizing look and feel, globally-used functions
and commands 

Home Dashboard options and back office management time clock
Enterprise Create, store and maintain how the company and its network of

stores, warehouses, corporate offices and register units function
Human Resources Add employees, manage payroll and employee security rights,

time sheets and commissions
Product Management Manage products that are purchased and sold, add products,

create packages, and track inventory 
Purchasing Management Create purchase orders and special orders, identify ordering

needs based on stock and sales criteria, and analyze purchasing
history and practices

Sales and Marketing Manage the marketing of products sold, sale events, product
discounts, X for Y pricing, Gift cards, Coupons and Customer
Mailings.  Manage sales receipts, sales orders, quotes,
eCommerce orders, layaways and event bookings

Customer Relation
Management

Add customer and client base information. Recall historical
data, such as previous sales and layaways.   Determine customer
demographics, edit customer accounts, create and schedule
events and maintain mailings.

Financials Manage accounting tasks for customer, employee and vendor
records.   Reconcile bank deposits and account reconciliation.

Appendix Provides additional supporting information

2.1 TallySales Configuration

Units 
The TallySales Suite of Software is designed around specific unit types.  Although each unit
type has separate standalone functions, features and requirements, in many cases these units
may be combined to create a unique configuration.  In other words, the TallySales Suite of
Software is fully customizable to best meet the needs for the way you run your business.

Types of units
There are four main types of units within the TallySales Suite of Software.  Below is a brief
description of each unit type.
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Register Unit The TallySales Cash Register software is installed on this unit.  This
unit is typically situated at the store front and serves as the Point of Sale.  The unit
is Touchscreen capable and supports a receipt printer, cash drawer, pole display,

and bar code scanner.  For detailed information regarding the cash register unit, please see
the TallySales Register Manual.

Back Office Unit The TallyExplorer software is installed on this unit.  This unit
allows for all back office manager functionality, such as product management,
purchase order management, employee and customer management.  TallyExplorer

can be installed on a register unit.  

  A Combo Unit is configured with both register and back office software
installed on one unit.

Reporting Unit The TallySales Report Explorer software is installed on this unit. 
This unit allows for report design and includes a desktop interface to all TallySoft
reports.  Reports Explorer is always installed on a back office unit.  It can also be

installed on a standalone unit or on a register unit.

Server Unit  TallySales Synchronization Host and/or TallySales Authorization
Server is installed on this unit.  Any unit above can be utilized as a server.  There are
three types of servers:

Primary Server This unit is installed with TallySales Synchronization Host and
serves as the parent of all other servers and units.

Secondary Server
This unit is installed with TallySales Synchronization Host and a
TallySales Synchronization Client and serves as a
synchronization router in more advanced networks.  Typically,
this type of server is installed at the regional store level.

Authorization Server
This unit is installed with TallySales Authorization that supports
Credit Card Processing and other authorization functionality. 
Typically, requests from Register Units are handled by the
Authorization Server.  This type of server is installed at the
store, regional, and/or enterprise level.

  To see examples of commonly used unit layout configuration, please refer to Appendix A.

2.2 Logging On and Logging Off

TallyExplorer maintains security by requiring authorization before modules can be accessed
for use.  Users are also required to log off after use.
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Logging On

Before accessing modules in TallyExplorer, log on with a user name and password.  User
names and passwords are assigned on the Employee Profile Tab in the Human Resources
module.  If a user name and/or password has been forgotten, contact the System
Administrator.

1. Select the TallyExplorer icon on the computer desktop or start up menu.  The log on
window is displayed.

2. Type the user name and press the TAB key.  

3. Type the Password.

4. Select Enter or Logon.  The logon window closes and the TallyExplorer dashboard is
displayed. 
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  TallyExplorer is normally loaded by default when the Windows© operating system
initializes.  However, when TallyExplorer is not open, it may be loaded by selecting the
Windows© Start Menu and selecting Programs > TallySales Management System >
TallyExplorer.  The TallyExplorer dashboard will appear.

Changing User Password

1. Enter the user name.

2. Select Change Password.  The change password window is displayed.

3. Enter the current password.

4. Enter a new password.
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5. Confirm the new password by entering it again.

6. Select OK.  The password is changed.

7. Log on with the user name and new password.

Logging Off

When working on a unit that can be accessed by multiple users, it is recommended that
users log off when leaving the computer for any length of time.  This prevents unauthorized
users from accessing restricted modules.

1. Select the TallyExplorer Menu button.  The menu is displayed.

2. Select Exit.  The active user is cleared from the TallyExplorer window and it will display
“Not Logged On.”

-OR-

3. Select X in the top right-hand corner of the TallyExplorer window.  The user will
automatically be logged off.



Navigation
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3 Navigation
TallyExplorer incorporates many of the simple features, such as menus, tool bars and drop
down lists, which are common to other Microsoft®-based software applications used on a
daily basis.  Even if Microsoft®-based applications are unfamiliar, navigating through
TallyExplorer is simple and easy to learn.  TallySales allows the user to choose the method of
navigation that best suits their needs.  Keyboard, mouse and touch screen are all supported
in TallyExplorer, although touchscreen is generally found on units that are configured with
TallySales Register.

Navigation of the home tab differs slightly.  See Navigating the Dashboard.

3.1 TallyExplorer Interface

The figure below highlights the names of each section on the interface.  Being familiar with
each section will help navigation through the various TallyExplorer functions. 

3.1.1 The Menu Button

 
The menu button displays information about the current version of TallyExplorer
that is installed.  The home button contains options such as:
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Exit Print Save

The menu options may differ, depending on the window that is opened.

Properties is currently not available.

Configure this Page is currently not available.

3.1.2 The Ribbon

The ribbon organizes commands within each ribbon tab.  

The Quick Access Toolbar can be adjusted above or below the ribbon.  The ribbon can also
be minimized, or hidden.  

Adjusting the Toolbar

1. To adjust the quick access toolbar or to hide the ribbon, right-click anywhere in the
ribbon.

2. Select Show Quick Access Toolbar Below the Ribbon and/or Minimize the Ribbon.  

3. To readjust, right-click and select Show Quick Access Toolbar Above the Ribbon and/or
deselect Minimize the Ribbon.

3.1.3 Ribbon Tabs

Seven ribbon tabs define job roles for each back office manager.  Job roles are defined by
the system administrator through the Human Resources ribbon tab.  For example, employee
1 may have access only to the purchasing and product tabs, whereas employee 2 may have
access to human resources only.  Not all users will have access to all ribbon tabs, unless they
have been given permissions.  See Group Rights.  
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Each ribbon tab has its own group of commands.  For example, select the CRM ribbon tab. 
The ribbon displays several commands, including new customer; customer templates,
discounts plans, etc.  The Purchasing ribbon tab displays a different set of commands, such
as new purchase order, purchasing analytics and new special order.

Home Tab  The dashboard displays a real-time summary of important data in one
centralized area.  Data such as account balances, payables and receivables, customer and
vendors lists, etc. can be viewed at a glance.  The dashboard is customizable for each
individual user, depending on the securities set up by the system administrator.  For
example, a manager may want to view checking account balances but may not want another
user to view the same information.  Keep in mind, the amount of information added to the
dashboard will determine the length of time for information to refresh (more information =
longer refresh time).

Purchasing Tab  The purchasing tab is the workspace to manage purchase orders and
special orders, print bar codes and purchasing reports.

Product Management Tab The product management tab is the workspace to manage
products, transfer slips, packages, RMA’s, and physical / serialized inventory.

Sales/Marketing Tab The sales/marketing tab is the workspace to manage quotes, sales
orders, and receipts, sale events, markdowns/discounts, gift cards and certificates, coupons
and layaways.  Users can also manage target mailing and event bookings.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Tab The CRM tab is the workspace to
manage customers and view customer reports, mailing lists, discount plans, sales events, and
plan management.

Human Resources Tab The human resources tab is the workspace to manage employees
and view employee reports, time sheets and commissions, employee ID cards, group rights
and security settings.

Financial Tab The financial tab is the workspace to manage accounting in the following
categories:

General Manage financial accounts, gift cards and certificates
Customer Manage finance charges, credit memos and statements
Employee Manage time sheets and commissions
Vendor Manage RMA's
Settlement Manage bank deposits and account reconciliation

Enterprise Tab The enterprise tab is the workspace to manage and update preferences for
individual stores.  Update license keys, group rights, sales tax, register and receipt profiles,
register speed keys, custom tender, customer and product custom fields and server
properties.  
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3.1.4 Quick Access Toolbar

The quick access toolbar (QAT) is customizable, containing a set of commonly used or
favorite commands that are independent of the tab on the ribbon. 

The quick access toolbar is visible, even if the ribbon is hidden.  The QAT can be placed
above or below the ribbon. 

Adding a Command to the QAT

1. Right-click on the command in the ribbon.

2. Select Add to Quick Access Toolbar.  

 Removing a Command from the QAT

1.  Right-click on the icon in the QAT.

2.  Select Remove from Quick Access Toolbar.

 

 Moving the QAT

1.  Select the down-arrow at the right of the QAT.

2.  Select Show Below the Ribbon or Show Above the Ribbon.

There are some functions that are stationary in the QAT.  These functions run separately
outside of TallyExplorer.  Users may or may not see these functions, depending on their
security level.  

Employee Time Clock  Record shift ‘time-in’ and ‘time-out’ information used for
payroll and performance analysis.

Go Mobile allows users to remove their computer from the TallySales network and
still access their data from a remote location, such as a trade show, off-site sale or
even home. 
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Reports Explorer Generate reports for every aspect of the TallySales system, such as
purchasing, sales and inventory.  Set field groupings, record sort order and filters for

records that meet defined criteria.  Reports may be previewed, printed or exported to
multiple file formats. 

 Customizing the QAT

Several windows have their own quick access tool bars.  These tool bars can easily be
customized by adding frequently used tasks and removing tasks that are infrequently or
never used.

This toolbar displays the New, Save and Refresh tasks.

1.  To add another task to the QAT, select the down arrow.  A menu of available tasks is
displayed.

2.  Check the tasks to display in the QAT

3.  The new task is displayed in the QAT.

4.  To remove a task from the QAT, un-check the task.
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3.2 Look and Feel

TallyExplorer is designed to have the look and feel of Microsoft® Office software, having a
convenient, task-based user interface that offers the tools required for the task at hand.  

Keyboard Navigation (Shortcut Keys)
Shortcut keys provides quick access to main function tabs in the ribbon using the keyboard. 
Navigation between tabs and selecting commands is easily accomplished using shortcut
keys.  See Shortcut and Function Keys.

Viewing Shortcut Key
Designations 

1. To view shortcut keys,
simply select the ALT key
on your keyboard.  This
acts as a toggle that
highlights options for the
tab you are using. 

2. When the ALT Key is
selected, a series of
shortcut keys will appear on
the screen.  

3. To hide shortcut keys,
select the ALT key again.
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  Shortcut key designations vary from one user to another based on their job role and
security permissions.  

3.2.1 Data Entry

TallyExplorer is equipped with several types of data entry methods for efficiency at the user
level.  Data entry methods are used singularly or combined, depending on the task at hand.

3.2.1.1 Selection Lists

Selection lists define a group of related options in a drop down list.  Most selection lists in
TallyExplorer allow the addition, modification or deletion of options from the list. 

Select a Value in the Selection List

1. Click on the Drop Down Arrow or F3 when
the cursor is located in the field.  The selection list
window is displayed. 

2. Select a value by using the keyboard’s arrow
keys, clicking on the value with the mouse or
typing the first few letters of the desired value.

3. Press Enter or double-click on the desired value.  The window closes and the selected
value is displayed.

Values can easily be added to, modified in, or deleted from a list.  

3.2.1.2 Radio Buttons

Radio Buttons are groups of options where only one selection can be made at a time.  Using
the mouse, select a value by clicking on the button next to the desired option.  
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3.2.1.3 Checkboxes

Check boxes require the selection of a yes/active or no/inactive value for the related field. 
Placing a check in the check box sets a value of yes/active, while an unchecked box equals a
value of no/inactive.  

3.2.1.4 Dropdown Menus

Drop down menus allow a value to be selected from a list.  To display the list, click on the
down arrow located at the right.

3.2.1.5 Dropdown Calendars

Drop down calendars provide a simple way to select a date without manually typing it.  

 Displaying the Calendar

1. Select the down arrow located at the upper right.  The current date is selected by default
and can be changed simply by clicking on a different day.  

2. To scroll between months, select the left arrow to go back in time and the right arrow to
go forward in time.  

3. Select Today to return to today’s date.
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  The date can also be typed in manually.

3.2.1.6 Freeform Entry

Free form entry offers the option of adding a value and/or text in a field.  Fields that require
information to be entered are labeled with two perpendicular red lines.  The window cannot
be saved until all required fields are filled.  

Free form entry is also used in conjunction with other entry methods to define a field.  For
example, when defining the commission for a product, the type of commission is chosen
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using a radio button (by amount, by percent, no commission).  The value of the commission
is defined using free form entry.

  When entering a value, it is important that only the characters A-Z, 0-9, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), apostrophes (‘), commas (,) and periods (.) are used.  The use of special
characters such as the slash (/) and quotation marks (“) can cause issues in modules
and reports.

3.2.1.7 Fly Out Windows

Fly Out windows are interactive windows that provide access to item properties which can be
quickly and easily viewed and/or updated.  The window can be set to automatically hide, can
be pinned to the main window, or can be set to float outside of the main window.  

Fly-Out Window in Product Management
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3.2.1.7.1  Navagating Fly Out Windows

  Viewing Fly-Out Window using Auto-Hide

1. Without clicking, hover the mouse pointer over the item properties tab.  The item
properties windows is displayed.  

2. With the mouse pointer hovering in the window, scroll through the list of item properties.

3. The window automatically hides when the mouse pointer is removed from the item
properties window.

  Pinning the Fly-Out Window

1. Hover the mouse pointer over the item properties tab.  The item properties windows is
displayed.  

2. Select the pin.  The item properties window is fixed and will not automatically hide.

3. To unpin the window, select the pin again.

  Fly Out Window Options

1. Select the item properties tab.

2. Right-click in the item properties toolbar.

3. An option menu is displayed.  
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Hide Select to hide the item properties and its tab from the window.
 See Unhiding the Fly Out Window.

Floating Select to allow the item properties window to be its own
separate window.  The window can be moved to any position
on the monitor screen.  To unfloat the window, follow steps 2-3
above and select floating again.

Auto Hide Select to enable the window to automatically hide when not in
use.

4. Un-check the current selection to reactivate all options.

  Unhiding the Fly Out Window 

1. If the fly out window and its tab is hidden, highlight the line item and right click the
mouse.  

2. Select Show Product Details.  The item properties window is displayed.

3. To return item properties to auto-hide, click the pin. 

3.2.2 The View Window

Each ribbon tab has its own set of functions and each function displays a list of records.  The
view window displays lists of records or groups of information within each ribbon tab.  For
example, to see a list of purchase order records from the purchasing tab: 

1. Select the purchase order function in the navigation pane.  

2. Select Refresh in the view toolbar.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.  

 The enterprise tab view window displays groups of information instead of a list of
records.
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View Toolbar Displays the name of the current view and allows users to
select, refresh, modify and save views, as well as performs tasks
on selected data.  See View Window Toolbar.

Grouping Bar Lists of records can be lengthy.  The grouping bar allows users
to organize and view records by column, which helps in finding
information quickly.  For example, grouping customers by the
column header “zip code” will sort records by zip code.  See 
Grouping Columns.

Column Headers Displays the column titles for record lists.  Column headers can
be used to sort data and create groups.  Columns can also be
repositioned and re-sized to user preferences.  See Columns.

Record List The record list displays information corresponding to the
current function selected.  Record lists can be easily
customized, reorganized and sorted by column.  See Records.

3.2.2.1 View Window Toolbar

The view window toolbar displays the name of the current view.  A new view can be selected,
current views can be refreshed and/or modified, and new views can be saved.  The view
window toolbar is not available on view windows that display groups of data, such as the 
Home and Enterprise tabs.  
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Current View Displays the name of the current list in the view window.  See 
Modifying an Existing View.

Refresh Record List Select to display the list of records when the view window is
blank or after record revisions have been made.  See Refresh.

Modify Conditions Select to narrow down record results within a view.  See 
Conditions.

Save View Select to save the current view
Save View as New Select to save the view as new view template

3.2.2.2 System View

The system view is a defaulted list of records.  

 Viewing System Default records

1. In the view window toolbar, set the view to {System View}.

2. Click Refresh.  A defaulted list of records is displayed in the view window.

The system view can be modified and saved in a variety of ways, giving the view window a
new look and feel.  See Modifying an Existing View.  See also Columns and Records.
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3.2.2.3 View Window Navigation

The layout of information and the behavior of a view is called its look and feel.  When
manipulating columns, creating groupings, and changing the way data is sorted, the look
and feel of a view is altered.  

Conditions are used in record lists to filter out the information that is unnecessary to view. 
Several conditions can be set to create a view that quickly offers the information needed.

To view only the open purchase orders for the current month, a condition is set that
displays only the purchase orders that meet this requirement.  

There are two general types of views;  Public views and Private views.  Public views
are accessible by all TallySales users while private views are accessible only by the users that
created them.  Making changes to public views requires security permissions because the
changes affect all users.

Selecting a View

1.  Using the drop down menu on the view toolbar, the selection list displays the public
and/or private views available.  

2.  Select the desired view and double-click or click Select.  The record list is refreshed
displaying the view selected.

Setting a View as a Default

1. Select the down arrow in the current view toolbar. A drop down list of available views is
displayed.

2. Select the desired view.

3. Select Set Default.  The view is set as the default.
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3.2.2.3.1  Modifying an Existing View

Modifying an existing view can save valuable time when working with records.  The look and
feel of views in the view window is easily customizable according to each user’s preferences. 
While one user may prefer to view records by last name, another user may prefer viewing
records by the most recent date.  

Modifying an Existing View

1.  A view is modified from the drop down menu on the view toolbar.  During the
modification of an existing view, the look and feel design occurs within the view itself.

2.  Select the down arrow in the current view toolbar. A drop down list of available views is
displayed.  

3.  Select the view that will be modified.
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4.  Views can be modified by manipulating Columns (changing order, grouping, freezing,
resizing) and sorting records. 

5.  Save the view, or Save As to save as a new view. 

a. Enter the name to save the view as.

b. Choose view type as Public or Private.

c. Click OK to save.

3.2.2.3.2  Modifying Conditions of a View

Conditions are used in record lists to filter out the information that is unnecessary to view.  

To view only the open purchase orders for the current month, a condition is set that
displays only the purchase orders that meet this requirement.  

Several conditions can be set to create a view that quickly offers the information needed. 
Changes made to view conditions are made in the conditions window.  
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Modifying Conditions of a View

1. Select Modify Conditions in the view toolbar. The modify conditions query window is
displayed. 

2. Conditions can be added, modified and removed.

3. Conditions for the modified view are displayed in the conditions list.

4. Click OK.

5. After verifying that the conditions are correctly displayed, select Save to save the view or
Save As to save as a new view.

3.2.2.3.3  Adding a New View

System views or other saved views can be used as templates to create a new view.  Use
templates to reposition columns, re-sort information, add conditions and save the view for
future use.  Existing views can be imported from an XML template, modified and saved as a
new view.  New views can also be designed from blank templates.

Adding a New View
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1. Select the down arrow adjacent to the
current view in the view toolbar. A drop
down list of available views is displayed.

2. Select Add New View.  The create a new
view window is displayed.

3. Enter the new view Name.

4. Identify the view as a public or private view. 
Public views are accessible to all users while
private views are only accessible to the users
that create them.  Once the view is saved, the
view type cannot be changed.

5. Select a template for the view:

Blank The view is designed from a blank template that does not
contain any existing layout or query definitions

System Default The view is designed from the system view, but does not
contain query definitions

XML Imports the view layout and conditions from an XML file.  View
templates can be saved as XML files to share with other users.

6. Select OK. The view designer window is displayed. 
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7.  Add or remove fields to the view by using the arrows between the available fields and
selected fields panes.

> Adds the selected field in the available fields pane to the
selected fields pane

>> Adds all fields in the available fields pane to the selected fields
pane

< Removes the selected field in the selected fields pane
<< Removes all fields in the selected fields pane

8.  Design the Column layout for the new view. 

9.  Select the Conditions tab.  The conditions window is displayed.  

10. Save the view.  Several save options are available:

Save Save changes made to the current view.  The view designer
window remains open after saving.

SaveAs XML View
Template

Save the view as an XML file that can be shared with other
users

Set as My Default View Make this view the default the next time the function is used
Use this view The view designer closes, the view will be saved and the new

view is displayed
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12.  Select Exit to close the view designer.  If the view has not yet been saved, a prompt will
ask if to save, cancel or do not save.

The following actions are available from the view window toolbar:

Delete a view Deletes a view that is no longer needed
Refresh the record listing Updates the record listing with any information that has been

updated or added since the view was selected or last refreshed

3.2.2.3.4  Deleting a View

Saved views can be deleted from the view list.  A view cannot be deleted if any of the
following is true:

· The view is a system view.

· The view is currently in use.

· The view is set as the user’s default view.

· The public view is set as another user’s default view.

Deleting a View

1. Select the down arrow in the view toolbar. A drop down list of available views is displayed. 

2. Select the desired view.
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3. Select Delete.  A prompt asks to verify the deletion.

4. Select OK.  The deleted view is removed from the view list.

3.2.2.3.5  Tree Views

A tree view presents information in a hierarchical view.  Each category can have a number of
sub-categories which are viewed using the + and – buttons.  Color-coded balls quickly
identify the status of each category and subcategory.   Tree views can be easily adjusted by
category or by subcategory.  

Active
A green ball indicates the category or record is active

Deactivated
A yellow ball indicates the category or record is deactivated. 
Some categories/records can be reactivated.

Deleted
A red ball indicates the category or record is deleted.  Some
categories/records can be un-deleted.

Adjusting a tree view

1. Select the Style icon.  The view style window is displayed.  

2. Slide the bar to the desired tree view.  A preview is displayed below the slide bar.

3. Select Show Deleted to view deleted categories in the tree.

4. Click Refresh.  The tree view is updated with the changes made.
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3.2.3 Columns

Columns are a fundamental part of the view window.  Each column is identified by a column
header.  Columns are customizable to view record lists efficiently.

Column headers are positioned above the record list displaying the names of each column.  

 A list of customers may include column headers such as name, state, zip code and
phone number.  

Column headers can be used to sort records lists and create groups.  Columns can also be
moved and re-sized.

3.2.3.1 Sorting Columns

Columns that are being used for sorting the record list are identified by the up or down
arrow in its column header.  The figure below shows that the record list is sorted by display
name.  

An up arrow indicates that the column is sorted by the lowest value to the highest value (A-
Z) while a down arrow indicates that the column is sorted by the highest value to the lowest
value (Z-A).

Sorting by Column
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1. Right click on the column that the record list will be sorted by.

2. Sort A to Z sorts records from lowest value to highest value.

3. Sort Z to A sorts records from highest value to lowest value.

4. No Sort resets the default sorting method.

3.2.3.2 Column Order

Columns can be moved and rearranged in the view window, making the record list easier to
locate information.   

Changing the column order

1. Click and hold the column header of the column to be moved.

2. Move the column by dragging it along the column headers to its desired location.  When
the column is moved over a valid location, two arrows appear to indicate the new position. 

3. Release the mouse button to drop the column in place.  The column is displayed in its new
location.

 Columns that have been frozen cannot be moved.

3.2.3.3 Resizing Columns

The width of columns can be increased or decreased to view more or less information.

Resizing a column

1. Position the mouse pointer on the right edge of the column to be re-sized.  The mouse
pointer changes to a double arrow resizing tool. 

2. Click and hold the left mouse button.

3. Move the resizing tool to the left or right until the column is the desired width.

4. Release the mouse button.  The column is re-sized.
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3.2.3.4 Freezing Columns

Freezing columns is another efficient way to view records.  Freezing locks groups of columns
that are kept visible while scrolling.  Columns are frozen in order, starting with the first
column.  Several columns can be frozen at one time.  Columns that are frozen are
highlighted with a blue background. 

 Some columns, such as customer name, are frozen by default.

Freezing a column

1. Right-click on the column to be frozen.

2. Select Freeze Column from the pop up menu.  The column background becomes blue.

Unfreezing columns

1. Right-click on any column.

2. Select Unfreeze All Columns from the pop up menu.  The column backgrounds becomes
white.

3.2.3.5 Grouping Columns

Columns in record lists can be used to group information.  Grouping columns is an effective
way to filter information quickly.  Columns are grouped using the grouping bar.

The grouping bar allows quick organization of records by grouping columns together.  
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 To see a list of customers in the state of Pennsylvania, simply drag the column header
“State” to the grouping toolbar.  

The list displays all customers grouped by the state of Pennsylvania.  

Multiple columns can be grouped to organize records with even more detail.  

The customer listing that was first grouped by state could also be grouped by city.  As a
result, each state grouping contains a group of cities located within that state.  

A view may contain any number of groupings.

Adding a column grouping

1. Click and hold the column header of the column to be grouped.

2. Drag the column header to the grouping bar.  Two arrows will appear in the grouping bar,
indicating where to drop the column header.

3. Release the mouse button to drop the column header in place.  The column header is
displayed in the grouping bar.

4. The record list is now displayed in the tree view by the chosen column.  Columns within
tree views can also be sorted, moved, re-sized and frozen.
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Adding multiple column groupings

1. Add the first column group to the grouping bar.

2. Open one of the groupings in the tree view by clicking on a + icon.

3. Drag the column(s) to be filtered. 

4. Release the mouse button to drop the column into the grouping bar.  Secondary columns
may be placed above (to the left of) or below (to the right of) an existing grouping. 

Removing a column grouping

1. Click and hold the column header of the grouping to be removed.

2. Drag the column header down to the record list.  

3. Release the mouse button to drop the column header.  The column will appear above the
record list.

3.2.4 Records

A record is created from data that has been entered and saved in TallyExplorer, such as a
new customer or a purchase order.  

After adding a product, the information for that product is displayed in the view
window as a record.  
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As records are added, the record list is formed.  The record list is displayed in the view
window.  This centralized area contains all of the data entered by a user in a list format, with
each line in the list representing one record.  Types of record lists include lists of products,
purchase orders, and customers.  

Because record lists can get lengthy, the format can be modified in a variety of ways to
improve browsing time, such as sorting and grouping columns and defining filters and
conditions.

A record list without any filters or conditions set

A record list with columns grouped by city

3.2.4.1 Refresh

When a new ribbon tab is opened, oftentimes the view window is empty.  In order to
populate the view window with a list of records, click Refresh.  
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A list of records is displayed.  See also The View Window and Columns.
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3.2.4.2 Sorting Records

As more records are added to the record list, sorting those records can be a helpful
organizing tool.  Records can be sorted alphabetically and numerically by column or by a
range of columns.

Columns that are sorted in the record list are identified by an up arrow (A to Z) or down
arrow (Z to A) in its column header.  When multiple columns are sorted, the sorting order
begins with the first sorted column to the left.  

Records can be sorted from the column header or within the record list itself.  To sort
multiple columns using the column headers, hold the Shift key while selecting the columns.

Sorting Records from the Column Header

1. Click on the column header of the column to be sorted. The column displays an up arrow,
sorting records (A to Z). 
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2. Click on the column header again.  The column displays a down arrow, sorting records (Z to
A).

3. To sort multiple columns, hold down the Shift key while selecting columns to sort.  When
columns have been sorted properly, release the Shift key.  

Sorting Records from the Record List

1. Right-click in the column to be sorted.  A pop up menu is displayed.

2. Select Sort A-Z or Sort Z-A.  The column is sorted, indicated by a sort arrow.

Removing a Record Sort

1. Right-click in the column to be unsorted.  A pop up menu is displayed.

2. Select No Sort.  The sort is cleared from the column and the sort arrow disappears.

3.2.4.3 Filtering Records

Filtering allow users to quickly extract certain data from the record list by hiding rows of
records containing data that does not meet the criteria of the filter.  Filtering is similar to
setting conditions in that both methods depend on certain criteria defined by the user. 
Conditions are set with the intention of saving new views, whereas filters are used to quickly
extract data without the intent of saving the view.   

Customized filters can be defined or quick filters from the pop up menu can be used. 
Adding multiple filters further enhances the filtering process.  Column headers highlighted in
bold lettering have been filtered.
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User defined filters are set according to the type of data in the column.  

A column of names are filtered by text versus a column of prices filtered by number.  

Filter types include:

· Text

· Date

· Number

· Boolean (True/False or Selected/Not Selected)

Setting a user-defined filter

1. Right-click on the column being filtered.  A pop up menu is displayed.

2. Select the user defined filter.  A pop up menu displays the filter criteria options available
for the filter type.   

3. Data can be filtered using the following comparison options:

For all field types
Equals Data must have a value that is an exact match to the defined

value
Does not Equal Data must have a value that does not match the defined value

For text field types
Contains Data must contain the defined text value within the field.  For

example, applying a Contains 'jacket’ filter for product
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description would match records with values such as Ultimate
Ski Jacket and Men’s Wool Jacket.

Does not contain Data must not contain the defined text value within the field. 
For example, applying a Does Not Contain ‘2009’ filter for
product description would extract records with values such as
Goldie Beanie 2009 and Columbia Pant 2009.

Equals Blank Data must have no value for this field
Does Not Equal Blank Data must have a value for this field
Starts With Data in the column must start with the letter or text value

defined
Ends With Data in the column must end with the letter or text value

defined

For date field types
On or Before Data must have a date for this field that is on or before the

defined date
On or After Data must have a date for this field that is on or after the

defined date
Equals Blank Data must have no value for this field
Does Not Equal Blank Data must have a value for this field

For number field types
Less Than Data must have a number for this field that is less than the

defined value
Greater Than Data must have a number for this field that is greater than the

defined value
Equals Zero Data must have a number/amount that is zero
Does Not Equal Zero Data must have a number/amount that is not zero. Note: This

includes negative values.

For Boolean field types
Is Selected Data must have a true (yes) value for this field
Is Not Selected Data must have a true (yes) value for this field

4. Click OK.  The record list displays records containing the defined criteria.

Quick filters are predefined filters based on a selected field.  For example, to see all
customers with the last name of Adams, a quick filter can be used.   By right-clicking on the
data value in the record list itself and selecting Equals ‘Adams’, the record list is filtered and
shows only those records with the last name of Adams.

Setting a Quick Filter

1. In the record list, right-click on the data value to filter.  A pop up menu is displayed.

2. Select the quick filter type.  The record list displays records matching the filter defined.
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Multiple filters can be applied to columns to extract even more data from the record list.  

Adding Multiple Filters

1. Right-click on the column being filtered.  A pop up menu will appear.

2. Select the user defined filter.  A pop up menu displays the filter criteria options available
for the filter type.   

3. Select Multiple on the filter criteria window.  The window expands.

4. Enter the criteria for the first filter 

5. Select Add.  The filter appears in the condition list.

6. Enter criteria for any remaining filters.

7. Select OK.  The record list displays records containing the criteria defined by the user.

3.2.4.4 Finding a Record

The find tool allows a user to quickly locate a single record.  

 Locating a customer with a specific phone number in the record list.  

The find tools locates matching data in the record list without removing rows.

Finding a Record

1. Right-click on the record or column header.  A
pop up menu is displayed.

2. Select Find.  A pop up menu displays the find
criteria options available.   

3. Click OK.  The record list highlights the row if the
defined criteria is found.

3.2.4.5 Clearing Filters

Filters can be cleared for a single column or all filters can be cleared at the same time.
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Clearing a filter for a single column

1. Right-click on the column being filtered.  A
pop up menu is displayed.

2. Select Clear Filter from column name.  The
record list displays all fields in that column.

Clearing all filters

1. Right-click on any column.  A pop up menu
is displayed.

2. Select Clear All Filters.  The record list
clears all fields in the view window.

3.3 Conditions

Conditions are criteria, or rules, that are defined when adding or modifying a view.  Setting
conditions extracts data from the record list, shortening the length of the list in the view
window.  Browsing records with conditions set is more efficient and saves valuable time. 
Views set with conditions are typically saved for future use.  

Condition examples

1. To view a list of only the purchase orders that are pending delivery this month, set a
condition that requires purchase order records to have a delivery date for the current
month only.

2. To view only products that need to be reordered, set a condition that requires product
records to have an available quantity less than or equal to their reorder point.

3. To view all gold member customers that have enough reward points to qualify for a free
gift card, two conditions are set: 

§ one that requires customer records to be a customer type of gold member, and

§ one that requires their reward point balance to be greater than or equal to 1000.
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3.3.1 Conditions Window

Conditions are added, modified or removed from the conditions window.  The conditions
window displays all of the conditions defined by the user, tasks that can be performed within
the window, and an area to apply general rules for how conditions will perform.

  The conditions window is accessed from the view designer when adding a new view or
from the view toolbar when modifying an existing view.  

3.3.2 General Condition Rules

Defining some general rules before setting a condition will narrow down the list of
information needed.  These general rules apply to all set conditions in the condition list.

Must Match All Determines whether a qualifying record must match all of the
conditions set

Match One or More Determines whether a qualifying record must match one or
more of the conditions set
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Two conditions being defined are: customer type must be gold preferred and the
customer’s state must be Pennsylvania. 

If Must Match All is selected, only one record in the customer list (James Buchanan) meets
the criteria because it is gold preferred AND the state is Pennsylvania.  

If Match One or More is selected, all three records in the customer list meet the criteria
because they are all either gold preferred OR the state is Pennsylvania. 

When All is selected in the maximum records field, all of the qualifying records are displayed.
A maximum number of records can also be viewed.  In this example, the record list will
display the first 100 qualifying records.  

Deleted records are not usually included in record lists.  Deleted records can be displayed by
checking Include Deleted.  Deleted records must still qualify under set conditions. 

3.3.3 Condition Fields

When Adding a Condition, there are several different types of information that can be
searched.  

When adding a condition for a date field, specify the month, year, day, etc.  But when
adding a condition for a number field, specify greater than, less than, equal to, etc.  

The navigation for each condition field varies slightly.
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  Text Fields Text fields include text, such as names and descriptions, or a combination of
text and numbers, such as addresses.  Some number fields that require no calculations are
considered text fields, such as phone numbers, part numbers, and zip codes. 

Starts With Data must start with the letter or text value
as defined in the starting text field.

Ends With Data must end with the letter or text value
as defined in the Ending Text field.

Contains Data must contain the defined text value
within the text field.  For example, applying a Contains
‘jacket’ for product description would match records
with values such as Ultimate Ski Jacket and Men’s Wool
Jacket.

Equals Data must have a value that is an exact match to
the defined value.

Between Data must have a value that is greater than or
equal to the value specified in the 1st Text Condition
field and less than or equal to the value specified in the
2nd Text Condition field.  For example, a condition of
between ‘a’ and ‘m’ for customer name results in
records displaying John Adams and Calvin Coolidge and
excluding Ronald Reagan. 
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Case-Sensitivity Text field conditions are not case-sensitive.  A condition of Equals
‘johnson’ would match records for ‘Johnson’, ‘johnson’ and ‘JOHNSON’.

 Date Fields Date field include dates and or time.  

By Day Data must match the day selected.  Dates may
be entered manually (mm/dd/yy) or in the drop down
calendar.  

By Month Data must match the month selected.

Year-to-date Data must match the current calendar
year, fiscal year or seasonal year.  To configure starting
dates, see Reporting Information.  
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Date Range Data must match a date between the
starting date/time and the ending date/time.  

Selected Period Data must have a date within the
selected period(s).  Periods are predefined
date ranges that are created in reporting periods.

From Today Data must have a date within the range as
defined by the interval and factor fields.  Ranges can be
set from day or month, such as the previous 30 days
from the current date or the next 6 months from the
current date.  When creating a previous date range, the
factor value is entered as a negative number.  For
example, the previous 30 days would have an interval of
month and a factor of -30.

  Number and  Currency Fields

Number fields include numeric data.  Currency fields include numbers with a monetary
value. 
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Greater Than Data must have a number for this field that is greater than the
defined value

Greater Than or Equal Data must have a number for this field that is greater than or
equal to the defined value

Less Than Data must have a number for this field that is less than the
defined value

Less Than or Equal Data must have a number for this field that is less than or equal
to the defined value

Equals Data must have a number for this field that is equal to the
defined value

Not Equal Data must have a number for this field that is not equal to the
defined value

 Setting a Condition between Two Numbers

Multiple conditions can be applied to view data between two specified numbers, allowing for
a number value to be greater than one value AND less than another value.

1. Select Multiple on the criteria window.  The window expands.

2. Enter the criteria for the first filter.

3. Select Add.  The filter is displayed in the condition list. 

4. Enter the criteria for any remaining filters.

5. Select OK.  The record list displays records containing the criteria defined by the user.  
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  Boolean Fields Boolean fields contain data with only one of two values, such as
yes/no, true/false or on/off.  

True Data has a value of true, yes, or selected.

False Data has a value of false, no or not selected.  

  List Fields List fields include data which is predefined, such as customer type or
product department.  Select values from the list using check boxes.  One or more boxes can
be checked.  
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Equals Data must equal the value of the boxes checked.
 For example, to set a condition where customers must
be Gold Preferred or Silver Preferred, select Equals and
check Gold Preferred and Silver Preferred.   

Not Equal Data must not equal the value of the boxes
checked.  For example, to set a condition where
customers are any customer type except for Gold
Preferred, select Not Equal and check Gold Preferred.

3.3.4 Adding and Modifying Conditions

Conditions are added to a view from the Conditions Window.  Adding criteria to the
condition varies according to the field type (text, number, Boolean, etc.), but the steps are
generally the same.

Adding a Condition

1. Select Add Condition in the conditions window.  The
select condition field window is displayed. 

2. Select a field.  Icons help define the field type.

3. Select OK. The window closes and the criteria window
is displayed.

4. Define the criteria for the condition.  The field type
determines how criteria is set for the condition(s).

5. Select OK. The criteria window closes.

6. Save the view or Save the view as a new view.  The
condition is saved to the view.

Modifying a Condition

1. Select the condition to be modified.
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2. Select Modify Condition in the conditions window.  The criteria window is displayed.

3. Make any changes to the condition.  The field type will determine the how criteria is set for
condition(s).

4. Select OK. The criteria window will close.

5. Save the view or Save the view as a new view.  The modified condition will be saved to the
view.

3.3.5 Adding Multiple Conditions

Multiple criteria can be combined into a single condition, saving time from having to enter
several conditions.  

A condition could be set that requires the customer to reside in Pennsylvania, New
York, Maryland and/or New Jersey.  

Instead of setting four separate conditions, one condition containing multiple criteria saves
time and offers the same results.

The multiple criteria option is useful when defining a condition that requires a value between
two numbers.  A requirement can set the number value to be greater than one number and
less than another number.

Adding Multiple Conditions
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1. Select Multiple on the criteria window.  The window expands. 

2. Enter the criteria for the first filter.

3. Select Add >.  The filter is displayed in the condition list.

4. Enter the criteria for any additional filters.

5. Select Add >.  All filters for the condition are listed.

6. Define the condition as Must Match All or Match One or More.  

7. Click OK.

3.3.6 Prompt Me Later

Conditions can be set to prompt every time a view is opened or refreshed.  When the view is
opened or refreshed, the condition is displayed and criteria can be defined.  Setting a
condition to prompt saves valuable time from having to add a condition and set criteria
every time a frequently used view is opened.  Instead, the condition automatically prompts
the user to set criteria.  

Setting Conditions to Prompt

1. Add a condition.  The select condition field window is
displayed.

2. Choose the field type.

3. Select OK.  The criteria window opens.  

4. Choose Prompt me later….  The criteria window closes.
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The condition is displayed in the conditions
list and labeled Prompted at time of
Execution. 

5. Select OK.  

6. Save the view or Save the view As a new
view.  The condition set as prompt will be
saved.

The next time that view is opened or refreshed, the criteria
window is displayed.  A prompt will ask to set the criteria for
the condition.  

3.3.7 Removing Conditions

Conditions are easily removed from a view.   

Removing a condition

1. Select the condition to be removed.

2. Select Remove Condition(s) in the conditions window.  A prompt asks to verify the
removal.  

3. Select Yes or No.  Selecting yes will remove the condition from the view.
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4. Select OK to close the conditions window.

5. Save the view or Save the view As a new view.  If the view is not saved, the condition will
not be permanently removed.

3.4 Security

The availability of many program features is controlled by security settings and preferences.
If a feature is not available for a user, security rights to that feature or a preference setting
may be disabled. Security settings that limit the features which can be accessed by users, or
groups of users, are set in Group Rights.

3.5 Preferences

Defining preferences minimizes the amount of data entry by generating defaults. 
Preferences are defined on an enterprise level and user level.  

Enterprise Level Configure company preferences such as employee, product,
customer, naming conventions, register, cloud and adding 
Security Groups.

User Level Set preferences such as default views or adding favorite
commands to the Quick Access Toolbar.

3.6 Image Library

Managing the multitude of graphic files for customers and products can be challenging. Not
only do images need to be centrally stored so that they are available to TallySales units
throughout the company, they need to be organized for easy management. The image
library is a simple, integrated image management tool that allows users to perform these
tasks.  
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Image Window Library Definitions

Address Bar Displays the location of the image folder currently being
accessed.  The bar implements a breadcrumb feature that
allows for quick navigation between image folders.

Images List Lists image files and provides access to sub-folders that reside
in the image folder displayed on the address bar. Selecting a
folder navigates to that destination, while the selected image is
displayed in the preview pane.

Preview Pane Displays a preview of an image file selected in the images list.
Command Bar The following options are in the command bar:

· New Image Add a new image to the image list
· Delete Image Delete an image from the image list
· Image Properties Rename the image in the image list
· Clear Selected Image Clear the current image shown in the

select image preview pane

Search tool
Locate images

that contain a specified
keyword.  
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 Creating an Image Library

1. On a computer, add a new folder in the location where the image library will be saved.  
This folder will be the image library folder.

2. Find the image(s) from a file on the computer, thumb drive or from the internet.

3. Right click to copy the image(s).

4. Right click and paste the image(s) into the image library folder.  Images and file folders
can be renamed and organized to make them easier to find when pasting to the image list.

5. Continue copying and pasting images until all desired images are saved.

6. In TallyExplorer, click Select Image.  The image library window is displayed.

7.  Select the new image from the image
library toolbar.  File Explorer will open.  

8.  Locate the image library folder that was
created.

9.  Double click on the image to be added to
the image list.   The file is displayed in the
image list.  

Multiple images can be added to the list, but only one image can be used at a time.

Adding an Image to a Record 

After images have been added to the image library and the image list, images can then be
assigned to specific records.

1. Highlight the image file.

2. Select OK. The image is displayed in the preview pane. 
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3. Select Save.  The image is saved in the current record.

3.7 Journals

Journals are important notes that can be recorded for a specific vendor, employee or
customer record.  Journals can be helpful in an environment where more than one user will
be working with the same records.  

 User #1 enters a journal entry for
customer Grace Smith with information
about a credit she is to receive.  When
User #2 opens that record, the journal
entry can be viewed.

The journal window displays entries in chronological order with the most recent entries first. 
Each journal entry shows the time and date the entry was recorded and the name of the user
who recorded the entry.  
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Adding journals differs slightly between vendor, customer and employee records.  See  
Customer General Tab. See also Employee Journals.

Some journal entries are created by TallyExplorer automatically when tasks are
performed.  For example, if a detailed explanation is entered by the user when a credit
memo is created, the explanation is recorded as a journal entry.

3.8 Ribbon Commands

Each job role in the Ribbon Tab has its own set of commands.  

Clicking on the CRM ribbon tab displays several commands, including new customer;
customer templates, discounts plans, etc.  

The Purchasing ribbon tab displays a different set of commands, such as new purchase order,
purchasing analytics and new special order.  

Users may or may not have access to all ribbon tabs and commands, depending on
permissions assigned by the system administrator.  See Group Rights.  
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Every command is defined by an icon, or picture.  Holding the mouse pointer over the icon
displays a brief description of the command.   See Ribbon Command Icon Definitions.
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4 Home
After logging in, the home tab is displayed.  The home tab is the workspace for viewing
community news feeds and articles, messages, and customizable dashboards, clocking in or
out back office employees, adjusting employee time clock entries and accessing Reports
Explorer.

  The initial default is the community page.  To set a new default, see dashboard
preferences.

4.1 Community Page

The community page (home page) displays RSS (rich site summary) feeds, delivering
regularly changing web content such as release notes, help manual updates, technical
releases, web blogs, etc.  It also supports interoffice communications between active work
stations.

NOTE: RSS feeds is currently not available.
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4.2 Dashboards

Dashboards provide a quick overview to monitor performance and create forecasts, analyze
and compare data history in order to support strategic decision making for the organization.
 When measuring performance data, success at reaching key business objectives, goals and
targets can be evaluated.

Benefits of using digital dashboards include:

· Visual presentation of performance measures

· Ability to identify and correct negative trends

· Measure efficiencies/inefficiencies

· Ability to generate detailed reports showing new trends

· Ability to make more informed decisions based on collected business intelligence

· Align strategies and organizational goals
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· Saves time compared to running multiple reports

· Gain total visibility of all systems instantly

· Quick identification of data outliers and correlations

Dashboards are customizable with drill downs, charts, graphs, and graphics.

Sample of a Sales and Revenue Dashboard

Dashboard Types

A variety of dashboards are available.  However, access to each dashboard depends on job
role and/or security rights.  

The purchaser would probably not require access to human resources data.  Likewise,
finance may not require access to product or customer data.

Dashboard Description
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Sales Trends Captures KPI (key performance indicator) information for sales
and revenue

Purchasing Captures KPI (key performance indicator) information for
purchasing status

Products Captures KPI (key performance indicator) information for
product status

Employee Captures KPI (key performance indicator) information for
employee performance and status

Customers Captures KPI (key performance indicator) information for
customer sales and activity

Event Scheduler Captures KPI (key performance indicator) information for event
schedules

4.2.1 Selecting a Dashboard

Using customizable charts and visualizations, the dashboard shows a real-time overview of
general business information.  The dashboard provides an overview of pertinent information
wherever and whenever it is needed throughout the day.

 Selecting a Dashboard

1. Choose Select Dashboard.

2. Select the dashboard option from the drop down menu.  The dashboard is displayed.
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4.2.1.1 Sales Trends

The sales trends dashboard displays sales data collected over a period of time.  Sales data
can be viewed by store and by department for any given segment of time.  Summary blocks
display a quick snapshot of year-to-date trends, average sales and average items sold per
sale.

 

 Viewing Sales Trends by Store and Department

1. In the sales and revenue bar graph dashlet, highlight the day/month/year column.  The
data by store and by department are generated in the dashlets below.

2. The example below displays year-to-date sales data for the month of March. 
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4.2.1.2 Purchasing
NOTE: The purchasing dashboard is currently not available.

4.2.1.3 Products
NOTE: The products dashboard is currently not available.

4.2.1.4 Employee

The employee dashboard displays employee sales data collected over a period of time. 
Employee sales data can be viewed for all employees.  

Summary blocks display employees who are currently clocked-in.  A list of employees who
are clocked-in can be viewed for all stores or by each individual store.

Employee sales, displayed in the bar graph, quickly illustrate volume of sales and returns for
each employee.  Blue bars indicate sales while red bars indicate voided sales and returns.

Employee sales statistics display the average sale, average items per sale and average items
prices per sale for the selected employee.  Green stars indicate above-average performance
while red stars indicate below-average performance.  White stars indicate performance aligns
exactly with store averages.
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 Viewing Employee Sales Trends

1. In the employee bar graph dashlet, highlight the employee column.  The employee sales
trends are generated in the dashlet below.

2. The example below displays year-to-date sales data for TallySoft Admin. 

4.2.1.5 Customer
NOTE: The customer dashboard is currently not available.

4.2.1.6 Event Scheduler
NOTE: The event scheduler dashboard is currently not available.

4.2.2 Navigating the Dashboard

The figure below highlights the names of each section on a dashboard.  Being familiar with
each section will help navigation through the various dashboard functions. 
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4.2.2.1 Dashboard Status Bar

The dashboard status bar displays the title of the selected dashboard.  

Conditions can be modified for each dashboard, filtering out unnecessary data.  The
dashboard status bar above shows a dashboard filtered by year-to-date.  Unless preferences
have been set, the default dashboard type is by current month.

When dashboard filters are changed or an automatic refresh is performed, the dashboard
status bar indicates the automatic update in the right hand corner.
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4.2.2.2 Summary Blocks

Summary blocks are dashlets where data is fixed (cannot be changed).  They provide a real-
time snapshot of data, depending on the dashboard selected.

Some summary blocks contain a summary of information. 

On a sales trend dashboard, the summary blocks display
year-to-date sales, average sales and average items sold per
sale.  

The summary block displays data for this month, last month
and last year.  This data can be used for informed decision
making, aligning strategies and goals and identify any
potential trend issues.
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Other summary blocks contain option selections that help
narrow down data in other dashlets.

On an employee dashboard, the summary blocks contain an
option selection of stores.  In multiple store environments,
employee data can be viewed by all stores or by a single
store.

Data in other dashlets changes, depending on the option
selected in the summary block.

Data in summary blocks is real-time.  Information is updated after an automatic refresh.

4.2.2.3 Navigating Dashlets

A dashlet is a report that is displayed on a dashboard.  The information displayed in a
dashlet depends on the type of dashboard selected.  

Dashlets in TallyExplorer are interactive.  Floating tool tips allow the user to quickly compare
and analyze data.

Dashlets are customizable.  After dashlets have been customized to user preference, custom
dashboards can be created.  This eliminates the need to adjust dashlets each time the
dashboard is opened.

Data from dashlets can be exported into a Microsoft© Excel spreadsheet or a .png file for
reporting and presentations.

Dashlets display information using two types of charts (graph and pie) and data grids.

Graph Dashlet by Month

Graph dashlets
display data in the
form of a bar graph.
 Bar graphs are easily
adjusted according
to user preference.  
Filtering conditions
narrows down data

even further.  
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Pie Chart Dashlet

Pie chart dashlets
divide data into
slices.  Each slice is
proportional to the
quantity it
represents.

Data grids displays
data in a series of
columns and rows
and also uses tree
views.  Both graph
and pie chart

dashlets can be converted into data grids.

 Adjusting Dashlets

1. To adjust the width of a graph, use the scroll bar or arrow buttons at the bottom of the
dashlet to view more data.  If there is no scroll bar, all available data is displayed on the
graph.

2. To adjust the height of a graph, hover the mouse under the scroll bar until a double-
arrow is displayed.  Left-click and hold the mouse button and move the graph up or
down.

 Minimizing Dashlets

1. In the dashlet header, select the double-up arrow.  The dashboard is minimized.

2. To open the dashlet, select the double-down arrow.  The dashlet is opened.

 Viewing Floating Tool Tips
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1. Hover the mouse pointer over a chart column.  The floating tool tip is displayed.

2. Moving the mouse to different columns allows the user to quickly and easily compare
data.

3. Floating tool tips can also be viewed in pie charts.
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Floating Tool Tip in a Pie Chart

4.2.2.3.1  Dashlet Options

All dashlets have an option menu.  The option menu allows the user to select the current
view or data grid view, show the legend and choose data export options.

Showing the Option Menu

1. Select Option Menu  in the dashlet header.  The option menu is displayed.

Current View
Chart Select to view data by chart type (i. e. graph or pie chart)
Data Grid Select to view data in a data grid
Show Selected
Legend Panel

Select to display the legend panel on the chart

Export to Excel Select to export data to a Microsoft© Excel spreadsheet

 Viewing Data Grids
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1. In the option menu, select Data Grid.  The graph or pie chart becomes a data grid.

Sales Trend sorted by Month

Data can be sorted by selecting the up or down arrow in the title of each column.

Sales Trend sorted by Revenue

Select  to expand and view more detailed data.  Columns in the expanded view can be
sorted and collapsed.
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 Viewing Legend Panels

1. In the option menu, select Show Selected Legend Panel.  The legend panel is displayed.

The legend panel indicates the selected column and the data that
corresponds with it.  Selecting different columns will change the data in
the legend panel.

2. Alternatively, selecting the legend arrow will open and close the
legend panel.

Legends can be adjusted by selecting the legend arrow, holding the left
mouse button, and dragging the legend to the desired size.

 Exporting Data

1. In the option menu, select Export to Excel.  The Save As window is displayed.
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2. Select where the file will be saved.

3. Enter a title for the report and select Save.  The report is saved as an Excel© spreadsheet.
Charts and graphs are saved as a .png files.

Sample of a report in a spreadsheet

4.2.3 Filtering a Dashboard

Conditions are criteria, or rules, that are defined when filtering dashboards.  Modifying
conditions allows the user to view data within specific dates or date ranges.  

  Filtering a Dashboard

1. Select Filter Conditions on the home tab ribbon.  The conditions window is displayed.
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2. The conditions list displays current filter settings.

3. To change the filter settings, select Modify Condition(s) or double-click on the current
filter setting highlighted in blue.  The criteria window is displayed.

4. Select the date comparison options.  The criteria window will differ depending on the
options selected.

Data can be narrowed down to a single day.

1. Select the date.

2. Enter the start time of the business day.

3. Select OK.  The dashlet(s) populate data for the
selected day.
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Data can be compared by month in any given
year.

1. Select the month.

2. Enter the year.

3. Enter the start time of the business day.

4. Select OK.  The dashlet(s) populate data for the
selected month and year.

Year to date data can be viewed.

1. Select year to date data by fiscal, calendar or
season.

2. Enter the start time of the business day.

3. Select OK.  The dashlet(s) populate year to date
data.
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Data can be compared between a range of dates.

1. Select the starting date and enter the business
day start time.

2. Select the ending date and enter the business
day end time.

3. Select OK.  The dashlet(s) populate data for the
date range.

Data for a specific amount of days or months can
be viewed.

1. Select the interval, by day or month.

2. Select the factor (number of days or months).

3. Select OK.  The dashlet(s) populate data for the
number of days or months.

 Multiple Filtering Options

1. Select Multiple in the criteria window.  The window expands.
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2. Select an option, such as day or month.

3. Select Add >.  The selected option is added to the condition list.

4. To remove the option, highlight the option in the condition list and select < Remove.

5. Continue adding desired options.

6. If all conditions must be met, select must match all.  If at least one condition must be
met, select match one or more.

7. Select OK.  The dashlet(s) populate data for the multiple conditions set.
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4.2.4 Dashboard Preferences

The community page is the default dashboard when logging in to TallyExplorer.  Preferences
can be set to change the starting dashboard default when logging in.

  Adding custom dashboards may reduce speed of performance with some systems.  If
this occurs, the dashboard at start up should be set to the community page.

 Setting Dashboard Preferences

1. Select Preferences in the home ribbon.  The dashboard preference window is displayed.

2. Select the dashboard that will be displayed upon logging in to TallyExplorer.

3. Select the default date range.

NOTE: Custom dashboard #1 and #2 is currently not available.

4.2.5 Dashboard Refresh

Refresh updates dashboards to current, real-time data, without the need to wait for an
automatic update.
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Refreshing a dashboard

1. Select refresh in the home tab ribbon.  The dashboard and dashlets contained within the
dashboard are updated.

4.3 Time Clock

Time Clock is a time management tool that allows managers to view the current status of
employees.  Time sheets can be generated for back office employees based on time clock
usage.  Incomplete or erroneous shifts can be revised for all employees.  

  Employee time clock is available to employees with human resources security rights.  

 Using Time Clock

1. Scan employee ID card or enter employee PIN.  

2. Select Enter.  The employee information is displayed.

3. Several options are available, depending on an employee's current status:
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Clock In Select to clock in an employee
Change Job
Type

NOTE: Change Job Type is currently not available.

Clock Out Select to clock out an employee
Go On Break Select to record an employee on break
Return From
Break

Select to record an employee back from break

Shift Manager NOTE: Shift Manager is currently not available.
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4.4 Reports Explorer

Reports Explorer is where all reports can be accessed, such as sales, purchasing, inventory
control and employee data.  Reports Explorer contains over 600 reports, including custom
reports.
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5 Enterprise
The look and feel of TallyExplorer is customized in the enterprise tab by configuring a wide
range of preferences.  This is the workspace for creating, storing and maintaining how the
company and its network of stores, warehouses, corporate offices and register units
functions. 

5.1 Company Configuration

 A company is simply a collection of all stores, warehouses, and offices that are
associated with each other.  Before a company is configured, a license key must be

entered.  See Update License Key.

Once the License Key has been entered or updated, the company is ready for configuration. 
When logging into TallyExplorer for the first time, your company, store and unit names will
already appear in the tree view based on the information provided to the TallySoft
technician. 

A company is configured and modified from the Enterprise Tab by selecting the company
name in the POS Network tree. 
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5.1.1 Company General Tab

  Adding General Information

1. Enter company, reporting, shipping and other information in the General tab.

2. Click Save.

3. Enter company information on the Configuration Tab.

Company Information
Company Name Enter the name of the company
DBA Enter the name the company is doing business as, if applicable
Address Enter the street address, po box number, suite number, etc.
City, State, Zip Enter the city, state, and zip code for the company
Country Enter the country where the company is located
Phone Number Enter the company phone number
Fax Number Enter the company fax number

Reporting Information
Fiscal Year Start Select the month of the start of the fiscal year
Seasonal Year Start Select the month of the start of the seasonal year, if applicable
First Day of the Week Enter the day of the first day of the week
Report Day Start Select the time of day to start reporting
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Shipping Information
Same as Company Select if the shipping information is the same as the company

information
Store Name Enter an alternate name of the company
Address Enter an alternate street address
City, State, Zip Enter an alternate city, state and zip code
Country Enter an alternate country
Phone Number Enter an alternate phone number
Fax Number Enter an alternate fax number

Other Information
Headquarters Enter the name of the company headquarters.  Add store

locations first.
Primary Server Select the primary server for the company.  Add units first.
Warehouse Select a warehouse.  Add store locations first.
Enforce Store Regions Select if store regions will be used.

5.1.2 Company Configuration Tab

Preferences for the company are configured and maintained in the configuration tab.  

 Make sure that the company name is selected in the POS Network tree. 

5.1.2.1 Employee Preferences

General
ID Card Sentinel The beginning digits that identify employee cards.  If not

defined, only employee cards beginning with '914' will be
accepted.
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Uses On Break Default value if an employee uses breaks
Default Shift Max Hours The maximum hours that make up a shift

Password
Minimum Length The minimum length for an employee password
Expiration (Days) The number of days until a password expires
Use Strong Passwords Employee passwords must contain a combination of numbers,

letters and special characters

5.1.2.2 Product Preferences

General
Average Cost Method The method used to calculate average cost
Alt Identifier Type An alternate type definition used to identify products
Bar Code Style A style of bar code tags used to identify or sell products, ie.

Sticky Labels
Tare Weight The weight of a product's container
Auto PO Number Format Format of the auto-generated purchase order number.  S =

store number; U = unit code; E = employee PIN; N = next
number

PO Shipping Report Report used for every purchase order
Trade In Uses Category
Attributes

The option to use category attributes on a trade in

Inclusive Tax Method The option to use an inclusive tax method
Layaway Tax Style When taxes are applied to a layaway
Package Uses On Sale
Dating Price

Package will use the on-sale date price when sold

Package Distribution
Method

Default value for the package distribution method

Price Scheme
Retail Price Scheme Default price scheme for the retail price
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MSRP Price Scheme Default price scheme for the MSRP price
Discount Price Scheme Default price scheme for the discount price

Shipping
Shipping Dimension Shipping dimensions used for products
Shipping Weight Shipping weight used for products

5.1.2.3 Reward Point Preferences

General
Nickname Enter the name of the reward program.  If not defined, 'Bonus

Bucks' is used.
Mode Determine if points cannot be earned or redeemed (disabled),

can be earned and redeemed (enabled), can only be earned
(accumulate only), or can only be redeemed (redeem only)

Require Membership The option that a customer must be a member of the reward
program to earn or redeem points

Match Cash The option to allow customers to redeem reward points at an
equal value to cash (1 reward point = $1.00)

Second Receipt Style The option for a secondary receipt to either not print, print, or
print with a signature line

Restrictions
Not Earned On Sale Reward points are not earned for products discounted as the

result of a sale event
Not Earned On Auto
Discount

Reward points are not earned for products discounted as the
result of an automatic discount, such as a plan benefit

Not Earned On Manual
Discount

Reward points are not earned for products discounted as the
result of a manual discount applied at the register

Not Earned For
Miscellaneous

Reward points are not earned for miscellaneous product sales

Not Earned For Special
Order

Reward points are not earned for special order product sales
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Not Earned For Back Order Reward points are not earned for back order product sales
Not Earned For External
Payment

Reward points are not earned for payments made at the
register for external systems

Tax Cannot Be Tendered Reward points cannot be tendered for the tax portion of a sale
transaction

Value
Factor The amount of reward points earned when a product is

purchased
Rounding Method The rounding method used when a percentage factor is applied
Decimal Places The number of decimal places used with the rounding method

5.1.2.4 Customer Preferences

Finance Charge
Days Warning Determines when a warning prompt will be displayed if finance

charges are being assessed to customers with a previous 
finance charge <x days

Line Text The line item description for a finance charge (e.g. ‘late fee’ or
‘finance charge’).  If the value is null, ‘finance charge’ will be
used

General
Customer Account Profile The default customer account profile.  Profiles can be added by

selecting the down arrow and selecting Add.  See Adding a
New Customer/Account Tab.  

Invoice Aging By Due Date Enables the invoice to be aged by the due date
ID Card Sentinel Beginning digits of a card to identify it as a customer card.  If

not defined, only customer cards beginning with ‘913’ will be
accepted.
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Quote Expiration Days The number of days before a quote expires
Statement

Type The preferred statement type
Template The statement profile
Suppress Zero Balances The option to remove customers with zero balances from

reports
Suppress No Activity The option to remove customers with no activity from reports
Suppress Lower Balance The option to remove customers that have balances below a

defined amount from reports
Apply Minimum Payment The option to apply a minimum payment value to a statement
Minimum Payment
Percent

Enter the minimum payment value percentage that applies to a
statement

Minimum Payment
Amount

Enter the minimum payment value amount that applies to a
statement

Day of Month From Enter the date of the month the statement begins
Day of Month To Enter the date of the month the statement ends
Day of Month to Print Enter the default day for the statement to print
Due Day of Month Enter the date for the printed due day

5.1.2.5 Naming Preferences

General
Name of Style Enter a title for the style field
Name of Season Enter a title for the season field
Name of Product Class Enter a title for the product class field

Price Shift
Title 1 Enter a title for a price shift field  
Title 2 Enter a title for a second price shift field 

Vendor
Contact Title 1 Enter a title for a vendor contact field
Contact Title 2 Enter a title for a second vendor contact field
Contact Title 3 Enter a title for a third vendor contact field
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5.1.2.6 Uses Preferences

Professional (includes all of Standard features)
Customer Plans The option to enable the use of customer plans, such as

discount packages
Custom Report Builder The option to enable the use of building custom reports
Custom Tenders The option to enable the use of custom tender types at the

register
Options The option to enable the use of product option groups
Unit of Measure The option to enable the use of unit of measure sizing grids
Product Recipes The option to enable the use of recipe grids
Product Kits The option to enable the use of building product kits
Layaways The option to enable the use of customer layaways
Multi-currency The option to enable the use of foreign forms of currency
Packages The option to enable the assembly of product packages
Product On Hold The option to enable products to be placed on hold for a

customer
Quotes The option to enable the use of sales quotes
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Requisition Printers The option to enable the use of requisition printers
Serialized Inventory The option to enable the use of serialized products as

inventory
Trade Ins The option to enable the use of product trade-ins
Work Orders The option to enable the use of the use of product work orders
eAccounts The option to enable the use of the use of Camper Accounts
eAccount Images The option to enable the use of the use of Camper Account

images
The Cloud The option to enable the use of web-based storage on the

Cloud
Partner.net The option to enable the use of franchise partnerships

Standard
Auto Fee The option to enable automatic fees to be charged to

customers
Reward Points The option to enable the use of customer reward points
Employee Commissions The option to enable employees to earn commissions
Employee Spiffs The option to enable employees to earn spiffs to boost sales
Invoice Reconciliation The option to enable the use of invoice reconciliation
Size Grid The option to enable the use of product sizing grids
Gift Certificates The option to offer customer gift certificates
Coupons The option to offer customer coupons
Period The option to enable the configuration of reporting periods 
PO Payment Schedule The option to enable setup of purchase order payment

schedules
PO Requisition System The option to enable purchase order requisitions
Price Shift The option to enable product price shifts
RMA Manager The option to enable the use of Return Material Authorizations
Special Orders The option to enable the use of product special orders
Gift Card The option to enable the use of customer gift cards (TallyCard)
Tally Scale The option to enable the use of weighing items with a scale
Transfer Slips The option to enable products to be transferred from one

location to another
Spending Accounts The option to enable the use of customer spending accounts
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5.1.2.7 POS Preferences

General
Account Suggest Discount Enables discount prompts on first payment, at time of full

payment, or never
Restock Returns Enables customer product returns
Force Decimal Enables the forcing of numbers to be displayed with two

decimal places
Hide Right Speed Key
Panel

Enables the option to hide the right-hand speed key panel at
the register

Serialized Inventory
Allow Creation at Sale Enables serial number creation at the point of sale
Allow Creation at Return Enables serial number creation at the point of return

5.1.2.8 Split Preferences

Store
Store 1 If more than one company, stores can be split by percentage
Store 2 If more than one company, stores can be split by percentage
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5.1.2.9 Archive Preferences

Archive Preferences
Enable Archiving Specify number of days to archive local and staged server

history.  Specify number of years to archive host server history.
Archive Customer Data Specify number of days to archive local and staged server

history.

5.1.2.10 The Cloud Preferences

The Cloud Preferences
Address Enter the address of the cloud server
Port Enter the port used by the cloud server

5.1.2.11 eAccount Preferences

eAccount Preferences
Name of eAccount The name of the eAccount program
Name of Category 1 Enter a category name
Name of Category 2 Enter a category name

5.1.3 Auto Fee Tab

Auto fee is an automatic fee that is charged to a customer when purchasing certain products.
 The auto fee is assigned to a specific department and category, then assigned to specific
products in product management.  
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Resorts may charge a resort fee which is applied automatically to products assigned to
auto fee. 

 Auto fee can be set by amount or percent and can be taxable.  

Set Up Auto Fee

1. Enter the description for the automatic fee.

2. Select the department and category where the automatic fee will be assigned.

3. If the auto fee is taxable, select the tax group.  See Tax Management. 

4. Choose how the auto fee will be charged:

· By Amount Select a dollar amount of the auto fee

· By Percent Select a percent of the product price for the auto fee

· Rounding Scheme Select, add or modify a rounding scheme, if applicable.  See Pricing
Schemes.  
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5. Click OK.

6. Click Save to save the auto fee.

5.1.4 Reporting Periods

Reporting periods are used to create predefined date ranges for use in reporting.  Reporting
periods provide a convenient method for defining date ranges that are used frequently for
time-sensitive reports, such as sales or other activities.  Definitions may utilize:

· hard dates that are specific to a day/year/month, or 

· shifting dates such as ‘Last 30 days’.

Examples of Reporting Information 

Fiscal Year Start Choose the month of the start of the fiscal year.  The year will
start on the first of the month.

Seasonal Year Start Choose the month of the start of the seasonal year.  The year
will start on the first of the month.

First Day of Week The day the week begins. (Usually Sunday or Monday)
Report Day Start The default start time of the business

5.1.5 Group Rights Overview

Employee permissions, or Security Rights, control what an employee can and cannot do
within TallyExplorer and/or the register. 

Security Groups

Security rights are separated into two security group types:

· Management Security Groups (back office)

· Register Security Groups  

Job Functions

Each security group type contains job functions that a group of employees can be assigned
to.  
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Four generic job functions are already configured: 

· General Employee

· Manager

· Supervisor

· Trainee

Each of these functions is predefined with its own set of security right defaults and can be
used as templates to create a new group, such as cashier or shift manager.  New job
functions can also be created from a blank template.  

Managing Security Rights

Security rights can be managed within the security group, within the job function or in the
individual employee’s record.  It is recommended that the list of security rights within each
job function be reviewed.   See Security Rights Default Worksheet.  

An employee can belong to both security groups but can belong to only one job function
within that security group.  Security rights for individual employees can be overruled.  

A supervisor may be restricted from accessing customer accounts.  

Access can be given to a specific employee by overruling his/her security rights in the
employee’s record.  See Group Rights.

5.2 Tax / Locations

Tax management defines the type and amount of taxes charged at each store.  Taxes can be
organized into tax groups, allowing multiple taxes to be charged for a product.  Store taxes
and Tax groups are linked to products at the point of product entry.  Therefore, it is
necessary to define store taxes and tax groups before products are added and sold.  If a
product is not linked to a tax or tax group, the item will not be taxed at the register.
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 Individual taxes and tax groups can be shifted in special circumstances.  For efficiency at the
point-of-sale, a Tax Shift speed key can be added to the register. 

5.2.1 What is a Store Tax?

A Store tax is an individual tax rate applied to items sold at the point-of-sale according to
local, state or other tax regulations where the store is located.  

Items sold are charged a state sales tax.  

Some states require stores to charge a county tax.  Other states charge taxes based on the
type of item sold or by the selling price of an item.  Tax rules are configured for each store’s
tax requirements.

Adding a Store Tax
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1. In the Tax Management window, select Store Taxes.  

2. Select (-) Stores in the Store Taxes tree.  

3. Select Add New from the Tax Management toolbar. 

4. Choose Add Tax.  The Add Tax window is displayed.  

4. The following fields define the individual store tax:

Tax Category Name or type of tax.  ie. sales tax, county tax, resort fee, etc.
Store Check the stores associated with this tax
Tax Suffix The name of this tax that will be used for displaying on reports

and in other modules
Receipt Name The tax name displayed on the sales receipt
Rounding Mode The rounding method used by the taxing authority of the store
Rate The rate of the tax.  Rates can be carried out to 3 decimal

places
Base The dollar amount when this rate takes effect.  If taxes are

applied to all dollar amounts, keep base at zero $0.00.
Base Type This is used in conjunction with the base to determine when a

taxable situation will occur.  If the base is zero, the base type
should be 'No Base'.
· GT The item price must be greater than the base amount for

an item to be taxable.
· GTE The item price must be greater than or equal to the

base amount for an item to be taxable.
· GT Over Only The item price must be greater than the base

amount, but only the amount over the base will be taxable. 
ie. luxury taxes.

· GTE Over Only The item price must be greater than or equal
to the the base, but only the amount over the base amount
will be taxable.
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· LT The item price must be less than the base amount for an
item to be taxable.

· LTE The item price must be less than or equal to the base
amount for an item to be taxable.

Inclusive The tax is included in the price of the item.  For example, if an
item has a retail price of $20.00 and an associated 5% inclusive
tax, the sale is recorded as $19.00 with a $1.00 tax. The
inclusive options are:
· None Inclusive tax does not apply on the item price
· Inclusive The tax is included in the item price.  The tax is

deducted from the selling price of the item for net profit
calculations.  The tax is not displayed on the sales receipt.

· Inclusive Show The tax is included in the item price and is
displayed on the sales receipt.  The tax is deducted from the
selling price of the item for net profit calculations.

· Itemized on the Receipt This box is checked to itemize the
tax on the receipt.  If there are additional taxes and this box
is not checked, all non-checked taxes are totaled into one
line item.

Basis Taxes can be applied to:
· Normal Taxes are applied to the selling, discounted or

marked-down price of an item.
· Original Price Taxes are applied to the non-markdown price

of an item that has been marked-down.
· Current Price Taxes are applied to the non-discounted price

of an item that has been discounted.
· MSRP Taxes are applied to the MSRP of an item instead of

its selling price.

5. Select OK.

6. Select Save to save the new store tax.

5.2.2 What is a Tax Group?

A tax group combines individual taxes into a single group, making it easier to assign multiple
taxes at one time.  

Certain items sold are charged state and county taxes.  The Tax Group might be called
“State County”.  When items designated with the “State County” tax group are sold,
both state and county taxes will be applied.  

Several tax groups can be added and applied to selected stores.
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Add a Tax Group Category

After adding individual store taxes, tax groups can be created.  

1. In the tax management window, select Tax Group.

2. Select Tax Groups in the tax group tree.

3. Select Add New from the tax management toolbar. 

4. Choose Add Tax Group.  The add tax window is displayed.  

5. Enter the name of the group.  

6. Click OK to add the tax group category.  

Associate Store Taxes with Tax Groups

1. In the Tax Management window, click (+) Tax Groups in the tree.  A list of tax group
categories is displayed.

2. Click (+) to expand a Tax Group.  A list of stores is displayed under each tax group.

3. Select the Tax Group or Store to apply an associated tax group towards.

4. Check the Tax Type to be associated with the selected tax group. 
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5. Click Save from the toolbar to save selected taxes to the tax group.

5.2.3 What is a Tax Shift?

Tax shifts are useful in instances where items that are normally taxable are either not taxed or
a different tax rate applies.  

An item sold at the store is assessed a state and county tax.  If the same item is shipped
out of state, the county tax no longer applies.  To compensate, the “State County” tax
group can be shifted to a “State” tax group or a “No Tax” tax group.  

Tax shifts can be assigned to multiple tax groups.  Only products in those tax groups will be
enabled with the tax shift option at the register.  See TallySales Register Manual Tax Shift.

Adding Tax Shift Entries

1. In the tax management window, select Tax Groups in the tree.  

2. Select (+) to expand the list of tax group categories.

3. Choose the tax that will be shifted.

4. Choose the store where the tax will be shifted. 
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5. In the tax shift section, select Add.  A list of tax shifts is shown which can be modified or
deleted.  A new tax shift can be added.

6. Select Add to add a new tax shift. 

7. Click on the down arrow key to view and choose a shift type.

Out of county
Out of state
Out of country
Other

8. Enter a Shift Name.  

9. Select OK to add the shift.  The tax options are displayed.  

10. If a tax will be collected on the shift, check the tax or taxes that will be charged.  Do not
check a tax box if no tax is to be collected on the tax shift. 

11.To delete an unused tax shift, highlight the shift name and select Delete.
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In the example above, a tax shift was created named “No Tax Day” with no taxes
associated with the shift.  If the cashier needs to change the PA state tax that would
have been originally collected, the assigned speed key would be selected to activate the
tax shift.  

Assigning Tax Shifts to Registers Speed Keys

Speed keys are set up in Speedkey Management.

Assigning Tax Shift to Products (when entered into inventory)

Tax groups are assigned to products in the General Tab of the product description.

5.3 Point of Sale

Define and manage cash register attributes, such as defaults and button set-up, create
multiple receipt settings, design speed keys and add custom tendering options.

5.3.1 Register Profile

Register attributes and functionality are managed in the register profile.  Multiple profiles
can be added for each register or one profile can be used for multiple registers. 
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5.3.1.1 Register Profile General Tab
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General Settings
Register Mode Descriptive name for the register profile
Default/Start Up
Speedkey Panel Set

The speed key panel set mode type for the register, such as
retail or restaurant

Hide the Right Speedkey
Panel

Select the panel default when the register is opened

Default Function Button Select the panel set that will default after a cashier is selected
Default Discount Factor Select the function screen default upon cashier log in (function

buttons, product or cashier)
Allow Minimize Allows the user to minimize the application while the register is

open
Auto Lock Screen Set the screen to auto lock after a definable amount of

inactivity to help prevent a breach of security.  A PIN is required
to reopen the register. Recommend time of 600 seconds (10
minutes).

Auto Lock After Save Set the screen to auto lock after a completed sale has been
settled and saved.  Typically used when the register is shared by
multiple cashiers and is exposed. Recommend time of 30
seconds.

Open Slip Options
Show list of open 'Quotes' View open quotes from a tab in the register
Show list of open 'Sales
Orders'

View open sales orders from a tab in the register

Show list of open 'Work
Orders'

View open work orders from a tab in the register

Allowance Settings
Forms of Tender When each tender is selected, the tender will be available in the

register.  If company configuration is turned off for the tender, it
will not be available at the register.  Tender options are added in 
Custom Tender.

Layaways Allow layaways as an option at the register
Price Shifting Prices are shifted at the register.  For example, 'happy hour' or

'early bird special'.
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5.3.1.2 Register Profile Additional Tab

Additional Settings
Customer required On
Sale

Cashier is prompted to add new customer information when
settling a sale

Customer required On
Return

Cashier is prompted to add new customer information when
settling a return

Customer required On
Trade In

Cashier is prompted to add new customer information when
settling a trade in

Use Receipt Tabs
(Salesperson)

When activated, the register uses multiple tabs for each
salesperson associated with the sale

Show Receipt Column SKU
Define columns to be displayed in the sales gridShow Receipt Column

Price
Show Receipt Column
Extended
Start Cashier Blank on
next sale

A cashier must be selected after a transaction has been
completed and before the next sale is started

Get Cashier Password Set the register to require the entry of a cashier's password for
all transactions

Start Sales Person Blank A salesperson must be selected after a transaction has been
completed and before the next sale is started

Default Sale Tender Type Selected tender is the default tender for every sale.  Accepted
forms of tender are set on the register profile General Tab.  

Echo Cash at Start of
Tender

When activated, the tender screen automatically displays the
balance of the sale.  Otherwise, the cashier must enter the
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tender amount manually.  See Register Manual Tender Sale
Window.

Default Return Tender
Type

Selected tender is the default tender for every return.  Accepted
forms of tender are set on the register profile General Tab.  

Use Inventory Level
Warnings

The register notifies the cashier of low inventory levels

Allow Prompt Me Later on
serialized inventory

The cashier must enter the serial number on a secondary
prompt before the completion of a sale

Open / Close Settings
Open Method Silent is used when cash is never tendered at the register, most

commonly used in restaurants
Session Check Max (Days) Notifies session inactivity for extended periods of time, protects

against date tampering.  Recommend 7 days.  
Close Method Standard Prompts at closing to verify cash drawer and clock

out active cashiers
Silent No prompts to verify cash drawer or log out.  Silent is
used when cash is never tendered at the register, most
commonly used in restaurants.
Silent Check for Logouts No prompts to log out

Allow Clock Out All Allows the authorized user closing a register session to clock
out all users.  Is reported to TallyTime.

Allow Clock Out Non-
Cashiers

Allows users who are not cashiers to clock out, such as IT or
cleaning staff

Ignore Open Guest Checks Register can be closed if guest checks remain open.  (For use in
restaurant settings)

Print Category Report

When checked, these reports print upon close of the register

Print Credit Card
Summary Report
Print Department Report
Print Employee Sales
Report
Print Employee Shift
Report
Print Product Sales Report
Print Session Balance
Report
Tax Summary On Session
Report
Cash-Out Must Be Tender
Cashier

Cashiers must cash out drawer at end of shift.  New cashiers
add new cash to drawer.

5.3.1.3 Button Setup Tab

The button panel set is the workspace where the cashier performs functions such as entering
a sale, settling a sale, processing layaways, returns/refunds, transfer slips and voiding sales. 
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Function Panel Set Product Panel Set

Commonly-used buttons on the four register panel sets (function, product, cashier and open
slip) are selected and organized in the button setup tab. 

Function and Product Buttons
  Use the drop down arrows to select commonly used buttons for each panel.
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Attach Notes to Sale Attach a note to a current sale
Cash a Check Enable customer to cash checks
Change Speed Keys Change the current register speed keys and panel set
Create a Quote Create a quote at the register
Create a Rain Check Create a rain check at the register
Redeem a Coupon Redeem a coupon at the register
External Application 1 or 2 Link to the use of an external application, such as account

payment 
Item - Change Description Change the description of a selected item
Item - Change Price Change the price of a selected item
Item - Change Quantity Change the quantity of a selected item
Item - Discount Discount the selected item by a specified amount
Item - Redeem Rain Check Redeem a rain check at the register
Item - Line Item Edit Modify sale item information
Item - Promo Apply a promotional discount or QSA to a selected item
Item- Repeat Repeats the last sale item entered
Item - Tax Shift Tax is changed on item - chosen from a menu of existing taxes
Item - Void Void the selected item from the sales line
Layaway Create and manage layaways
Look up Gift Certificate Look up a customer gift certificate at the register
Look up Merchandise
Credit

Look up a customer merchandise credit at the register

Look up eAccount Look up a customer eAccount at the register
Miscellaneous Item Enter a miscellaneous product into a sale
Pay In Miscellaneous A pay in that is recorded but not associated to an account
Pay In on Account Enter a pay in on account
Pay In on Layaway Enter a pay in on layaway
Pay Out Miscellaneous A pay out that is recorded but not associated to an account
Quantity When activated prior to entering an item, the quantity is

adjusted accordingly
Quick Sale - Tender to
Account

Quick tender to selected customer account

Quick Sale - Tender to
eAccount

Quick tender to selected customer eAccount

Quick Sale - Tender to
Cash

Quick tender to cash

Re-Print Receipt Reprint a customer receipt
Re-Print as Gift Receipt Reprint a gift receipt
Return / Refund Return or refund an item
Sales Person for
Commission

Select the sales person associated with a sale

Sale - Discount All Items All sale items are discounted by a specified amount
Sale - Promo All Sale Lines Promotional discount applied to all sale items
Sale - Shift Tax All Tax is changed on an entire sale - chosen from a menu of

existing taxes
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Settle Return to the tender screen
Special Order Create and manage special orders
Stock Status Inventory data is displayed for a selected product
Suspend / Resume Sale Suspend the sale in progress and allow other sales to be made

(will change to resume to recall a sale)
Tax Exempt On / Off Select tax exempt status
Touch Menu Options Display touch menu options
Trade In Trade In a product at the register
Transfer Slip Create a transfer slip at the register
View Previous Sale Display the previous sale
Void Sale Void the sale in progress
Work Order(s) Display active work orders
Sales Order(s) Display active sales orders

Example of a Cashier Panel                Example of Open Slip Panel
Cashier Buttons

Change Password Update or change password 
Clock In Clock in with PIN and password
Clock Out Clock out with password
Show All Show all employees clocked into the register
Employee Scheduler Display employee scheduler

Function Buttons Open Slips
New Slip Create a new slip
Print Slip Print selected slip
Settle Slip Bring the slip to tender
Show All Show all active slips
Void Slip Void selected slip

Tender Button Order
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Use the arrow keys to select the order of accepted
tenders for the register.  Cash and credit card tender
types, if supported, are in the first and second
positions only.

5.3.2 Receipt Profile

Receipt settings are managed in the receipt profile.  Multiple profiles can be added for each
receipt or one profile can be used for multiple receipts.  
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5.3.2.1 Receipt Profile General Tab

Profile Name
Name Enter the name for the receipt profile

Primary Receipt after Sale
Send to Receipt Printer Select Yes or No to choose the types of receipts to print at the

receipt printer.  Selecting Prompt will allow the cashier to
choose from a prompt.  Check the e-mail Receipt Prompt box
to allow a receipt to be emailed.

After all Post-Voided
Receipts

Select yes to print a voided receipt for all post-void
transactions

Second Receipt
Receipt Style · None No second receipt is printed

· Separate Receipt Copy of receipt is printed
· Separate Receipt with Signature Copy of receipt with a

signature line is printed
Second Receipt Subtitle Enter the name for the second receipt
Include Receipt Footer -
Message Text

The footer is displayed on the second receipt

Include Notes Notes are included on the second receipt
e-mail Receipt Properties

Email Receipt Prompt Select to prompt cashier to ask customer for an email address
for receipt
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5.3.2.2 Receipt Format Tab

Receipt Content
To include content to appear on a receipt, check the box next to each desired option.

Receipt Header Checked options are displayed in the header of a receipt
Cashier Print Format Select how cashier information is printed on the receipt

Body Checked options are displayed in the body of a receipt
Footer Checked options are displayed in the footer of a receipt

Receipt Footer - Message Text
Multiple footers can be added to each receipt type or one footer can be used on multiple receipt
types.  The general sales receipt footer is the default for all receipt types when no footer is
defined.  

Receipt Fonts
For each line item, select the font size from a list of several font styles.
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Adding a Receipt Footer

1. In the Receipt Footer - Message Text window,
select the drop down arrow from the receipt type
where a footer will be added.

2. Select Add.

3. Enter the name of the footer.

4. Choose an identifier (receipt category) or none.

5. Enter the text to be displayed in the footer of the
receipt.

6. Select Save.  Footers can be modified by selecting
modify, or deleted by selecting delete.

5.3.2.3 Receipt Printer Features Tab

Insert Validation
Printers equipped with a top insert validation feature can
additionally validate other forms such as a check. If used, set
the printer to advance a specified number of lines before
performing the validation.
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Additional Slip Validation
Printers equipped with a slip validation feature can additionally
print and validate a custom form.  Specify whether or not to use
the slip printer feature or set as a prompt for layaway slips,
work order forms, rental forms and general sales receipts.  If
used, set the number of line advances required.

Journal Copy
With printers equipped with a journal, typically the 3rd ply
copy, add additional printing functionality that details session
open/close and void actions.  Select Print Journal Receipts to
print additional slips for receipt printers that do not have the
journal feature.

Override Plied Paper
Dot matrix printers usually allow for multiple plies of paper
(white/yellow/pink).  Select Using Single Ply Paper to override
using multiple plies.  Only one copy of a signature receipt will
print.  Select Print Customer Copy to print an additional copy
of the receipt.

5.3.3 Speed Keys

Speed keys act like buttons on a touchscreen monitor, allowing cashiers to choose an item
with a single touch.  Choosing items, issuing gift certificates and performing an event check-
in are just a few actions easily done using speed keys.  

When speed keys are properly designed, they can increase cashier efficiency and accuracy
and improve customer throughput and satisfaction.  Multiple speed key panel sets can be
designed for additional options at the register.  Speed keys are used to sell:

· Non-Inventory products are products that do not have a bar code label attached.  Speed
keys replace the use of a binder and eliminate the posting of miscellaneous bar code
labels.

· Commonly sold products and checkout products such as lip balm, fast moving items, or
other items located at the register, can be programmed as a speed key to reduce keying or
scanning time.

· Product Packages programmed as speed keys allows the cashier to sell a group of
products together as one item instead of entering each item separately.

· Recipe Products are products that are commonly sold in the hospitality industry.  The
speed key layout can be programmed to reflect the customer’s food and drink menu.
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Speed Key Panel Set at the Register
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5.3.3.1 Speed Key Management

Adding a New Speed Key Panel Set

1. Select Add New from the speed key management toolbar.  The speed key management
window is blank.

2. Define panel set names.

Panel Set Name Define a name for the panel set being created.  A panel set
name consists of a right and bottom panel.  

Right Panel Click on the arrow key and select Add to create a new right
panel

Bottom Panel Click on the arrow key to and select Add to create a new
bottom panel

3. Select Save.

Adding a New Speed Key 
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1. Click on the Speed Key Button in the right or bottom panel sets to define the properties
of each button.  

Button Property Editor
Click / Touch Action Select how the button will function:

None The speed key is not functional
Add Product to Receipt The speed key is linked to a selected
product.  When selected, the product is added to a sale.
Go to Panel Set w/o Return The speed key is linked to a selected
panel set.  When selected, the speed key panel set changes to the
linked set.  When a selection is made on the linked speed key panel
set, the cashier remains at the current linked panel set.  This type of
go to speed key should be used when the cashier is expected to make
multiple selections from the linked panel set.
Go to Panel Set w/ Return The speed key is linked to a selected
panel set.  When selected, the speed key panel set changes to the
linked set.  When a selection is made on the linked speed key panel
set, the cashier is returned to the previous panel set.  This type of go
to speed key should be used when the cashier is expected to make
only a single selection from the linked panel set.
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Add Package to Receipt The speed key is linked to a product
package.  When selected, the package is added to a sale.
Execute Function The speed key is linked to a register function.

... Select Product (Panel
Set, Package, Register
Function)

Assign a product, panel set, package or register function,
depending on the click / touch action selected

2. Define how the speed key will appear on the register. There are numerous options and
combinations for the color, style, text and image of the speed key.  All keys can display
the same design or each can display a different design by product type, group
functionality, etc.

Button Style
Style Design the general appearance of the speed key

Default The system default speed key 
Template Button A selection of speed key templates
Button w/ Custom Colors Choose up to 3 colors for each
speed key
Gradient Style Selected colors can gradient on the speed key
Solid Color Choose one solid color for a speed key

Template When the template button style is selected, choose a template
from the drop down list

Gradient When gradient style is selected, choose which direction colors
will change

Color 1 Use for custom colors (outline), gradient (left side) or solid
color.

Color 2 Use for custom colors (upper and lower) and gradient (middle)
Color 3 Use for custom colors (middle) and gradient (right side)

Button Text
Text Enter the text for the speed key text in the box
Text Alignment Select how the text will be aligned on the speed key
Text Color Select the color of the text
Text Shadow Color To create a text shadow, check the box and select the shadow

color
Button Image

Image Choose an image from the Image Library to be displayed on
the speed key

Image Alignment Manipulate the placement of the image on the speed key
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Manipulating Speed Key Images
1. From the drop down menu, select where the image will
be positioned on the Speed Key.
2. Y Offset
3. X Offset
4. Scale (Percentage of Button)
5. Click OK.

3. Click Apply to apply button properties changes to the Speed Key.  Click Apply at any time
during button property editing to view a preview of the Speed Key.

4. Click Save from the Speed Key Management toolbar.  The Speed Key is added to the Speed
Key Management tree view.

5. Continue adding Speed Keys to panel sets.  Speed Keys can be modified or deleted.

Modifying a Speed Key

1. Select the Speed Key from the panel set.

2. In the Button Property Editor window, make any necessary changes.

3. Click Apply to preview the changes.

4. Click Save.

Deleting a Speed Key

1. Select the Speed Key from the panel set.

2. Select Delete from the Speed Key Management toolbar.  The green ball will become red,
indicating that the Speed Key has been deleted.

3.  To reactivate the Speed Key, select Change Deleted Status.  The red ball will become
green.

Entire panel sets can be deleted.

Deleting a Panel Set

1. From the Speed Key Management tree view, select the panel set to be deleted.

2. Click Delete.  The panel set is deleted.  The panel set can be reactivated by clicking Change
Deleted Status.
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To view a list of deleted panel sets, click the View
button and select Show Deleted Panel Sets.

5.3.4 Custom Tender

Offer alternate forms of tender to settle a sale.  Custom tender is a form of payment that is
not available in TallyExplorer.  

Using a 3rd party system to process sales for a special event or eCommerce web store
where sales transactions take place outside of the TallySales register.

Each form of tender is activated in the Register Profile General Tab.  

Adding Custom Tender

1. Select Add Custom Tender from the custom tender management toolbar.

General
Name Enter a name for the custom tender
Code Enter a 2-digit code to identify the tender type at the register

and for reporting.  For example, CA = cash, CH = check.
Short Name Enter a short name, nickname, for the custom tender
Multi-Currency Tender
Type

Choose the custom tender type as cash, credit card, check or
none.

Supports Sales Select to allow the custom tender to be used as tender for a
sale
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Supports Returns Select to allow the custom tender to be used as tender for a
product return

Supports Pay-In on
Accounts

Select to allow the custom tender to be used as tender for a
pay-in on customer account

Get Account Number Select to prompt cashier to enter an account number during
the custom tender

2. Click Save from the custom tender management toolbar.  The custom tender is added to
the custom tender tree view.

Duplicating Custom Tender

1. From the custom tender tree, select the custom tender that will be duplicated.

2. Click Duplicate Custom Tender from the custom tender management toolbar.  All
information except for required fields is duplicated.

3. Enter the Name, Code and Short Name for the custom tender.

4. Click Save.

Changing Status of Custom Tender

1. From the custom tender tree, select the custom tender.

2. To change the status to inactive, click Change Active Status in the toolbar.  The ball will
turn yellow in the tree view.

3. To change the status to deleted, click Change Deleted Status in the toolbar.  The ball will
turn red in the tree view.

Inactive and deleted custom
tenders will not appear in the tree
list when the custom tender
management window is reopened.
 To view inactive and/or deleted
custom tenders, select the View
button.  

5.4 Custom Fields

Detailed criteria for customer or product records can be defined by adding custom fields.  
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Four types of fields can be added:  Text, Date, Number and Flag
(Boolean).  Each field type can have up to ten different custom fields.
 

Custom Field Types
Text Fields requiring text to be entered, ie. customer name
Date Fields requiring a date to be entered, ie. customer's date of

birth
Number Fields requiring a number to be entered, ie. shoe size, height

or weight
Flag (Boolean) Fields requiring a yes/no or on/off selection, ie. did customer

receive promotional coupon

5.4.1 Customer Custom Fields

Add a Custom Text Field

1. In the custom fields tree, expand the (+) Custom Field Type.

2. Choose a field number for placement.  Green fields are current and active custom fields. 
Field placements can be sorted later.

Field General Information
Active Check to activate the custom field
Caption Add a title for the custom field
Category Select a category, or add a new category, for the custom field
ToolTip Text A message is displayed when the field is chosen in the

customer record
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for Text Fields
Type Enter the field type:

· Text The field prompts for text only
· Text Phone The field prompts for a phone number only
· Text Masked The field prompts for a specific text format, ie.

MM/DD/YY.  Use the test field to preview the text Format
Syntax.

· Drop Down List Add fields that are displayed in a drop
down list

Text Field Attributes
Max Length Enter the maximum character length of the custom field

for Date Fields
Type Enter the field type:

· Date The field prompts for a date only
· Time The field prompts for a time only
· Date Time The field prompts for a date and a time 

Date Field Attributes
Mask Select the date text Format Syntax
Min Enter a minimum date, time or date and time, if applicable
Max Enter a maximum date, time or date and time, if applicable

for Number Fields
Type Enter the field type:

· Currency The field prompts for a currency only
· Double The field includes a decimal place
· Integer The field includes only whole numbers

Number Field Attributes
Min Enter a minimum currency or number, if applicable
Max Enter a maximum currency or number, if applicable

for Flag Fields
Type Enter the field type:

· Yes No The field prompts for a yes or no response
· Yes No None The field prompts for a yes, no or none

response
Flag Field Attributes

Style Select the field style:
· Drop Down The field displays as a drop down menu
· Options The field displays as option buttons
· Check Box The field displays as check boxes

3. Click Save to save the custom field or Cancel to reset.
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    Sort the Order of Custom Fields

1. Click Sort Order in the customer
custom fields window.  The sort order
window is displayed.

2. Use the arrow keys to sort the position
of custom fields up or down.

3. Click Save or Cancel in the sort order
window.

4. Click Save again to save the custom field positions.  

  Custom fields are displayed in the customer record in the More Info Tab.  Custom fields
can also be added from the register.

5.4.2 Product Custom Fields

The same steps to add a customer custom field can be used for adding product custom
fields. 
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Custom fields are displayed in the product record in the Additional Information - Section 2
tab.  Data can be added to custom fields at the register.   See Register Manual Customer
More Info Tab.

5.5 Servers

There are three types of servers:
Primary Server This unit is installed with TallySales synchronization host and

serves as the parent of all other servers and units.

Secondary Server
This unit is installed with TallySales synchronization host and a
TallySales synchronization client and serves as a
synchronization router in more advanced networks.  Typically,
this type of server is installed at the regional store level.

Authorization Server
This unit is installed with TallySales authorization that supports
credit card processing and other authorization functionality. 
Typically, requests from register units are handled by the
authorization server.  This type of server is installed at the
store, regional, and/or enterprise level.

5.5.1 Application Monitor

The authorization server acts as a central point in obtaining authorization for different types
of transactions from multiple registers. For instance, when a TallyCard is tendered, the cash
register will communicate with the authorization server to verify that the funds are available
on the card and obtain an approval code. Once the approval code is received by the register,
the transaction will be completed. The authorization server could be used for the following
types of transactions: credit cards, gift cards, room charges, checks, mobile wallet, e-TopUp,
and phone cards. 

NOTE: The Application Monitor is currently not available.

Currently there are no transactions that actually go through the authorization server. 
Registers communicate directly to the end interface to gain approvals for credit cards
and e-TopUps. The authorization process has not been implemented for other types of
transactions and assumes a manual process is used to gain approval codes. Since most
of these types of transactions are gaining approval from 3rd party systems, the
authorization server would only be used for TallyCards and the trend of the register
communicating directly to the 3rd party systems for other transaction types will
continue.

5.5.2 TallyTask Manager Properties

TallyTask manager is used to create and manage common tasks that are carried out
automatically at scheduled times. 
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TallyTask manager can be set to produce and email the network report every 2 hours
and run the register activity report every day at 10:00 PM. 

This application runs in the background and carries out the specified tasks at the scheduled
time. Each unit can be configured to have a TallyTask manager and the tasks are specific to
the unit.

TallyTask manager properties allows for the general configuration of the TallyTask manager
for each unit. It is also the where the individual tasks are configured for that unit.

General 
Trace Log On Select to receive detailed activity logs
Maintenance Time Enter a time to run maintenance
Email Enter an email address where report will be sent

Network Sync Check
Frequency Select how often to run the network sync check
Start Select the start time
End Select the end time
Detailed Report Select a time to issue a detailed report
Notify TallySoft Select to notify TallySoft 
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External Posting
Frequency Select how often to run the external posting
Start Select the start time
End Select the end time
Double Check Select a time to double check the external posting

Tasks
Configure and/or schedule tasks to be performed by TallyTask manager.

Scheduling the Report

1. Select TallyTask Manager Properties from the server drop down button. The TallyTask
manager properties window is displayed.

2. Using the tree view, highlight the unit where the report should be run.

3. Click New.  The add new task window is
displayed.

4. Enter General information details.

  

Name Enter a name for the task
Type Select a task type
Auto Print File Select an auto print report.  See Create an Auto Print Report.

 The.apr file must reside in the MyTallySales\Reports folder of the unit that will be
running the report.

5. Select Next.  The triggers window is displayed.

6. Enter report Trigger details.  See Triggers.
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Interval Select an interval 
Run on this date Select a date to run the report
at this time Select a time to run the report

7. Select Finish.  The triggers window closes and returns to the TallyTask manager properties
window.

8. Select Save.

 The TallyTask service must be installed and configured on the unit that will be running
the report.

 Windows Task Scheduler

1. From the Windows start menu, select Run.  The run window is displayed.

2. Enter Taskschd.msc

3. Select OK.  The task scheduler
window opens.

4. Select task scheduler library from
the tree view.

5. Select Run whether user is
logged on or not.

For more information about the
properties on the general tab, see 
General Task Properties.

6. Select the Triggers tab.
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7. Select New.  The new trigger
window is displayed.

8. Select an interval.

9. Define the interval.

10.Ensure that Enabled is selected.

For more information about triggers,
see Triggers.

11.Select OK.  The new trigger window
closes and returns to the create task
window.

12.Select the Actions tab.

13.Select New.  The new action window is displayed.

14.Select Start a Program.

15.Browse to the location of
TallyReports.exe.

16.Enter the following
arguments: /7678324 /AutoPrint=<file
name>.apr

<filename> represents the name of the
.apr file created previously.

For more information about actions, see
Actions.

17.Select OK.  The new action window
closes and returns to the create task
window.

18.Optional: Select the conditions tab. 

19.Optional:  Select the settings tab. 
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20.Select OK.  Once OK is selected, the create task window closes and a password prompt is
displayed.  

21.Enter the Windows password for the user that will be running the scheduled task.

5.5.2.1 Create an Auto Print Report

A TallySales report can be printed or saved to file on a scheduled basis.  An auto print report
(.apr) file is created within TallyReports while the scheduling of the report can be performed
within the TallyTask manager or the Windows task scheduler.

The.apr file contains the basic settings of the the report as well as the selected criteria to be
used by the report.

1. Open the TallyReports Report Explorer.

2. From the Quick Access Toolbar, select Create Auto Print.  The create auto print window is
displayed.

3. From the report drop down, select the Report to print.

4. Enter a File Name.  The file name is used to save the .apr file.  The .apr file will be saved
into the MyTallysales\Reports folder.

5. Optional: Select a printer.  A printer should only be selected if the report is desired to be
sent to the printer at the scheduled time.  A printer should not be selected if the report is
to be exported to a file at the scheduled time.

6. Optional: Enter a print file path.  The print file path is the location of the folder to export
the report to.  A print file path should not be selected if the report is to be printed at the
scheduled time.
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7. Optional Enter a print file name.  The print file name is the name of the file in which the
report is exported to.  A print file name should not be selected if the report is to be
printed at the scheduled time.

8. Select OK.  Once OK is selected, any user configurable conditions of the report will be
displayed.  Any conditions defined at this time will be saved within the ,apr file and used
at the scheduled time.

5.5.2.2 General Task Properties

The general properties of a task are displayed on the general tab of the task properties or
create task dialog box. The general properties of a task include the task name, author,
description, security options, the operating system that the task is configured for, and a
property that controls hiding the task.

When a task in a task folder is created, the task must be named. No two tasks can have the
same name if they are in the same task folder. The task description is optional.

Task security options specify the security context that the task runs under. For more
information, see Task Security Context.

By default, hidden tasks are shown in the task scheduler user interface (Show Hidden Tasks is
selected in the view menu.)  A task is hidden when the hidden check box is selected on the
general tab of the task properties or create task dialog box.

Task Configuration

Tasks configured for Windows Vista® or Windows Server® 2008 have more functionality
than the tasks configured for down-level systems (Windows Server 2003, Windows XP, or
Windows 2000), and because of this, tasks configured for Windows Vista or Windows Server
2008 will not work on down-level systems. Tasks configured for down-level systems will work
on Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008, but certain triggers, actions, conditions, and
settings are only available on Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008. Tasks configured for
down-level systems do not display, in the Task Scheduler console window, the date and time
that the tasks were created. For more information about triggers available for each operating
system, see Triggers, and for information about actions available for each operating system,
see Actions.

If a task is created on a computer running Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008, and the
task needs to be managed from a remote down-level system (Windows Server 2003,
Windows XP, or Windows 2000), configure the task for down-level systems. Otherwise, the
task should be configured for Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008.

Task Security Context

A scheduled task, by default, runs within the security context of the user who scheduled the
task and only runs if that user is logged on when the task is triggered. To modify this, change
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the settings in the security options section of the general tab when a task's properties are
displayed.

A different user or group account can be selected for a task to run under by selecting  
Change User or Group. The button will be titled change user if the user account is not a
member of the administrators group. User accounts that are not in the administrators group
can only specify a user account for a task to run under.

  If a task is registered using the administrators group for the security context of the task,
make sure the run with highest privileges check box is checked in order to run the task.

A task can be specified to run even if the account under which the task is scheduled to run is
not logged on when the task is triggered. To do this, select Run whether user is logged on
or not . If this is selected, tasks will not run interactively. To make a task run interactively,
select Run only when user is logged on.

When the Run whether user is logged on or not option if selected, you may be prompted
to supply the credentials of the account when saving the task, regardless of whether Do not
store password is selected. If the account is not logged on when the corresponding task is
triggered, the service will use the saved credentials to run as the specified account and will
have unconstrained use of the resulting token.

When Do not store password is selected, task scheduler will not store the credentials
supplied on the local computer, but will discard them after properly authenticating the user.
When required to run the task, the task scheduler service will use the “Service-for-User” (S4U)
extensions to the Kerberos authentication protocol to retrieve the user’s token.

When using S4U the ability of the service to use the security context of the account is
constrained. In particular, the service can only use the security context to access local
resources.

 If your task requires access to network resources, you cannot use S4U; doing so will
cause your task to fail. The only exception is the case where constrained delegation was
established between the computers involved in the operation.  

S4U functionality is only available within an environment where all the domain
controllers (DCs) in the domain are running the Windows Server 2003 or later
operating system.

If using the S4U functionality, the task will not have access to encrypted files.

If using the S4U functionality, make sure the logon as batch job policy is set for the user. 

 Accessing the Logon Policy
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1. Open the control panel

2. Select administrative tools.

3. Select local security policy. 

4. select local policy in the local security policy window.

5. Select user rights assignment.

6. Select logon as batch job .

If Run with highest privileges is selected, task scheduler will run the task using an elevated
privileges token rather than a least privileges (UAC) token. Only tasks that require elevated
privileges to complete their actions should run with elevated privileges. 

5.5.2.3 Triggers

A trigger is a set of criteria that, when met, starts the execution of a task. When setting up a
task, first decide what will trigger that task to start. A task's triggers are displayed on the 
Triggers tab of the Task Properties or create task dialog box. 

There are two types of triggers to start a task: time-based trigger or event-based trigger.
Time-based triggers include starting a task at a specific time of day or starting a task multiple
times on a daily, weekly, or monthly schedule. Event-based triggers start a task in response
to certain system events. 

Event-based triggers can be set to start a task when the system starts up, when a user
logs on to the computer, or when the computer enters an idle state. 

Each task can contain one or more triggers, allowing the task to be started in many ways. If a
task has multiple triggers, the task will start when any of the triggers occur.

Trigger Settings

Each trigger contains settings that determine the criteria to activate the trigger. Additional 
advanced settings can be set for each trigger, which is explained in advanced settings. 
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Triggers

The following list describes each trigger and the trigger settings.

On a schedule This trigger causes the task to run according to a schedule, and
the trigger settings allow you to set the schedule. You can
choose to schedule the task at one time, or on a daily, weekly,
or monthly schedule. The time you set is relative to the time
zone that is set on the computer that runs the task. Check the
universal check box to make the time relative to Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) instead of the time zone that is set on the
computer that runs the task. Use the universal setting to
coordinate a set of tasks to run simultaneously in multiple time
zones. 
· One Time Choose a date and time to trigger the task
· Daily Choose the recurrence interval for the task and the

date and time to start the task. An interval of 1 produces a
daily schedule and an interval of 2 produces an every other
day schedule. The task will start at the specified time each
day.

· Weekly Choose the recurrence interval for the task, the date
and time to start the task, and the days of the week in which
to start the task. An interval of 1 produces a weekly schedule
and an interval of 2 produces an every other week schedule.
The task will start at the specified time on each of the
specified days.

· Monthly Choose the months to start the task and the weeks
of the month and the days of the week for each month in
which to start the task. You can also specify that you want to
start a task on the last day of each month. 

At log on This trigger causes the task to run when a user logs on to the
computer. The trigger's settings specify that the task should be
triggered when any user logs on the computer or when a
specific user logs on. 

At startup This trigger causes the task to run when the computer starts up.
The only settings for this trigger are the advanced settings
described in Advanced Settings. 

On idle This trigger causes the task to run after the computer enters an
idle state. Idle settings can be set in the conditions tab in the
create task or task properties dialog box. 

On an event This trigger causes the task to run when specific event entries
are added to an event log. Choose between specifying basic
event trigger settings or custom event trigger settings. If basic
event trigger settings are selected, a single event from a specific
event log will trigger the task.  Choose the event log that
contains the event, the event publisher name, and specify the
event identifier. If custom event trigger settings are selected,
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specify an XML event query or a custom event filter to query for
events that will trigger the task.

At task
creation/modification

This trigger causes a task to run as soon as it is created and
when the task is modified. The only settings for this trigger are
the advanced settings.

On connection to user
session

This trigger causes a task to run when a user session is
connected to from the local computer or from a remote
desktop connection. For example, when connected to a user
session on the local computer by switching users on the
computer, this trigger will cause the task to run. Another
example that can trigger a task to run is when a user connects
to a user session by using the remote desktop connection
program from a remote computer. The trigger's settings allow
you to specify that the task should be triggered when any user
connects to a user session or when a specific user connects.

On disconnect from user
session

This trigger causes a task to run when a user session is
disconnected from the local computer or from a remote
desktop connection. For example, when disconnected from a
user session on the local computer by switching users on the
computer, this trigger will cause the task to run. Another
example that can trigger a task to run is when a user
disconnects from a user session by using the remote desktop
connection program from a remote computer. The trigger's
settings allow you to specify that the task should be triggered
when any user disconnects from a user session or when a
specific user disconnects.

On workstation lock This trigger causes the task to run when the computer is locked.
The trigger's settings allow you to specify that the task should
be triggered when any user locks the computer or when a
specific user locks the computer.

On workstation unlock This trigger causes the task to run when the computer is
unlocked. The trigger's settings allow you to specify that the
task should be triggered when any user locks the computer or
when a specific user locks the computer.

Advanced Settings

The following list describes the advanced trigger settings.

· Delay task for or Delay task for up to (random delay) Specify an amount of time to
delay the task from running, after the task is triggered. If using a time-based trigger (on a
schedule), then the delay time will be a random time between the time the task is triggered
and the time specified in this setting. If a task is scheduled to be triggered at 1:00 pm, and
the delay task for up to (random delay) setting is set to 5 minutes, then the task will run
sometime between 1:00 pm and 1:05 pm.
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· Repeat task every Set a repetition time interval for the task. The task will run, wait for the
time interval specified, and then run again. This cycle will continue until the duration time is
met.

· Stop any task that runs longer than Stop long running tasks by setting a time limit on
the amount of time the task is allowed to run (execute the action).

· Activate Set a date and time to activate the trigger. Once a trigger is activated, the trigger
can cause the task to run. The time is relative to the time zone that is set on the computer
that runs the task. Check the universal check box to make the time relative to Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) instead of the time zone that is set on the computer that runs the
task. Use the universal setting to coordinate a set of tasks to activate simultaneously in
multiple time zones.

· Expire Set a date and time for the trigger to expire. When a trigger is expired, it cannot
cause the task to run. The time is relative to the time zone that is set on the computer that
runs the task. Check the universal check box to make the time relative to Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) instead of the time zone that is set on the computer that runs the
task. Use the universal setting to coordinate a set of tasks to expire simultaneously in
multiple time zones.

· Enabled Enable or disable the task. A task that is enabled can run, and a task that is
disabled cannot run until it is enabled.

5.5.2.4 Actions

A task action is the work that is performed when the task is run. A task can have a single
action or a maximum of 32 actions. Each action contains settings that determine how the
action is performed. A task's actions are displayed on the Actions tab of the Task Properties
or create task dialog box. When multiple actions are specified, they are executed in
sequential order starting with the action at the top of the list in the actions tab and ending
with the action at the bottom of the list. The order in which the actions are executed can be
changed by selecting an action and clicking on the up or down arrow button to move the
action in the list.

The following list contains a description of each action and the action settings.

Start a program This action starts a program or script. In the program/script
text box, enter the name of the program or script to start. If the
program or script takes command line arguments, supply these
arguments in the add arguments (optional) text box. In the
start in (optional) text box, specify the working directory for the
command line that executes the program or script. This should
be either the path to the program or script file or the path to
the files that are used by the executable file. 

Send an email This action sends an e-mail when a task is triggered. In the
action settings specify the e-mail address that the e-mail is
from, the e-mail address that the mail will be sent to, the
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subject of the e-mail, the text in the e-mail message, and
optional e-mail attachments. Also specify the SMTP server that
is used to send e-mail from. 

Display a message This action shows a message box with a specified message and
title. The action settings specify the text for the message box
title and the text in the message. This action will only launch if
the run only if user is logged on security option is selected in
the general tab of the task properties or create task dialog box.

Starting a Program

If an action starts a program when a task is triggered, enter the name of the program or
script and the command-line arguments needed to run the program or script. The following
list contains commonly used programs that an action can run. To display more information
about each program and the available arguments for each program, type the program name
followed by /? at a command prompt.

 A program might require elevated privileges to run correctly. For information about
how to specify the security context for a task, see Task Security Context.

Name
(localizable)

Program/Script Arguments

Run a script cscript.exe

 To run a script, you can specify the name of the script file with no
arguments instead of specifying cscript.exe, and the default script host is
used to run the script.

<script file>

Copy a file robocopy <source file>
<destination
file>

Start a service net start <service
name>

Stop a service net stop <service
name>

Shut down shutdown -s
Restart shutdown -r
Log off shutdown -l
Disk cleanup cleanmgr /sagerun
Defragment a
disk

defrag <drive letter>

Check a disk chkdsk <drive letter>
Map a drive net use <drive

letter>
<network
path>

Connect to a
dial-up network

rasdial <entry
name>
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Disconnect
from a dial-up
network

rasdial <entry
name> /disco
nnect

Archive an
event log

wevtutil

 This program is not available on operating systems prior to
Windows Vista®.

al <log path>

Display a web
page

Any installed browser <URL>

5.5.3 Data Broker Properties

The data broker enables communication of data between TallySoft and 3rd party systems. 

The data broker can upload and download products and sales to an eCommerce site,
such as 24SevenCommerce, or upload accounting information to QuickBooks®.  

The data broker properties allows for the general configuration of the data broker.  

Which communication port is used and when the data broker enters into maintenance
and idle modes.

Settings 
Unit Select the unit to communicate with
Server Port Enter the local port for the unit
Protocol Trace Log On Select to trace protocol activity
Server Trace Log On Select to trace server activity
Email Envelope Type Select, add or modify an email recipient to receive status

reports
Maintenance Time Select a time to perform maintenance
Server Idle Time Select a start and end time when the server is idle
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5.5.4 Synchronization Monitor

The sync monitor provides an interface to monitor the sync process and check the current
sync status of a unit or store. 

NOTE: The Sync Monitor is currently not available.

5.5.5 Authorization Monitor

The authorization monitor provides an interface to monitor usage and check the current
status of the authorization system. 

NOTE: The Authorization Monitor is currently not available.

5.5.6 eCommerce Monitor

The eCommerce monitor provides an interface to monitor the current status of the
eCommerce system. 

When the last inventory update occurred or when the last order was downloaded.  

NOTE: The eCommerce Monitor is currently not available.

5.5.7 eCommerce Properties

eCommerce properties allows for the general configuration of the eCommerce system.  

The eCommerce store name and the URLs needed to communicate to the eCommerce
site. 

NOTE: The eCommerce Properties is currently not available.

Some parts of eCommerce properties are included in TallyCommerce utilities.   

5.5.8 Requisition Printer Monitor

The requisition printer monitor provides an interface to allow a user to monitor the status of
the requisition printers. 

NOTE: The Requisition Printer Monitor is currently not available.

5.5.9 Requisition Printer Properties

The requisition printer properties allows for the general configuration of the requisition
printer system. 

NOTE: The Requisition Printer Properties is currently not available.
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5.6 Enterprise Tasks

Enterprise tasks contain short cuts and a map of the current POS network, displaying active
and inactive companies, stores and units.

5.6.1 Update License Key

A license key regulates the number of stores and units that can be added into TallyExplorer. 
The number of stores and units that can be added depends on the number of licenses
purchased.  The license key regulates the type of licenses purchased, which also depends on
the types of licenses purchased.  For questions about the types of licenses or to add new
licenses, please call a TallySoft sales representative or email sales@tallysoft.com. 

Once the license key has been entered or updated, the company is ready for configuration
and stores and units can be added and configured.  When logging into TallyExplorer for the
first time, your company, store and unit names will already appear in the POS tree view
based on the information provided to the TallySoft technician during installation set up. 

5.6.2 Adding a New Store

A store is a physical location, an e-commerce website or a virtual online store where
merchandise is sold.  Stores are added, configured and modified from the enterprise tab by
highlighting the store in the POS Network tree. 
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5.6.2.1 New Store General Tab

Information about a store is added in the general tab.  This information can be configured to
appear or not appear on each stores sales receipts.  (See Receipt Profile)  The general tab is
divided into three sections:

Store Information
Store Name Enter the name of the store
Store Number Enter a unique numeric identifier for the store.  The numbering

scheme can be a simple numeric sequence (i.e. 1, 2, 3) or a
more complex sequence of numbers.

Address Enter the street address, box number, suite number, apartment
number, etc.

City, State, Zip Enter the city, state and zip code for the store
Country Enter the country where the store is located
Phone Number Enter the store phone number used by customers
Fax Number Enter the store fax number
Bank Account Enter the bank account number for the stores bank deposits

General Information
Store Motto Enter a sentence or phrase expressing beliefs or ideals of the

company/store
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Time Zone Enter the time zone where the store is located
Store Region A store can be a member of a company defined region. Click

on the drop down arrow to select, add, modify or delete a
region.

Store Hours Set up the stores daily hours of operation.  Checking Open
designates that the store is opened on that day and activates
the open and close fields where the hours of operation are
entered.

After general information has been added:

Verify Network Verify the store network map for all units on the network
Delete Delete the store location from TallyExplorer. For example,  a

store no longer conducting business.
Deactivate Temporarily deactivate the store. When the store is ready to

reopen, it can be reactivated.  For example, stores that are
seasonal. 

Reactivate Reactivate stores that have been previously deactivated
Cancel Cancel any changes made to store information
Save Save any changes made to store information

5.6.2.2 New Store Configuration Tab

Preferences for each store are configured and maintained in the configuration tab.  Make
sure that the store where preferences will be configured or managed is highlighted in the
POS Network tree. 
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5.6.2.2.1  Miscellaneous Preferences

Authorization Server
Unit Display a list of units
Override On The option to allow a store to override the connection

properties of the server
Override Address The option to allow a store to override the address of the

server
Override Port The option to allow a store to override the port of the server

eTopUp
Merchant Number Enter the merchant number for eTopUp API services

General
Price Scheme Select the default price scheme for the store
Tax Rounding Method Set the tax rounding rule for the store

· Per Line Tax that is collected and rounded for each
transaction

· Total Sales Tax on taxable transactions are totaled for the
entire sale and then rounded

Cash Back Regulation Enter the store or state regulation amount for conversion of
cash back from a gift certificate, gift card or merchandise credit.
For example, some states will allow residents to redeem for
cash if the balance is less than $10.00.
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5.6.2.2.2  Point of Sale Preferences

Layaway
Service Fee Percent Enter the layaway service fee to charge by percent %
Service Fee Amount Enter the minimum layaway service fee to charge by amount $
Minimum Deposit Percent Enter a minimum down payment requirement for layaways by

percent %
Minimum Deposit Amount Enter a minimum down payment requirement for layaways by

amount $.  (This dollar value is compared to the amount
calculated by the minimum deposit percent.  The larger
amount is used as the minimum deposit.)

Cancel Fee Percent Enter the layaway cancellation fee to charge by percent %
Cancel Fee Amount Enter the minimum layaway cancellation fee to charge by

amount $. (This dollar value is compared to the calculated by
the cancel fee percent.  The larger amount is used as the
layaway cancellation fee.)

Expiration (Days) Enter the number of days until a layaway expires
Auto-Adjust Price Up The option to automatically adjust the price in a layaway up

when a product price increases
Auto-Adjust Price Down The option to automatically adjust the price in a layaway down

when a product price decreases
Detail On Report The option to print layaway details on a report

Quote
Expiration (Days) Enter the number of days until a quote expires
Auto-Adjust Price Up The option to automatically adjust the price in a quote up

when a product price increases
Auto-Adjust Price Down The option to automatically adjust the price in a quote down

when a product price decreases
Special Order
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Minimum Deposit Percent Enter a minimum down payment requirement for special
orders by percent %

Minimum Deposit Amount Enter a minimum down payment requirement for special
orders by amount $.  (This dollar value is compared to the
amount calculated by the minimum deposit percent.  The
larger amount is used as the minimum deposit.)

Default Shipping Cost Enter a default cost for special order shipping
Is Shipping Cost Fixed The option to fix a special order shipping amount that cannot

be adjusted

5.6.2.2.3  Tendering Preferences
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Check
Company Check On The option to issue checks for returns
Check On The option to allow cashiers to accept checks at the point of

sale
Prompt For Customer The option to prompt for a customer record when a check is

used as tender
Prompt For Driver License The option to prompt for a customer driver's license when a

check is used as tender
Prompt For MICR Data The option to prompt for bank account and routing numbers

when a check is used as tender
Prompt For Bank Code The option to prompt for a bank code when a check is used as

tender
Prompt Approval Code The option to prompt for an approval code when a check is

used as tender (used for external verification only)
Require Customer The option to require the selection of a customer record when

payment amount is greater than the Check Call Minimum
Require Drivers License The option to require proof of a customer driver's license and

birthday when a check amount is greater than the check call
minimum

Require MICR Data The option to require proof of bank account and routing
numbers when a check amount is greater than the check call
minimum

Require Bank Code The option to require a bank code when a check is used as
tender

Require Approval Code The option to require an approval code at the point of sale
when a check amount is greater than the check call minimum
(used for external verification only)
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Amount Over Sale Enter an amount a customer can write a check over the sale
amount

Check Call Minimum Enter a minimum amount for over-the-phone and automated
transactions

Receipt Validation The option to validate checks after tendering.
· Slip Print a register receipt of the check transaction
· Validate Require the check to be validated through a printer

Coupon
Coupon On The option to accept coupons as a form of tender
Receipt Validation The option to validate coupons after tendering

· Roll Print a register receipt from a paper roll
· Slip Print a register receipt of the coupon transaction
· Validate Require the coupon to be validated through a

printer
Credit Card

Credit Card On The option to accept credit cards as a form of tender
Manual Prompt For
Customer

The option to prompt for a customer record when a credit card
is entered manually

Manual Prompt For Zip
Code

The option to prompt for a zip code when a credit card is
entered manually

Manual Prompt For
Destination Zip Code

The option to prompt for a destination zip code (where items
will be shipped) when a credit card is entered manually

Manual Prompt For Street The option to prompt for a street address (where items will be
shipped) when a credit card is entered manually

Manual Prompt For
Approval Code

The option to prompt for an approval code when a credit card
is entered manually

Manual Prompt For CVV2 The option to prompt for a card verification value when a
credit card is entered manually

Require Customer The option to require the selection of a customer record when
a credit card is used as tender

Require Zip Code The option to require a zip code when a credit card is used as
tender

Require Destination Zip
Code

The option to require a destination zip code (where items will
be shipped) when a credit card is used as tender

Require Street The option to require a street address (where items will be
shipped) when a credit card is used as tender

Require Approval Code The option to require an approval code when a credit card is
used as tender

Require CVV2 The option to require a card verification value when a credit
card is used as tender

Require Full Account
Number

This option is obsolete due to PCI Compliance.

Amount Over Sale Enter an amount a customer can charge a credit card over the
sale amount

Receipt Validation The option to validate credit cards after tendering
· Roll Print a register receipt from a paper roll
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· Roll with No Signature Print a register receipt without a
signature line from a paper roll

· Slip Print a register receipt of the credit card transaction
· Slip with No Signature Print a register receipt without a

signature line of the credit card transaction
· Validate Require the credit card to be validated through a

printer
Customer Account

Customer Account On The option to allow customers to charge items to an account
that will be settled at a later time

Receipt Validation The option to validate customer accounts after tendering
· Roll Print a register receipt from a paper roll
· Slip Print a register receipt of the customer account

transaction
· Validate Require the customer account to be validated

through a printer
External Payment

Receipt Validation The option to validate external payments after tendering
· Slip Print a register receipt of the external transaction
· Validate Require the external payment to be validated

through a printer
Gift Certificates

Gift Certificates On The option to accept gift certificates as a form of tender
Merchandise Credit

Tender Merchandise
Credit On

The option to accept merchandise credit as a form of tender

Create Merchandise Credit
On

The option to allow the cashier to accept an item return and
issue in-store merchandise credit 

Maximum Change Enter a maximum dollar amount that merchandise credit can
be converted into a cash refund

Mobile Wallet
Mobile Wallet On The option to allow customers store credit or debit card

information on a mobile device
Receipt Validation The option to validate the mobile wallet after tendering

· Roll Print a register receipt from a paper roll
· Roll with No Signature Print a register receipt without a

signature line from a paper roll
· Slip Print a register receipt of the mobile wallet transaction
· Slip with No Signature Print a register receipt without a

signature line of the mobile wallet transaction
· Validate Require the mobile wallet to be validated through a

printer
Rain Check

Rain Check On The option to create rain checks for customers to use at a later
date

Type Retail Create a general retail coupon or voucher
Coupon Create a coupon to extend special offers
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Golf Create a game voucher, i.e. current game interrupted due
to weather conditions

Room Charge
Room Charge On The option to allow customers to charge items to a room

account that will be settled at a later time
Uses Swipe The option to allow room cards to charge items to a room

account
Swipe Format Enter the Regex format used to obtain the account information

associated with the room account
Account Minimum Length Enter the minimum length of room account numbers
Account Maximum Length Enter the maximum length of room account numbers
Receipt Validation The option to validate the room charge after tendering

· Roll Print a register receipt from a paper roll
· Roll with No Signature Print a register receipt without a

signature line from a paper roll
· Slip Print a register receipt of the room account transaction
· Slip with No Signature Print a register receipt without a

signature line of the room account transaction
· Validate Require the room account to be validated through

a printer

5.6.2.2.4  Auto Form Preferences
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Account
Use for Account The option to print an account activity report at the register. 

The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Account Receipt Report If printing an account activity report, select the default report
from the drop down menu

Use for Account Pay Ins The option to print an account balance receipt at the register
after a pay in.  The report can replace a receipt, print after a
receipt or set up a prompt for either.

Pay In Receipt Report If printing an account balance receipt after a pay in, select the
default report from the drop down menu

Layaway
Use for Layaway Sale The option to print a layaway activity report at the register. 

The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Layaway Receipt Report If printing a layaway activity report, select the default report
from the drop down menu

Use for Layaway Pay In The option to print an layaway balance receipt at the register 
after a pay in.  The report can replace a receipt, print after a
receipt or set up a prompt for either.

Pay In Receipt Report If printing a layaway balance receipt after a pay in, select the
default report from the drop down menu

Payout
Use for Payouts The option to print a payout receipt at the register.  The report

can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a prompt
for either.
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Quote
Use for Quotes The option to print a quote activity report at the register.  The

report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Quote Receipt Report If printing a quote activity report, select the default report from
the drop down menu

Rain Check
Use for Rain Check The option to print a rain check activity report at the register. 

The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Rain Check Receipt Report If printing a rain check receipt report, select the default report
from the drop down menu

Rental
Use for Rentals The option to print a rental activity report at the register.  The

report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Rental Receipt Report If printing a rental receipt report, select the default report from
the drop down menu

Sale
Use for Sale The option to print a sales activity report at the register.  The

report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Sale Receipt Report If printing a sales activity report, select the default report from
the drop down menu

Include Packing Slip The option to print a packing slip with the sale receipt report
Packing Slip Receipt Report If printing a packing slip, select the default report from the

drop down menu
Second Document

Add Second Document The option to print a second document
Receipt Report If printing a second document, select the default report from

the drop down menu
Special Order

Use for Special Order The option to print a special order activity report at the
register.  The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt
or set up a prompt for either.

Special Order Receipt Report If printing a special order activity report, select the default
report from the drop down menu

Trade Ins
Use for Trade Ins The option to print a trade ins order receipt report at the

register.  The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt
or set up a prompt for either.

Trade In Receipt Report If printing a trade ins order receipt report, select the default
report from the drop down menu

Transfer Slip
Use for Transfer Slip The option to print a transfer slip receipt report at the register.

 The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up
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a prompt for either.
Transfer Slip Receipt Report If printing a transfer slip receipt report, select the default report

from the drop down menu
Work Order

Use for Work Orders The option to print a work order receipt report at the register. 
The report can replace a receipt, print after a receipt or set up a
prompt for either.

Work Order Receipt Report If printing a work order receipt report, select the default report
from the drop down menu

5.6.2.2.5  Accepted Credit Cards

Accepted Credit Cards Select credit cards that are accepted at the store.  See Custom
Tender.

5.6.2.2.6  Email Settings

Email Settings
Host Enter the general name of the email server location
Port Enter the specific port address of the email server
User Name Enter the user name for the email account
Password Enter the password for the email account
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Enable SSL Select to enable secure sockets layer (a standard security
technology for establishing an encrypted link between a web
server and a browser)

Email Setting Examples
Settings Exchange Server Gmail Yahoo

Host {Server Name} Stmp.gmail.com Stmp.gmail.com

Port 25 (typical) 587 465

Username n/a {username@gmail.com} {Usename@yahoo.com}

Password n/a {Password} {Password}

Enable SSL False True True

5.6.2.3 New Store Multi-Currency Tab

The multi-currency function identifies foreign currencies and allows the user to manage
exchange rates.  The multi-currency function can be set by store location, making it possible
to manage currencies for stores in multiple countries, with each country accepting a different
currency type and rate.  

 Multi-Currency must be enabled in Company Configurations for this tab to be
displayed.

Adding a New Currency
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1. In Enterprise Tasks, select the store that will accept the new currency type. 

2. From the multi-currency tab in the accepted currency window, select Add.  The add new
currency window is displayed.  

a. Currency Choose the currency type from the predefined list of countries. 
New currency can be added, modified or deleted.   When adding new
currency, a currency code is required.  

b. Select the rounding method.

Up Rounds numbers up to the next whole digit  (3.2 rounds up to
4)

Down Rounds numbers down to the next whole digit (3.2 rounds
down to 3)

Ceiling Rounds numbers to the next whole digit (3.1 rounds up to 4)
Half Up Rounds half-numbers up to the next whole digit (3.5 rounds up

to 4)
Half Down Rounds half-numbers down to the next whole digit (3.5 rounds

down to 3)
Half Even Rounds half-numbers to the nearest even whole digit (3.5

rounds up to 4 and 4.5 rounds down to 4)

c. Enter the exchange rate to the value that local currency is multiplied by when
converting to foreign currency.  This field can be up to five decimal places.

d. Enter the exchange rate from the value that the foreign currency is multiplied
by when converting back to local currency.  This field can be up to five decimal
places.

4. Select OK when finished.  The new currency will appear in the view window and can be
modified, deleted or deactivated.

5. To accept checks and credit cards in the foreign currency, click the check boxes for those
fields in the view window.  Enter any exchange rate adjustments necessary.

6. Select Save.  

5.6.3 Adding a New Unit

A unit is simply an individual register, manager, or combo unit.  Units are added and
configured through the enterprise task tree.  Units are modified by selecting the unit in the
POS network tree. 

 Units cannot be activated unless a License Key is obtained.  Please call TallySoft for
pricing.
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Add New Unit Information
Unit Information

Unit Name Enter the name of the unit
Unit Code Enter a unique 4-digit numeric identifier for the unit.  The

numbering scheme can be a simple numeric sequence (i.e.
1,2,3)or a more complex sequence of numbers.

CPU Name Enter a unique CPU name to differentiate between units
Store Enter the store where the unit is located
Static IP Address Enter the static IP address of the store where the unit is located

External Information
Office No. Enter an office number, if applicable
Till No. Enter a till number, if applicable
Cashier No. Enter a cashier number, if applicable

Bar Code Information
Interface Type Select the connection type for the bar code printer:

· None
· Windows Spooler
· Parallel
· UPOS
· Network Device

Driver Code Enter a driver code, if applicable
Interface Option Enter an interface option, if applicable

Unit Functionality
It is highly recommended to contact a TallySoft technician for assistance.

Manager Select if unit will be used as a manager
· Full Manager unit uses full functionality
· Reporting Manager unit is used for reporting purposes only
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· Financial Desktop Manager unit is used as financial desktop
only

Register Select if unit will be used as a register
Authorization Server Select if unit will be used as an authorization server
Synchronization Server Select if unit will be used as a synchronization server
Properties

My Authorization Server
Station Number Enter a station number, if applicable
Override Merchant No. Enter an override merchant number, if applicable

My Synchronization Server
Server Unit Select the server to synchronize the unit to
Sync Server Override Select to override the sync server

· Address Enter the override IP address
· Port Enter the override port
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5.6.3.1 Manager and Register Properties

Manager and Register General Properties
General Settings

Register Profile Select the profile set up for the register
Register Receipt Profile Select the profile set up for the register receipt
Default Promo All Select the default promo for all sale lines
Keyboard Present Does the unit have a keyboard?
Touch Screen Present Is the unit monitor touchscreen-enabled?

Receipt Settings
Interface Type Select the interface type for the receipt printer
Interface Options Enter the interface options for the receipt printer
Driver Code Select the driver for the receipt printer
Line Delay Enter the number of empty lines between two receipts
Display Auto Form
Preview

The option to display an auto form at the point of sale

Auto Form Interface Type Select the interface type for the auto form receipt
Auto Form Interface
Option

Enter the interface options for the auto form receipt
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Manager and Register Device Properties
Cash Drawer

Interface Type Select the interface type for the cash drawer
Interface Options Enter interface options for the cash drawer
Driver Code Select the driver for the cash drawer
Has Slot Does the cash drawer have a slot?
Starting Amount Enter the starting amount for the cash drawer
Maximum Cash Enter the maximum amount allowed in the cash drawer

Pole Display
Interface Type Select the interface type for the pole display
Interface Options Enter interface options for the pole display
Driver Code Select the driver for the pole display
Idle Message Enter a message when pole display becomes idle

Scale
Interface Type Select the interface type for the scale
Interface Options Enter interface options for the scale
Driver Code Select the driver for the scale
Poll Time Out Enter the length of time before scale times out
Unit of Measure Select a unit of measure for the scale
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5.6.3.2 Authorization Server Properties

Authorization Server General Properties
Server Port Enter the default port that the authorization server listens on

and the client will attach to
Client Response Timeout Enter the length of time the authorization server has to

respond to a transaction initiated by the client register or
manager before it times out

System Maintenance Enter the time the authorization server will perform routine
maintenance

eMail Envelope Type Select the eMail envelope type for status reports
Logging · Protocol Trace Log On  Select to monitor detailed log ons 

· Server Trace Log On  Select to monitor detailed server log
ons

Automatic Batch Process If the credit card processor supports auto-batch, enable the
feature and enter the time that auto-batches will execute each
day
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Authorization Server Credit Card Properties

Credit card properties differ, depending on the credit card protocol selected.

Credit Card Protocol Select the credit card protocol for integrated credit card
processing.  Select None for external credit card processing.

Server Address
UTG Service Address
Server Port
Server UNC Path
Primary URL
Secondary URL
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Merchant Number
Processor Id

AVS Enforcement
Destination Zip Required
Street Required
Card Billing Zip Required

BIN Server
Use Bin Manager
Server Address
Server Port
Note Important notes and instructions regarding the selected credit

card protocol
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Authorization Server Gift Card Properties

Gift card properties differ, depending on the gift card protocol selected.

Gift Card Protocol
UTG Service Address

Server Address
Server Port
Server URL
Primary URL
Secondary URL
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Merchant Number
Merchant Key
Processor Id
Default Terminal ID
Default Clerk ID
Default Product ID
Notes Important notes and instructions regarding the selected gift

card protocol
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Authorization Server Room Charge Properties

Room charge properties differ, depending on the room charge protocol selected.

Room Charge Protocol
Server Address
Server Port
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Interface Type
Interface Options
Note Important notes and instructions regarding the selected room

charge protocol
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Authorization Server Check Properties

Check properties differ, depending on the check protocol selected.

Check Protocol
UTG Service Address
Primary URL
Server Address
Server Port
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Merchant Number
Merchant Key
Processor Id
Note Important notes and instructions regarding the selected check

protocol
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Authorization Server Mobile Wallet Properties

Mobile wallet properties differ, depending on the mobile wallet protocol selected.

Mobile Wallet Protocol
UTG Service Address
Server Address
Server URL
Primary URL
Secondary URL
Server Port
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Merchant Number
Merchant Key
Processor ID
Default Terminal ID
Default Clerk ID
Default Product ID
Note Important notes and instructions regarding the selected Mobile

Wallet protocol
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Authorization Server E-TopUp Properties

E-TopUp properties differ, depending on the E-TopUp protocol selected.

E-TopUp Protocol
Server URL
Secondary URL
User ID
Server Address
Server Port
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Location ID
Default Merchant ID
Assigned Product ID
Merchant Number
Processor ID
Default Terminal ID
Default Clerk ID
Default Product ID
Auth Key
Server ID
Currency Code
Include Inclusive Tax
Note Important notes and instructions regarding the selected E-

TopUp protocol
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Authorization Server Phone Card Properties

Phone card properties differ, depending on the phone card protocol selected.

Phone Card Protocol
Server URL
Server Address
Server Port
User Name
Password
Response Timeout
Merchant Number
Processor ID
Default Terminal ID
Default Clerk ID
Default Product ID
Note Important notes and instructions regarding the selected Phone

Card protocol
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5.6.3.3 Synchronization Server Properties

Synchronization Server Properties
Server Port Enter the default port that the authorization server listens on

and the client will attach to
Logging · Protocol Trace Log On  Select to monitor log ons 

· Server Trace Log On  Select to monitor server log ons
eMail Envelope Type Select the eMail envelope type for status reports
Standard Synchronization

Thorough Synchronization
Start / End Time
Full Verification Day
Maintenance Time
Server Idle Time

Sync Styles
Sales Slip w/o Customer

Select how each activity will be synchroized:
· Never
· By Store
· By Region
· Entire Enterprise

Sales Slip w/o Customer
Attached
Quotes
Layaways
Work Orders
Web Orders
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Certificates and Gift
Cards
Purchase Orders
Register Logs
Special Orders
TallyMail Mailings

5.7 POS Network

The POS Network tree is a map of companies, the stores within each company, and the units
within each store.  

Options
Show Deleted Select to view deleted companies, stores and/or units
Show Inactive Select to view inactive companies, stores and/or units
Refresh Update the tree view
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6 Human Resources
Human resources is responsible for managing the hiring, administration and training of
personnel.  The human resources tab in TallyExplorer is the workspace for adding employees,
managing payroll and employee security rights, time sheets and commissions.

See also The View Window, Columns, Records, Conditions.

6.1 Adding a New Employee

Adding a New Employee

1. Select New Employee.  The add new employee window is displayed.

2. Enter information about the employee in the General, Profile and Payroll tabs.

General Tab Enter basic information about the employee
Profile Tab Enter an employee's back office and POS user profile, log-in

information and security permissions
Payroll Tab Enter an employee's payroll information, such as pay rate, hire

date, SSN, and pay type

3. Click Save.  The employee record is displayed in the human resources view window.
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6.1.1 Employee General Tab

General
Last Name Enter the employee's last name
First Name Enter the employee's first name
M.I. Enter the employee's middle initial
Address Enter the employee's mailing address
City, State, Zip Enter the employee's city, state and zip code
Country Enter the employee's mailing address country
Home Phone Enter the employee's home phone number
Cell Phone Enter the employee's cell phone number
E-Mail Address Enter the employee's email address
Birthdate Enter the employee's date of birth

Assignment
Employee Division Employees are assigned a specific job type.  Job types can be

narrowed down to more specific detail.  For example,
merchants may have different expectations (e.g. average sale,
items per sale, average margin) for salespeople working in hard
goods versus the salespeople in soft goods. Using employee
division to group similar employees on reports allows users to
compare performance within the two groups easily.  
Employee division categories can easily be added, modified or
deleted from the add new employee window.

Default Employee Job
Type

Employees are assigned a general position. Examples of default
job types are cashier, shift supervisor, and salesperson.
Default job types can easily be added, modified or deleted
from the add new employee window.

Default Store Assignment Employees are assigned to a store/location for time cards,
human resources reporting and point-of-sale operation.
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Multi-Store User Identify employees that operate in multiple stores/locations
and allow the employee to be identified as a salesperson in
stores other than their default store.

Identification
ID Card Employee ID cards enhance security and efficiency by replacing

the need to manually enter a PIN and password to log in.  ID
cards identify each employee when scanned by using a unique
ID number.  The beginning digits, known as the ID sentinel,
begin with 914 unless configured otherwise in the enterprise
tab.  ID card numbers can be reused and/or reassigned.  For
assistance on designing employee ID cards, contact a TallySoft
representative or email support@tallysoft.com.  

Clear Card Select to remove the ID card details from the employee record
Assign Card Select to Assign an ID Card to an employee
Journal The Journal provides users with an area to store notes

associated with an employee.  Each journal entry records the
date and time that it was created, as well as the user who
entered it.  

6.1.2 Employee Profile Tab

User Profile - Back Office Manager Job Role(s)
Purchasing Management Employee has access to purchasing functions such as purchase

orders and special orders
Product Management Employee has access to product functions such as product

pricing and inventory, sale events, markdowns, packages,
transfer slips, physical inventory and serial number
management

Sales/Marketing Employee has access to sales/marketing functions such as
product pricing, discounting, gift cards and gift certificates,
mailings and eCommerce

Customer Relations Employee has access to CRM functions such as customer
records, ID cards, mailings, and discount plans
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Human Resources Employee has access to human resource functions such as
employee records, security permissions and time sheets

Finance Employee has access to financial functions such as accounting,
customer management, time sheets, and invoice, register and
bank deposit reconciliation

Enterprise Management Employee has access to enterprise functions such as store and
unit settings, system defaults, tax and synchronization
management and credit card authorization settings
User Profile - Point of Sale

Employee is a TallySales
Cash Register User

Enables the employee to process transactions at the point of
sale

Return Limit Enter the total of a return transaction that may be processed
without a manager's authorization

Discount Limit Enter the maximum discount amount that may be applied to an
individual item by the employee at the point of sale without a
manager's authorization

Max Discount Enter the maximum discount percentage that may be applied
to an individual item by the employee at the point of sale
without a manager's authorization

Security Profile
P.I.N. The PIN is required for the register. Unlike the user name, the

PIN consists of numbers only and may be up to five digits in
length.

User Name The user name is required for the back office.  The user name
may be a combination of letters and numbers up to 15
characters in length.  A common naming scheme is first name,
first initial of the last name (JohnS). Other formats include first
initial of the first name, last name (JSmith). Note: The user name
is not case sensitive (i.e. JohnS or JSmith can be typed in all
uppercase, lowercase or a combination of the two.

Change Password The password may contain both letters and numbers up to 20
characters in length

Password Security Minimum password length, maximum password age and other
complex password settings should be defined first in Company
Configuration.  For companies performing credit card
processing through TallySales, it is important to adhere to the 
Industry Password Standards.

User cannot change
password

Employee is unable to change the password

Password never expires Employee’s password never expires, regardless of the maximum
password age setting in the company configuration

Password can be blank Employee’s password can be blank, regardless of the minimum
password length setting in the company configuration.  Note:
blank passwords are a violation of credit card industry standards.

Manager Security Group An employee with a back office job role can be assigned group
rights for the manager
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Register Security Group An employee with a POS job role can be assigned groups
rights for the register  

Overruling security group rights

If the employee requires that minor changes be made to the security group’s standard rights,
consider Overruling Group Rights instead of creating an entirely different security group.  

Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standards 2017

TallyExplorer maintains PCI compliance requirements for employee security access. 
Passwords must:

· Be a minimum of seven characters in length,

· Contain both alphabetic and numeric characters,

· Change at least every 90 days.

6.1.3 Employee Payroll Tab

Hire Date Enter the date the employee was hired
SSN Enter the employee's social security number
Alt Identifier Enter an employee identification number from a third-party

software that TallySales integrates with (optional)
Shift Maximum Hours Enter the maximum number of hours an employee can work in

one shift
Payroll Profile

Pay Type Identify the pay type as hourly or salary
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Pay Rate Enter the hourly or salary rate of pay
Receives Commission Employee can earn commission on sale of products that are

assigned a commission value
Receives SPIFF Employee can earn spiffs on sale of products that are assigned

a spiff value

  TallyExplorer tracks employee hours but does not calculate payroll.

6.1.4 Assigning an Employee ID Card

 Assigning an Employee ID Card

1. From the employee general tab, select Assign Card.  The ID card window is displayed.

2. The ID card number can be entered manually or by scanning the bar code.

3. Select OK.  The ID card is assigned to the employee.

6.1.5 Employee Journals

 Adding an Employee Journal

1. From the employee general tab, select Journal.  A blank journal window will be displayed.
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2. Select Add.  The journal entry window is displayed.

3. Select the date and time for the entry.  

4. Enter the note or message.

5. Select Save.  The journal entry is saved in the employee record.

6. To view the entry or modify it, select Details.

7. Select Delete to erase the journal entry from the employee record.

6.2 Employee Templates

Create new employee records from an existing template.  Templates provide a quick and
easy method for creating employee records with identical settings, such as security
permissions.

NOTE: Employee Templates is currently not available.
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6.3 Employee Cleanup Wizard

Identify and delete obsolete employee records based on user-defined parameters, such as
the last date of activity.  Deletion of obsolete employee records does not remove related
sales history.

NOTE: Employee Cleanup Wizard is currently not available.

6.4 Group Rights

Each individual employee should have a set of security rights, or system permissions, that
define what that employee can and cannot do within TallyExplorer and/or the register.  When
there are several employees who have the same set of security rights, those employees can
be assigned to a Security Group.  

 All cashiers might have the same permissions and can all be assigned to a cashier
security group.

Security Groups are organized by type (management and register), then by job function
(general employee, manager, supervisor, trainee, etc.).  Permissions in a management
security group are intended for employees who have access to TallyExplorer.  Permissions
under register are intended for employees who have access to the register.   An employee
can belong to both the management and register group types, but can only belong to one
job function within each group type.  

Four generic security groups have been defined in TallyExplorer:  general employee,
manager, supervisor and trainee.  These generic groups can be used as templates for
creating new security groups.  Other common security groups include: cashier, shift manager
and store manager.  Security groups are easily added, modified, deleted or overruled. 
Managing security groups can be accomplished from the enterprise tab or from the human
resources tab.

It is recommended that the list of security rights within each job function be reviewed.  See
Security Group defaults worksheet.

See also Group Rights Overview.

6.4.1 Security Groups

A security group is easily added from the human resources or enterprise tabs.  Choose Group
Rights from either location.  The group rights management window is displayed.  
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 Adding a Security Group

1. Select Add Security Group. The security group description window is displayed.  

2. Enter the name of the new group.

3. Enter a description.  

4. Define the group as a either a management or register security group. 

5. Select OK.  A customize security permissions window is displayed.  

6. Depending on the group type chosen,

a. the register security rights window is displayed
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b. the management security rights window is displayed.

4. All security permissions default to restricted.  To grant permissions, check the box next to
each permission to change the status to granted.

5. Continue navigating through each permission category using the customize security
permissions tree.

6. Select Save.
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6.4.2 Security Rights

Security rights are permissions for an individual employee or group of employees.  Security
rights can be added, modified, or deleted for an individual employee or for an entire security
group in the group rights management window.  

To manage rights in a security group, double-click on the job function.  A list of security
rights is displayed by category. 

Each category has several permission options to choose from.  Bold type means that
employees will have either partial or full access in that category.  Non-bold type means that
employees will have no access in that category.
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If the check box is blank and the permission is displayed as restricted, an employee will not
have access.  

If the check box is checked and the permission is displayed as granted, an employee does
have access.

Standard rights include access, add new, edit and delete.  If checked, these rights grant the
following permissions to an employee:

Access Permits an employee to access this area of the system
Add New Permits an employee to add a record of this type
Edit Permits an employee to make changes to an existing record of

this type
Delete Permits an employee to delete a record of this type

Some areas have unique rights, such as the view cost information security right that is
located in the product management function.

It is recommended that the list of security rights within each job function be reviewed.  See
the Security Group Defaults Worksheet.

To manage an individual employee’s security rights, select Overrule in the employee’s record
profile.

6.4.3 Overruling Group Rights

Well-designed security groups will satisfy the permission requirements for the majority of
employees, but there can be exceptions.  Permissions for individual employees can be
overruled, even if that employee is assigned to a security group.  

The cashier security group is restricted from authorizing post-voids at the point-of-sale.
 However, the head cashier should have permission to do so. Instead of creating an
entirely new security group for head cashier, the post-void permission is overruled in
the employee record and modified to a granted status.

Overruling permissions occurs within the profile of an individual employee record.  Even if
modifications are made to a security group, the permissions that have been overruled for an
employee remain the same.  To quickly view an employees overruled permissions, categories
in bold type means that an employee has an overruled permission.  Non-bold type means
that there are no permissions overruled in that category.

 Overruling a security group
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1. Choose the employee record for whom permissions will be overruled.

2. Go to the profile tab and select Overrule.  The security rights window is displayed.  

3. Choose the permissions to be overruled.

(Follow Group) Group
Right is Granted

The permission is part of a security group and access status is
granted

(Follow Group) Group
Right is Restricted

The permission is part of a security group and access status is
restricted

Granted Permission has been overruled to granted status
Restricted Permission has been overruled to restricted status

4. Select Save to save overrule modifications or Cancel to return to original settings.

5. Select Exit.
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6.5 Employee Scheduler

Define and manage employee schedules.

NOTE: Employee Scheduler is currently not available.

6.6 Time Sheet Management

Generate time sheets for employees based on time clock usage and revise incomplete or
erroneous shifts.  Time sheets may be printed and emailed.  

 Viewing Employee Shifts

1. When time sheet management is opened, the default date range displays records for the
current week.

2. To change the date range, select the drop down arrow.  The date range comparison
window is displayed.
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Date Comparison
Options

Select to view shift records by day, by month, year to date, a
specific date range, or from today

Fiscal Year to Date Select to view records from the fiscal year beginning date
Calendar Year to Date Select to view records from the calendar year beginning date
Season to Date Select to view records for the current season beginning date
Start of Business Day Enter the start of business day starting time

3. Select OK.  The date range comparison window closes.

4. Select Refresh.  The employee shift records for the selected date range are displayed.

 Adding a New Employee Shift

1. Select New in the time sheet management toolbar.  The add new employee shift window is
displayed.  

Employee Information
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Employee Select an employee using the Modify Condition window.  Add
conditions, if applicable, and select OK.  A list of employee
records is displayed.  Select the employee for the new shift.

Store Select the store where the employee will work the new shift
Shift Information

Shift Type Select the shift type.  i.e. Working, On Break, Sick, Vacation
Division Select the job division for the employee 
Job Type Select the employee job type

Started On
Date / Time Select the shift start date and start time

Ending On / Duration
Date / Time Select the shift end date and ending time
Duration Days /
Hours / Minutes

Ending dates and times can be updated by selecting the up
and down arrows in each category.

Payroll Information
Payroll Type Select the pay type.  i.e. Hourly, Salary
Rate Select the pay rate in dollars

2. Select OK.  A summary of the shift is displayed.

3. Select Save to save the new shift.  The shift is displayed in the time sheet management
window.  

 Filtering Employee Shifts

1. Select View in the time sheet management toolbar.  A drop down menu is displayed.  

2. Select the employee shift types to view.

Show Working
Shifts

Display shifts.  Shifts can be filtered to show all, show shifts
containing problem issues and/or show open shifts.

Show Sick Day
Records

Display currently active shifts

Show Vacation
Records

Display completed or closed shifts

 Editing Employee Shifts
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1. Double-click the employee shift record.  The shift details window is displayed.

2. Select Add to add a new shift.

3. Select Delete to delete a shift.  A deleted shift can be undeleted.

4. Select Save.  

6.6.1 TallyTime Back Office

Generate time sheets for back office employees based on time clock usage and revise
incomplete or erroneous shifts for all employees.  Access employee time clock on the home
ribbon tab. See also Time Clock.

  Employee time clock is available to employees with human resources security rights.  

6.6.2 Print Shift Reports

 Print Shift Reports
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1. Select Print in the Time Sheet Management toolbar.  The
time sheet report window is displayed.  

2. Highlight the report in the list.

3. Click Select.  The modify conditions window is displayed.

4. Modify conditions as needed
and select OK.  

5. Report viewer will display the
selected report, which can be
printed.

Shift Report Example
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6.7 Commission Management

NOTE: Commission Management is currently not available.

6.8 Human Resources Tasks

The human resources tree contains task shortcuts and a list of recently viewed employee
records.
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6.8.1 Open Employee

 Open Employee

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted employee records.  

3. Select Open Employee in the tasks menu. The modify employee window is displayed.  

 Employee records can also be opened by double-clicking on the employee record in the
list.
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6.8.2 Deactivate/Reactivate Employee

The deactivate/reactivate task deactivates an active employee or reactivates an inactive 
employee record.  To use this task, select the employee record and select
deactivate/reactivate.  

 Deactivating an Employee Record

1. Highlight the employee record that will be deactivated.  Active records display a green ball
in the view window.

2. Choose Deactivate/Reactivate Employee in the tasks menu.  A pop-up message confirms
deactivation. 

 

 Reactivating an Employee Record

1. Highlight the employee record that will be reactivated.  Inactive records display a yellow
ball in the view window.

2. Choose Deactivate/Reactivate Employee in the tasks menu.  A pop-up message confirms
reactivation.  

6.8.3 Delete/Undelete Employee

Deleting an employee record removes that record from the view window.  Deleted records
can still be viewed but cannot be modified.  Deleted records can be undeleted.

 Deleting an Employee Record

1. Highlight the employee record. 
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2. Select Delete/Undelete in the tasks menu.  A pop-up message confirms the deletion. 

 Undeleting an Employee Record

1. Highlight the employee record. If the record does not appear in the view window, modify
the view to include deleted records.  See General Condition Rules.

2. Select Delete/Undelete in the tasks menu.  A pop-up message confirms the undeletion.

If an employee record cannot be deleted, the employee has an active transaction.  If
this occurs, an error message is displayed.  To delete the employee record, the
transaction must be closed or reconciled.

6.8.4 Employee Journal

The employee journal  provides an area to store notes associated with an employee. Each
journal entry records the date and time that it was created, as well as the user who entered it
and the note that was entered.  See also Employee Journals.

 Add, Modify or Delete a Journal Entry 

1. Highlight the employee record in the view window.  

2. Select Employee Journal in the tasks menu.  The journal window is displayed. 

3. Select Details to modify the journal entry.

4. Select Add or Delete.  

5. Select Save to save modifications.
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6. Select Exit.  

6.8.5 Create As Customer

Employee records can be copied and converted into a customer record. 

 Create an Employee as Customer 

1. Highlight the employee record in the view window.  

2. Select Create As Customer in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window confirms that the
employee is also listed as a customer. 

3. Select OK.  Deleting the employee from the customer list must be done in the Customer
Relation Management tab.  

 The option to create as customer is not be available if that employee is already listed as
a customer.
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6.8.6 Assign ID Card

ID Cards can be assigned quickly from the task menu.  

 Assigning an ID Card in the Tasks Menu 

1. Highlight the employee record in the 
view window.  

2. Select More… in the tasks menu.

3. Select Assign ID Card from the drop
down menu.  The ID card window is
displayed. 

1. Scan or manually enter the card
number.  The beginning digits, or ID
sentinel, begin with 914 unless
configured otherwise in the Enterprise
tab. 

2. Select OK or Cancel.  ID card
numbers can be reused or reassigned.

 ID cards can also be added in the employee record.

6.8.7 Replace Lost ID Card

If an ID card has been lost or stolen, the number can be replaced.  ID Card numbers can be
reused or reassigned.  ID cards can also be added in the employee record.

 Replacing a lost or stolen ID Card in the Tasks Menu 

1. Highlight the employee record in the view window.  

2. Select More… in the tasks menu. 

3. Select Replace Lost ID Card from the drop down menu.  The Id card window is displayed. 

4. Scan or manually enter the card number.  The beginning digits, known as the ID sentinel,
begin with 914 unless configured otherwise in the Enterprise tab. 

5. Select OK or Cancel.  
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6.9 Human Resources Recent

The most recently viewed and/or modified employee records are listed.  Double-click on the
employee name to view and/or modify the record.



Product Management
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7 Product Management
The product management tab in TallyExplorer is the workspace for managing products that
are purchased and sold.  Products are added, packages are created, and inventory is tracked.

See also The View Window, Columns, Records, Conditions.

7.1 Product Overview

A product is any item that is processed through the register, such as merchandise, services
and fees.  Before adding a product, it is important to determine whether it is an inventory or
non-inventory item, how it will be organized, what its attributes are, the type of product it is,
and whether the item will be tracked through serialized inventory.

Inventory vs. Non-inventory
· Inventory products are tracked throughout the life-cycle of the product.  The stock level

(quantity on hand) of each inventory product is maintained at the store level.  Physical
inventory reports can be viewed and inventory can be adjusted.   Inventory products are
created in the product management or purchasing tabs.  

· Non-inventory products are common items such as services and fees, which do not require
a physical count.  With the exception of inventory-related functions, non-inventory
products possess the same functionality as inventory products (they may be placed on
sale, for example).  Non-inventory products are created in the product management tab
only.  
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Separating Inventory and Non-Inventory Products  Non-inventory products are not
created through the purchasing system, and so are not assigned a cost (see Pricing
Attributes).  Because of this, it is strongly recommended that non-inventory products
are maintained in separate departments from inventory products.  This practice is
necessary to ensure reports provide accurate sales-related information, such as margin
and cost of goods sold, at the category and department levels.

Product Organization
Products are easily categorized into Departments, Categories, and Product Groups.

Department The top level of the organization of products.  For example,
men’s apparel or services are types of departments.

Categories Organize products in each department.  For example, a
clothing store may have a men’s apparel department, which
may contain shirts, pants, sweaters and jackets categories.  For
stores that offer different types of services, a services
department could contain categories such as shipping, repair
and rentals.  Categories contain the actual product groups and
products.

When departments and categories are defined, ensure that they are logical and well
thought out because their design impacts multiple aspects in TallyExplorer.  Most
importantly, the majority of product-related reports (such as inventory and sales
reports) group information by department and category.  A good rule of thumb is to
limit the number of departments to twenty and limit categories to no more than twenty
per department.  Excessive categorization can produce an inventory system that is too
cumbersome to be used efficiently.

Product Group Organizes the attributes of products, such as sizes and colors,
to make purchasing and product maintenance easier.  For
example, it is more efficient to change the retail price for all
colors and sizes of a particular jacket style at one time, instead
of updating each product individually.  The product group
enables tasks like these, but still permits changes to the
individual sizes and colors when needed.

While many product groups are obvious, others may not be.  Use the following guidelines to
determine whether or not certain products should be associated together in the same
product group:

o Products that have the same product style or model number  

o Products that have identical attributes. These include manufacturer, department,
category, cost, selling price and applied taxes.  Assembly products are the
exception to this rule, as an assembly product group may contain a variety of costs
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and selling prices.  This variation is due to the different features/options associated
with the individual products and the additional costs they entail.

Every product in TallyExplorer will fall under a product group, even those product lines that
do not come in different sizes and colors.  They will simply be product groups of one.  Non-
inventory products, which are not purchased, will never exist in a product group containing
more than one product.

Basic Product Attributes
Every created product has an assortment of attributes associated with it.  

Departments and categories are organizational attributes.  Other types of attributes are
identification (description, style, etc.) and pricing (retail price, MSRP, etc.).  

Identifying a product’s attributes is important in order to separate one product from another.

Organizational Attributes
Department The first tier of product grouping, containing categories and

product groups, and products
Category The second tier of product groupings, containing product groups

and products
Product Group The bottom tier of product groupings, containing the individual

products

Identification Attributes
Vendor, or
Manufacturer

Each product is limited to one associated vendor, although it may
be purchased from an unlimited number of wholesalers or
distributors.  For non-inventory products such as services, the
vendor will be your business. See Vendor Management.

Description A label used to describe a product.  The description normally
appears on a TallySales-generated product tag and/or sales
receipt, so it should be recognizable to the customer.  An example
of a product description is Ultra Fashionable Parka.  Be careful not
to make the description too general, like men’s parka, so it can’t
be distinguished from similar products.

Manufacturing (Mfg.) Style, or product number, product line, catalog number or
purchasing number.  This identifier is obtained from the
manufacturer and is used during purchasing.  For non-inventory
products, a style may not exist, but assigning one of your own is
recommended.

Product Identification
Code (PIC)

A unique, ten-digit numeric identifier that is automatically
generated for each product when it is created.  The PIC may be
used at the register to sell a product and can also be printed on
sales receipts to make product identification during the return
process easier.  All products in a product group will begin with
the same six numbers.
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Universal Product Code
(UPC)

Like PIC’s, TallySales also automatically generates a unique UPC
for each product.  The UPC is used to create a bar code that
appears on a TallySales-generated product tag.  It is important
not to confuse the TallySales UPC with the manufacturer’s UPC,
which can be entered as an alternate scan code.

Alternate Scan Codes An optional code, other than the PIC and UPC, assigned by you,
that may also be used to identify a product in the system.  The
most common code used for this feature is the manufacturer’s bar
code (UPC) that comes affixed to the product packaging. 
However, any code can be used.  Products can possess more than
one alternate scan code and multiple products can share the
same alternate scan code.  If an alternate scan code that is shared
by two products is entered into the register, the cashier will be
asked which of the two products it is for.

Size If a product group is purchased in a range of sizes, each product
within the product group will have an associated size, such as
small, medium and large.

Color Inventory products may be assigned a color to better identify
them.  The color attribute may also be used to accommodate
design or pattern.

3 Dimensional Sizing
Grids

Size and Color do not always completely describe the product /
inventory.  3D grids add dimension to the description of a
product. For example, apparel may include color, length and
width, or shoe’s may include color size and width. 

o Assembly Options Assembly products may be assigned several
options that distinguish them as unique. For example, the
options and features when purchasing a car. See Ordering
Methods.

o Serial Number Serial numbers may be associated with
products during the receipt of a purchase order.  

Pricing Attributes
Average Cost

  Non-inventory
products do not have an
associated average cost.

The amount that an item is purchased for from the manufacturer
or wholesaler/distributor.  TallyExplorer uses the cost averaging
method of calculating cost, which requires a product’s cost to be
recalculated each time it is purchased.  The total purchasing
dollars are divided by the total units purchased over the lifetime
of the product.  The purchasing dollars are derived from the net
cost, which is the cost of a product after any vendor discount is
applied.  Average cost is the basis for many critical pieces of
information in your system, such as value of inventory and sales
margin.  The greater the number of products without an
associated average cost, the less accuracy you will receive in
reporting.  Because of this, it is very important that a cost be
assigned to every inventory product during the purchase order
process.  The cost can be used as a basis for the reduction in price
of a product, through scheduled sale events, discounting at the
time of sale or permanent markdowns.
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Replacement Cost The replacement cost is optional, but can be used in reporting.
This cost can be used as a basis for the reduction in price of a
product, through scheduled sale events, discounting at the time
of sale or permanent markdowns.

Manufacturer's
Suggested Retail Price
(MSRP)

The MSRP is optional, but can be used for display on TallySales-
generated product tags. The MSRP can be used as a basis for the
reduction in price of a product, through scheduled sale events,
discounting at the time of sale or permanent markdowns.

Original Price (Starting
Price)

The original price is the original retail price that the product was
sold for to a customer. This is optional, but can be used for
reporting and scheduled sales events. The original price can be
used as a basis for the reduction in price of a product, through
scheduled sale events, discounting at the time of sale or
permanent markdowns.

Price, or Retail Price The amount that an item is normally and currently being sold for
to a customer.  The retail price can be used as a basis for the
reduction in price of a product, through scheduled sale events,
discounting at the time of sale or permanent markdowns.

Product Classes
Product classes allow items to be sold at special prices for multiple quantities or to group
individual products together to be sold as a single entity.  There are four classes of products
that may be defined in TallyExplorer; standard, lot matrix, kits and recipes.  It is important not
to confuse the product class with the product type (Singular, Basic, Sizing Matrix, Units of
Measure and Option Group), which is an optional product attribute that allows products to
be grouped together while browsing.  With the exception of products created via the units of
measure function, the product class of all products is standard when they are created.  The
product class may be changed in the product management tab.

Standard The majority of products fall under this class.  This product does
not represent a collection of items being sold as a single product,
such as kits or recipes.  When processed at the register, these
products sell at their current price regardless of the quantity
being sold.

Lot Matrix This class is used to sell a product at a discounted price when it is
sold in specified multiple quantities.  For example, automatically
reduce an item’s price by 10% when the customer purchases a
quantity of three.  By selecting a product class of lot matrix, the
discounting may be defined before the cashier rings up the
customer, making the selling process more efficient.

Kits and Recipes

 Products purchased
using the unit of measure
grid purchasing method are
defined as recipes.

These classes allow individual products to be sold together as a
single item.  Unlike product packages, kits and recipes do not
allow for the cashier to select different options at the time of sale.
 When the kit or recipe is sold at its defined price, the inventory
value of the components is appropriately reduced.  Kits and
recipes differ only in regard to how they affect inventory.  Kits are
handled in the inventory system as a standard inventory item, can
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be viewed in reports and are displayed in Inventory Explorer. 
When kits are created, they reduce the inventory value of their
components, assuming that the quantities of the components
utilized will be unavailable for sale individually.  Recipes, however,
are not treated as a standard inventory item and do not affect the
inventory levels of their components until the time of sale.

Serialized Inventory
Two types of serialized inventory are available in TallyExplorer; prompt and tracked.  

Prompt Serialized
Inventory

Allows selected products to prompt the cashier for a serial
number at the point of sale and the information is stored by the
system for later reference (reporting).  However, because this
serialization type does not permit the association of serial
numbers with products prior to the point of sale, no reconciliation
occurs.  

Tracked Serialized
Inventory

Requires serial numbers to be associated with merchandise
during the purchase order receiving process, providing the ability
to report on the serial numbers in stock, audit serial numbers in
stock (perform a booking) and reconcile serial numbers when
products are sold at the point-of-sale.

Prerequisites for Creating Products

Some helpful questions to ask when creating products are:

· Has the manufacturer of the product been entered?  

· If you are purchasing from a wholesaler, distributor or buying group, have they been
entered?  

· If the product is sized (small, medium and large, for example), does the correct product 
sizing grid exist?  

· If the product is purchased and sold in different methods (purchased in a case and sold in
cans, for instance), does the correct unit of measure grid exist?  

· If the product is purchased with different features/options/packages, does the correct 
option group exist?  

· Have the taxes that are applied to the product at the time of sale been defined?  
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7.2 Adding a New Product

Adding a product is a detailed and often lengthy process. To receive a solid background on
products, it is recommended that the product overview and steps for adding a product are
reviewed thoroughly.

 Adding a New Product

1. Select New Product.  The add new product wizard is displayed.

2. Enter information about the product in the product wizard.

Select Product Type Select the type of product to create or use an existing product
template as a starting point

General Product
Information

Enter information about the product that is commonly used for
sales and reporting

Additional Information
- Section 1

Provide additional information about the product used during
the overall management of the product (optional)

Addtional Information
- Section 2

Adjust the pricing at the store level and enter the predefined
custom fields values.  Include any internal notes that you may
want to add.  (optional)

eCommerce Attributes Make the product web-ready no or at a later time
POS Define how the product is displayed at the register and how

the product will act during a sale
Items Enter any quantities of the product to record as inventory.  The

inventory values are entered differently, depending on the
product type.

Review Review the product information

3. Select Finish.  The product record is displayed in the product management view window.
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7.2.1 Select Product Type

Select the type of product to create or use an existing product template as a starting point.

From a Product Template Choose an existing template from the drop down menu
Singular The simplest of all product types.  Includes items that have no

attributes that change, like a golf towel, or are used as a
service, such as skate sharpening, board waxing, etc.

Basic Products that possesses only one attribute.  For example, a
style of purse or wallet that can be purchased in different
colors

Sizing Matrix Products that can be purchased and sold in different sizes.  If
the sizing matrix type is selected, choose a sizing grid or create
a new grid.  The sizing grid can be 2 or 3 dimensional and
would be created for items such as shoes, clothing or any
product that is inventoried under one product with different
sizes.  See Sizing Grids.

Unit of Measure A unit of measure is the amount of a particular product. These
types of products are purchased in one unit of measure and
could be sold in one or more different units of measure,
including the purchased unit of measurement. Examples of
units of measure are ounces, feet, inches, milliliters, cases, 6-
packs and each. When a product is purchased in a different
amount than its being sold for, you have to let the system
know what those different amounts are. For example, a unit of
measure product type would be soda.  A case of soda is
purchased in a case containing 24 bottles or cans.  The
purchasing unit is one case; the selling unit could be the entire
case, a 6-pack or an individual bottle or can (each).  See Unit of
Measure Grids.
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Option Group Option groups are utilized to define an assembly product that
may be purchased with a variety of options, similar to the
concept of an automobile.  Unlike a traditional apparel product
which uses a combination of size and color for uniqueness, an
assembly product uses a combination of color and selected
options.  Instead of creating multiple standard products for
each of the different color and option combinations, one
assembly product can be created, simplifying the creation and
management of the product. See Option Groups.

Recipe A non-inventory product that is a combination of product
ingredients.  When the product is sold, the ingredients are
deducted from inventory at the recipe price.  

Kit Inventory items that are pre-built from other products and
packaged as a single product.  Items are deducted from
inventory when the kit is built.

Select Next.  The General Product Information window is displayed.

7.2.1.1 Selecting a Grid

Grids should be created before products are added.  Grids can be added, modified or
deleted from the add new product window.  See Sizing Grids, Unit of Measure Grids, Option
Groups.

 Selecting a Grid

1. Open the Add New Product
wizard.

2. Choose Sizing Matrix, Unit of
Measure or Option Group.

3. In the drop down menu, click
the existing grid to assign to the
product.  To ensure that the
correct grid is chosen, select 
Modify to view a grid’s properties.

4. If a grid is not available in the
drop down, new grids can be
added by selecting Add. 
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 Many products fall into one or more grid types.  Decide how the product will be
purchased, used and sold and how it affects tracking and viewing inventory reports.

 

7.2.2 General Product Information

Enter information about the product that is commonly used for sales and reporting.

Manufacturer
Select the company who is supplying the product being purchased.  This could be the
manufacturer, wholesaler, distributor, buying group or, for in house services or special events,
the store could be defined as a manufacturer.   An existing entry may be used or new entries
may be added.   See Vendors.

Description Enter a description of the product.  This description will
normally appear on a TallySales-generated product tag and/or
sales receipt.  The description will be recognizable to the
customer.

Style Describe the product’s style(s)
Department & Category A user defined entry that divides products into logical groups. 

These product groups are used for inventory, financial tasks,
sales and marketing reports and analysis.  TallyExplorer utilizes
a simple and effective hierarchy of product groups to allow
products to be categorized easily.  The different tiers of this
hierarchy are referred to as departments, categories, and
subcategories. 

Product Division A group that is user defined, independent of the department,
category and sub-category view.  
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Season Defines a period of time for sorting and reporting purposes. 
For example, the normal fall, winter, spring, summer seasons, or
entries created to deal with local events or sporting seasons,
such as Taylor County Wine Festival or Golf Season.

Tax Group Determine the amount of tax applied to a product when it is
sold.  See Tax / Locations.

Inventory
This is an Inventory Item Select if the item is an inventory product
Serialization Type Select the type of serialized product

· No Serialization The item does not have a serial number.
· Serialized (Tracked) The serial number is issued at time of

purchase
· Serialized (Prompt Only) The serial number is recorded at

time of purchase
Serial No. Format If the product is serialized, choose an existing or add a new

serial number format specific to a supplier, manufacturer or
product type.  See Adding a New Serial Number Format.

Image
Select a saved image of the product.  See Image Library.

Price & Cost
Wholesale Enter the wholesale cost of the product
Cost Enter the purchase price of the product from the supplier
Replacement Cost Enter the cost of replenishing the product
MSRP Enter the manufacturer’s suggested retail price. The MSRP can

be entered manually or calculated by net or wholesale cost.  

· To enter MSRP manually, type the amount into the MSRP
field.  The margin percent and markup percent will be
automatically calculated. 

· To calculate the MSRP, click on the down arrow to view the
MSRP calculator.  Choose whether to calculate MSRP based
on wholesale or net cost, then by margin percent or markup
percent.  The MSRP is automatically calculated. 

Starting Price The initial selling price of the product. The starting price can be
entered manually or calculated by net or wholesale cost.  See
calculating MSRP. 

X for Y Pricing Define price breaks or discounts awarded to customers based
on the number of items that are purchased.  The common
examples of “X for Y Pricing” are “2 for 1”, “Buy 1 get 1 Free”, or
“4 Tires for the Price of 3”.  Choose an existing X for Y pricing
scheme or add a new one.  See X for Y Pricing. 
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Select Next.  The Additional Information - Section 1 window is displayed.

7.2.2.1 Adding a New Serial Number Format

Tracking is beneficial to businesses for product quality control, tracking product warranties,
and selling big ticket items.  Serial numbers are tracked in two ways. The tracking of the serial
number can begin when the product is received in inventory (tracked) or when the product is
sold (prompt only). When serial numbers are issued as the receiving function it allows
management control over the movement of the product.  Serial numbers must be specified
for every transaction (receiving, transfer, sale, etc.) of the product and will ensure that there is
a serial number associated with each of the items in stock.  When the serial number is issued
at the sale of the product, the serial number tracking process begins at the sale.  This is
helpful for customer returns and product recalls.

 Adding a New Serial Number Format

From the serial no. format drop down menu, select Add.  The
add new serial number format window is displayed.

Name Enter the name of the serial number format
Syntax See Syntax Formatting
Minimum Length Enter a minimum serial number length (optional)
Maximum Length Enter a maximum serial number length (optional)

1. Select Save.

2. Select Exit.

7.2.2.2 Product Toolbar Functions

Discontinuing a Product

Select Discontinue Product to deactivate the product from being sold.  The product can be
reactivated later by selecting Activate Discontinued Product.
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Viewing Stock Status

Select Stock Status to quickly view item
inventory counts.

Inventory can be viewed by adjustments;
allocated inventory; in-transit; marked
pending; on hand; on order; on back order;
reorder points; and restock levels.

Printing a Test Bar Code

Bar Code Configuration
Bar Code Design Select a barcode design.  See Barcode Designer.

Copies
Based On This field is active only when printing a purchase order.  See 

Receiving Methods.
Values

Use Store Pricing Select to use store pricing
Store Select the store to use pricing from that store

Select Print.
7.2.3 Additional Information - Section 1

Provide additional information about the product that will be used during the overall
management of the product. 
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Reward Points
This product never earns
reward points

Select if reward points will not be awarded when this product is
purchased

Reward Point Factor Choose or create an award point factor if different from the
company default

Bar Code Preferences
Include this product when
printing bar code labels at
receiving or re-tagging

· Yes A bar code label is printed at receiving or re-tagging
· No A bar code label will not print
· Prompt Me A prompt will ask to print at receiving or re-

tagging
Bar Code Style Select the style of bar code to be

printed for this product.  Select,
modify, add or delete a bar code style
from the drop down menu. 

Warranty definition
assigned to the product

Select an existing warranty
definition from the list.  Warranty
definitions can be added,
modified and deleted from this
window.  See Creating a New
Warranty Definition.

Deposit requirement
definition for the product

A minimum deposit is required for this product.  For example,
special orders and layaways.  See Adding a Deposit
Requirement Definition.

Cross-Sell Product Set Add product and/or services that prompt the cashier to
suggest them to a customer at the point of sale.  Cross-sell
products and/or services are oftentimes related to the item
being purchased.  See Prompt Cross Sell.
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Shipping Select if the product can be shipped to a customer.  Enter the
height, width, length and/or weight of the item.

Commissions and Spiffs These fields may or may not be available, depending on how
the company has been configured.  See Uses Preferences.

Commission Factor

Select how commission will be calculated:
· By Amount Enter the dollar amount of the commission
· By Percent Enter the percentage of the commission
· No Commission No commission will be calculated

Spiff Factor

Select how the spiff will be calculated:
· By Amount Enter the dollar amount of the spiff
· By Percent Enter the percentage of the spiff
· No Commission No spiff will be calculated

Automatic Pricing
Restrictions

Pricing is defaulted to allow all products to be a member of
any discount event that is proposed by the seller. The product
can be restricted from becoming a member of any type of
event by clicking on the following types of discounting events
that apply:
· On Sale Pricing
· On Plan Discounts
· On Customer Discount Plans
· On Markdowns

Select Next.  The Additional Information - Section 2 window is displayed.

7.2.3.1 Creating a New Warranty Definition

If a no-charge in-store or no-charge manufacturer’s warranty is offered with the product,
enter the information concerning the warranty.    If a chargeable extended warranty is
necessary, a separate product to define the warranty must be created.  As an option, this
warranty could be used as a cross-sell product.

 Creating a New Warranty Definition

1. From the warranty definition drop down menu, select Add.  The add new warranty
definition window is displayed.
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Name Enter a name for the warranty definition
Interval Select a year, month or day
Factor Enter the length of the interval.  For example, 3 years or 30

days
Receipt Footer

See Adding Text to a Warranty Receipt.
Sale Add text that will print at the bottom of a sales receipt
Return Add text that will print at the bottom of a return receipt

Document Footer
Sale Action Select an action for the footer of a sale document

· None No footer will print
· Replace Receipt Warranty footer replaces receipt
· After Receipt Warranty footer prints after receipt
· Prompt Replace Receipt Prompt to replace receipt with

warranty footer
· Prompt After Receipt Prompt to print warranty footer after

receipt
Sale Add text that will print at the bottom of a sales document
Return Action Enter an action for the footer of a return document
Return Add text that will print at the bottom of a return document

2. Select Save.

3. Select Exit.  The warranty definition has been assigned to the product. 
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7.2.3.2 Adding Text to a Warranty Receipt

1. In the sale and/or return receipt footer fields, select Add.  The add new extended text
window is displayed.  

Name Enter the name for the receipt text
Identifier Select the type of receipt the text will be added to
Text Enter the text to print on the receipt and/or sale document

2. Select Save.

3. Select Exit.

7.2.3.3 Adding a Deposit Requirement Definition

1. In the deposit requirement definition for the product field, select Add.  The add new
deposit requirement window is displayed.  

Name Enter the name for the deposit requirement
Prompt at Point of Sale
for Deposit Amount

Select to prompt for a deposit amount to be entered at the
point of sale
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Deposit Amount Factor 1.  Define the total for the required
deposit:
· By Amount Enter the dollar
amount of the require deposit
· By Percent Enter the percentage
of the required 

 
  2.  Select a rounding scheme for the
require deposit.  See Rounding
Methods or Pricing Scheme.

  3. Select OK.

2. Select Save.

3. Select Exit.  The deposit requirement is assigned to the product.

7.2.4 Additional Information - Section 2

For multi-store enterprises, pricing of the product can be adjusted at each store level and
predefined custom field values can be entered for the product.  Internal product notes can
also be added.

Store Pricing Select the store where the product price will be adjusted.
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Select how the price will be adjusted:
· By Amount Enter the dollar amount of the price adjustment
· By Percent Enter the percentage of the price adjustment
· Use Sale Price No price adjustment will be calculated

Select a rounding scheme for the
price adjustment.  See Rounding
Methods or Pricing Scheme.

Select OK.

Predefined Product
Custom Fields

Custom fields are added in the enterprise tab to capture
additional information about the product. 

Notes Enter any additional notes for the product.  Notes are for
internal purposes only and cannot be viewed by the customer.

Select Next.  The eCommerce window is displayed.

7.2.5 eCommerce Attributes

Products can be sold in an online web store.
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Web Store
This product is available
on the web

Select to activate the product to sell on the web store

Web Department Select the department for the product being sold on the web
store.  See Adding a New Web Department/Category

Web Category Select the category for the product being sold on the web
store.  See Adding a New Web Department/Category

Pricing Factor (on the
web)

Choose how the web price of the product is calculated.   See 
Adding a New Web Department/Category  

Inventory Buffer A buffer can be set against actual inventory on hand.  For
example, a setting of -3 would ensure that there will be 3
products on hand at the physical store.  Setting a negative
buffer ensures that when inventory gets low, the last product
on hand is not sold online and in the physical store at the same
time, allowing ample time for product reorders.

Override Product
Description

An optional product description that overrides the current 
product description and is viewable on the website.

Short Description Depending on the website, a shortened product description
can be used.

Long Description Depending on the website, a longer and more detailed product
description can be used.

Select Next.  The POS window is displayed.
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7.2.5.1 Adding a New Web Department/Category

A web department or category separates products that are sold in the store from products
that are sold on the web for reporting purposes.

 Adding a New Web Department
1. From the web department drop down menu,
select Add.  The add new web department
window is displayed.

General
Web Store Select the web store (this field may already be set by default)
Web Department Name Enter a name for the web department 
Code Enter a department code, if applicable
External ID This field is automatically generated
Web Pricing Factor See Web Pricing Factor.

2. Select Save.

3. Select Exit.

 Adding a New Web Category

1. From the web category drop down menu,
select Add.  The add new web category window
is displayed.

General
Web Store Select the web store (this field may already be set by default)
Web Department Select the web department to assign the category to
Web Category Name Enter a name for the web category 
Code Enter a department code, if applicable
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External ID This field is automatically generated
Web Pricing Factor See Web Pricing Factor.

2. Select Save.

3. Select Exit.

Web Pricing Factor
1. Select the web pricing factor drop down menu.  The web pricing
basis window is displayed.

2. Select the pricing basis drop down menu.   A list of basis pricing
types is displayed.

3. Select whether price is based on plus (+) or minus (-) the current
price, original price, MSRP, replacement cost or average cost.   

4. Select OK.

6. Choose whether the pricing factor is set by amount, percent, an
exact amount, or use the retail price or rollup.  Rollup grabs the first
price available, starting from sub-category, to category, then
department.  

7. If the pricing factor is set by amount or percent, a Rounding
Scheme can be selected.  See also Pricing Schemes.

8.  Select OK.  The pricing factor is assigned to the web product.

7.2.6 POS

Define how the product is displayed at the register and how the product will act during a
sale. 
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Sale Requirements
Prompt for Customer on
Sale

Select to require cashier to enter a customer name for the sale
of this product

Limit to [ ] item(s) per sale Select to limit the amount of products that can be sold at one
time

Settings
Suppress on Receipt Select to remove product from display on the sale receipt
Suppress on Customer
Display

Select to remove product from display on a pole display device
at the cash register when sold

Item is weighed (the
weight obtained by
prompt or attached scale)

Select to require the cashier to enter a weight for the product,
via an attached electronic scale or manual entry, at the time of
sale

Ignored on company auto
fee

Select to omit Auto Fees for this product

Discounting
These fields are used to define customer-related discounts

Item can never be
discounted

Select to remove discounts on this item

No discounting if marked
down

Select to remove discounts from item if already marked down

No discounting if on sale Select to remove discounts from item if already marked on sale
Tendering

These fields are used to define or exclude what type of special tender that can be used to settle
the item

Never tendered with
reward points

Select to disallow item to be tendered with reward points

Never tendered to
customer account

Select to disallow item to be tendered with customer accounts

Cashier Prompt
Message(s)

Select or add a new cashier prompt message to be displayed
for this product from the dropdown menu.  See Prompt
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Message.
Prompt for Price When product is entered at the register, the cashier will be

prompted to enter a price.  Choose this option for products
that don’t have prices assigned, such as shipping. 

Prompt for Description When product is entered at the register, the cashier will be
prompted to enter a description.  Choose this option for
products that don’t use standard descriptions. 

Product Trigger
Assignment

A product trigger is a specific action or actions when the
product is sold.  For example, a trigger can be created that
would print a lift ticket at a ski resort or print a discount
coupon for the repurchase of that item.  Other examples
include requiring a drivers’ license number or phone number.  
Product trigger assignments require additional
programming.  Please call a TallySoft technician for
assistance.  

Auto Sell Selected Product Select a sub-product that is automatically removed from
inventory and sold with the main product.  See Adding an Auto
Sell Product.

Package Requirements Select requirements for packages:
· None The auto sell item is not part of a package
· Never Part of a Package The auto sell item is never part of a

package
· Only Sold As Package Component The auto sell item is

always a component of a package
Requisition Requirements

Suppress on Requisition
Receipt

Select if the product is not displayed on the requisition receipt

Select Next.  The Items window is displayed.

7.2.6.1 Adding an Auto Sell Product

An auto sell product is a sub-product that is automatically removed from inventory and sold
with the main product. 
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 Adding an Auto Sell Product

1. Click on Lookup (...).  The product item selection window is displayed.

Products Highlight the product to be added to auto sell.  Products
can be sorted using Conditions or sorting Columns.

Product Items Highlight the product item to use as the auto sell product. 
Product Items can be sorted by columns.  To easily view
item properties, select Item Properties.  A list of item
attributes is displayed.  See Navigating Fly Out Windows.

2. Select OK.

7.2.7 Items

Beginning inventory quantities are entered on the items tab.  Depending on the product type
(singular, basic, sizing grid, UOM, option group), inventory quantities are entered differently. 
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 Adding Singular Product Type
Inventory Values

1. Enter a value in the quantity column
for each store to add product inventory.

2. Select Next.  The review window is
displayed.

 Adding Basic Product Type
Inventory Values

1. If the enterprise has multiple stores,
choose the store from the select store
drop down.  

2. Select New Color.  The letters become
red.

3. Enter the color of the product.

4. Enter the inventory value in the count
column. A new row appears allowing
additional colors and inventory amounts

to be entered.

5. Select Next.  The review window is displayed. 
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 Adding Sizing Grid Product Type
Inventory Values

1. If the enterprise has multiple stores,
choose the store from the select Store
drop down.  

2. The sizing grid that is displayed will
differ, depending on the type of sizing
grid selected. See Select Product Type. 
See also Sizing Grids.  

3. Select New Color.  The letters
become red.

4. Type in the color of the product.

5. Enter the inventory value in each count/size column. A new row will appear allowing
additional colors and inventory amounts to be entered.

6. Select Next.  The review window is displayed.  

 Adding Unit of Measure Grid
Product Type Inventory Values

1. If the enterprise has multiple stores,
choose the store from the select store
drop down. 

2. The UOM grid that is displayed will
differ, depending on the type of UOM
grid selected. See Select Product Type. 
See also Unit of Measure Grids.

3. The UOM grid will display unit
purchase type and the unit selling
type(s).  The inventory value and unit

pricing can be entered for each type.

Qty Enter the quantity for each unit (this field can be left blank)
Wholesale Enter the wholesale cost of the unit
Cost Enter the cost of the unit
Price Enter the price for the unit
MSRP Enter the MSRP for the unit
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4. Select Next.  The review window is displayed.  

 Adding Option Group Product
Type Inventory Values

1. If the enterprise has multiple stores,
choose the store from the select store
drop down. 

2. The option group grid that is
displayed will differ, depending on the
type of option group grid selected. See 
Select Product Type.  See also Option
Groups.

3. Select Add.  The add item window is
displayed.  

4. Enter the option descriptions for the inventory item.

5. Select OK.  The item is added to the grid.  

6. The inventory value, wholesale cost, cost (required),
selling price and MSRP can be entered into the grid.

7. Select Next.  The review window is displayed.  
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 Adding Serialized Inventory
Product Type Inventory Values

1. Enter the serial number for each item
in the serial number column.  

2. Select Next.  The review window is
displayed.  

7.2.7.1 Modifying Item Properties

An item's properties are initially created after a product is created.  When the properties and
attributes of a product item needs to be changed, such as average cost or alternate identifier,
they are easily adjusted using a Fly Out Window.  Item properties can be adjusted in product
management or through a purchase order.

 Modifying Item Properties in a Saved Product

1. Select Products from the Product Functions window.

2. Refresh the view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Select the product record that includes the item to be updated.  The product management
window is displayed.

4. Select the Items tab.

5. Select or hover the mouse over the item properties side tab.  The item properties window
is displayed.  See also Fly Out Windows.
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Scroll through the list of item properties to the
property type that need to be updated.  Line
items in light gray are unable to be updated.

Verify that the attributes display the correct
product item to be adjusted.

Information is entered through drop down menus,
selection lists and free-form entry.  In some cases,
additional dialog windows are displayed.

After making an adjustment, make sure to save
the change.  Select Save from the Product
Management toolbar.

To adjust the pricing and costs of a product item,
see Adjusting Item Pricing and Cost.

 Modifying Item Properties in a Purchase Order

1. In a purchase order, select the Products tab.  

2. At the top of the product window, highlight the product.  

3. At the bottom of the product window, select the line item.  

4. Select or hover the mouse over the item properties side tab.  The item properties window
is displayed.  See also Fly Out Windows.

Scroll through the list of item properties to the property type that need to be updated.  Line
items in light gray are unable to be updated.

Verify that the attributes display the correct product item to be adjusted.

Information is entered through drop down menus, selection lists and free-form entry.  In
some cases, additional dialog windows are displayed.

After making an adjustment, make sure to save the change.  Select Save from the Product
Management toolbar.

To adjust the pricing and costs of a product item, see Adjusting Item Pricing and Cost.
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7.2.7.1.1  Adjusting Item Pricing and Cost

In an item properties fly out window, the pricing of items can be adjusted, such as average
cost and replacement cost.  Making adjustments to pricing will affect the retail price at the
register.

It is important to note that adjustments can only be made one item at a time!

In the Item Properties fly out window, scroll down to pricing & costs.  

Depending on product type and item attributes, certain options may or may not be
available for adjustment.  The last wholesale price is not adjustable.
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 Adjusting Item Average Cost

1. Select the drop down menu in the average cost line item.  The statistics window is
displayed.

The first half of the window displays the
product statistics for all items contained in
the product.  

The second half of the window displays the
current statistics of the individual item that
will be adjusted. 

2. Select Adjust Average Cost.  The adjust average cost wizard is displayed. 
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3. Select the type of average cost adjustment.

Absolute Change Select to adjust the average cost to reflect the new value
Calculated Change Select to adjust the average cost based on a number of units

and the new cost for those units

4. Click Next.

Absolute Change

1. Enter the new average cost for the item
adjustment.

2. Select Finish.

3. Select Save in the quick access toolbar.  The
average cost is reflected in the item properties window.

Calculated Change

1. Enter the number of inventory items that will
reflect the new average cost for the item adjustment.

2. Enter the previous cost of the item.

3. Enter the new cost for the item.

4. Select Calculate.  The new average cost is
calculated and displayed.

5. Select Finish.

6. Select Save in the quick access toolbar.  The
average cost is reflected in the item properties window.

7.2.7.1.2  Adding Alternate Identifiers

In an item properties fly out window, alternate identifiers of items can be added.  Multiple
identifiers can be applied to product items.  

Two vendors may have different codes for the same item.  
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Internal identifiers can also be applied for in-house tracking.

It is important to note that adjustments can only be made one item at a time!

In the Item Properties fly out window, scroll down to identification.  

 Adding an Alternate Identifier

1. Select the drop down menu in the alternate identifier(s) line item.  The add window is
displayed.

2. Select Add.

3. Enter the value.

4. Select OK.

5. Depending on where the item is being modified,

a. In a purchase order, select Save.  

b. In product management, select Save in the Quick Access Toolbar.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 to add multiple alternate identifiers.

7.2.8 Review

The newly added product details are listed for review.  Product details can be printed.
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 Reviewing the New Product

1. Select Back and/or Next to navigate through windows and edit product information.  

2. Select Cancel to permanently discard all product entries.   

3. Select Print to print a product detail report.

4. Select Finish to create a new product.  

 

Item sku's are automatically generated for each item after the product is created. 
individual item properties, such as alternate identifiers or average cost, can be added
and/or modified after the product has been created.  See Items and Modifying Item
Properties.

7.3 Product Templates

Create a new product, using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an efficient
method for creating similar products, such as service items.

NOTE: Product Templates is currently not available.
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7.4 Sales Events

Sale events are automated point-of-sale discounts for selected products during a specific
date range.  Sale prices can be based on multiple price values, such as current price or
replacement cost, and be assigned to groupings of products ranging from the department
level down to the individual product.  In a multiple store environment, the sales event
function can be activated in all stores or can be made store or region-specific.  Discounted
pricing will return to the original pricing when the sale event ends.

To learn about adding, modifying and deleting sales events, see Adding a New Sales Event.

7.5 Markdowns

Prices on products can be increased (markup) or decreased (markdown) using markdowns.  

Prices on products that are approaching the end of their selling season or that become
obsolete can be marked down to increase the rate of sale of those products. 
Conversely, when the wholesale cost of a product increases, the price of that product
can be increased and passed along to the customer.  

Markdowns are similar to sale events except that markdowns are permanent price
adjustments.  Markdowns can be scheduled to take effect on a specified date. 

To learn about adding, modifying and deleting sales events, Adding a Markup or Markdown.

7.6 Product Management Features

Build packages that enable cashiers to select multiple products from a menu of options and
sell them as a single unit.  Packages eliminates the need for cashiers to memorize available
options within a package and automates the change in the overall package price based on
the selections made, allowing for profitable up-selling.

Configure product triggers that are activated when specified products are sold. 

7.6.1 Packages Overview

Packages are comprised of components and options.  A component is a group of similar
options within a package.  Options are the products within each component from which the
customer can choose.  
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Components for building a pizza are the crust, sauce and toppings.  Options for the
crust could be hand-tossed and thin crust.  Options for the sauce could be red and
garlic.  Options for the toppings could be pepperoni, onions and mushrooms.  

Options can be narrowed down even further to incorporate options within an option.  

Options for pepperoni could be half, other half or whole.  

Unlike kits and recipes, the components of a product package are defined at the point-of-
sale, allowing the substitution of comparable products to be made.  Products in a package
are sold under a single price, which can be increased or decreased depending on the
selections made, as opposed to individually discounting each product during the sale.  

Example of a pizza package

 Working with Existing Packages

1. To view a current list of packages, select Packages from the functions menu on the
Product Management tab.

2. Select Refresh.  The list of existing package records is displayed in the view window. 

3. Records can be sorted to easily find packages to modify or delete.  See Columns.

4. Select the record.  The package window is displayed and the record can be modified.
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7.6.1.1 Packages Designer

Design a package and preview how it will look at the register.  Building a package may
require some time, depending on the complexity of the package.  It is recommended that all 
products and product items associated with the package are added prior to building the
package.  Once a package has been created and saved, it can be used as a template when
building other packages.

 Points to Keep in Mind

1. Although an unlimited number of columns and buttons can be added, keep in mind that
the cashier must scroll through products and items at the register when packages become
too large.  Limiting package size improves efficiency at the register.

2. If a customer is allowed to substitute an item in the package with another comparable
item, create a None button option.  When this option is selected, it could reduce the
overall package price.  The non-standard option could then be entered normally, outside
of the package, and possibly at a discounted package price.

3. Package sales reports reflect the sale of the individual products.  Inventory levels for the
individual products will also be modified appropriately.

4. When the selling price of a package is less than the total of the product retail price,
discounts are recorded in two ways:

a. Retail Price  Discounts are distributed among the package components
proportionately based on their regular retail price compared to the total retail value of
all selected components within the package.  For example, if a product’s regular retail
price was $20 and it was sold in a package along with a $40 and a $60 product,
approximately 17% of any discount given on the package would be recorded against
the product.  ($20 divided by $120 ($20 + $40 + $60)).

b. Average Cost  Discounts are distributed among the package components
proportionately based on their average cost compared to the total cost value of all
selected components within the package.  For example, if a product’s average cost was
$10 and it was sold in a package along with a $50 and a $30 product, approximately
11% of any discount given on the package would be recorded against the product. 
($10 divided by $90 ($10 + $50 + $30)).

5. To ensure that the package will sell accurately at the register, testing the package
function is highly recommended by utilizing the Preview feature.  When previewing the
package, the buttons are interactive, displaying what the cashier will see at the register,
and calculating the pricing of selected products/items, including discounts.
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7.6.1.1.1  Defining Package Properties

When building a new package, a blank grid template is displayed in the package design
window. 

The grid is useful for positioning the height and width of columns evenly. 
There are several options available to manipulate buttons and columns:

Show Grid Select to hide or display the grid
Snap to Grid After selecting a column, Snap to Grid positions the column to

the nearest grid lines
Lock Controls Select to lock columns and buttons into place
Unlock Controls Select to unlock and move columns and buttons

 Defining Package Properties

1. Select New Package from the Product Management ribbon.  The package design window
is displayed.  
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 Packages are easily designed in the design window.  However, it may be useful to draw
the package out on paper or in a spreadsheet to get a general idea of how the end
product will look and feel.

2. Define the Package Properties.  

Package
Name Enter the name of the package.  For example, 'Build a Pizza', 'Starter

Kit', or 'Ski Package'.
Distribution Method Choose how product discounts are distributed when viewing

package reports
· Default System defaults are set up in Company product

preferences
· By Price The discount is distributed by the price of each product

in the package
· By Cost The discount is distributed by the cost of each product in

the package
· As Is The discount is applied exactly to each discounted product

Discount Restrictions Check to prohibit double discounting for:
· No Discounts / Codes See Coded Discounts.
· No Manual Discount See Coded Discounts.
· No Customer Plans See Discount Plans.

Base Price Assign a base price as the default package price.  The price of the
package can increase or decrease based on the types of options
selected.

Quantity Limit Per Sale Enter the number of packages that can be sold at one time
Rounding Scheme See Pricing Scheme.
Prompt Message See Prompt Message.
Ignore Passive Prompts Select to ignore any prompts set up for all products 
Cross Sell Product Set See Prompt Cross Sell.
Product Trigger See Product Trigger.

Reporting Attributes
Determine how packages will be viewed on reports.  All attributes can be added, modified, or deleted
from the drop down menus.

Vendor Select a vendor
Department & Category Select a department and category
Season Choose a season, if applicable
Product Division Choose a product division, if applicable
Product Class Choose a product class, if applicable

Base Product
Base Product Select a product or item that is sold with each package
Discount Select a markup or markdown to be added to the base product.
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1. From the drop down menu, select the
pricing method.
2. Select OK.

3. Select how the markdown will be
applied.
4. Select OK.

3. Select Save.

Once package properties have been defined, Package Columns can be designed.

7.6.1.1.2  Designing Package Columns

Once Package Properties have been defined, package columns can be designed.
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 Designing Package Columns

1. Select Column in the package design toolbar.

2. Select Add Column.  

3. Enter the Column Name.  The name of the column can be hidden later.

4. Enter the Column Type. 

Pick One Only one option in the column can be selected
Yes / No Only a yes or no option can be selected
Pick One or None One option can be selected, but a selection is not required
Pick Many or None Many options can be selected, but a selection is not required

5. Enter the number of buttons to display inside the column.  The number of buttons can be
adjusted later.

6. Select OK.  The column will be displayed on the package grid.  

7. To remove a column, select the column to be removed and select Remove Column.

8. Continue to add columns or begin defining the Column Properties.  

 Defining Column Properties

1. Select the column, then select the column tab in the properties window.  

2. Select Save after column properties have been entered.

Column
Name Enter the name of the column, if not already defined
Column Type See Column Type.

Layout
Columns can be moved and sized to be positioned perfectly at the register.  

· Moving a Column Using the mouse, click and drag the column to move it into position. 
Column positioning can be refined using the Top and Left layout options.  Using the layout
options is helpful when positioning one or more columns together.

· Resizing a Column Using the mouse, click and drag the side and/or bottom of the column
to lengthen or widen the column.  Column sizing can be refined using the width and height
layout options.  Using the layout options is helpful when making multiple columns the
same size.
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· Using Numeric Values  Adjust the column size by adding numeric values to the top, left,
width and height of the column

Appearance
Hide Header Select yes to hide the header in the column
Hide Footer Select yes to hide the footer in the column (the footer displays

the discount amount or 'Even' if there is no discount)
Button Font Size Select the font size for the button
Button Font Bolded Select yes to make the font on the button bold

Properties - Pick Yes / No
Pick 'Yes' Product Select a product to be sold if yes is selected
Pick 'Yes' Discount Select how discounts are applied to the Yes/No product if yes

is selected.  Discounted price can be based on the current
price, original price, MSRP, replacement cost or average cost. 
Enter the amount ($) or percent (%)

Select whether the discounted price is calculated by amount,
percent, exactly, no discount or built into package price.  

Pick 'No' Credit Enter a dollar value to apply a credit to the yes/no product if
no is selected

Pick 'No' Style on
Receipt

Select Hidden to hide the yes/no product on the receipt if no
is selected

Properties - Pick None
Pick 'None' Credit Set a credit amount if no options in the column are selected, if

applicable
Style on Receipt Choose whether the credit amount will appear on the customer

receipt if no options in the column are selected, if applicable

7.6.1.1.3  Designing Package Buttons

Once Package Columns have been designed, Package Buttons can be designed.

 Designing Package Buttons

1. Select the column where the button will be added.

2. Select Button in the package design toolbar.

3. Select Add Button.  

4. A new button will appear in the column.

5. To remove a button, select the button to be removed and select Remove Button.
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6. Continue to add buttons to columns or begin defining the button properties.  

 Defining Button Properties

1. Highlight the button to design.

2. Select the button tab in the properties window.  

3. Select Save after button properties have been entered.

Button
Name Enter the name for the button.  For example, 'Thin Crust' or

'Women's Ski'.
Button Type Select the type of button:

· Product-Single Item The button is linked to a single
product only

· Product-List of Items The button is linked to a list of items
within a product

· Lookup List The button will display a list of products that
are defined in properties look up.

· Simple Modifier The button is not linked to any product
and acts as a descriptor only (credits may be attached).  For
example, a steak dinner button may include rare, medium
and well-done.  These options would probably not cost extra
to the customer.  However, if desired, a credit can be
assigned to all steaks orders that are prepared rare.

Is Default Select yes to activate the button to always be selected when
the package is sold.  Default buttons are green.

Order Enter the order sequence of the button.  Use the button to
drag and drop the button into a new position.  The order
number of the button will reflect the new position.

Style on Receipt Select whether to hide or print the item description on the
customer receipt

Product
Product (Item) If the button type is Product (List or List of Items), select the

product or item associated with the button
Product Discount A discount can be added to the Product:

1. Select the pricing method from the drop down menu.  See 
Adding Components to a Markdown.

2. Choose whether the discount will be applied by amount,
by percent, or exactly.  Or, choose whether there is no
discount or the discount is built into package price.

3. Select OK.
Quantity Enter the number of products sold when the button is selected.

 The button price is multiplied by the quantity.
Prompt for Quantity Select yes to prompt for the quantity at the register 
Prompt for Price Select yes to prompt for the product price at the register 
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Override Receipt
Description

Enter the override description.  The product item description
prints on the customer receipt.  

Sell-As Product Define a parent product that the current product will sell as. 
The parent product inventory is effected when sold, but the
sell-as product properties are used in reporting.

Properties - Lookup
If the button type is look up List, define the product properties as applicable

Vendor Select the vendor
Department & Category Select the department and category
Season Select the season
Product Division Select the product division
Product Class Select the product class

7.6.1.1.4  Previewing and Testing a Package

Example of an interactive package window for a 'Build a Pizza' package

 Previewing a Package 

1. Select Preview in the package toolbar.  The interactive package is displayed.   

2. If the columns and buttons are built correctly, the package can be tested.
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 Testing a Package 

1. Begin by selecting buttons as if a package were being sold.  Notice that defaulted buttons
are green while all other button options are blue.  When another button is selected
instead of the default button, it will become green and the default button will become
blue.

2. If a List of Items button type is selected, the list of
items for that product is displayed.  Select an item to
add it to the package. 

3. After an item is selected, the item name is displayed
on the button.  (Honey BBQ)

4. When a product/item is selected that includes an
additional price or discount, the price/discount is
displayed at the bottom of the column.  If there is no
additional increase or decrease in the price of the
package, the bottom of the column displays the word 
Even.
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5. Adding additional items can increase or decrease the package total.

6. If the package has a base price, the additional price increase or decrease is added to the
base price, equaling the package total.  

7. After all products/items are selected, select OK.  The package preview runtime statistics
window is displayed.  

8. The package preview runtime statistics is a report detailing how the package is being sold.
 It is not a customer receipt.

9. Select OK to return to package preview or Go Back to Design Mode.
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7.6.2 Product Trigger

A product trigger is a specific action or actions that takes place when the product is sold.  

A trigger can be created to print a lift ticket at a ski resort or to print a discount coupon
for the repurchase of an item.  

Other examples include requiring a drivers’ license number or a phone number.  

Product trigger assignments require additional programming.  Please call a TallySoft
for assistance.  

 Adding a New Product Trigger Assignment

1. In the drop down, select Add.  The add new product trigger window is displayed.  

2. Enter the Name of the product trigger.

3. Product triggers can be added at several stages of the sale of the product:

a. Before the product is added to the sales slip at the register

b. After the product is added to the sales slip at the register

c. After the receipt is printed

d. After a copy of the receipt is printed

e. After the transaction is saved

4. Add the product trigger syntax to the selected stage of the sale.  Please call TallySoft for
assistance.  See also Syntax Formatting.
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5. Product triggers can be modified by
selecting Modify.  The modify product
triggers window is displayed.

7.6.3 Handset Manager

The handset manager utility automates the process of creating and maintaining 4PL-related
components (i.e. handsets and SIM cards) in accordance with documented procedures.  It is
important to note that, although the creation of the 4PL handset is performed through this
utility, stock levels are adjusted via the standard purchasing system.  The handset manager
does not automate the creation of SIM cards; only their inclusion in handset packages.  SIM
card stock and activation products must still be created in accordance with 4PL procedures.

Handset manager has been developed for a specific retail environment.  Contact a
TallySoft technician for more information.

7.7 Transfer Slip Overview

Transfer inventory from one store/location to another and track its movement between
locations using transfer slips.  

Before adding a new transfer slip, consider the type of transfer slip to create.  There are two
types of transfer slips.  

1. Full Transfer is a one-step transfer between store/locations that reduces the stock levels
in the originating store and raises the stock levels in the destination store at the same
time.  

There is no requirement for the transfer to be verified upon arrival to its destination.  

2. Staged Transfer is a two-step transfer process.  

Step One: Transfer Out Levels are reduced at the original store.  The transferred
inventory is held in-transit until received at its destination.

Step Two: Transfer In
Stock

Levels are increased at the destination store when the inventory
is received through the transfer slip.  If inventory is not received
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through the transfer slip when it arrives at its destination, it will
remain in-transit, which will affect the accuracy of inventory
levels.

7.7.1 Adding a New Transfer Slip

 Adding a New Transfer Slip

1. Select New Transfer Slip.  The add new transfer slip window is displayed. 

2. Enter general, source, destination and product items for the transfer slip.

3. Select Save.  A transfer slip number, along with a date and time stamp, are assigned.  At
this point, the transfer slip remains in proposed status.

4. Select Exit or Submit Transfer Slip.  When a transfer slip is submitted, the transfer slip
status becomes filled.  The transfer slip can be printed.  If the transfer is a Full Transfer, the
slip indicates that the items are received at the destination.  If the transfer is a Staged
Transfer, the receiving quantity remains at zero until they have actually been received at
the destination.  See Transfer In Product Items.

5. Select Exit or Complete Transfer Slip.  When a transfer slip is completed, the transfer slip
status becomes completed.  The updated transfer slip can be printed.  

6. Select Exit.

General
Slip Number An auto-generated number assigned to the transfer slip

during the submitted phase of the transfer
Slip Type Select Full Transfer or Staged Transfer.  
Notes Enter information about the transfer, if applicable
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Date Created An auto-generated field displaying the date transfer slip was
created

Date Submitted An auto-generated field displaying when the transfer slip was
submitted

Date Filled An auto-generated field displaying when the transfer slip was
filled

Date Completed An auto-generated field displaying when the transfer slip was
completed

Source
Transfer Out From
Store

Select the store where the product will be transferred out from

Created By The employee creating the transfer slip, initiating the transfer
or responsible for the transfer.  Select the employee from the 
Employee Selection window.  The default entry is the user who
is signed in.

Destination
Transfer In To Store Select the store where the product will be transferred in to
Received By The employee receiving the transfer slip, receiving the product

or responsible for the transfer.  Select the employee from the 
Employee Selection window.  The default entry is the user who
is signed in.

Product Items
Total Lines An auto-generated field displaying the number of product

lines in the transfer slip
Total Transfer An auto-generated field displaying the number of products

being transferred 
Total Received An auto-generated field displaying the number of products

received from the transfer slip
Add Products There are three methods for adding products to a transfer slip.

 See Transfer Out Product Items.
Count Enter the quantity of product inventory that will be transferred

out.  The count of any product can be modified two ways:
· Enter the SKU in the add products field.  Enter the number

to increase the quantity by in the count field.  Select Add.
· Highlight the quantity field of the selected product and

manually change the amount.
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Employee Selection Window Example

7.7.2 Printing a Transfer Slip

 Printing a Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips from the Product Management Functions window.

2. Refresh the view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the transfer slip that will be printed.

4. Select Print Transfer Slip in the product management tasks window.  The transfer slip
report window is displayed.
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5. Select the type of transfer slip to print.  The transfer slip is opened in TallyReports.  

6. Select Print.  Reports may be exported to a file.

7.7.3 Transfer Out Product Items

There are three methods to adding products to a transfer slip:  Manual Entry, Product
Lookup, and Importing a TallyScan File.

 Adding a Product using Manual Entry

1. Enter the product manually by typing or scanning one of the numbers listed below.  

The 10-digit Product Identification Code (PIC)
The 12-digit Universal Product Code (UPC)
An alternate Scan Code associated with the product
A Serial Number

2. Select Add to add the product to the transfer slip.
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 Adding a Product using
Product Look Up

1.  Find a product using
conditions and product
selection.  See Conditions.

 Adding a Product by Importing a TallyScan File

1. To import product information, select Import.  The import products window is displayed. 

Import Products
Import Type Select the import type

· Serial Number (Only) A list of serial numbers 
· SKU, Serial Number A list of serial numbers and SKU
· External SKU, Serial Number A list of serial numbers and

external SKU
· Style, Serial Number A list of serial numbers and styles
· TallyScan Includes quantity, SKU, date/time of first scan and

date/time of last scan
Delimiter Choose either a comma or tab
File Enter the name and location of the import file
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Import Select Import to download the file information
Result Once the download is complete, the results of the import are

displayed

2. The results can be printed and saved.  

3. Select Exit to close the window.  The imported items are added to the transfer slip.
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7.7.4 Transfer In Product Items

 Transferring In Product Items

1. Open an existing staged transfer.  Inventory can be received only if the transfer slip status
is submitted.  

2. Select the Transfer In tab in the product items section. 

3. Enter the product manually by typing or scanning a product identifier number.   See 
Transfer Out Product Items.

4. Count Enter the quantity of product inventory that will be transferred in.  The count of
any product can be modified two ways:

o Enter the SKU in the add products field.  Enter the number to increase the quantity
by in the count field.  Select Receive.

o Highlight the quantity field of the selected product and manually change the
amount.

5. Select Save.  Selecting Cancel will reset the transfer slip to the last time it was saved.  If all
inventory has been received, the transfer slip status is filled.  If only part of the inventory
has been received, the transfer slip status is partially filled.
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6. To close the transfer slip, select Complete Transfer Slip.  The transfer slip status is
completed.  If the transfer slip is partially filled and complete transfer slip is selected, the
inventory in transit will be returned to the originating store.  

7. Select Exit.  Once a transfer slip has been completed, it can no longer be modified. 
Completed transfer slip records can be viewed from the view window.

7.8 Transfer Slip Templates

Create a new transfer slip, using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an
efficient method for transferring selected products on a regular basis.

NOTE: Transfer Slip Templates is currently not available.

7.9 Transfer Slip Wizard

Identify and suggest transfers of stock based on values on hand and sales criteria.  This
process is presented in an intuitive, step-by-step format that allows you to quickly identify
and address potential needs for stock transfers.

NOTE: Transfer Slip Wizard is currently not available.

7.10 Inventory

Inventory management is the supervision of non-capitalized assets, inventory, and stock
items.  The flow of goods from manufacturers to warehouses to the point of sale is tracked.  

Throughout the life-cycle of the product, the stock level (quantity on hand) of each inventory
product is maintained at the store level.  Physical inventory reports can be viewed and
inventory can be adjusted.   Inventory products are created in the Product Management or
Purchasing tabs.  

Non-inventory products are common items such as services and fees, which do not require a
physical count.  With the exception of inventory-related functions, non-inventory products
possess the same functionality as inventory products (they may be placed on sale, for
example).  Non-inventory products are created in the Product Management tab only. 

Separating inventory and non-inventory products  

Non-inventory products are not created through the purchasing system, and so are not
assigned a cost by the system (see Pricing Attributes).  Because of this, it is strongly
recommended that non-inventory products are maintained in separate departments from
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inventory products.  This practice is necessary to ensure reports provide accurate sales-related
information, such as margin and cost of goods sold, at the category and department levels.

7.10.1 RMA Management

Assign an RMA number to products being returned to vendors and track the product return
through RMA (return merchandise authorization) management.  

 Adding a New RMA

1. Select RMA Management from the inventory section of the product management tab. 
The RMA management window is displayed.  

2. Select New.  The new RMA wizard is displayed.  

Identify Product
Store Select the store that the inventory will be returned from
RMA Vendor Select the vendor that the inventory was purchased from and

will be returned to
Open Box Return Select if the packaging was opened
Product Select the item being returned
Quantity Select the number of items being returned
Cost Enter the purchase cost of the product
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Serial Number Enter the serial number, if applicable
Explanation Enter a brief explanation for the return
Journal Is not available until an RMA is submitted

3. Select Next.  Two options are available:

To transfer an RMA product from the store to another location, go to RMA Transfer.
If the RMA product will not be transferred, skip transfer by selecting Next to RMA.

7.10.1.1 RMA Transfer to Store

Transfer
Perform Transfer Select when the RMA product will be transferred to another

store/location before the RMA is processed.  When an RMA
product is transferred, a Full Transfer slip is created.  

Transfer In to Store Select the store that the RMA product will be transferred in to
Received By The person who receives the RMA product at the transfer in

location
Notes Enter any additional information regarding the RMA product
Print Transfer Slip on the
saving of the RMA

Select to print a copy of the transfer slip

Journal Is not available until an RMA is submitted

1. Select Submit Transfer Slip.  The status of the transfer slip becomes filled.

2. Select Finish.  The RMA window closes and the RMA record will be displayed as a line item
in the RMA management window.
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3. Select Save.  The RMA product can be received when it arrives at the transfer in store. 
See Complete an RMA.

7.10.1.2 RMA

RMA Number Enter the RMA number as provided by the vendor
RMA Type Select the type of RMA 

· None
· Repair
· Replacement
· Credit
· Discard

Explanation The explanation previously entered will be displayed. 
Additional explanations can be entered.

Print RMA on the saving of
the RMA

Select to print a copy of the RMA when saved

Journal Is not available until an RMA is submitted

1. Select Finish.  The RMA window closes and the RMA record is displayed as a line item in the
RMA management window.  

2. Select Save.
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7.10.1.3 Complete an RMA

1. Select the RMA line item to open the RMA record.  The RMA wizard is displayed.

2. Verify the RMA product details.  

3. Select Complete Transfer Slip.  The transfer slip status becomes completed.

4. Select Print Transfer Slip on the saving of the RMA to print a transfer slip report.

5. Select Journal to enter a journal entry.  See Journals.

6. Select Finish.  

7.10.2 Physical Inventory

Compare stock levels stored in TallyExplorer (booked inventory) with actual counts that are
collected manually, view variance reports that point out inventory discrepancies, and make
adjustments so that inventory levels match. 

The frequency of performing a physical inventory session varies depending on the business
model, but is most commonly performed on an annual basis at the end of the calendar/fiscal
year or at the end of a retailer’s “selling season.” Although reconciling more frequently
provides a greater degree of stock level accuracy, many businesses find it prohibitive due to
the amount of resources required. TallyExplorer, however, simplifies this process, making
multiple physical inventory sessions a more viable option. The scope of the physical
inventory session may encompass the entire store or be limited to a specific vendor,
department or category.  Limiting the scope results in fewer discrepancies, a more accurate
review of data, and quicker identification of any problem areas in operating procedures.
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Count sheets and/or mobile devices may be used to collect actual counts and generate
discrepancy reports.  Booked inventory is updated to match the physically collected counts
when the reconciliation process is complete.  Multiple reports are available to provide
information on variances.

See The Physical Inventory Process.

7.10.2.1 The Physical Inventory Outline

It is highly recommended that each step be performed in its entirety and in the correct
order.  If not, there is a risk that the accuracy of inventory can be adversely affected.

The Physical Inventory Session Outline
1 Create the Inventory Cycle The group of products that will be included in the physical

inventory session are identified.  
2 Collect Stock Counts Employees physically count the stock, recording the

information in a portable handheld device or on paper.  
This step can be lengthy.  See The Physical
Inventory Process.

3 Record Stock Counts The physically collected counts are taken from the portable
handheld device or handwritten report and recorded in
TallyExplorer.

4 Print Pre-Booking Variance
Reports

The recorded counts are compared against booked
inventory to identify discrepancies. If discrepancies are
discovered, they can be investigated. See The Physical
Inventory Process.

Steps Two, Three and Four will likely occur multiple times because most physical inventories are
not performed with a single collection of data. It is preferable that multiple, smaller areas of the

store be inventoried separately to allow for smaller, more easily reviewable pre-booking reports.
5 Print Final Pre-Booking

Variance and Shrinkage
Reports 

Before posting the cycle, it is recommended that a final
review comparing stock counts with booked inventory and
a final discrepancies analysis be performed.  Once a cycle
has been posted, stock counts can no longer be adjusted
through the physical inventory process. 

6 Post the Cycle All recorded counts are used to update booked inventory. 
If a discrepancy exists, the saved count will replace
the previously booked inventory.

7 Print Post-Booking Variance
and Shrinkage Reports 

If inventory movement did occur during the physical
inventory process, Post-Booking Variance and Shrinkage
reports are useful in reflecting the correct pre-booking
inventory values.
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7.10.2.1.1  Create the Physical Inventory Cycle

The inventory cycle provides TallyExplorer with what stock will be counted and where and
when the physical inventory session will occur.  Explorer compares booked inventory for
selected products with stock counts taken during the physical inventory session.  If some
product is not included in the cycle, it will not be compared, even if stock counts are
collected.  

An inventory cycle must be created before stock counts are collected.  This gives
TallyExplorer an inventory baseline from the date and time the cycle was created so that, if
there is inventory movement, it could be monitored.  

It is highly recommended that physical inventory sessions take place when there will be
no movement of inventory (receiving, selling, etc.). 

 Creating the Physical Inventory

1. From the physical inventory window toolbar, select Add from the Quick Access Toolbar. 
The new physical inventory cycle window is displayed.  
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Cycle Name To easily identify each cycle, the cycle name should reflect the
contents of the session and the date that it is occurring.  For
example, a physical inventory session for an entire store could
be named ‘Outdoor Adventure – 2015-09-01’.  A Physical
inventory session for the Women’s Clothing department could
be named ‘Women’s Clothing – 2015-09-01’.  

File Name A file containing booked inventory is created for all products
on the machine where the physical inventory session is run. 
The file name is how the cycle information is stored when
saved. This field is auto-generated.

2. Select Next.  The store and cycle option(s) window is displayed.  

Store Select the name of the store where the physical inventory
session will take place

Cut Off Date Select the date and time to begin the inventory cycle.  Any
inventory movement occurring after this time and date will
affect physical inventory session results.

Notes Enter any notes for the cycle

3. Select Next.  The cycle content window is displayed. 
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4. Select Add Content.  The selection type window is displayed.  

5. Define what products will be counted during the physical inventory session.
Single Selection Type

Single Select entire departments, categories, product groups, etc.
Products are identified
by...

Define how to identify product

Select the vendor... Select the department, category, etc.
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Nested Select product from a narrowed-down list
· Click + Content to open the tree.
· Slide the bar to change the tree view.  
· Click Refresh and + Content to interchange tree views.

6. Select OK.  The selected content is displayed in the cycle content window.  

7. Continue selecting content to add to the inventory cycle.

8. Select Next.  The review window is displayed.  

9. Select Print to print the physical inventory cycle report.

10. Select Finish to complete and save the physical inventory cycle wizard.  A pop-up window
verifies that the physical inventory cycle has been saved.

11. Select OK.  The cycle is displayed in the tree view of the physical inventory window.

Once the cycle is created, the contents cannot be changed.  It is highly recommended
that the contents are reviewed and verified before clicking finish.  If product is not
included in the cycle, it will not be compared, even if stock counts are collected.

11.  Continue to Collect Stock Counts.

7.10.2.1.2  Collect Stock Counts

Employees physically count actual stock information.  Stock counts can be collected using a
count sheet, handwritten list, portable hand-held device, or a combination of the three.
Before stock counts are collected, make sure that a physical inventory session has been
created.  

 This step can be lengthy! 

After stock counts are collected, continue to Record Stock Counts.
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 Collecting Stock Counts using a Portable Hand-held Device

Stock counts are collected by scanning a product’s bar code with a portable hand held
device, such as a bar code scanner or mobile device (smart phone or tablet).  In order to
collect bar codes, the device must be loaded with TallyScan software.  Stock counts are
collected and downloaded in a computer file where the physical inventory session is going to
be booked.  

See The Physical Inventory Process.

 Collecting Stock Counts using a Count Sheet

1. From the physical inventory window tree, highlight the
inventory session for which a count sheet will be printed.

2. Select Print from the Quick Access Toolbar.  The physical inventory report window is
displayed.

3. Highlight Count Sheet and choose Select.  The count
sheet is opened in Reports Explorer.  For information about
report settings, go to the Reports Explorer Supplemental.
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4. Print the count sheet report.

5. Collect stock counts and hand write on the count sheet report.

 Collecting Stock Counts using a Handwritten List

Handwritten lists are most practical when recording actual counts for small product groups.  

A small group of products that was missed during the initial physical inventory session,
or a small group of products that cannot be scanned.  

Using handwritten lists for large groups of products would be very time-consuming and
create a higher potential for count errors.

Handwritten lists should include, at a minimum, the product’s bar code or product
identification code (PIC) and the quantity.  The bar code can be from either a TallySoft-
generated product tag or the manufacturer’s UPC, if the UPC has been previously associated
with the product as an alternate scan code.  
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7.10.2.1.3  Record Stock Counts

The physically collected counts are taken from the portable hand-held device, count sheet or
handwritten list and recorded in TallyExplorer.  Booked inventory will not be affected as stock
counts are being recorded until the session is posted.  

The Physical Inventory Window

When a physical inventory cycle is created, it is displayed in the physical inventory window
tree view.

General Tab
Information about each physical inventory cycle is organized in this tab

Information General information for the selected inventory cycle is listed
Notes Enter any notes about the inventory cycle 
Content Describes how the products are organized
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Cycle Count Tab
Stock counts can be manually entered and compared with booked inventory

View A tree view organizes how products and categories are viewed.
 Use the view style button to change the organization of the
tree.  See Tree Views.

Products When a product or category is selected in the view window, a
list of products is displayed.  Columns can be rearranged or use
the scroll bar for more product information

Count Tab Stock counts from counts sheets or handwritten lists are
manually entered in the count tab

Booked Tab The inventory recognized in TallyExplorer
Variance Tab The difference between the collected counts and booked

inventory
Post Cycle Count The physical inventory cycle is posted and booked inventory is

updated.  
Posting cycle counts should occur only after collected
counts and booked inventory have been thoroughly

reviewed and discrepancies have been reconciled.  Once a cycle
has been posted, stock counts can no longer be adjusted through
the physical inventory process.

Posted cycles can be hidden or displayed from the physical
inventory tree view.

 Importing Stock Counts using a Hand-held Device
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1. Once stock counts have been collected with the hand-held device and the file has been
downloaded to the computer where the physical inventory session is booked, stock
counts can be transferred.  See TallyScan for Barcode Scanner or TallyScan for Mobile
Device.

2. Select the Cycle from the physical inventory tree.  The selected cycle is highlighted.

3. Select Scanner Entry.

4. Select Import.  The import products window is displayed.  

Import Type Select the import type:
· Serial Number (Only) A list of serial numbers 
· SKU, Serial Number A list of serial numbers and SKU
· External SKU, Serial Number A list of serial numbers and

external SKU
· Style, Serial Number A list of serial numbers and styles
· TallyScan Includes quantity, SKU, date/time of first scan and

date/time of last scan
Delimiter Choose how to separate type, by comma or tab
File Choose the file that was saved on the computer (Default

location is C:\mytallysales\palm\files)
Result Displays the file import result

5. Select Import.

6. Select Save to Log.  The file can be printed, if necessary.

7. Select Exit.

8. Select Scanner Entry Report to view a report of all items currently in the scanner entry
window.

9. Select Submit Count.

10. Select Save.
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Transferring Stock Counts from a Count Sheet or Handwritten List

1. Select the cycle from the Physical Inventory Tree.  The selected cycle is highlighted and
information about that cycle can be viewed.

2. Select the Cycle Count tab.

3. In the View window, select the product and/or category.  The organization of the tree can
be modified using the View Style button.

4. From the Products window, select a product to enter counts for.  A purchasing grid is
displayed.  The purchasing grid may differ between products.

5. In the Count tab, enter the physically collected counts into the product grid.  

6. To view booked inventory recognized in TallyExplorer, select the Booked tab.

7. To view variances between actual counts and booked counts, select the Variance tab. 

a. A blank grid space means that there is no variance; both the actual counts and booked
inventory match.

b. A positive number means that the actual count is more than the booked inventory.

c. A negative number means that the actual count is less than the booked inventory.

8. Select Save from the physical inventory toolbar.  Counts can still be modified after saving.

The saving process can take a great deal of time, depending on the size of the physical
inventory cycle.

Scanner Entry Tab
Stock counts can be transferred from products with PIC (product identification code), UPC (universal
identification code) or serial numbers manually or by using a hand-held device.  
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7.10.2.1.4  Print Pre-Booking Variance Reports

Variance reports compare stock counts that have been collected and recorded with booked
inventory recognized in TallyExplorer.  If discrepancies are discovered, they should be
investigated and reconciled.  

There are a wide number of variance reports to choose from:

· Variance Pre-Booking by Department and Category

· Variance Pre-Booking by Vendor, Department and Category

· Variance Pre-Booking All

· Variance Pre-Booking All by Department and Category

· Variance Pre-Booking All by Vendor, Department and Category

· Variance Pre-Booking with On Hand

· Variance Pre-Booking with On Hand by Department and Category

· Variance Pre-Booking with On Hand by Vendor, Department and Category

· Variance Pre-Booking with Variance

· Variance Pre-Booking with Variance by Department and Category (shown below)

· Variance Pre-Booking with Variance by Vendor, Department and Category

Reports can be printed and/or exported to other documents, like Microsoft Excel®.  
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Variance Pre-Booking by Department and Category
7.10.2.1.5  Print Final Variance and Shrinkage Reports

Before posting a cycle, it is recommended that a final review comparing stock counts with
booked inventory and a final discrepancies analysis be performed.  Once a cycle has been
posted, stock counts can no longer be adjust through the physical inventory process.  

7.10.2.1.6  Post the Cycle

All recorded counts are used to update booked inventory.  If a discrepancy exists, the saved
count will replace the previously booked inventory.

 Posting the Inventory Cycle

1. Select the Inventory Cycle that is ready for posting.

2. From the cycle count tab, select Post Cycle Count.  The post cycle count window is
displayed.  
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3. The window will list the number of products
that have no specified counts.  

Post missing counts
as zero counts

After posting, the
inventory for
products with zero
counts will be set to
zero

4. Select Cancel to modify products with
missing counts.

5. The window will prompt verification for any
inventory movement that may have occurred
during the physical inventory cycle.  After the
cycle is posted, all inventory transactions

created before the posting date will be ignored.

6. Select Exit.  The cycle in the physical inventory tree no longer is green, but is yellow. To
update inventory after the cycle has been posted, see Adjustment / Damaged Item
Wizard.

7.10.2.1.7  Print Post-Booking Variance and Shrinkage Reports

If inventory movement did occur during the physical inventory process, post-booking
variance and shrinkage reports are useful in reflecting the correct pre-booking inventory
values.

There are a wide number of variance reports to choose from:

· Variance Post-Booking by Department and Category

· Variance Post-Booking by Vendor, Department and Category

· Variance Post-Booking All

· Variance Post-Booking All by Department and Category

· Variance Post-Booking All by Vendor, Department and Category

· Variance Post-Booking with On Hand

· Variance Post-Booking with On Hand by Department and Category

· Variance Post-Booking with On Hand by Vendor, Department and Category

· Variance Pos -Booking with Variance

· Variance Post-Booking with Variance by Department and Category (shown below)

· Variance Post-Booking with Variance by Vendor, Department and Category
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Reports can be printed and/or exported to other documents, like Microsoft Excel®.  

Variance Post-Booking with On-Hand by Vendor, Department and Category

7.10.3 Adjustment / Damage Wizard

Sometimes, the amount of inventory may need to be adjusted without making a sale. 
Possible reasons may include breakage, wastage, theft, product recall and consumption of
own inventory.  The adjustment/damaged item wizard guides the process for adjusting
inventory.  

Only one product may be adjusted at a time.

 Entering an Inventory Adjustment

1. Select Adjustment/Damaged Item Wizard.  The inventory adjustment window is
displayed.

2. Select the Adjustment Type.

3. Select Next.  The store and product(s) selection window is displayed.

4. Select the store and inventory product to be adjusted.

5. Select Next.  The explanation window is displayed.

6. Enter an explanation for the adjustment.

7. Select Next.  The review window is displayed.

8. Select Finish.  A pop-up window indicates that the inventory adjustment is saved.  
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9. Select OK.

Adjustment Type
Adjustment A general inventory adjustment, such as consumption of own

inventory, reversing previous adjustments, or any other
explanation. It is also the only adjustment type that allows for
an increase in inventory levels.  
· Select Negative if inventory levels will decrease
· Select Positive if inventory levels will increase

Breakage A negative inventory adjustment classified as product damage
Shelf Life A negative inventory adjustment due to product expiration
Theft A negative inventory adjustment due to internal or external

theft
Recall A negative inventory adjustment due to a manufacturer recall
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Store Selection
Store Select the store where the adjustment will be made

Product Selection
Quantity Enter the quantity of the inventory increase/decrease
Product Select the product to be adjusted.  Add or modify conditions as

needed to easily find products.  See Conditions.

Add Select to increase the product quantity
Remove Select to decrease the product quantity
Import Select to import a file containing product information
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Explanation Enter an explanation for the product adjustment
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7.10.4 Serialized Inventory

View serial numbers and related information, such as purchasing and sales data.  Perform
tasks related to serialized products, such as reconciliation of invalid serial numbers sold at
the register.  View unreconciled serial numbers and match them to serialized products. 

 Viewing Serialized Inventory

1. In the serialized inventory tree, expand the categories and select the product/product
group.  To modify the tree view, select the View Style button.  See Modifying Views.

2. Select Refresh in the serialized inventory toolbar.  A list of serialized products is displayed.
 

 Viewing Undefined Serialized Inventory
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1. Under the serialized inventory tree, select Undefined Serialized Inventory.

2. In the undefined serialized inventory tree, expand the categories and select the
product/product group.  To modify the tree view, select the View Style button.  See
Modifying Views.

3. Select Refresh in the serialized inventory toolbar.  A list of undefined serialized products is
displayed.

7.10.5 Trade-In Management

Allow customers to trade in previously purchased products that can be resold later.  The life
cycle of a trade-in product follows a basic pattern:  the product is purchased from the
customer, the product is processed into a ready-to-sell item, and the product is resold.  The
trade in feature is configured in the enterprise tab.  See Company Configuration.   

 Trade-in Product Purchase from Customer

The purchase of a product from a customer occurs at the register.  Product information is
recorded by the cashier.  Customers may receive store credit, cash, etc.  A receipt for the
transfer of ownership of the product is signed by the customer.  Only one trade-in product
can be processed at one time.  See TallySales Register Manual Exchanges.

 Trade-in Product into a Ready-to-Sell Item
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The trade-in management window is where the trade-in product is prepared for resale. 
Corrections can be made to any information that may have been incorrectly recorded by the
cashier when the product was purchased from the customer.  A bar code can be printed for
the sell-able item.  Trade-ins that are not selling can be discarded from inventory.  

The trade-in management tree organizes new trade ins, products that have been created
from trade ins, and trade in products that have been resold. 

1. Enter trade-in product information.  

2. Select Save.  The trade-in product will be displayed in the trade-in management tree under
New.

3. Highlight the trade-in product in the tree.

4. Select Create Product.  The trade-in product becomes ready-to-sell and can be viewed in
the tree under Product Created.

5. Select Save.

6. Select Print Bar Codes from the trade-in management toolbar to print a bar code label
for the resale item.

7. Select Discard Trade-In if the product will not be resold or to remove the resale item
from inventory.

General  
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See General Product Information
SKU Displayed when trade in becomes a product
Quantity One product can be traded in at one time
Total Cost Displays the total cost from the trade in
Open Product Select to open, view and modify product details

Pricing and Cost 
 See General Product Information

Action Information
New Select Create Product to make the trade in a sell-able product
Product Create Indicates that the product is waiting to be sold
Product Sold Indicates that the trade in product has been sold
Employee Displays the employee creating the trade-in
Date Displays the date of the product trade-in
Notes Enter notes about the product trade-in

Customer
Customer Select the name of the customer for the product trade in
Address Enter the customer address, if changed
Home / Business / Cell /
Email

Displays auto-generated fields for the customer

Purchasing Information
Store Select the store where the product trade in has occurred
Date / Sale Number Displays auto-generated fields for the purchase
View Select to view the trade in sales receipt
Employee Displays the employee entering product purchasing

information
Notes Enter notes about the product purchase

Sold Information
Store / Date / Sale
Number

Displays auto-generated fields for the sale

View Select to view the re-sell sales receipt
Employee Displays the employee creating the resale of the trade-in

product

 Resale of a Trade-in Product 

The product is sold at the register.  Inventory is adjusted and the trade-in product is
automatically updated to deleted.
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7.11 Product Management Companion

The product companion provides easier access to additional tools within the product
management ribbon.  When product companion is selected, a drop down menu is
displayed.  

7.11.1 Vendors

Manage detailed contact information for vendors, manufacturers and suppliers.  Vendor
information is used in Purchase Orders, Special Orders, and non-Inventory products.  Every
product must have a vendor associated with it.  

In the vendor management tree, vendors are organized in the vendor management tree. 
Active vendors are designated with a green ball while deleted vendors are designated with
red.  
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General
Company Name Enter the company name for the vendor
DBA Enter an alternate 'doing business as' name for the vendor, if

applicable
Account Number Enter your account number with the vendor
Title Enter the vendor contact title
Salutation Select the vendor contact salutation
Last Name Enter the vendor contact last name
First Name Enter the vendor contact first name
M.I. Enter the vendor contact middle initial
Address Enter the vendor contact street address
City, State, Zip Enter the vendor contact city, state and zip code
Country Enter the vendor contact country
Website Enter a website for the vendor contact
Work Phone Enter the vendor contact work phone number
Other Phone Enter alternate phone number for the vendor contact 
Cell Phone Enter the vendor contact cell phone number
Fax Enter the vendor contact fax number
Email Address Enter the vendor contact email address
P.O. Terms Select terms with the vendor (terms can be added, modified or

deleted).  See Adding Payment Terms.
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Vendor Type
Type Vendors can be grouped into categories for reference.  For

example, 'Golf' for a supplier of golf clubs.  Select the vendor
type (vendor types can be added, modified or deleted).

Manufacturer (only) Select if the vendor is the company from which the merchant
directly purchases merchandise. This vendor will be available
when creating purchase orders and maintains an accounts
payable (A/P) account.

Distributor Select if the vendor is the company that produces the
merchandise purchased from the distributors. This vendor will
be available when creating products and special orders.

Supplier Select if the vendor is the company that supplies merchandise
directly.  This vendor will be available when creating products
and special orders.

All Select if the vendor is grouped under all vendor types.
Accounting

Generate 1099 for Vendor Select to create a 1099 tax form to filed with the IRS
Accounting No. Enter an accounting number, if applicable
Journal The journal provides users with an area to store notes

associated with a vendor. Each journal entry records the date
and time that it was created, as well as the user who entered it.
 The journal is only available after vendor information is saved.
See Journals. 

Additional Contacts
Return to Vendor Contact

Additional vendor contact information can be entered.  For example, additional information is
useful during the return of merchandise to a Vendor.

Use Company Address Select if the mailing address entered for the primary contact
will be used.

7.11.2 Barcode Designer

Design bar code templates for labeling products, receipts and mailing pieces.  Multiple bar
code templates can be designed for a variety of product sizes and shapes.  Bar code
templates can be designed for a variety of media, such as labels and hang tags.

The bar code designer tree organizes the bar code styles that have been created and used or
deleted. 
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General Tab
Information

Name Enter the type or purpose of the bar code template
Bar Code Style Select the general purpose for the bar code template as SKU or

Serial Number
Pitch Select the density of the printed information on the bar code as

100dpi or 200dpi
Starting X Enter the start point for the left margin.  The higher the value,

the further from the left the text will print.
Column Count Enter the number of columns, if applicable
Max Y Enter the start point for the bottom margin
Column Offset Enter the start point for the first column
Blank Label between
product groups

Select to print a blank label that separates groups of products
when printed

Sample Settings
Bar Code Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code
Vendor Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code
Product Description Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code
Color / Size Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code
Style Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code
MSRP Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code
Price Enter information that is used for test printing a bar code

Date
Include on Label Select to print the current date vertically on the ticket at a

location defined by the top and left settings
Top Enter the distance of the date from the top margin of the bar

code template
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Left Enter the distance of the date from the left margin of the bar
code template

Format Enter the date format.  For example, mmddyy or mmyyyy
Notes Enter any notes about the bar code template

Blaster Tab
Select and configure the information that will print on the bar code label.  A variety of
information can be printed on the label, such as a bar code, vendor, product, color, style and
MSRP, as well as customized information.  

Initialization String
Initialization varies depending on the type of bar code labels used.  See Bar Code Label
Overview.

Bar Code
Print a bar code on the template.

Bar code Type Select the bar code type.  The most commonly used bar code
types are UPCA+, Print PIC and Code 128A.  See Bar Code Label
Overview.

Ratio Select the relative difference in thickness between the thick and
thin bars in the bar code.  The default setting is recommended.

Top Select the distance from the top margin of the label
Left Select the distance from the left side of the label
Height Select the height of the bar code
Include on Label Select to include the bar code on the label
Include Subtext on Label Select to include the numeric equivalent of the bar code
Subtext Font Select the size of the subtext, if applicable

Vendor / Product / Color / Style
Print vendor, product, color and/or style information on the template.
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Include on Label Select to include the bar code on the label
Header Enter the text that will appear in the header
Top Select the distance from the top margin of the label
Left Select the distance from the left side of the label
Font Size Select the size of the font
Font Rotation Text can be rotated on the label.  Choose normal (default), left

(90° left), upside down, or right (90° right).
MSRP / Retail

Print MSRP and/or retail pricing on the template.
Include on Label Select to include the bar code on the label
Format Enter the currency format.  For example, $#0.##
Header Enter the text that will appear in the header
Top Select the distance from the top margin of the label
Left Select the distance from the left side of the label
Font Size Select the size of the font
Font Rotation Text can be rotated on the label.  Choose normal (default), left

(90° left), upside down, or right (90° right).
Extra 1 / Extra 2 / Extra 3 / Extra 4

Print extra information on the template.
Include on Label Select to include the bar code on the label
Text Enter the text that will appear on the label
Top Select the distance from the top margin of the label
Left Select the distance from the left side of the label
Font Size Select the size of the font
Font Rotation Text can be rotated on the label.  Choose normal (default), left

(90° left), upside down, or right (90° right).

7.11.2.1 Adding a New Barcode Style

 Adding a New Bar Code Style

1. Select Add Bar Code Style.
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2. Enter general information.  

3. Select Save.  The bar code style will be displayed in the bar code style tree.

4. Enter blaster information, if applicable.

5. Select Save.

7.11.2.2 Adding a Sample Bar Code Style

 Adding a Sample Bar Code Style

1. Select the bar code style from the bar code style tree.

2. Verify that all information is correct.  

3. Select Print Barcode Sample from the bar code style toolbar to print a sample of the bar
code. The print bar code window is displayed.  

4. The print bar code window displays all of the
information and how it will print.

5. Select Print.  The sample label will print.

7.11.3 Departments and Categories

Create and manage Departments, Categories, and sub categories. 
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Departments and Categories Management Window

7.11.3.1 Adding a New Department

 Adding a New Department

1. Select Add from the departments and categories
toolbar.  

2. From the drop down menu, select Add Department.

3. Multiple categories and sub categories can be created for each department.  See Adding
a New Category.

4. Select Save.
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General Tab
Department Name Enter the name of the new department
Code Enter a numeric code, if applicable

Product Default Tab
Default Margin Enter a margin percentage for products in this department. 

When adding a new product, if margin is not defined, the
default will be used.

Default Tax Group Select a tax group for this department.  When adding a new
product, this tax group is the default and can be changed, if
necessary.

Default Commission Enter a commission by amount or percent for this department.
When adding a new product, this commission is the default
and can be changed, if necessary. 

Default Prompt Message Select, add or modify a prompt message.  When adding a new
product, this prompt message is the default and can be
changed, if necessary. 

Default Cross-Sell Product
Set

Select, add or modify a cross-sell product.  When adding a new
product, this cross-sell product is the default and can be
changed, if necessary. 

PO Split Defaults Tab
Set default values for product attributes such as
margin and tax groups.  These defaults values are
suggested by the system during the creation of a 
new product, making the process more efficient and
reducing user error (e.g. forgetting to assign taxes to

a product).  Default product values are determined by using a roll-up approach.  Default
values defined at the subcategory level will take precedent over values defined at the
category level, while category level defaults take precedent over values defined at the
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department level.  Any default product values may be changed during product creation and
modifying default product values does not modify values for existing products.

  

Accounting Tab
General Enter codes for sales, returns, tax sales, tax returns, discount

sales, discount returns, ledgers and sub accounts
Web Enter web codes for sales, returns, tax sales, tax returns,

discount sales, discount returns, ledgers and sub accounts

7.11.3.2 Adding a New Category

 Adding a New Category

1. Select the department in the department tree where the category will be located.

2. Select Add from the departments and categories toolbar.  

3. From the drop down menu, select Add Category.

4. Follow steps 4 – 6 under Adding a New Department.

5. Multiple sub categories can be created for each department.  See Adding a New Sub
Category.

6. Select Save.

7.11.3.3 Adding a New Sub Category

 Adding a New Sub Category

1. Select the department in the department tree where the category will be located.

2. Select the category in the category tree where the sub category will be located.

3. Select Add from the departments and categories toolbar.  

4. From the drop down menu, select Add Sub Category.
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5. Follow steps 4 – 6 under Adding a New Department.

6. Select Save.

7.11.4 Pricing Schemes

Implement a pricing strategy that standardizes the selling prices of products, simplifying the
management of prices and making them more appealing to the customer.  A pricing scheme
is a set of rules that determines if a calculated selling price (on margin, for example) should
be rounded to a standardized price and what that price should be.  Pricing schemes are
organized in the pricing scheme management tree.  

 Adding a New Pricing Scheme

1. Select New from the pricing scheme management toolbar.

Name Enter the name for the new pricing scheme.  For example, X for
Y Pricing.

Rounding Method How calculated selling prices, such as applying a percent
markup based on cost, are rounded when the calculation
results in values with more than two decimal places.  See 
Rounding Methods.

Use Roll Back Digit Select to allow roll back digit in special situations where the last
digit of a rounded selling price is replaced with a different
value to make it is easily identifiable.  For example, clearance
items could be set to end in an 8.  A price requirement allows
for a requirement that the product price be higher than the
value shown to qualify for the roll back digit.

Roll back to Enter how the selling price left of the decimal (i.e. dollars) will
be rounded.  If the calculated selling price falls within a listed
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range, the dollar value is rounded to the specified value.  Using
this type of rule, all product prices could be rounded from $13
to $14.

for prices above Enter how the selling price right of the decimal (i.e. cents) will
be rounded.  If the calculated selling price falls within a listed
range, the dollar value is rounded to the specified value.  Using
this type of rule, all prices ending in $.01 to $.48 to $.49 and
$.50 could be rounded to $.98 or $.99.

Left of Decimal / Right of
Decimal

1. Select Add.  The add left (or right)
line item window is displayed.
2. Enter decimal rules.
3. Select OK.

From Enter the selling price from which the pricing scheme will apply
To Enter the selling price to which the pricing scheme will apply
Action Select how selling prices are affected by the value:

· Set To Replace the digits (cents for right of decimal and
dollars for right of decimal) with the value

· Subtract Deduct the value from the selling price
· Add Increase the selling price by the value
· Unchanged 

Value Enter the amount that is added to, subtracted from or set to
the calculated selling price.

 Testing a Pricing Scheme

1. Highlight the Pricing Scheme in the pricing scheme management tree.

2. Select Test Pricing Scheme.  A drop down is displayed.  

3. Enter a price.

4. Select Calculate.  The result is displayed.  If the result is
incorrect, the pricing scheme can be modified.

Left-of-Decimal/Right-of-Decimal examples

Remember that the right-of-decimal (cents) rules are applied before any left-of-decimal
(dollars) rules!
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For product prices $10 and above, the store manager wants all
product prices to end in $4 or $9 depending on the amount.  For
example, a regular product price of $32 would be changed to $34. 
To meet his requirements, the store manager defines the following
set of right-of-decimal rules:

The store manager also wants all product prices to end with 99
cents.  If the price is an even dollar amount, he wants it to roll back
a dollar (e.g. $5.00 -> $4.99).  To meet his requirements, the store
manager defines the following set of left-of-decimal rules:
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7.11.5 Prompt Cross Sell

Add products that prompt the cashier to suggest an additional sale item or service to a
customer at the point of sale.  Cross-sell products and/or services are oftentimes related to
the item being purchased.

 Adding a New Cross-Sale Product

1. Select Add in the cross sale product management toolbar.  

2. Enter the Name of the cross-sell product group.

3. Select Add.  The modify product conditions query window is displayed.

4. Add a condition to narrow down product search results. See Conditions.  If no conditions
are necessary, select OK.  The product selection window is displayed.  
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5. Select products by clicking the check boxes.  Products can be reorganized by columns for
a quicker search.  See Columns.

6. Select OK.  Selected products are added to the cross-sale list.  

7. Select Add to enter additional products to the cross-sale product set.  Select Delete to
remove products from the list.  Select Open to view details about a specific product.

8. Select Save. 

9. Select Exit. The products selected will be prompted for cross-sale at the register. 
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7.11.6 Prompt Message

Manage user-defined messages that prompt for product sales and returns.

 Adding New Cashier Prompt Message

1. Select Add from the prompt message toolbar.  

General
Name Enter the name of the message
Prompt Text Enter the text that will appear on the prompt at the register

Qualifiers
Minimum Qty Enter a minimum quantity that has to be sold in order to display

the prompt at the register
Prompt on product
sale

Select to prompt when the minimum quantity is sold

Prompt on product
return

Select to prompt when the product is returned

Prompt only once per
transaction

Select to prompt only once per transaction

Response Requirement
Use Age Validation Select if product requires a minimum age to purchase
Minimum Age Enter the minimum age
Failure Text Enter the prompt text that will appear if the minimum age is not

met
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Do not add product to
transaction

Select to not allow the product to be added to the transaction
when the minimum age is not met

2. Select Save.

7.11.7 Sizing Grids

Manage and design 2 and 3 dimensional purchasing grids.  Sizing grids accommodate
hundreds of sizes, eliminating cumbersome work when purchasing more than 25 sizes at a
time.  

It may seem like a better option to create a single sizing grid with every shoe size for
kids, women and men.  However, when drafting a purchase order, a style of shoe will
utilize a sizing grid for kids or women or men, but not all three at once.

A sizing-grid must be created for all sized products.  Similar to apparel-related XXS to XXXL
grids, sizing grids can also be created for hats, skis, boats, bikes, shoes, etc.  

Below is an example of a typical two-dimensional grid.  The sizes are listed horizontally on
the x-axis, while the colors (or designs/patterns) are listed vertically on the y-axis.

Below is an example of a three dimensional grid.  In addition to the sizes and colors, a new z-
axis dimension has been added for inseam.  As a result, each of the sizes is associated with
an inseam value.  The sizing grid below displays each inseam value simultaneously.  In order
to save space when viewing three dimensional grids, one z-axis value at a time can be viewed
and toggled between the different grids.

What about Colors?

While sizes are fairly standardized, colors and designs are not. Because of the vast quantity
and irregular use of colors/designs, they are defined on a product by product basis.
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The sizing grid above has standard sizes that could be used with many apparel
products, but how many of those products come in both blue and red? 

 Adding Sizing Grids

1. Select Add from the sizing grid management window.

Sizing Grid
Name Enter the name that describes the grid
Type Select the general type of sizing grid.  For example, apparel

versus shoes.  Sizing grid types can be added, modified or
deleted.

2 Dimensional Select the number of dimensions used in a grid.  A typical 2-
dimensional grid would consist of sizes and colors; the z-axis
would not be used.  

3 Dimensional Select the number of dimensions used in a grid.  A 3-
dimensional grid would consist of sizes, colors and inseams,
and would include the z-axis.

Y-Axis
Name Enter the name for the y-axis which is displayed vertically in the

grid.  For example, color.
X-Axis

Name Enter the name for the x-axis which is displayed horizontally in
the grid.  For example, size.

Column Text Enter the values displayed on the x-axis.  For example, if the x-
axis represented size, the values might be XS, S, L, etc.  Use the 
Add button below the x-axis values list.  Use the up and down
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arrows to change the order of the values, which are displayed in
the grid in order from top to bottom.

Z-Axis
Name Enter the name for the z-axis which is displayed horizontally in

the grid above the x-axis.  For example, inseam. 
Column Text Enter the values displayed on the z-axis.  For example, if the z-

axis represented inseam, the values might be 28, 30, 32, etc.

2. Select Save.

3. Use the tree view to navigate through item grids.  To delete a grid, select Change
Deleted Status in the sizing grid toolbar.  The ball will turn red.  A grid cannot be deleted
if it is currently in use.

 Modifying Sizing Grids

Sizing grids can be added, modified or deleted when a new product is created.  Sizing grids
are managed through the Product Companion. Authorized users are permitted to make
changes to existing sizing grids such as adding axis values, modifying the sequence of axis
values and changing axis label names.  However, users may not change a two-dimensional
grid to a three-dimensional grid or delete any axis values or grids if they are in use by active
products.  Also, sizing grids may not be deleted if they are currently being used by a
product. 

1. Select a Sizing Grid from sizing grid management tree. The information for the grid is
displayed.  

2. Modify the information and select Save.  Some information may not be modified if
products are currently assigned to the grid.

7.11.8 Unit of Measure Grids

A unit of measure is a quantity used as a standard of measurement, such as ounces, feet,
inches, milliliters, cases, etc.  When purchasing a product in a different unit of measure than
it is sold, it is helpful to track the inventory and pricing of each unit.  

When buying soda, it is purchased in a case
of 24 cans.  However, the soda can be sold in 3
different units:  by the case, in a six-pack, or
individual can.  The selling price per can of soda
may differ, depending on the unit.  However, the
cost per can of soda purchased remains the
same, no matter how the soda is sold. 
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 Adding New Unit of Measure (UOM) Grids

UOM grids are added when a new product is created or from the unit of measure grid
management window.

1. Select Add from the unit of measure management toolbar.  

Name Enter the name that describes the grid
Type Select the general type of the grid:

· Length Tracks units by length
· Volume Tracks unit by liquid measurement.  For example, a

bottle of liquor is purchased in liters and is broken down into
milliliters to be used in mixed drinks.

· Weight Tracks unit by solid measurements.  For example, a 2
lb (32oz.) pack of ground beef makes 4 quarter pound
hamburgers.

· Each Tracks unit by count
Base Unit Select the base unit of measure which will vary depending on

the grid type selected

2. Select Add Item.  The add new item window is displayed.  

 

Name Enter the name of the unit.  For example, bottle and shot, case
and can, or box and pouch.

Quantity Enter the current inventory count
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Purchasing Select to calculate the cost per unit.  This option is available for
all items.

Selling Select to calculate the selling price per unit.  This option is
available for all items.

Component Select if an item will be used in a recipe.  For example, ½ can of
soda is used in a drink recipe.  Because the entire can is not
sold, it is a component.

Reporting Select to use this unit of measure when viewing sales and
inventory reports.  Only one item can be used for reporting.

3. Select OK.  The grid has
been created.  

4. Use the tree view to
navigate through item grids. 
To delete a grid, select 
Change Deleted Status in
the unit of measure
management toolbar.  The
ball will turn red.  A grid
cannot be deleted if it is
currently in use.

 Modifying Unit of Measure Grids

Unit of measure grids can be added, modified or deleted when a new product is created. 
Unit of measure grids are managed through the product companion. Authorized users are
permitted to make changes to existing grids such as adding axis values, modifying the
sequence of axis values and changing axis label names.  Grids may not be deleted if they are
currently being used by a product. 

1. Highlight a unit of measure grid from unit of measure grid management tree. The
information for the grid is displayed.  

2. Modify the information and select Save.  Some information may not be modified if
products are currently assigned to the grid.
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7.11.9 Option Groups

An option group is a collection of product options, features or packages, each of which
offers multiple option values.  

When purchasing an automobile, several options are available, such as seat fabric,
engine type, sound system and sunroof.  

Each option has a set of option values.  

Seat fabric may include leather, cloth or vinyl. 

 Adding Option Group Grids

Option group grids are added when a new product is created.

1. Select Add from the option group management toolbar. 

Name Enter the name to describe the grid
Options
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Add Option 1. Select Add Option to enter the
name of the option group.
2. Continue entering all product
options.

3. Select OK.
4. Select Save.  Options can be modified and deleted only

after the option group has been saved.
Option Value (Code)

Add Option Value 1. Highlight the option in the
options column that values will be
entered for.
2. Select Add Option Value.  
3. Enter the name and option
code.  

4. Select OK.  The option value is displayed in the list.  

 

2. Continue entering all product option
values.  

3. Select Save.  Option values can be
modified and deleted only after the option
group has been saved.

 Using Free Form Option

An optional free form entry can be added to the option grid.

1. Select Use Free Form Option and enter the name.  

2. Select Save.  

3. Select Exit.  The option group grid is available to assign to product option groups.
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Use the tree view to navigate through options group grids.  To delete a grid, select Change
Deleted Status in the option group toolbar.  The ball will turn red.  A grid cannot be deleted
if it is currently in use.

7.11.10 Recipe Grid

Recipe products are products that are commonly sold in the hospitality industry.  See Kits
and Recipes.

NOTE: Recipe Grid is currently not available.

7.11.11 Kit Grid

Kit grids are products that are commonly sold in the hospitality industry.  See Kits and
Recipes.

NOTE: Kit Grid is currently not available.

7.11.12 Product Cleanup Wizard

Identify and delete obsolete products.  

NOTE: Product Cleanup Wizard is currently not available.

7.11.13 Speedkeys

Speed keys act like buttons on a touchscreen monitor, allowing the user to choose an item
with a single touch.  Choosing items, issuing gift certificates and performing an event check-
in are just a few actions easily done using speed keys.  

When speed keys are properly designed, they can increase cashier efficiency and accuracy
and improve customer throughput and satisfaction.  Multiple speed key panel sets can be
designed for additional options at the register.  Speed keys are used to sell:

· Non-Inventory products are products that do not have a bar code label attached.  Speed
keys replace the use of a binder or the posting of miscellaneous bar code labels.

· Commonly sold products and checkout products such as lip balm, fast moving items, or
other items located at the register, can be programmed as a speed key to reduce keying or
scanning time.

· Product packages programmed as speed keys allows the cashier to sell a group of
products together as one item instead of entering each item separately.

· Recipe Products are products that are commonly sold in the hospitality industry.  The
speed key layout can be programmed to reflect the customer’s food and drink menu.
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7.12 Product Management Functions and Tasks

The Product Management tree contains functions to view and modify products, transfer slips,
packages and to catalog products.  It also contains several task shortcuts and a list of
recently viewed product records.  

Product information is easily modified in the product’s record.  If the product records are not

listed in the current view, click on the refresh view icon.  

7.12.1 Products

Product Functions

View the list of product records.  See Product Overview.

Product Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the product task tree:

· Open Product

· Product Look-Up
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· Duplicate Product

· Discontinue/Continue Product

· Delete-Undelete Product

· Print Bar Codes

· Adjust Inventory

· Markdown Product

· Create Transfer Slip

· Return to Vendor

· Set up a Sales Event

· Add to existing Transfer Slip

7.12.1.1 Open Product

 Open Product

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired product record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted product records.

4. Select Open Product in the tasks menu. The product record is displayed.  

 Product records can also be opened by double-clicking on the product record in the list.

7.12.1.2 Product Look-Up

 Looking up a Product

1. Select Product Look-Up in the product tasks menu.  A product look-up window is
displayed.

2. Scan or enter the product code.  (The product code can be the product SKU or alternate
identifier, such as vendor or internal.)
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3. Select OK.  The product record is displayed.  

7.12.1.3 Duplicate Product

When adding new products, product records that have similar properties, such as vendor and
department/category, can be duplicated to save time in data entry.

 Duplicating Product Records

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired product record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted product records.

4. Select Duplicate Product in the tasks menu. The duplicate product wizard is displayed.  

5. Enter and/or adjust product information as necessary.  See Adding a New Product.

7.12.1.4 Discontinue/Continue Product

Discontinuing a product is similar to deleting a product except that, when viewing product
records, a discontinued product is always displayed in the product list (designated by a
yellow ball).  Deleted products can be hidden from the product list. 

 Discontinuing Product Records

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired product record (green ball).  

4. Select Discontinue/Continue Product in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window verifies that
the product is discontinued.
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5. Select OK.  

 Recontinuing Product Records

1. Select Products in the Functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired discontinued product record (yellow ball).  

4. Select Discontinue/Continue Product in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window verifies that
the product is recontinued.

5. Select OK.

7.12.1.5 Delete/Un-Delete Product

 Delete / Un-Delete Product

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired product record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted product records.

4. Select Delete/Un-Delete Product in the tasks menu. The product record is deleted.  

 A product cannot be deleted if it is associated with inventory, packages, product groups
or speed keys.  If a product is associated in any or all of these areas, an error message
will be displayed.  Before the product record can be deleted, it must first be
disassociated from the areas where the product is in use. 
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7.12.1.6 Print Barcodes

 Print BarCodes

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Select Print Bar codes in the tasks menu. The print bar code window is displayed.  
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See Bar Code Designer.

7.12.1.7 Adjust Inventory

Sometimes, the amount of inventory may need to be adjusted without making a sale. 
Possible reasons may include breakage, wastage, theft, product recall and consumption of
own inventory.  The adjustment/damaged item wizard guides the process for adjusting
inventory.  Note that only one product may be adjusted at one time.

 Adjust Inventory

1. Select Products in the product functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired product record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  
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5. Select Adjust Inventory in the drop down menu. The inventory adjustment window is
displayed.  

For detailed information about adjusting inventory, see Adjustment / Damage Wizard.
7.12.1.8 Markdown Products

Prices on products can be increased (markup) or decreased (markdown) using markdowns.  

Prices on products that are approaching the end of their selling season or that become
obsolete can be marked down to increase the rate of sale of those products. 
Conversely, when the wholesale cost of a product increases, the price of that product
can be increased and passed along to the customer.  

Markdowns are similar to sale events except that markdowns are permanent price
adjustments.  Markdowns can be scheduled to take effect on a specified date. 

See Markdowns.

Only one markdown can be active at one time.  If a markdown is currently active, the
following error message will be displayed:

7.12.1.9 Create Transfer Slip

Create a quick transfer slip to move inventory from one store/location to another.  

The create transfer slip task is a quick, abbreviated way to perform a product transfer. 
For more detailed transfers or more information about transferring products, see 
Transfer Slip Overview.

 Create Transfer Slip

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.
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3. Highlight the desired product record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Create Transfer Slip in the drop down menu. The add new transfer slip window is
displayed.  

6. Enter transfer slip information.

7. Select Next.

8. Select the quantity and highlight the item to be transferred.

9. Select Finish.  The transfer slip is created.
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7.12.1.10Return to Vendor
NOTE: Return to Vendor is currently not available.

7.12.1.11Set Up a Sales Event

Sale events are automated point-of-sale discounts for selected products during a specific
date range.   See Sales Events.

7.12.1.12Add to Existing Transfer Slip

Product items can be quickly added to an existing transfer slip.

 Adding an Item to an Existing Transfer Slip

1. Select Products in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of product records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired product record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Add To Existing Transfer Slip in the drop down menu. The add to transfer slip
window is displayed.  

6. Enter transfer slip information.
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7. Select Next.

8. Select the quantity and highlight the item to be transferred.

9. Select Finish.  The transfer slip is created.

Transfer Slip Select a transfer slip 
Notes Enter any notes for the additional item transfer
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7.12.2 Transfer Slips

Transfer Slip Functions  

View the list of transfer slips.  See Transfer Slips.

Transfer Slip Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the transfer slip task tree:

· Open Transfer Slip

· Duplicate Transfer Slip

· Delete/Undelete Transfer Slip

· Print Transfer Slip

· Submit Transfer Slip

· Receive on Transfer Slip

· Complete Transfer Slip

· Cancel Transfer Slip

7.12.2.1 Open Transfer Slip

 Opening Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfers slip record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted transfer slip records.

4. Select Open Transfer Slip in the tasks menu. The transfer slip record is displayed.  

7.12.2.2 Duplicate Transfer Slip

When adding new transfer slips, transfer slip records that have similar properties can be
duplicated to save time in data entry.

 Duplicating Transfer Slip Records

1. Select Transfer Slips in the Functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.
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3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted transfer slip records.

4. Select Duplicate Transfer Slip in the tasks menu. The duplicate transfer slip wizard is
displayed.  

5. Enter and/or adjust transfer slip information as necessary.  See Transfer Slips.

7.12.2.3 Delete / Undelete Transfer Slip

 Deleting / Un-Deleting Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted transfer slip records.

4. Select Delete/Un-Delete Transfer Slip in the tasks menu. The transfer slip record is
deleted.  

7.12.2.4 Print Transfer Slip

 Printing Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted transfer slip records.

4. Select Print Transfer Slip in the tasks menu. The transfer slip report window is displayed.

5. Highlight the type of transfer slip report to print.  

6. Select Select.  The transfer slip report is opened in a separate TallyReports window.

7. Select Print.

7.12.2.5 Submit Transfer Slip

 Submitting Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.
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2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Submit Transfer Slip in the drop down menu. The transfer slip is submitted.

6. Select OK.  

7. Select Refresh to update the transfer slip record.  The transfer slip record displays a
submitted state.

7.12.2.6 Receive on Transfer Slip

 Receiving on Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Receive on Transfer Slip in the drop down menu. The modify transfer slip window
is displayed.

See Transfer In Product Items.

7.12.2.7 Complete Transfer Slip

 Completing Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Complete Transfer Slip in the drop down menu. The transfer slip is completed.
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6. Select OK.  

7. Select Refresh to update the transfer slip record.  The transfer slip record displays a
completed state.

7.12.2.8 Cancel Transfer Slip

 Canceling Transfer Slip

1. Select Transfer Slips in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of transfer slip records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired transfer slip record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Cancel Transfer Slip in the drop down menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

6. Select Yes to continue.

6. Select OK.  

7. Select Refresh to update the transfer slip record.  The transfer slip record displays a
canceled state.
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7.12.3 Packages

Packages Functions

View the list of packages.  See Product Features.

Packages Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the packages task tree:

· Open Package

· Duplicate Package

· Delete/Undelete Package

· Discontinue/Continue Package

7.12.3.1 Open Package

 Opening Package

1. Select Packages in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of package records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired package record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted package records.

4. Select Open Package in the tasks menu. The package record is displayed.  

7.12.3.2 Duplicate Package

When adding new packages, package records that have similar properties can be duplicated
to save time in data entry.

 Duplicating Package Records

1. Select Packages in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of package records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired package record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted package records.

4. Select Duplicate Package in the tasks menu. The  package window is displayed.  

5. Enter and/or adjust package information as necessary.  See Packages.
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6. Select Save.  The new package record is displayed.  If no changes were made to the
package record, a copy of the package is saved.

7. Refresh the current view to locate the saved package record.

7.12.3.3 Delete/Undelete Package

 Deleting / Un-Deleting Package

1. Select Packages in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of package records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired package record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted package records.

4. Select Delete/Un-Delete Package in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

5. Select OK.  The package record is deleted.  

7.12.3.4 Discontinue/Continue Package

 Discontinuing/Continuing Package

1. Select Packages in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of package records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired package record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted package records.

4. Select Discontinue/Continue Package in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

5. Select OK.  The package record is discontinued or continued.  

7.12.4 Catalog Products

Catalog Products Functions

View the list of cataloged products.  

Catalog Product Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the catalog product task tree:

· Open Catalog Product

· Discontinue/Continue Catalog Product

· Delete/Undelete Catalog Product
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· Turn into Product

NOTE: Catalog Products is currently not available.

7.12.4.1 Open Catalog Product

 Opening Catalog Product

1. Select Packages in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of package records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired package record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted package records.

4. Select Open Package in the tasks menu. The transfer slip record is displayed.  

NOTE: Opening catalog products is currently not available.

7.12.4.2 Discontinue/Continue Catalog Product
NOTE: Discontinue/Continue catalog products is currently not available.

7.12.4.3 Delete/Undelete Catalog Product
NOTE: Delete/Undelete catalog products is currently not available.

7.12.4.4 Turn Into Product
NOTE: Turn Into Product is currently not available.

7.13 Product Recent

The most recently viewed and/or modified product records are listed.  Double-click on the
product name to view and/or modify the record.
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8 Purchasing Management
The purchasing tab is the workspace for creating purchase orders and special orders,
identifying ordering needs based on stock and sales criteria, and analyzing purchasing
history and practices.

See also The View Window, Columns, Records, Conditions.

8.1 Purchase Orders

Purchase orders create inventory products in TallyExplorer.  Inventory is tracked from the
initial draft of the purchase order to the arrival at your store(s).  Information that is entered
into purchase orders affects several areas such as register operation, product inventory levels
and accuracy of sales reporting.  

8.1.1 Purchase Order Overview

Life Cycle   
Each purchase order advances through several stages in its life cycle:

Proposed Stage Basic purchase order information is entered during the 
Proposed Stage to identify such items as vendor/supplier, ship
to, terms, products and more.  

Requisition Stage
(optional)

Purchase order information added in the proposed stage can
be reviewed and edited in the Requisition Stage.  This stage is
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helpful in environments where purchase orders must obtain
approval before submission.  TallyExplorer can be configured
to skip the requisition stage.  See Uses Preferences.

Submitted Stage After the purchase order has been submitted, inventory levels
reflect the newly ordered inventory as on order.  New products
created within the PO are recorded and product average cost is
calculated (or recalculated, for products that have been
purchased before).  The purchase order report is generated and
sent to the vendor for processing via fax or as an email
attachment.  Note that purchase orders are submitted at the
primary store/location only.

Partially Filled Stage A purchase order will be in the Partially Filled Stage when only
part of an order is received. 

Filled Stage A purchase order is in the Filled Stage when all inventory items
in an order have been received.

Completed Stage A purchase order that is inactive and no longer needed is in the
Completed Stage.  It is no longer possible to receive against
the purchase order, although it may be viewed for historical
reference.

Line Items 
A single purchase order consists of one or several line items.  A line item contains individual
products that fall within the same product style or model.  

A purchase order might contain one line for a particular style of jacket. That line would
include information for the different sizes and colors in which the jacket is being
ordered.  

Acme PO # 1

Line Items Products

# Product Group Color Size Quantity

1 Men’s Ultra Cool Parka
(Style 123TH-1)

Green Small 4

Green Medium 4

Green Extra Large 4

2 Rugged Hiking Boots (Style 9HRHR-1) Tan 10 6

Tan 12 2

Black 12 3

3 Lip Balm (Style 441) n/a n/a 2 Cases

4 Hikers Paradise 2-Person Tent
(Style 9HRHR-xx)

Green n/a 5

Blue n/a 5
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5 Voyager Kayak (Style VGR-011) w/
Touring and Navigator Options

Red n/a 2

The purchase order example combines several different types of products.  Line item 1 and 2
contain sized products.  Line item 3 doesn’t use size or color.  Line item 4 uses color, but no
sizes.  Line item 5 uses color, but not sizes, and requires that specific options/features be
associated.

Ordering Methods
Each line item is created using one of four methods. The type of product that you are
ordering will dictate which ordering method you will use for a line item.  Purchase orders can
contain a combination of methods.  

By Size Grid Line items that contain products of various sizes is displayed as
a product Sizing Grid.

Unit of Measure Line items that contain products purchased in units that are
broken down into smaller quantities for sale or used in a recipe
are displayed as a Unit of Measure Grid.

By Line For line items that do not contain sized products, no product
sizing grid or unit of measure grid is needed.

Assembly Products that are ordered from a vendor with different
customizable options is displayed as an Option Group grid. 

Acme PO # 1

PO Line Products

# Product Group Tab Color Size Quantity

1 Men’s Ultra Cool Parka
(Style 123TH-1)

By Size Grid Green Small 4

Green Medium 4

Green Extra Large 4

2 Rugged Hiking Boots (Style
9HRHR-1)

By Size Grid Tan 10 6

Tan 12 2

Black 12 3

3 Soothing Lip Balm (Style 441) Unit of Measure n/a n/a 2 Cases

4 Hikers Paradise 2-Person Tent
(Style 9HRHR-xx)

By Line
Green n/a 5

Blue n/a 5

5 Voyager Kayak (Style VGR-011) w/
Touring and Navigator Options

Assembly Item Red n/a 2

Pre-Purchase Order Checklist
Before drafting a purchase order, it is recommended to review the following questions:
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· Has the manufacturer of the product been entered?  See Vendors.

· If purchasing from a wholesaler or distributor, have they been entered?  See Vendors.

· If the product is sized (ie. small, medium, large), does the correct product sizing grid exist? 
See Sizing Grids.

· If the product is purchased and sold in different methods (ie. purchased in a case and sold
in cans), does the correct unit of measure grid exist?  See Unit of Measure Grids.

· If the product is ordered with a set of options, does the correct options group exist?  See 
Option Groups.

· Have the taxes that are applied to the product at the time of sale been defined?  See Tax
Management.

· Is the basic product information available?  See Product.

The Receiving Process
The receiving process will be slightly different depending on the method that you use.  The
steps listed below are a general outline for receiving products. 

Locate the Purchase Order Products can only be received on Submitted purchase orders.
Enter the quantity of
products received

Verify the products by checking the quality, quantity and
condition of the incoming goods.   Enter the count of each of
the items and save the PO. 

Print Product Tickets
(optional)

Each product should use a bar code for easy sale.  Print the
product tickets by selecting Bar Code on the product tab of the
PO.

Generate a Product
Receiving Slip for historical
records

Print the pre-designed purchase order receiving slip with the
option to print with serial numbers.

Complete the Purchase
Order (optional)

Close the purchase order when all of the products have been
received and ticketed.  
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8.1.2 Proposed Stage

Basic purchase order information is entered during the proposed state.  Basic information
includes topics such as vendor/supplier names, ship to and bill to addresses, payment terms,
products, etc..  

 Adding a New Purchase Order

1. Select New Purchase Order.  The add new purchase order window is displayed.

2. Enter basic purchase order information.

3. Select Save.

4. Add products to the purchase order.

5. Once general information is entered and products have been selected, select Save.  The
purchase order will be displayed in the purchase order window.  

6. The purchase order remains in the proposed stage.
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Purchase Order Tab
Vendor / Supplier Select the vendor or supplier from whom the products will be

purchased
Type Displays the vendor type
Bill To Select the store that will be billed.  The address of the selected

store will appear on the purchase order.
Ship To

Shipping Method Select the method of shipment such as Federal Express saver or
best method.  Shipping methods can be added from this
window.

Type
Single Store All Items are shipped to the bill to store
Split to Stores Items can be shipped to multiple store locations.  
Drop to Customer Items can be shipped directly to the customer.  
Shipping To Select a store where items will be shipped

Calculator Button Defaults
The information entered here will set product pricing information to determine net cost based on
the discount given by the vendor, if any, or your selling price based on a desired margin. 
Defaults can be overridden for a particular line item when adding a product. 

Base Discount Percentage Enter the percentage discount off of the wholesale cost given
by the vendor that is used to calculate the net cost.  If a 3%
discount were given, a 3 would be entered in the field.
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Base Margin Percentage Enter the margin used to calculate the selling price based on
your cost.  The margin can be calculated using the wholesale
cost or the net cost (cost after discount).

Margin based on
wholesale

By default, the base margin percentage is calculated based on
the net cost.  Check the box to calculate margin based on the
wholesale.

Notes Enter any notes for the purchase order.  When a purchase order
is printed, the notes may be temporarily removed.

General
PO Number Enter an identifying tag for each purchase order.  Enter a

number manually or generate a sequential system-generated
number that can be created by selecting #.  A purchase order
number can contain letters, numbers and dashes (-).  

Date of Order Enter the date that the purchase order is submitted to the
vendor for processing.

Delivery Date Enter the expected date of delivery from the vendor to the
store(s).  It is recommended to enter this date because it is used
in several inventory-projected reports.

Cancellation Date Enter the approximate date that outstanding items will no
longer be accepted.  This date serves as a guideline when
determining what purchase orders are overdue.  The system
does not take any action automatically, but a listing of purchase
orders that have reached or passed their date of cancellation
may be generated in the Reports Explorer module.

Reference Number Record a customer or vendor requisition number
Purchase Order Terms Set the conditions for payment to the vendor.  For example, 2%

Net 30, Net 15, Credit Card, etc.   See Adding Payment Terms.
Purchasing Division The Purchasing Division can be used for two different purposes:

 
· To associate a group within your company to the purchase

order, such as snowboards or camping.  
· To route delivery of a purchase order to a location other than

the system warehouse.  
Unless otherwise specified, when a purchase order is received,
the inventory is updated at the store/location that has been
designated as the “warehouse” in the system.  However, if
another store/location is selected as the Purchasing Division for
a purchase order, the inventory is updated at the selected
store/location.  Do not confuse receiving directly into a store
via Purchasing Division with the common practice of receiving
items in the warehouse and then distributing them to the
store(s), which is done with transfer slips.

             Configuring a store/location to be used as a
purchasing division must be done by an authorized
TallySoft Technician.

Purchase Order Type Identify the general purpose of the purchase order (ie.
preseason or close out) or type of merchandise (ie. hard goods
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or soft goods).  Note: If the purchase order is used to import
products into the system during the initial TallySales setup, it is
recommended to label the PO with a descriptive type, such as
Install.

Product Tab
Add Product to PO Select to add existing products using the Conditions query
New Product Select to Add a New Product.  After a product is added, select

Save.  Properties for each item can be viewed and updated. 
See Items and Modifying Item Properties.

Remove Highlight a line item and select Remove to delete it from the
purchase order

Import Select to import existing product files 
View Choose to view line items in a grid or spreadsheet.

· Show Deleted Colors Displays deleted colors in the view
· Show Inactive Colors Displays inactive colors in the view
· Show Z-Axis in the Grid Displays the Z-Axis in the grid view

Bar Code Select to print all bar codes, line bar codes, or item bar codes
Receiving Select to receive all or receive one line item

 Importing an Existing Product
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1. Select Import.  The Import Product
window is displayed. 

2. Choose the import type, delimiter
and the file where the list is located. 
Select … to locate the file to import.

3. Once conditions are chosen, select
Import to view the desired product
list.

4. The information can be saved to
log and/or printed.  

5. Select Exit.

8.1.3 Requisition Stage

Purchase order information added in the Proposed Stage can be reviewed and edited in the
requisition stage.  This stage is helpful in environments where purchase orders must obtain
approval before submission.  TallyExplorer may be configured to skip the requisition stage. 
See Company Configuration Tab.

 Reviewing a Purchase Order

1. Open the proposed purchase order.

2. Select Requisition.  The purchase order changes from proposed to requisition.

3. In the requisition stage, the purchase order can be printed for review or reviewed in the
purchase order window.

4. During review, if changes are made, select Save to save the changes.  If no changes are
made, select Save is not available.

5. When review of the purchase order is complete, it is ready to be submitted.
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8.1.4 Submitted Stage

After the purchase order has been submitted, inventory levels reflect the newly ordered
inventory as on order.  New products created within the purchase order are recorded and
product average cost is calculated (or recalculated, for products that have been purchased
before).  The purchase order report is generated and sent to the vendor for processing via
fax or as an email attachment.  

Purchase orders are submitted at the primary store/location only.

 Submitting a Purchase Order

1. Open the requisition purchase order (or proposed if the requisition stage is skipped).

2. Select Submit.  Note:  No changes can be made to the purchase order once submitted.

3. Select Yes or No in the pop-up window to print the purchase order shipping report.  

4. The purchase order changes from proposed or requisition to submitted.

8.1.5 Partially Filled / Filled Stage

A purchase order can receive product only after it has been submitted.  When products are
received, the purchase order status will change.  If a partial amount of product is received,
the purchase order will become partially filled.  When all products have been received, the
purchase order will become filled.

To ensure accurate stock level counts, it is recommended that the following receiving process
be followed before products are stored in the warehouse/stockroom or displayed on the
sales floor: 

· Record the received products and their quantities.

· Associate the manufacturer’s bar codes (UPC) with new products if being used to identify
the products at the register.

· Print and attach product tickets.

· Make minor changes to the original purchase order to accommodate the arrival of product
substitutions or erroneous packing by the vendor.

Items that were ordered through the special order feature must be received from the
special order module unless that special order was previously attached to an existing
purchase order.
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8.1.5.1 Receiving Methods

There are two methods for receiving product on a purchase order:  Spreadsheet mode and
Grid mode.

 Receiving Product using Spreadsheet Mode

1. Open the submitted or partially filled purchase order.  

2. From the products tab, select View in the product tab toolbar.  

3. Mode in the drop down menu, select Spreadsheet.  An alphabetical list of all products
sorted by size/color/z-axis is displayed.  Spreadsheet settings can be configured to show
deleted colors, show inactive colors, and/or show only product that was ordered.

Double-click on a line item to view an editable window of product details or item
properties.  See also Fly Out Windows.  If changes are made, select OK to save changes.

4. In the received column, enter the quantity of products that have been received.  

5. To receive all products at one time, select Receiving in the product tab toolbar.  Select
Receive All and choose Yes in the pop-up window to receive all product quantities. 
Select No to cancel.

6. At the bottom of the purchase order window, the following information is displayed:

Total Received The product quantity received total and total cost
Total On Order The balance of product not yet received and its total cost
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7. Enter any alternate UPC or external SKUs for each line item, if necessary. 

8. Select Save. A prompt is displayed.  

8. Enter the Order Number.  The bill of lading
number can also be entered, but is not required.

9. Select OK.

10. Select Yes or No in the pop-up window to print
the PO receiving report.  

 Receiving Product using Grid View

1. Open the submitted or partially filled purchase order.  

2. From the products tab, select View in the product tab toolbar.  

3. In the drop down menu, select Grid.  A grid including all products is displayed.  Grid
settings can be configured to show deleted colors, show inactive colors, and/or show the
z-axis in the grid.

View and adjust product details and attributes from the item properties tab.  See
Modifying Item Properties.

6. Receive products using the grid’s current shipment tab

On Order Displays the total product quantity ordered 
Current Shipment Enter the quantity of products that have been received
Previously Received Displays the quantity of products that were received previously
Balance Displays the balance of product not yet received 

7. To receive all products at one time, from the products tab, select Receiving in the
product tab toolbar. Select Receive All and choose Yes in the pop-up window to receive
all product quantities.  Select No to cancel.

8. At the bottom of the purchase order window, the following information is displayed:
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Total Received The product quantity received total and total cost
Total On Order The balance of product not yet received and its total cost

9. Select Save. A prompt is displayed. 

10. Enter the Order Number.  The bill of lading
number can also be entered, but is not required.

11. Select OK.

12. Select Yes or No in the pop-up window to print
the PO receiving report.  

8.1.5.2 Receiving Unexpected Products

If a product came in on an order that was unexpected, simply add the product to the
purchase order. The only exception is that once the purchase order is completed, you will be
unable to modify it.

8.1.5.3 Receiving Negative Quantities

In instances where product quantities are negative, select the item that is to be modified. 
Enter the negative amount (-1) and save the modification.  This will correct any mistakes in
quantity.
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8.1.5.4 Adding Alternate Identifiers to a Product

Most products will have SKUs that have been assigned to the product from the
manufacturer.  Add these to the product so that, when scanned, it will recognize the product
in TallyExplorer.  

Adding Alternate Identifiers to a Product

Grid View 

1. Select the line item in the grid.

2. Select the product details tab at the right-hand side of the product window.  A window
displaying product details and item properties will slide out.

3. Scroll to alternative identifiers and enter the alternate identifier. 

Spreadsheet View 

Enter the Alt SKU in the column labeled alternate scan code. 

8.1.6 Completed Stage

Once all products in a purchase order have been received, the purchase order becomes filled.
 When the purchase order is inactive and no longer needed, it can be completed.  

Once completed, it is no longer possible to receive against the purchase order, although
it may be viewed for historical reference.

 Completing a Purchase Order 

1. Open the filled purchase order.

2. On the purchase order window, select Complete.

3. Select Yes in the pop-up window to print an updated PO shipping report.  Select No to
cancel.

4. The purchase order status is complete.
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8.2 Purchase Order Templates

Create a new purchase order using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an
efficient method for purchasing products that are ordered on a regular basis, such as sundry
items.

NOTE: Purchase Order Templates is currently not available.

8.3 Purchasing Wizard

Identify ordering needs based on stock and sales criteria, such as products that have fallen
below stock minimums or products with less than x number of weeks supply in stock, and
generate a purchase order.  This process is presented in an intuitive, step-by-step format that
allows buyers to quickly identify and address potential stock issues before they result in lost
sales.

NOTE: Purchasing Wizard is currently not available.

8.4 Purchasing Analytics

Analyze historical data and determine effectiveness of purchasing practices by answering
questions such as:

· Is the company experiencing excessive inventory and stock shortages?

· Are the correct products being purchased in the correct quantities?

· What is the delivery performance of our supplies?

Not only can questions such as these be answered for the company as a whole, but also
narrowed to an individual supplier or buyer.

NOTE: Purchasing Analytics is currently not available.

8.5 Special Orders

Special order processing is a specialized purchasing function that is used to track special
order items that were either created at the register or through the special orders function.
Unlike the products purchased with a purchase order, special order products are purchased
for specific customers that are associated with them. Because of this, during the processing
of a special order, its status may be viewed from both the register and in TallyExplorer for
quick reference.

A special order is an item that is purchased for a specific customer. Because of this, special
order products are handled outside the normal purchasing and inventory processes. There
are two different types of special orders:  back orders and non-stock items.
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Back orders are existing inventory products that have been purchased previously, but there
are currently none in stock. The product does not have to be defined when the special order
is created because its information is already stored in the system. This type of special order
may only be created at the register.

Non-stock items are products that do not exist in the system because they are not normally
carried. The product must be defined when the special order is created. It will never appear
as a permanent product and so cannot be viewed in modules such as product maintenance.
This type of special order may be created at the register or through the special orders
function in TallyExplorer.

Special Order Life Cycle
Similar to the life cycle of a purchase order, each special order has a life cycle that consists of
several stages. 

Special Order Creation
Stage

The special order is created at the register or through the
TallyExplorer special order function. Optionally, the
customer provides a deposit for a portion of the sale.

Open Special Order
Stage

The special order has been created at the register or
through the TallyExplorer special order function. It is edited
through special order maintenance to update and/or
correct the information entered in special order creation. If
the special order was created at the register, the cost values
are entered at this time. If the special order was created
through TallyExplorer, the first two stages are often
combined if performed by the same user.

Ordered Stage The purchasing-related fields have been completed and the
special order has been submitted to the vendor (via E-mail,
Fax, Telephone, etc.).

Received Stage The special order has been received from the vendor at the
store or at the customer’s address if drop ship was
specified.

Notify Stage When the product is received from the vendor, the
customer is often notified that it is ready to be picked up.

Completed Stage The customer has picked up the special order and any
balance has been paid.

Special order information is entered through the special order wizard in TallyExplorer.  See
TallySoft Register Manual Special Orders for information about adding special orders at the
register.

8.5.1 Creation Stage

A special order may be created through the register or in TallyExplorer. If the special order
was created through the register, the majority of fields will already be filled and the record
should require only minor editing. When a special order is created in TallyExplorer, all
information is entered from scratch. 
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A deposit may not be taken when the special order is created though TallyExplorer.

 Adding a New Special Order

1. Select New Special Order.  The add new special order wizard is displayed. 

2. Select a special order action that describes how the special order will be fulfilled.

3. Select Next.

4. Enter general information for the special order.

5. Select Next.

6. Enter, select or add a new product as the special order product and enter product
information.

7. Select Next.

8. Enter shipping information for the special order.

9. Select Next.

10. Review the details for the special order.  If details are correct, select Finish.

11. In the pop up window, select Yes to print the special order PO.

12. In the pop up window, select Yes to open the special order and order the product now.  If
No is selected, the special order can be opened later from the list in the special orders
window.
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General Information
Customer Select the customer who is ordering the special order item(s). 

See Conditions.
Store Select the store where the special order item(s) will be

purchased from.
Notes Enter any notes about the special order.

8.5.1.1 Individual Special Order

A special order purchase order can be printed and sent to the manufacturer.  Monitor the
status of the special order as it progresses through its life cycle.  
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Special Order Action
Individual Special Order Select this method to print a special order purchase order that

can be sent to the manufacturer.  Special order status is set
manually as it progresses through its life cycle.  This method
supports both one-time and system products.

 One Time Product Type
Select if the special order is a product that is not a regular inventory item

One Time Product Information
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Manufacturer Select the manufacturer of the special order item.  A new
manufacturer can be added.

Description Enter a description for the special order item
Style Enter a style for the special order item
Size Enter a size for the special order item
Color Enter a color for the special order item
Quantity Enter the the amount of special order items to order
Department & Category Select a department and category for the special order item.

New departments and categories can be added.
Tax Group Select a tax group for the special order item.  A new tax group

can be added.
Tax Shift Select a tax shift for the special order item
Tax Exempt Select if the special order item is exempt from sales tax
Retail Price Enter the retail price for the special order item
Cost Enter the cost of the special order item
Wholesale Enter the wholesale cost of the special order item

System Product Type
Select if the special order is a product that is a current inventory item

System Product Information
Product Selection Select the product or add the item as a new product
Quantity Enter the the amount of special order items to order.  All other

fields are auto-generated.
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The special order can be shipped directly to the store or drop-shipped directly to the
customer if there is not a balance due.  The status of the special order must be marked
ordered so that the status is updated at the register.  

Shipping Information
Drop Ship to Customer Select if product(s) will be shipped directly to the customer. 

There must be no balance due in order to drop ship.
Use Secondary Customer
Address

Select to use another address that is not the primary address
for the customer

Vendor Select the vendor that products are purchased from
PO Terms Select the vendor terms for payment
Shipping Method Select the shipping method
Shipping Cost Enter the cost of shipping
Print Purchase Order Select to print a copy of the purchase order, if necessary
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8.5.1.2 Attach to Purchase Order

The special order can be attached to a purchase order.  The special order progresses as the
product is received on the purchase order.
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Special Order Action
Attach to a Purchase
Order

Select this method to attach the special order to a purchase
order.  The special order progresses as the product is received
on the attached purchase order.  This method supports both
one-time and system products.

 One Time Product Type
Select if the special order is a product that is not a regular inventory item

One Time Product Information
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Manufacturer Select the manufacturer of the special order item.  A new
manufacturer can be added.

Description Enter a description for the special order item
Style Enter a style for the special order item
Size Enter a size for the special order item
Color Enter a color for the special order item
Quantity Enter the the amount of special order items to order
Department & Category Select a department and category for the special order item.

New departments and categories can be added.
Tax Group Select a tax group for the special order item.  A new tax group

can be added.
Tax Shift Select a tax shift for the special order item
Tax Exempt Select if the special order item is exempt from sales tax
Retail Price Enter the retail price for the special order item
Cost Enter the cost of the special order item
Wholesale Enter the wholesale cost of the special order item

System Product Type
Select if the special order is a product that is a current inventory item

System Product Information
Product Selection Select the product or add the item as a new product
Quantity Enter the the amount of special order items to order.  All other

fields are auto-generated.
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Purchase Order Information
Purchase Order Select the purchase order to attach the special order to.  New

purchase orders can be added.  See Adding Purchase Order to
Special Order.

Shipping Cost Enter the cost of shipping.  All other fields are auto-generated.
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8.5.1.2.1  Adding Purchase Order to Special Order

New purchase orders can be created quickly and attached to special orders.

 Adding a New Purchase Order to a Special Order

1. Enter purchase order information.

2. Select OK.  The new purchase order can be
viewed and modified in the purchase order view
window.  See The View Window. 

Vendor Select the vendor from whom the products will be purchased
PO Number Enter an identifying tag for the purchase order.  Enter a

number manually or generate a sequential system-generated
number can be created by selecting #.  A purchase order
number can contain letters, numbers and dashes (-).  

Date of Order Enter the date that the purchase order is submitted to the
vendor for processing

Delivery Date Enter the expected date of delivery from the vendor to the
store(s).  It is recommended to enter this date because it used
in several inventory-projected reports.
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Purchasing Division The purchasing division can be used for two different
purposes: 
· To associate a group within your company to the purchase

order, such as snowboards or camping.  
· To route delivery of a purchase order to a location other

than the system warehouse.
Unless otherwise specified, when a purchase order is received,
the inventory is updated at the store/location that has been
designated as the “warehouse” in the system.  However, if
another store/location is selected as the Purchasing Division
for a purchase order, the inventory is updated at the selected
store/location.  Do not confuse receiving directly into a store
via purchasing division with the common practice of receiving
items in the warehouse and then distributing them to the
store(s), which is done with transfer slips.  

    Configuring a store/location to be used as a purchasing
division must be done by an authorized TallySoft
technician.

Bill To Store Select the store that will be billed.  The address of the selected
store will appear on the purchase order.

PO Terms Set the conditions for payment to the vendor.  For example, 2%
net 30, net 15, credit card, etc.  

Shipping Method Select the method of shipment such as Federal Express Saver
or best method.  Shipping methods can be added from this
window.

State Select if the purchase order is in the Proposed Stage,
Requistion Stage or Submitted Stage.

8.5.1.3 Transfer from Location

A store-to-store transfer slip can be created when an item exists in another location.
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Special Order Action
Transfer the product from
another location

Select this method to automatically create a transfer slip from a
selected store to the store where the special order was
generated.  This method is helpful if the special order already
exists at another location.  This method only supports system
products.

System Product Type
A product type for a transferred item can only be a system product

System Product Information
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Product Selection Select the product or add the item as a new product
Quantity Enter the the amount of special order items to order.  All other

fields are auto-generated.
Transfer From Store Select the store that the item will be transferred from

Transfer Slip Enter a transfer slip number or add a new transfer slip
Add New Select to add a new transfer slip number.

· Will the transfer slip be full or staged?  See Transfer Slip
Overview.

· Will the transfer slip be submitted now or remain open to be
submitted later?   

Shipping Cost Enter the cost of shipping.  
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8.5.2 Open Stage

If the special order was created by the cashier at the register, changes often need to be made
in the back office. At this stage, it is possible to correct any mistakes made during the initial
entry and to enter cost-related and product style information, if needed. It is not possible to
change any fields that would affect the price already charged to the customer when the
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special order was created at the register. Updates will be synchronized (sent) back to the
register. 

 Modifying a Special Order

1. Select the opened special order.  The
special order status window is displayed. 

2. Edit the information necessary in each
of the tabs.

3. Select Save.

8.5.3 Ordered Stage

After the special order has been reviewed for accuracy and edited/updated, the special order
is sent to the vendor and the stage is advanced to ordered. Updates will be synchronized
(sent) to the register.

 Ordering a Special Order

1. Open the opened status special order.  The special order window is displayed.  

2. Select the status tab in the special order window.  

3. Select Order.  The special order product status becomes receive.

4. Close the window until the product is ready to receive.

8.5.4 Received Stage

When the product is received from the vendor, the customer is often notified that it is ready
to be picked up. Remember that special orders are handled outside of the normal inventory
processes, so the product will not be displayed in the inventory explorer module. Updates
will be synchronized (sent) to the register. The status is advanced to received.

 Receiving a Special Order

1. Open the ordered status special order.  The special order window is displayed.  

2. Select the status tab in the special order window.  
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3. Select Received.  The special order product status becomes Notify.

4. Close the window until ready to notify the customer.

8.5.5 Notify Stage

When the product is received from the vendor, the customer is often notified that it is ready
to be picked up.

 Notify a Customer

1. Open the received status special order.  The special order window is displayed.  

2. Select the status tab in the special order window.  

3. Select Notify.  The special order product status becomes complete.

4. Close the window until ready to complete the special order.

8.5.6 Completed Stage

When the customer has been notified that the special order has arrived, they may then pick it
up at the register. Any balance remaining is paid at this time. The status is advanced to
completed and the special order is marked as inactive. Updates will be synchronized (sent) to
the manager unit. This step may only be performed at the register.

8.6 Purchasing Companion

The purchasing companion provides easier access to additional tools within the purchasing
management ribbon.  When purchasing companion is selected, a drop down menu is
displayed.
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8.6.1 Vendors

Manage detailed contact information for vendors, manufacturers and suppliers.  Vendor
information is used in Purchase Orders, Special Orders, and non-Inventory products.  Every
product must have a vendor associated with it.   See product companion Vendors.
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8.6.2 Barcode Designer

Design barcode templates for labeling products, receipts and mailing pieces.  Multiple bar
code templates can be designed for a variety of product sizes and shapes.  Bar code
templates can be designed for a variety of media, such as labels and hang tags.  See product
companion Bar Code Designer.

8.6.3 Departments / Categories

Create and manage departments, categories, and sub categories.  See Product Overview.
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8.6.4 Pricing Schemes

Implement a pricing strategy that standardizes the selling prices of products, simplifying the
management of prices and making them more appealing to the customer.  A pricing scheme
is a set of rules that determines if a calculated selling price (on margin, for example) should
be rounded to a standardized price and what that price should be.  Pricing schemes are
organized in the pricing scheme management tree.  See product companion Pricing
Schemes.
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8.6.5 Sizing Grids

Manage and design 2 and 3 dimensional purchasing grids.  Sizing grids accommodate
hundreds of sizes, eliminating cumbersome work when purchasing more than 25 sizes at a
time.  

It may seem like a better option to create a single sizing grid with every shoe size for
kids, women and men.  However, when drafting a purchase order, a style of shoe will
utilize a sizing grid for kids or women or men, but not all three at once.  

See product companion Sizing Grids.

8.6.6 Unit of Measure Grids

A unit of measure is a quantity used as a standard of measurement, such as ounces, feet,
inches, milliliters, cases, etc.  When purchasing a product in a different unit of measure than
it is sold, it is helpful to track the inventory and pricing of each unit.  See product companion
Unit of Measure Grids.
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8.6.7 Option Groups

An option group is a collection of product options, features or packages, each of which
offers multiple option values.  

When purchasing an automobile, several options are available, such as seat fabric,
engine type, sound system and sunroof.  

Each option has a set of option values.  

Seat fabric may include leather, cloth or vinyl.  

See product companion Option Groups.

 

8.7 Purchasing Functions and Tasks

The purchasing tree contains functions to view and modify purchasing records.  It also
contains several task shortcuts and a list of recently viewed purchasing records.  

Purchasing information is easily modified in the product’s record.  If the product records are

not listed in the current view, select refresh. 
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8.7.1 Purchase Order

Purchase Order Functions

View the list of purchase order records.  

Purchase Order Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the purchasing task tree:

· Open Purchase Order

· Duplicate Purchase Order

· Delete-Undelete Purchase Order (add how to find a deleted PO in the record list)

· Print Bar Codes

· Print Purchase Order

· Cancel Purchase Order

· Complete Purchase Order

· Submit Purchase Order
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8.7.1.1 Open Purchase Order

 Opening a Purchase Order

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired purchase order record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted purchase order records.

4. Select Open Purchase Order in the tasks menu. The purchase order record is displayed.  

8.7.1.2 Duplicate Purchase Order

When adding new purchase orders, purchase order records that have similar properties can
be duplicated to save time in data entry.

 Duplicating Purchase Order Records

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired purchase order record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted purchase order records.

4. Select Duplicate Purchase Order in the tasks menu. The purchase order window is
displayed.  

5. Enter and/or adjust purchase order information as necessary.  See Purchase Orders.

6. Select Save.  The new purchase order record is displayed.  If no changes were made to the
purchase order record, a copy of the purchase order is saved.

7. Refresh the current view to locate the saved purchase order record.

8.7.1.3 Delete/Undelete Purchase Order

 Delete / Un-Delete Purchase Order

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired purchase order record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted purchase order records.

4. Select Delete/Un-Delete Purchase Order in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is
displayed.
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5. Select OK.  The purchase order record is deleted.  

8.7.1.4 Print Barcodes

 Print Barcodes

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Select Print Bar Codes in the tasks menu. The print bar code window is displayed.  

See Bar Code Designer.

8.7.1.5 Print Purchase Order

 Print Purchase Order

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.
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3. Highlight the desired purchase order record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted purchase order records.

4. Select Print Purchase Order.  The PO shipping report window is displayed.

5. Highlight the purchase order type to print and choose Select.  The purchase order is
opened in a separate TallyReports window.

6. Select Print.

8.7.1.6 Cancel Purchase Order

 Cancel Purchase Order

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.
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2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired purchase order record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Cancel Purchase Order in the drop down menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

6. Select Yes to continue.

6. Select OK.  

7. Select Refresh to update the purchase order record.  The purchase order record displays a
canceled state.

NOTE: Cancel Purchase Order is currently not available.

8.7.1.7 Complete Purchase Order

 Complete Purchase Order

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.

3. Highlight a ?? type purchase order record.  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Complete Purchase Order in the drop down menu.

6. Refresh the current view.  The purchase order displays a completed status.

NOTE: Complete Purchase Order is currently not available.

8.7.1.8 Submit Purchase Order

 Submit Purchase Order

1. Select Purchase Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of purchase order records is displayed.

3. Highlight a Proposed or Requisition type purchase order record.  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Submit Purchase Order in the drop down menu.

6. Refresh the current view.  The purchase order displays a submitted status.

8.7.2 Special Order

Special Order Functions

View the list of special order records.  
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Special Order Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the Purchasing Task tree:

· Open Special Order

· Cancel Special Order

· Delete-Undelete Special Order

8.7.2.1 Open Special Order

 Open Special Order

1. Select Special Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of special order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired purchase order record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted special order records.

4. Select Open Special Order in the tasks menu. The special order record is displayed.  

8.7.2.2 Cancel Special Order

 Cancel Special Order

1. Select Special Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of special order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired special order record (green ball).  

4. Select Cancel Special Order in the drop down menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

5. Select Yes to continue.
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6. Select OK.  

7. Select Refresh to update the special order record.  The special order record displays a
canceled state.

8.7.2.3 Delete/Undelete Special Order

 Delete / Un-Delete Special Order

1. Select Special Order in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of special order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired special order record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted special order records.

4. Select Delete/Un-Delete Special Order in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is
displayed.

5. Select OK.  The special order record is deleted.  

8.8 Purchasing Recent

The most recently viewed and/or modified purchasing records are listed.  Double-click on the
purchasing name to view and/or modify the record.
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9 Sales and Marketing
The sales and marketing tab in TallyExplorer is the workspace for managing the marketing of
products sold.  A wide variety of marketing strategies is available including sale events,
product discounts, X for Y pricing, gift cards, coupons and customer mailings.  This is the
workspace for managing sales receipts, sales orders, quotes, eCommerce orders, layaways
and event bookings.

See also The View Window, Columns, Records, Conditions.

9.1 Product Marketing

Product marketing is used to promote products to customers while maintaining value to the
retailer.  Marketing strategies, used in conjunction with Sales Events, Markdowns and/or
Discount Plan functions in TallyExplorer, help to attract and retain customers, drive sales and
increase profits.

9.1.1 Sales Events

Sale events are automated point-of-sale discounts for selected products during a specific
date range.  Sale prices can be based on multiple price values, such as current price or
replacement cost, and can be assigned to groupings of products ranging from the
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department level down to the individual product.  In a multiple store environment, the sales
event function can be activated in all stores or can be made store or region-specific. 
Discounted pricing will return to the original pricing when the sale event ends.

 Adding a New Sales Event

1. Select Sales Events from the sales and marketing ribbon.  The Sale Event window is
displayed.

2. Enter sale event information on the General Tab.

3. Select Save.  The sale event is displayed in the sale event tree.

4. Identify products being used in the sale event on the Components Tab.

5. Select Save.  The products are added to the sale event.

9.1.1.1 Sales Events General Tab

New sales events are added starting with the general tab.  Once a sales event is added, it will
appear in the tree view.  Choose a sales event from the tree to view or make a modification.  

Identification
Name Enter the name of the sales event
Starting Enter the date the sales event will begin
Ending Enter the date the sales event will end.  The sales event is no

longer in effect on this date.
Receipt Text Enter the discount description that is displayed on the receipt

when a plan discount is applied. 
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The options are as a percent (with
or without original value), as a
dollar amount (with or without
original value) or as the adjusted
price (with or without original
value).

Notes Enter any notes for the sales event
Stores

All store locations Select to affect the prices at all stores during the sales event
Only at the selected store
locations

Select to affect the prices of a selection of stores only

Discounting Rules
Coded discounts manually
applied at POS

Select to prohibit a cashier to manually apply a discount code

General discounts
manually applied at POS

Select to prohibit a cashier to manually apply a general
discount

Discount plans
automatically applied at
POS

Select to prohibit TallyExplorer from automatically applying a
discount plan

9.1.1.2 Sales Events Components Tab

Identify the products that will be part of the sales event from the components tab. New
components can be identified or previous components can be modified or duplicated.  
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 Identifying Products for a Sales Event

1. Select New in the sale event components tab.  The new sale item window is displayed.

2. Select the scope of products for the sale event.

3. Select Next.

4. Select the sale event pricing method.

5. Select Next.

6. Select any additional modified prices to apply to the sale event.

7. Select Next.

8. Set the price range requirement and enter any sale pricing options for the sale event.

9. Select Next.

10. Review the details for the sale event.  If details are correct, select Print to print the
details.

11. Select Finish to save the sale event.

Identify Products
Includes...

...all products identified
below

Select to modify the price of a selection of products
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...all products except the
products identified below

Select to modify the price of all products except a selection of
products

...all products Select to modify the price of all products
Products are identified by This is activated when “all products identified below” or “all

products except the products identified below” are selected. 
Products can be identified by:  category, department, package,
product, product class, product group, product division, season,
sub-category, or vendor.

Select the department The criteria for this prompt is determined by how products are
identified.  For example, if products are identified by vendor,
you will be prompted to select the vendor.  If products are
identified by category, you will be prompted to select the
category, and so on.  Prompts can appear as drop down menus
(category) or a separate window (product).

Pricing Method
Select the pricing method...

Product price calculated
by pricing basis formula

Select this option to determine what the discounted price is
based on.  Discounted price can be based on the current price,
original price, MSRP, replacement cost or average cost.  

Select whether the discounted price is calculated by amount (+
or -) or percent (+ or -).  Enter the amount ($) or percent (%)

Select the pricing scheme.  See Pricing Schemes.
Product price is a set
amount

Select this option if the discounted price is based on a set
amount.

Enter the Amount ($).
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Product price uses an X for
Y pricing scheme

Select this option if the discounted price is based on an X for Y
pricing scheme.

Select or add a new X for Y pricing scheme.  See X for Y Pricing.

Modified Price Options
A discount plan can be applied to products whose prices have already been modified.

Qualification Options
Product prices are modified only if they meet the following pricing requirements...
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Current price is no lower
than

Current price can be set to a minimum amount.  Check the box
and enter the amount to activate this requirement.

Current price is no higher
than

Current price can be set to a maximum amount.  Check the box
and enter the amount to activate this requirement.

Discounts may not be applied to sale prices via
Use Defaults Select to use the Discount Pricing Scheme
Coded discount manually
applied at POS

Select to prohibit a cashier to manually apply a discount code

General discounts
manually applied at POS

Select to prohibit a cashier to manually apply a general
discount

Discount plans
automatically applied at
POS

Select to prohibit TallyExplorer from automatically applying a
discount plan

Print savings on the
customer receipt in the
following manner...

Select the style of how the discount will appear on the
customer receipt:
· None
· (nn% Discount)
· (nn% Discount) …. –n.nnn.00
· ($n.nnn.00 Discount)
· (Discount) …. –n.nn0.00
· (Regularly priced at n.nn0.00)
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9.1.1.2.1  Modifying Sale Event Components

 Modifying Individual Components 

1.  To modify an individual component, select the discounted product and choose Modify. 
The identify product window displays previous entries.

2. Following the steps of adding a sale item, modify the discounted product where desired.

3. Select Finish to save changes.
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 Delete/Undelete Individual Components 

1. To delete an individual component, select the discounted product and choose Delete. 
The discounted product is deleted.  

2. To undelete a discounted product, select Show Deleted from view drop down in the
toolbar.  Deleted products will be highlighted with a red ball.

3. Choose Undelete.  The product will be highlighted with a green ball.

9.1.2 Markdowns

Prices on products can be increased (markup) or decreased (markdown) using markdowns.  

Prices on products that are approaching the end of their selling season or that become
obsolete can be marked down to increase the rate of sale of those products. 
Conversely, when the wholesale cost of a product increases, the price of that product
can be increased and passed along to the customer.  

Markdowns are similar to sale events except that markdowns are permanent price
adjustments.  Markdowns can be scheduled to take effect on a specified date. 

 Only one Markdown may be active at a time.

9.1.2.1 The Markdown Window

The markdown window is where markups and markdowns can be added, modified or
deleted.  The tree view displays:

Submitted markdowns

Markdowns not yet submitted (only one may be opened at a time)

Deleted markdowns

In order to view submitted and/or deleted markdowns, select the view icon and choose
either Show Deleted Markdowns and/or Show Submitted Markdowns.  
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The figure below displays all three types of markdowns.  

9.1.2.2 Adding a Markup or Markdown

A markup or markdown cannot be added if there is one that has not yet been submitted .
 Once all markdowns have been submitted or deleted, then a new markup or markdown can
be added.

 Adding a Markdown

1. Select Add New from the markdown toolbar or Add Markdowns from the menu button.

2. Enter general information for the markdown.

3. Select Save.
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4. Define the Components of products that will be discounted by the markdown.  Products
must be defined before a markdown can be submitted.

5. Select Save.  The markdown event is complete and the submit option is activated.

6. To activate a markdown, select Submit.

7. Selecting No keeps the markdown in an
unsubmitted state .  No new markdown events can
be added until this markdown is either activated or
deleted. 

8. Selecting Yes will activate the markdown.  A prompt
appears to verify that the markdown was successfully

applied.  Select OK.  

9. The markdown now appears in the markdown tree with a blue ball , indicating its
submitted status.  Don’t forget to choose Show Submitted Markdowns from the view
button!

9.1.2.3 Adding Components to a Markdown

To submit a markdown, the components of the markdown must first be defined.  The
components of the markdown describes the products that will be discounted by the
markdown event.

General
Name Enter a Name for the markup or markdown.  For example,

‘Season End – Golf’, ‘Sidewalk Sale’, ‘’2015 Winter Shoe
Markdown, etc.
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Update Original Price Select to update a products original price at the same time that
the retail price is updated.  This option would be selected if the
user did not want the change in retail price to be reflected as a
true markdown.

Created By Auto-generated when the markdown is saved
Date Submitted Auto-generated when the markdown is submitted

 Adding Components to a Markdown

1. Select New in the components field to identify products included in the markdown. The
new markdown item window is displayed.  

2. Select Next.  The pricing method window is displayed. 

3. Choose whether the product price is calculated by a pricing basis formula or is a set
amount.

4. Select Next.  The qualification options window is displayed.

5. Set a no lower than and/or no higher than price, if applicable.  If the pricing method is
based on a pricing basis formula the qualification options are optional.  If the pricing
method is a set amount the qualification options are mandatory.

6. Select Next.  The review window is displayed. 

7. Review the details of the markdown event.  Make any necessary changes by selecting 
Back.  The review window can be printed.

8. Select Finish to complete the markdown component.  

9. When all product components have been added, select Save from the Quick Access
Toolbar.  The markdown event is completed and ready to submit.
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10. To activate the markdown event, select Submit.  A prompt appears verifying the product
price activation.  

Identify Products
Includes...

...all products identified
below

Select to modify the price of a selection of products

...all products except the
products identified below

Select to modify the price of all products except a selection of
products

Products are identified
by...

Select how product are identified:  category, department,
package, product, product class, product group, product
division, season, sub-category, or vendor.

Select the products... The criteria for this prompt is determined by how products are
being identified.  For example, if products are identified by
vendor, you will be prompted to select the vendor.  If products
are identified by category, you will be prompted to select the
category, and so on.  Prompts can appear as drop down
menus (category) or a separate window (product).
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Pricing Method
Select the pricing method

Product price calculated
by pricing basis formula

Select this option to determine what the discounted price is
based on.  Discounted price can be based on the current price,
original price, MSRP, replacement cost or average cost.  

Select whether the discounted price is calculated by amount (+
or -) or Percent (+ or -).  Enter the amount ($) or percent (%)

Select the pricing scheme.  See Pricing Schemes.
Product price is a set
amount

Select this option if the discounted price is based on a set
amount.

Enter the amount ($).
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Qualification Options
Product prices are modified only if they meet the following pricing requirements...

Current price is no lower
than

Current price can be set to a minimum amount.  Check the box
and enter the amount to activate this requirement.

Current price is no higher
than

Current price can be set to a maximum amount.  Check the box
and enter the amount to activate this requirement.
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9.1.3 Discount Plans

Discount plans is a tool that constructs multiple product and/or service discounts and places
them into one specialized plan.  Customers who have been assigned to or who have
purchased a plan receive the discounts automatically at the point of sale.  Plan benefits are
customizable.  

A percentage discount can be applied to a specific product or to an entire department;
discounts can be based on date ranges, such as valid one month only; discounts can be
limited to specific quantities.  

A practical use for using discount plans is selling memberships.  

A customer would purchase a membership for 6 months of service.  The Discount Plan
has been set up to offer a 10% discount on all products in the store for the 3 months of
the membership.  When the customer makes a purchase in the first 3 months of the
membership, the 10% discount is automatically applied at the point of sale.

There are two main types of plans:  assigned and general.  Set up for each plan type is
similar.  However, because the assigned plan is limited, only certain options are available. 
See Adding Discount Plans.

Assigned Discount Plan
A limited plan that is assigned to a specific employee or customer.  Assigned plans are
typically applied at the back office, such as employee discounts, the owner’s family
members, etc.  
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General Discount Plan
A plan that is purchased by a customer at the point of sale, such as memberships or group
discounts.  
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9.1.3.1 Adding Discount Plans

 Adding Discount Plans

1. Select Discount Plans from the Sales/Marketing Ribbon.  The discount plans window is
displayed.

2. Enter General information for the discount plan.

3. Select Save.  The plan name will appear in the plans tree. 

4. Enter Product Details for the discount plan.  Skip this step if the plan is only activated in
the back office.

5. Select Save.

6. Enter Plan Benefits, discounted products or services, to the discount plan.

7. Select Save.

8. Assign customers or Members to the discount plan.

9. Select Save.
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9.1.3.1.1  Discount Plans General Tab

Discount plans are added starting at the general tab.  Once a discount plan is added, it will
appear in the tree view.  Choose a discount plan from the tree to view or make a
modification.  

Identification
Name Enter the name for the discount plan
Plan Type Select the type of plan, assigned or general.  See Discount

Plans.
Plan Group Select to assign the discount plan into a group.  New plan

groups can be added.
Receipt Text Select how text for the discount plan will appear on the receipt.

 See Receipt Profile.  
Benefits Summary

Number of Benefits
Discount only

Displays how many benefits are included in the discount plan

Number of Benefits
Discount amt/quantity
limit

Displays how many benefits include a limit on the discount
amount or quantity

Notes Enter any notes for the discount plan
Multi-Member

Not available if plan is assigned
Allows a maximum of #
members

Select if the plan will restrict the number of members and enter
the number.  If left unchecked, the number of members is
unlimited.

Members must be related Select if members of the plan must be related
Activation
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Not available if plan is assigned
Only activated in the back
office

Select if the plan is only activated in the back office.  Note: 
product details and plan renewals are not activated because
products are not sold at the back office. 

Sold at POS or activated in
the back office

Select if the plan is sold at the register or activated in the back
office

Only sold at POS Select if the plan is only sold at the register
Expiration

Not available if plan is assigned
Plan expires Select if the plan will have an expiration date
Expiration Type If the plan has an expiration date, select the length of the

expiration by day, week, month, year or an exact date
Expiration Factor If the plan has an expiration date, select the number of days,

weeks, months, years or use the calendar for the exact date.  
Plan may be renewed If the plan has an expiration date, it can be renewable.  This

option is not available if the plan is activated in the back office
only.

Prompt for renewal at POS
if plan is within # days
expiration date

If the plan is renewable, select to receive a prompt at the
register to renew the plan.  If yes, set the number of days from
the expiration date to receive the prompt at the register.

Renewal Plan Choose a name for the renewal.  This is a required field if the
plan is renewable.

 Expiration dates that have an expiration type of day, month or year are calculated from
the date that the plan is activated.

9.1.3.1.2  Discount Plans Product Details Tab

The product details tab is where the details of the plan being sold at the register are defined.
 

If a customer were to purchase a racquet club membership, the definitions, or
components, of that membership are defined in the product details tab.  
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Activation Product
Description Enter the name of the plan being sold at the register
Style Enter a style, if applicable
Vendor Select the vendor.  New vendors can be added.
Department and Category Select the department and category for the plan.  New

departments and categories can be added.
Base Price Enter the base price ($) for the plan
Additional $ for each
member above #

Plans prices can be adjusted up or down for additional
members after a set amount.  For example, if the plan allows
for a maximum of 5 members (i.e. family plan) the price for the
first 2 members can be set at $100.00 while the price for the
last 3 members can be set at $75.00.  

Tax Group Select a tax group.  See What is a Tax Group?
Renewal Product

Renewal product is the description of the plan if the plan is renewable.  The renewal option is
located in the general tab.

Use activation product Select this option if the renewal product details are the same as
the activation product.  It is possible that the details for the
renewal product are different than the activation product.  For
example, a first year’s plan may cost $100.00 to join, but price
to renew that same plan is $50.00.  If Use activation product is
not selected, continue entering renewal product information.  

Description Enter the name of the plan being sold at the register
Style Enter a style, if applicable
Vendor Select the vendor.  New vendors can be added.
Department and Category Select the department and category for the plan.  New 

departments and categories can be added.
Base Price Enter the base price ($) for the plan
Additional $ for each
member above #

Plans prices can be adjusted up or down for additional
members after a set amount.  For example, if the plan allows
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for a maximum of 5 members (i.e. family plan) the price for the
first 2 members can be set at $100.00 while the price for the
last 3 members can be set at $75.00.  

Tax Group Select a tax group.  See What is a Tax Group?
Advance 

The advance buttons are activated once the general and product detail tabs have been
completed and saved.  The advance button further defines the plan.

Reward Points
This product never earns
reward points

Select if a customer can not earn reward points when
purchasing the plan.   

Reward point factor If a customer can earn reward points, select the reward by
amount, percent or use company defaults.

Commissions and Spiffs
Commission Factor Choose whether or not an employee earns commission when

selling the plan.  Define commission values by amount, percent
or none.

Spiff Factor Choose whether or not an employee earns spiffs when selling
the plan.  Define spiff values by amount, percent or none.

Tendering
Never tendered with
reward points

Select if a customer can not use reward points to purchase the
plan 

Never tendered to
customer account

Select if a customer can not use their customer account to
purchase the plan 

Product trigger
assignment

Select an additional receipt that can be printed in conjunction
with the plan.  See Product Trigger.

Autosell selected product Choose an item that is sold in conjunction with the plan.  For
example, receive a Clif bar with new membership purchase or,
one free wax service with purchase of a surf board.

9.1.3.1.3  Discount Plans Benefits Tab

The benefits tab is where discounted products or services, or benefits, are added to the plan.
 Identify specific products and services, pricing methods, qualifications, date/time restrictions,
participating stores, amount/quantity limits, and effective dates.  Benefits can be duplicated,
modified and deleted. 
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 Adding a New Benefit

1. Select New on the benefits tab to identify products included in the discount plan.  The
new benefit item window is displayed. 

2. Select Next.  The pricing method window is displayed.  

3. Choose whether the product price is calculated by a pricing basis formula or is a set
amount.

4. Select Next.  The modified price options window is displayed. 

5. Select any modified prices that will be discounted by the discount plan.

6. Select Next.  The qualification options window is displayed. 

7. Set a no lower than and/or no higher than price, if applicable.  If the pricing method is
based on a pricing basis formula the qualification options are optional.  If the pricing
method is a set amount the qualification options are mandatory.

8. Select Next.  The date/time restrictions window is displayed.  

9. Define the times during which the benefit will not be available to members.

10.Select Next.  The participating stores window is displayed.  

11.Choose whether the benefits are available at all store locations or select the specific store
locations.

12.Select Next.  The amount/quantity limits window is displayed.  

13.Set limits on the discount value and/or the number of units discounted.
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14.Select Next.  The effective dates window is displayed. 

15.Define when the benefit will become available and for how long it will continue

16.Select Next.  The review window is displayed.  

17.Select Print to view a paper copy of the report.

18.Select Finish to add the new benefit item.  The benefit will appear in the discounted
products list.  Details are visible by selecting the down arrow in the item list.

19.Select Save from the toolbar to save the benefits to the plan.  The memberships tab is
becomes available.

Identify Products
Includes...

...all products identified
below

Select to modify the price of a selection of products

...all products except the
products identified below

Select to modify the price of all products except a selection of
products

...all products Select to modify the price of every product (unless prohibited
by product settings)

Products are identified
by...

Select how products are identified:  category, department,
package, product, product class, product group, product
division, season, sub-category, or vendor.

Select the products... The criteria for this prompt is determined by how products are
being identified.  For example, if products are identified by
vendor, you will be prompted to select the vendor.  If products
are identified by category, you will be prompted to select the
category, and so on.  Prompts can appear as drop down
menus (category) or a separate window (product).
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Pricing Method
Select the pricing method

Product price calculated
by pricing basis formula

Select this option to determine what the discounted price is
based on.  Discounted price can be based on the current price,
original price, MSRP, replacement cost or average cost.  

Select whether the discounted price is calculated by amount (+
or -) or percent (+ or -).  Enter the amount ($) or percent (%)

Select the pricing scheme.  See Pricing Schemes.
Product price is a set
amount

Select this option if the discounted price is based on a set
amount.

Enter the amount ($).
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Qualification Options
Product prices are modified only if they meet the following pricing requirements...

Current price is no lower
than

Select to set a minimum amount for the current price and enter
the minimum amount.

Current price is no higher
than

Select to set a maximum amount for the current price and
enter the maximum amount.

If the product price has been modified due to a current sale event...
Add discount to the sale
price

Select to add the discount to the sale price (when pricing
discounts are based on the current price and if the product
price has been modified due to a current sale event.

Use which ever price is
lower

Select to use the lowest price (plan versus sale) if the product
price has been modified due to a current sale event.

Print savings on the
customer receipt in the
following manner...

Select the  format for how savings will print on the customer
receipt.
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Date / Time Restrictions
Enter the days of the week and times when this benefit is not available

Unavailable starting at Set times for each day when the benefit becomes unavailable
to the member

Until Set times for each day when the benefit restriction ends

Amount / Quantity Limits
Frequency Restriction

This benefit is only available
once every

Select how often the benefit is available to the member

Members will receive discount on products...
Up to the following quantity
on a daily basis

Enter up to how many products members can receive discounts
on each day
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Up to the following quantity
on a weekly basis

Enter up to how many products members can receive discounts
on each week

Up to the following quantity
on a monthly basis

Enter up to how many products members can receive discounts
on each month

Up the following quantity
over the life of the plan

Enter up to how many products members can receive discounts
on for the life of the plan

No more than the following
amount on a daily basis

Enter a discount price limit that members can receive each day

No more than the following
amount on a weekly basis

Enter a discount price limit that members can receive each
week

No more than the following
amount on a monthly basis

Enter a discount price limit that members can receive each
month

No more than the following
amount for the life of the
plan

Enter a discount price limit that members can receive for the
life of the plan

Should limits be multiplied
by the number of members

Select No to apply the restrictions to the group of members.  
For example, if the plan allowed for 1 item to be
discounted per day, then only one member in the plan

could purchase a discounted item for that day.

Select Yes to apply the restrictions to each member of the
group.  

For example, if the plan allowed for 1 item to be
discounted per day, then each member in the plan could

purchase a discounted item for that day.

Effective Dates
This benefit is available beginning...

Immediately upon activation Select if the benefit will be available when activated
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# days after activation of the
plan

Enter the number of days the benefit will become available
after it has been activated

and continues to be available for...
the life of the plan Select if the benefit is available for the life of the plan
# days after the benefit
becomes available

Enter the number of days the benefit will remain available after
the plans has been activated

9.1.3.1.4  Discount Plans Memberships Tab

Customers or members are associated with the plan in order to receive the benefits at the
register.  After selecting a plan from the tree view, the memberships tab lists the members
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associated with it.  The list includes the member name, phone number, activation date of the
plan, expiration date and the number of persons.

In the memberships tab, new memberships can be added, existing memberships can be
opened for editing, suspended and/or deactivated. Customize the view to show deactivated,
expired, and/or suspended memberships.

 Adding New Memberships

1. Select New on the memberships tab.  The membership details window is displayed. 

2. Enter general plan information.  

Plan The plan name is automatically generated
Status The plan status is automatically generated
Activates Enter an activation date for the plan member
Expires Enter an expiration date for the plan member
Number of Benefits
Discount only

The number of benefits that are discounted is automatically
generated

Number of Benefits
Discount Amt/Quantity
limits

The number of benefits that have amount/quantity limits is
automatically generated

3. Select Save.

4. Select Add to select Members to add to the discount plan.  The modify customers
conditions query window is displayed.  See Conditions.    

5. Add members one at a time to the plan.  The member is displayed in the members
window.  Select Details to view the member record.

6. Select Save.  
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7. The Benefits Listing window displays all applicable discounted products associated with
the plan and their activation and expiration dates.

9.1.3.2 Suspending and Renewing Membership

 Deactivating or Suspending Membership 

1. Choose the plan from the tree view. 

2. Highlight the member name in the list.  Membership can be deactivated or suspended by:

a. Highlighting the member name in the list and choosing suspend or deactivate in the
membership tab toolbar.

b. Double-click the member name.  Choose suspend or deactivate from the membership
details window.
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 Select the view button in the discount plans toolbar to view deactivated, suspended,
and expired members.

 Renewing Membership 

1. Choose the plan from the tree view.

2. Highlight the member name in the list.  Only active memberships can be renewed.

3. Choose Renew from the membership details window.

4. Update the activation and expiration dates in the general section of the membership
details window.

5. Select Save.  

6. Select Exit.  The membership is renewed.

9.1.4 Scheduled Events

Manage customer-centric events such as classes, birthday parties, banquets, and trips. 
Events may be created or modified by setting or adjusting available dates and times,
attendee limits and event prices.  Individual customer bookings may be created to include
collecting a deposit, updated or canceled.

NOTE: Scheduled Events is currently not available.

9.1.5 Coded Discounts

Coded discounts, or promotions, are predefined discounts that are applied to merchandise
by cashiers at the register.  Cashier security settings can be applied to prompt for manager
authorization.  

Employee discounts can be set with a medium-level security permission which will
prompt for manager authorization before the discount can be applied.  

Coded discounts can be used by one store or a selection of stores.  
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 Adding a Coded Discount

1. The tree in the coded discounts window lists active and deleted coded discounts.  

2. Enter general information, settings and participating stores for the coded discount. 

3. Select Save.  The new discount is displayed in the tree view.

General
Name Enter the name for the coded discount
Type Select the coded discount type:

· Standard is for products that do not fall under the assigned
or QSA types.

· Assigned The discount is assigned to specific serialized
products.  For example, in a shipment of cell phones, one is
scratched.  Because it is a serialized item, a coded discount
can be applied to that serial number for that specific cell
phone when it is sold.  If products are not tracked by serial
number, then the type is either standard or QSA.

· QSA Quality, Service and Atmosphere is a specialized
discount that is used in the hospitality industry.  A QSA
coded discount is applied to a sale item in order to address a
customer concern.  For example, undercooked food and
poor service.  These discounts, due to their nature, do not
appear on sales receipts and the amount of the discount is
determined at the time of sale.

Amount Select whether the discount is applied by amount, percent or
by prompting the cashier for the discount amount at the
register.
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Max Enter a maximum amount that, if a product amount goes over
the max, the discount will not be applied. 

Receipt Text Select the text that appears on the customer receipt.
Settings

Prompt for Employee Select to prompt the cashier before the discount can be
applied to the sale

Employee cannot be
current cashier

Select if authorization must come from another employee
other than the current cashier

Minimum Security
Permission

Set permissions to low, medium or high levels.  See Security
Rights Default Worksheet.

Stores
All store locations Select to apply the coded discount at all stores 
Only at the selected store
locations

Select to apply the coded discount to a selection of stores only

Notes Enter any notes for the coded discount

9.2 X for Y Pricing

Define price breaks or discounts awarded to customers based on the number of items they
purchase.  Common examples of “X for Y Pricing” are “2 for 1”, “Buy 1 get 1 Free”, or “4 Tires
for the Price of 3”. 
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X for Y Pricing Scheme
Name Enter the name for the X for Y pricing scheme
Receipt Text Select the text format for the customer receipt

Type
Includes a single product
only

X for Y Pricing is applied to the same item only.  For example,
product A and product B are both normally priced at $1. Each
product is also associated with a Buy 2 for $1.50 plan. If one
item of product A and one item of product B are added to the
sale, both products are sold at $1.00 each, for a total sale of
$2.00.

Includes all products
withthe same X for Y
pricing definition

X for Y Pricing is applied to all product sharing the same
pricing plan. For example, product A and product B are both
normally priced at $1. Each product is also associated with a 
Buy 2 for $1.50 plan. If one item of product A and one item of
product B are added to the sale, the Buy 2 for $1.50 discount
plan will be in affect both items. The total sale is $1.50.  How
the individual price of product A and product B is displayed is
dependent upon the Discount definition below.

Discount
Buy # for $ A discount is applied based on a quantity purchased.  For

example, a product is normally priced at $1.00 and the discount
Buy 2 for $1.50 is set up for the product.  If a customer
purchases one item, the price for the item is $1.00.  If the
customer purchases two items, the second item’s price is $.50.
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If a third item is purchased, its price is $1.00.  If a fourth item is
purchased, its price is $.50.  This discount is dependent upon
the customer purchasing in groups of 2.  

Discount quantities before
and after X

The item is discounted before the qualifying quantity - X - is
purchased.  For example, product A is sold for $1 and is
associated with the Buy 2 for $1.50 definition.  If only 1 item is
purchased, the discounted price is $.75. All additional
purchases of the item will display a price of $.75. 

Discount additional
quantities after X

The item is discount after the qualifying quantity – X - is
purchased.  For example, product A is sold for $1 and is
associated with the Buy 2 for $1.50 definition.  If only 1 item is
purchased, the price of the item is $1.00.  If another qualifying
item is purchased, the price is discounted at $.50.  All additional
purchases of qualified items will display a price of $.75.

Buy # and get next # at %
off

When a quantity of X is purchased, the next Z units purchased
are discounted by Y percent. For example, Buy 3 tires and get
the 4th one Free.  The first 3 items purchased are at the
original price. The next item purchased has a 100% discount,
denoted by a price of $0.00. To qualify for another discount,
another set of 4 must be purchased.  The price of the
discounted items is dependent upon the selling price of the
purchased items.  Another example is Buy 5 Tee-Shirts and
get the next 5 at ½ off. If the standard price of the Tee-Shirt
is $10.00, the first 5 purchased are $10.00/each and the next 5
are $5.00/each, or 50% of the original cost.  To qualify for
another discount, and additional 10 shirts must be purchased. 

Buy # and get # at $ each Defines that when a quantity of X is purchased, the next Z units
purchased will cost Y. This type of discount does not use the
price of the product to calculate the discounted items.  For
example, Buy 2 cases of soda and get the next case for
$5.00.  The first 2 cases of soda would be at the standard
selling price and the 3rd case is sold for $5.00.  Another
example is Buy 3 and get the 4th for a Penny. In this scenario
the first 3 items are sold at standard cost and the 4th item is
sold for $.01. To qualify for another discount, and additional 4
units must be purchased. 

Set different discounts for
multiple quantities

A customizable ‘stacked’ discount can be applied based on the
quantity of items purchased.  For example, a customer pays the
standard cost if purchasing between 1 and 4 items. If the
customer purchases between 5 and 9 items they receive a 3%
discount on each item.  If the customer purchases between 10
and 19 items the discount for all of the items will be 5%.  If the
customer purchases 20 or more of the items the discount for all
the purchases will be 7% per item.

 Adding a Discount Matrix
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1. Define whether the discount is by percent,
dollars, or a set price per item.

2. Select Add to define each stacked discount.

3. Enter the beginning discount quantity and the value of the
discount.

4. Select OK.

5. Continue adding discounts to the matrix.

6. Select Save.  The X for Y pricing discount
is displayed in the tree view.

9.3 Card Management

Monitor gift and merchandise card activity through card management.  Cards can be
replaced, inactivated, and balances can be modified.  Batches of cards can be activated for
promotional purposes.  To add a new card, see Card Settings.
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The card management screen sorts records by column to quickly help locate individual card
records.  See Columns and Records.  Columns can be sorted by:

Card Type Displays the type of card, such as gift or merchandise.
Customer Displays the name of the customer that purchased the card at

the register
Activation Customer Displays the name of the customer that uses or owns the card.

 For example, customer A (customer) purchased the card for
customer B (activation customer) as a gift.

Account Number Displays the number assigned to the card
Expiration Displays the date the card expires, if applicable
Cash Value Displays the remaining balance, or current value, of the card
Use Counter Displays the number of times the card has been used
Last Used On Displays the date the card was last used
Created By Displays the employee that sold and/or created the card
Created Displays the date the card was created

9.3.1 Card Settings

Identify and configure cards sold and redeemed at the register, such as gift cards and
merchandise credit cards.  Settings are available for each card type that governs the
activation and redemption requirements, such as optional expiration dates and receipt
format.  In order to sell cards at the register, they must be defined as a product.  See 
Assigning a Card as a Product.
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 Adding a New Card Setting

1. Select New on the gift card settings toolbar.

2. Enter card details.

3. Select Save.  The new card setting is displayed in the card tree.

Card Details
Name Enter the name of the card type.  ie. Gift, Merchandise, etc.
Receipt Name Enter a shorter name used on receipts printed at the register
Processor Select the company that processes card transaction requests
Cash Text Enter the name that appears adjacent to value in the TallyCard

information window at the register
Sentinel Enter the numeric code that uniquely identifies the card type. 

This code is provided by the processor.
TallyCard

Gift Card Expires in Select if the card will expire.  Select the number of days, weeks,
months or years.

Receipt Rules
On Activate / Recharge A receipt can be printed upon activation or recharging of a

card.  Choose to print a separate receipt, a separate receipt
with signature, or choose none to print no receipt. 

On Redemption A receipt can be printed upon the redemption of a card.  Select
to print a separate receipt, a separate receipt with signature, or
choose none to print no receipt. 

Balance Summary on
Customer Receipt

Select to print a balance summary on the customer receipt

Card Rules
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Activate On Sale Select to allow card activation when a customer purchases an
item

Activate On Return Select to allow card activation when a customer returns an item
Recharge On Sale Select to allow card recharges when a customer purchases an

item
Recharge On Return Select to allow card recharges when a customer returns an item
Close On Redeem Select to remove customer information from the card when the

balance reaches zero, making the card available for reuse.  If
not selected, the card remains in the customers name
regardless of the balance.

Customer Rules
Customer Association
Method

Choose whether the customer is assigned to a card at
activation or at redemption

Customer Identification Choose whether identifying the customer at the register is
required, prompted but not required, or required.

9.3.1.1 Assigning a Card as a Product

 Assigning a Card as a Product

1. From the tree view, click the card setting that will be created as a product.  The product
details tab becomes available.

2. Select the Product Details tab.  

3. Select Add Product.  The add new product window is displayed.
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4. Enter product information.

Description Enter the name of the product for the card
Price Enter a price for the product.  The price is how much the card

is sold for at the register.
Vendor Select the vendor associated with the card.  If the card is

issued by your store, your store is the vendor.  New vendors
can be added from this window.

Department and Category Select the department and category to assign the product to. 
New departments and categories can be added from this
window.

Value Set the value of the card by amount or percent or the value
can be equal to the price.  The value of the card can be more
than the price of the card. 

5. Select OK.

6. Select Save.  

The product can be set up in the register as a speed key.

9.3.1.2 Modifying and Replacing Cards

  Modifying Cards

1. Select Modify Card from the Quick Access Toolbar.   The modify gift card window is
displayed. 
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2. Customer information is modified by selecting
the browse option (…).  The modify customer
conditions query window is displayed.  See 
Conditions.  

3. If applicable, the balance, expiration date, and
use counter can be modified.

4. Select OK.  

5. Select Save from the Quick Access Toolbar to
save the modifications in the record list.

 Replacing Cards

1. Select Replace Card from the quick access toolbar.   The replace item window is
displayed. 

2. Scan or manually enter the new card number.

3. Select OK or Cancel.  A pop-up window asks to
verify the replacement. 

4.  Choose Yes to assign the new card number.  The
list will automatically be updated with the
replacement.

  Deactivating and Reactivating a Card

1. Highlight the card record that will be deactivated.  

2. Select Deactivate from the Quick Access Toolbar.   The gift card is immediately
removed from the record list.

3. The gift card is deactivated and removed from the list.

4. The card can only be reactivated by swiping, scanning or manually entering the card
number and performing a sale at the register.  After the card is sold, it will reappear in the
card management record list.

9.3.2 Replace a Lost Card

Replace a lost or damaged gift card with a card of equal value.  See Replace Customer Card.
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NOTE: Replace a Lost Card is currently not available.

9.4 Certificate Management

Certificate management is similar to card management.  Cards are plastic in nature, they
have identification numbers, funds can be automatically added to cards in the register and
cards retain their balances.  In contrast, certificates are printed on paper.  Values or
identification numbers are oftentimes handwritten, and new certificates are typically written if
keeping a balance.   Certificates can be replaced, inactivated, and balances can be modified. 
Batches of certificates can be activated for promotional purposes.  

The procedures for adding, replacing, modifying, deactivate/reactivating are the same as
card management.  See Card Management.

9.4.1 Certificate Settings

Identify the certificates sold and redeemed at the register.  

Gift certificates and merchandise certificates.  

Settings are available for each certificate type that governs the activation and redemption
requirements, such as optional expiration dates and receipt format.  In order to sell
certificates at the register, they must be defined as a product.  

The procedures for adding a new setting and assigning the certificate as a product are the
same as card management.  See Card Settings.

9.4.2 Replace Certificate

Replace a lost or damaged certificate with a certificate of equal value.

NOTE: Replace Certificate is currently not available.

9.5 Coupon Management

Coupons included in customer mailings or handed out in the store can be redeemed at the
point-of-sale.  Coupons can be assigned a bar code, specific values and limits, departments
and categories, and stores. 
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  Adding a new Coupon

1. Select Add Coupon from the Quick Access Toolbar.  The coupon management window is
displayed.

2. Enter general information about the coupon.

3. Add limits to the coupon.

4. Select products to add to the coupon.

5. Select stores where the coupon can be redeemed.

6. Select Save.  The coupon is displayed in the coupon tree.

General
Name Enter the name for the coupon

Type (Tendor or Coupon; Manufacturer or In House)
Tender Select if the coupon has a cash value that can discount items

store-wide (discount is applied after tax)
Coupon Select if the coupon is used as a discount for specific products

(discount is applied before tax)
Manufacturer Select if the coupon is distributed by a manufacturer 
In House Select if the coupon is created in house

Scan Code Enter the code for the coupon, typically a bar code
Discount Determine how the discount is applied:

· Amount Set a dollar amount discount
· Percent Set a percentage discount
· Exactly The product will sell at the exact amount set.  *If an

amount was set at $20.00 and the products were identified
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by department, all products in that department would be
sold at $20.00.

· Prompt at Register The register will prompt the cashier for
the discount amount

· Rounding Scheme Determines how calculated selling prices,
such as applying a percent markup based on cost, are
rounded when the calculation results in values with more
than two decimal places (e.g. 1.213).  New rounding schemes
can be added in this window.  See Rounding Methods.

Limits
Cash Enter a cash limit (typically works with percentage discounts)
Count Enter a quantity limit (how many items can be discounted)
Start Date Enter a start date that the coupon becomes valid, ie. Memorial

Day Weekend Sale
End Date Enter an end date that the coupon remains valid, ie. Memorial

Day Weekend Sale
All components must be
on sale

In order for the discount to be applied, the products must be
included in the sale

Components Assign products to the coupon.  See Adding Components to a
Coupon.

Store Select the store(s) where the coupon can be redeemed

9.5.1 Adding Components to a Coupon

If the coupon type is tender, there are no products to associate with the sale because the
coupon acts as cash.  If the type is coupon, then products can be associated with the coupon
discount.

 Adding a Component to a Coupon

1. Select New. The new coupon item window is displayed.  

2. Identify products to assign to the coupon.

3. Select Next. The review window is displayed.

4. Review the information and select Finish.  Products to be discounted are displayed in the
components section.
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Includes
….All products identified
below

Select to modify the price of a selection of products

….All products except the
products identified below

Select to modify the price of all products except a selection of
products

….All products Select to modify the price of all products
Products are identified
by…

Select how products are identified.  This option is activated
when “all products identified below” or “all products except
the products identified below” is chosen. 

Select the products... This selection depends on how the products are identified
above

9.6 Customer Relations

Mailings, or TallyMail, is a tool that utilizes customer information captured at the point of
sale.  Create a targeted mailing list for a personalized marketing to customers, or bulk mail
that reaches a wider base.  Criteria options are endless.  View previous mailing history and
customer responses and export mailing lists.  Mailings can be used for:

· Customer follow-ups.

· Informing customers of products, services and upcoming sales.  Mailings can be generated
based on purchasing history.

· Reaching out to return customers as well as customer who haven’t purchased in a while.
Add a coupon to the mailing to further entice customers to visit your store.
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 Microsoft Word™ is required to use TallyMail features.

9.6.1 Mailing Manager

After mailings are created, they can be viewed and modified in mailing manager.  Once a
mailing is added, it will appear in the tree view.  Choose a mailing from the tree to view or
make a modification. 

The four tabs in mailing manager give an overview of the different facets that make up the
bulk or targeted mailing.  See Adding a Mailing for a description of each field.

General Tab Displays identification and settings for the mailing.
View Tab Displays selected fields and the column layout for the mailing
Criteria Tab Displays the detailed facets of the criteria, such as filters,

products, and customers, for the mailing.  See Criteria and
Filters.

History Tab Displays the history of the mailing, including dates, batches,
total pieces and total responses
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9.6.1.1 Adding a Mailing

 The process of adding a mailing can be lengthy, depending on the amount of detailed
criteria for the mailing.  

 Adding a Mailing

1. Select Add from the Quick Access Toolbar.  The identification window is displayed.

2. Enter information about the mailing used for identification.

3. Select Next.  The settings window is displayed.  

4. Enter settings for the mailing.

5. Select Next.  The field selection window is displayed.  

6. Select the from available fields to populate the data in the spreadsheet.

7. Select Next.  The column layout window is displayed.  

8. Organize the columns and sort orders.

9. Select Next.  Several criteria and filter windows are displayed.

10. Select and enter the criteria and filtering information for the mailing.

11.Select Save from the Quick Access toolbar to save the mailing.  The new mailing is
displayed in the tree view and can be viewed, modified and exported.
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Identification
Type

Bulk Mailing Criteria is based on general customer information only
Target Mailing Criteria is based on customer sales history

Identification
Name Enter the name of the mailing
Description Enter a description for the mailing
Output Type Select whether the mailing list is printed to a spreadsheet or

bar code printer
Letter Type Enter a word or phrase to sort and organize multiple letter

types
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Settings
Settings

Serial Number Enter a serial number if the mailing contains one.  The serial
number is used at the register to track purchases from the
mailing and update its response statistics.

Frequency Enter dates to generate the mailing on routine basis
Frequency Type Set by years, months, weeks, or days
Frequency Factor Set the number of years, months, weeks or days

Wait The wait period is used to avoid bombarding customers with
communications from you.  If the customer meets the criteria
for the next mailing but received the last mailing within the
wait period, then that customer will be excluded from the
mailing.

Wait Type Set by years, months, weeks, or days
Wait Factor Set the number of years, months, weeks or days

Mailing Address Required Select to require a mailing address
Email Address Required Select to require an email address
Coupon Attached Select if there is a coupon attached to the mailing
Print Labels Select if labels will be printed to a bar code printer. This option

is not available for spreadsheet output.
Mail only one piece per
household

Select if only one mailing will be sent to each household

Maximum Records
Returned

Set a maximum number of mailings to print.  The records
printed are based on the sort order in the column layout
window.  For example, if 5000 customers are included in the
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list, but only 2000 mailings will be printed, set the maximum
records returned to 2000.

Field Selection
Use the double arrow to add ALL information in the Available Fields section to the mailing
Highlight an available field and use the single arrow to move that field to the mailing

The selections for target mailing are more detailed than the selections for bulk mailing
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Column Layout
Drag and drop columns to organize the mailing list.  Click on a column to sort the mailing list by
that column.  Use the scroll bar at the bottom of the window to view all columns.  When a
maximum records returned option is set, the mailing list will choose the first number of records of
the sorted column.

For criteria and filters, see Criteria and Filters.
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9.6.1.1.1  Criteria and Filters

General Criteria for Target Mailing
Type Select the type of information the mailing is based on: 

Customer sales, Customer returns, New customers or lost
customers

History Type Select the date range where data will be gathered:  year,
month, week, day or an exact date

History Factor Select the length of the date range or a specific date
Total dollars spent by
customer is greater than $

Enter a minimum dollar amount that sales or returns are based
upon

Margin generated for this
customer is greater than
%

Enter a minimum percentage margin amount that sales are
based upon
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Transaction Store Criteria for Target Mailing

Select store(s) from where the general criteria data
will be gathered.

Vendor Filter for Target Mailing

Select vendor(s) from where the general criteria data
will be gathered.
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Product Division Filter for Target Mailing
Select product(s) from where the general criteria data
will be gathered.

Season Filter for Target Mailing

Select season(s) from where the general criteria data
will be gathered.
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Department Filter for Target Mailing

Select department(s) from where the general criteria
data will be gathered.

Category Filter for Target Mailing

Select category(s) from where the general criteria
data will be gathered.

Sub-Category Filter for Target Mailing

Select sub-category(s) from where the general criteria
data will be gathered.
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Product Group Criteria for Target Mailing

Select product group(s) from where the general
criteria data will be gathered.

Product Criteria for Target Mailing

Select product(s) from where the general criteria data
will be gathered.

Customer Type Criteria for Target and Bulk
Mailing

Select customer type(s) from where the general
criteria data will be gathered.
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Customer Store Assignment Criteria for Target
and Bulk Mailing

Select store(s) from where the general criteria data
will be gathered.

Customer Gift Card and Custom Fields Criteria
for Target and Bulk Mailing

Select gift card options and set values for custom
fields from where the general criteria data will be
gathered.
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Customer Area Code and Zip Criteria for
Target and Bulk Mailing

Enter area codes and zip codes from where the
general criteria data will be gathered.

Customer State and City Criteria for Bulk
Mailing

Enter states and cities from where the general criteria
data will be gathered.

9.6.1.1.2  Exporting a Mailing List

 Exporting a Mailing List

1. Select Export Mailing List from the Quick Access Toolbar.  The mailing selection list is
displayed. 

2. Manipulate the list by columns and/or select all or choose specific customers to export.

3. Select OK.

4. The report exports to a Microsoft™ Excel file.

5. Choose the location on your computer to save the file.

6. Select Save.
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7. Open the Microsoft™ Excel file to further manipulate data or to print the list.

9.6.2 Mailing List Cleaner

Export customer mailing addresses for verification against United States Postal Service
records.  Mailing addresses that are incorrect due to faulty data entry or customer change of
address are updated, if possible.  Additional postage information is appended to possibly
qualify for reduced postage rates.

NOTE: Mailing List Cleaner is currently not available.

9.7 eCommerce

NOTE: eCommerce is currently not available.

9.7.1 Web Store Management

Identify products available on the web store and set web store-specific properties such as
selling price, inventory requirements, keywords and associated web store categories. General
web store settings may be defined, as well as creation of web store sale events and
scheduling of data updates.

NOTE: Web Store Management is currently not available.

9.7.2 Web Group Products

Allows product inventory to be updated to an external website to be sold.

NOTE: Web Group Products is currently not available.

9.8 Sales and Marketing Functions and Tasks

The sales and marketing tab in TallyExplorer is the workspace to manage the marketing of
products sold.  A wide variety of marketing strategies is available including sale events,
product discounts, X for Y pricing, gift cards, coupons and customer mailings.  This is the
workspace for managing sales receipts, sales orders, quotes, eCommerce orders, layaways
and event bookings.

Sales and marketing information is easily modified in the product’s record.  If the sales

records are not listed in the current view, select refresh. 
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9.8.1 Sales Receipts

Sales Receipt Functions

View the list of sales receipt records.  See Sales and Marketing.

Sales Receipt Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the sales receipt task tree:

· Customer

· Customer History

· Print Sales Slip

9.8.1.1 Customer

 Customer

1. Select Sales Receipts in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of sales receipt records is displayed.
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3. Highlight the desired sales receipt record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted sales receipt records.

4. Select Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

9.8.1.2 Customer History

 Customer History

1. Select Sales Receipts in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of sales receipt records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired sales receipt record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted sales receipt records.

4. Select Customer History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is displayed.  The
customer activity record can be printed.

9.8.1.3 Print Sales Slip

 Print Sales Slip

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of sales & marketing records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired sales record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted sales records.  

3. Select Print Sales Slip in the tasks menu. The sales receipt look-up window is displayed.  
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4. Enter or scan the sales receipt number.

5. Select OK.  The sales receipt is displayed in a separate window.

6. Select Print.

9.8.2 Sales Orders

Sales Order Functions

View the list of sales order records.  See Sales and Marketing.

Sales Order Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the sales order task tree:

· Customer
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· Customer History

· Fulfill Sales Order

9.8.2.1 Customer

 Customer

1. Select Sales Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of sales order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired sales order record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted sales order records.

4. Select Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

9.8.2.2 Customer History

 Customer History

1. Select Sales Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of sales order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired sales order record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions
to include deleted sales order records.

4. Select Customer History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is displayed.  The
customer activity record can be printed.
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9.8.2.3 Fulfill Sales Order

 Fulfill Sales Order

1. Select Sales Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of sales order records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired sales order record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Fulfill Sales Order in the drop down menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

9.8.3 Quotes

Quotes Functions

View the list of quote records.  See Sales and Marketing.

Quote Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the quote task tree:

· Customer

· Customer History

· Create Sales Order

9.8.3.1 Customer

 Customer

1. Select Quotes in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of quote records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired quote record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted quote records.

4. Select Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

9.8.3.2 Customer History

 Customer History

1. Select Quotes in the functions window.
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2. Refresh the current view.  A list of quote records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired quote record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted quote records.

4. Select Customer History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is displayed.  The
customer activity record can be printed.

9.8.3.3 Create Sales Order

 Create Sales Order

1. Select Quotes in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of quote records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired quote record (green ball).  

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Create Sales Order in the drop down menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

9.8.4 eCommerce Orders

eCommerce Functions

View the list of eCommerce records.  See Sales and Marketing.

eCommerce Tasks 
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The following tasks can be performed from the eCommerce task tree:

· Fulfill Web Order

· Customer

· Customer History

· Print Web Order

9.8.4.1 Fulfill Web Order

 Fulfill Web Order

1. Select eCommerce Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of eCommerce web records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired eCommerce web record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted eCommerce web records.

4. Select Fulfill Web Order in the tasks menu. The eCommerce web order record is displayed.
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9.8.4.2 Customer

 Customer

1. Select eCommerce Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of eCommerce web records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired eCommerce web record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted eCommerce web records.

4. Select Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

9.8.4.3 Customer History

 Customer History

1. Select eCommerce Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of eCommerce web records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired eCommerce web record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted eCommerce web records.

4. Select Customer History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is displayed.  The
customer activity record can be printed.
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9.8.4.4 Print Web Order

 Print Web Order

1. Select eCommerce Orders in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of eCommerce web records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired eCommerce web record (green ball).  

4. Select Print Web Order in the drop down menu.  The web order invoice window is
displayed.

5. Highlight the web order type to print and choose Select.  The web order is opened in a
separate TallyReports window.
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9.8.5 Layaways

Layaway Functions

View the list of layaway records.  See Sales and Marketing.

Layaway Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the layaway task tree:

· Customer

· Customer History

9.8.5.1 Customer

 Customer

1. Select Layaways in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of layaway records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired layaway record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted layaway records.

4. Select Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

9.8.5.2 Customer History

 Customer History

1. Select Layaways in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of layaway records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired layaway record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted layaway records.

4. Select Customer History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is displayed.  The
customer activity record can be printed.
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9.8.6 Event Bookings

Event Booking Functions

View the list of event booking records.  See Sales and Marketing.

Event Booking Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the event bookings task tree:

· Customer

· Customer History

9.8.6.1 Customer

 Customer

1. Select Event Bookings in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of event booking records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired event booking record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted event booking records.

4. Select Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.
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9.8.6.2 Customer History

 Customer History

1. Select Event Bookings in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of event booking records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired event booking record.  If the record is not available, modify
conditions to include deleted event booking records.

4. Select Customer History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is displayed.  The
customer activity record can be printed.

9.9 Sales and Marketing Recent

The most recently viewed and/or modified sales and marketing records are listed.  Highlight
the sales and marketing name to view and/or modify the record.
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10 Customer Relation Management
The CRM, or customer relations management, module is the workspace where customer and
client-based information is added, modified and maintained.  Easily recall historical data,
such as previous sales and layaways.   Determine customer demographics, edit customer
accounts, create and schedule events and maintain mailings.  

10.1 Adding a New Customer

 Adding a New Customer

1. Select New Customer.  The add new customer window is displayed.

2. Enter information about the customer in the general, more info, account, reward points,
plan and activity tabs.

General Tab Enter basic information about the customer
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More Info Tab Define even more details about the customer, such as
customer type, ID cards, employee association, customer
relationship, discount plans, tax status, and credit card
information

Account Tab View accounts receivable information for the customer
Reward Points Tab Assign customers to a reward points program and view reward

points history
Plan Tab Manage assigned and general plans that are assigned to the

customer account.  See Discount Plans.
Activity Tab View summaries of customer activity and a detailed list of

activities by date range and activity type

3. Select Save.  The customer record is displayed in the CRM view window.

10.1.1 Customer General Tab

Add contact information, a photo image and additional shipping addresses.  Merge
customers into one account, write journal entries and manage mailings for each customer.

Tabs
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Customer Merge Merge customer records into one record.  For example,
customers with the same last name and same mailing address
can be merged into one account.

Journal Add a journal entry for the customer.  See Journals.
Mailings Bulk and/or target mailings can be managed for each customer.

 See Customer Relations.

General
Company Name Enter a company name for the customer, if applicable
Title Select a title for the customer.  New titles can be added.
Last Name Enter the customer's last name
First Name Enter the customer's first name
M.I. Enter the customer's middle initial
Address Enter the customer's mailing address
City, State, Zip Enter the customer's city, state and zip code
Country Enter the customer's mailing address country
Home Phone Enter the customer's home phone number
Business Phone Enter the customer's business phone number
Cell Phone Enter the customer's cell phone number
Fax Number Enter the customer's fax number
Email Address Enter the customer's email address
Do Not Mail Select if the customer will not be included in all mailing lists

Image
Select Image Select to add an image, such as a company logo, photo of the

customer, etc.  Images can be selected using the Image Library.
Clear Image Select to clear the image from the customer record

Shipping Addresses  See Adding Shipping Addresses.
Selected Address If multiple shipping addresses exist, select the down arrow to

view a list of existing addresses. The primary, or default,
shipping address is proceeded by an asterisk (*).  

Is Primary Shipping
Address

Select if this address will be the primary shipping address.  Only
one address can be made primary.

10.1.1.1 Adding Shipping Addresses

 Adding Shipping Addresses

1. Select Add in the shipping address section.  A drop down is displayed. 

2. Enter the required information.  
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3. Select OK. The drop down window closes.

4. Select Save.

5. Repeat steps 1 – 4 to add additional shipping addresses.

10.1.2 Customer More Info Tab

Define even more details about the customer, such as customer type, ID cards, employee
association, customer relationship, discount plans, tax status, and credit card information.  

Tabs
Clear ID Card Remove the ID card number from the ID card field in the

identification section
Assign ID Card Assign an ID card number to the customer record.  See 

Assigning a Customer ID Card.

Assignment
Customer Type Select a category to assign a customer to.  For example,

government, military, distributor, reseller, educational, and
home office.  Customer types can be added, modified and
deleted from this window.

Store Select a store that the customer most frequently patrons
Identification
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Id Card Manually assign an identification card number for the customer.
 An ID Card can also be assigned by swiping.

Quick Look up Assign a value for quick look up queries at the register.  For
example, if 'military' was entered into the field, then when
performing a quick look up query at the register, a list of all
customers containing 'military' would be populated.

Accounting No. Link a customer record with an external accounting software,
such as Quickbooks, Sage50, etc.

Associated Employee
Name A customer can be linked to an employee.  Select “…” to display

a list of active company employees.
Job Type If the employee was assigned a job type, it will automatically

display
Hire Date If the employee’s hire date was entered, it will automatically

display
Customer Relationship

Identify groups, such as families, businesses, social groups, etc. that are considered a single
entity.  Creating customer relationships is useful for mailings and discount plans.

Primary The customer, or member, will be assigned as the primary
account holder.  Secondary members can be assigned to the
same account under the primary account.  See Adding
Customer Relationships. 

Secondary The customer, or member, will be assigned as the secondary
account holder.  See Adding Customer Relationships.

Discount
Discount Plan Customers can be assigned to pre-configured discount plans:

1. Select the down arrow to display a list of previously created
discount plans.  

2. Double click on the plan.
3. To remove a discount plan from the customer, highlight the

Discount Plan field and click Delete on your keyboard.
4. Select Save from the QAT.

Point of Sale
Tax Exempt Select if the customer is tax exempt
Tax Id Enter the Tax Id number
Checks Select if checks are accepted, go through the in-store

verification process or not accepted for the customer
Hide in look up at register Select to hide customer from the quick look up query at the

register
Card On File

Card Number Due to changes in credit card security, this section
is currently unavailable.

Expiration Date Due to changes in credit card security, this section
is currently unavailable.

Name On Card Due to changes in credit card security, this section
is currently unavailable.
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Custom Fields User defined fields added by management to capture
additional information about the customer.  See Custom Fields.

10.1.2.1 Assigning a Customer ID Card

 Assigning an ID Card

1. Select Assign ID Card.  The ID card window is
displayed.

2. Scan or type the ID card number assigned to the
customer. 

3. Select OK.  The number will appear in the ID card
field in the identification section.

4. Select Save in the QAT.

10.1.2.2 Adding Customer Relationships

 Adding a Primary Member

1. Select Primary.  The customer, or member, is displayed as the primary account holder.

2. Using the drop down menu, choose the relationship.  For example, spouse or father if
secondary members will be added.

3. Select Add to add secondary members to the account.  The customer selection window is
displayed.  
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4.  Choose the member(s) by
checking the box(es) and
selecting OK, or double-click
on a member record.  The
secondary member names are
listed, establishing a
relationship with the primary
member.

5. Using the drop down menu,
choose the relationship for each secondary member.

6. Select Save from the Quick Access Toolbar.  

 Adding a Secondary Member

1. Select Secondary.  The customer selection window is displayed. 

2. Choose the primary account member and select OK or double-click on the primary
member record.  The primary member name is listed, establishing a relationship with the
secondary member.

3. Select Save from the Quick Access Toolbar.  

10.1.3 Customer Account Tab

The account tab displays customer store credit account information.  Customer account
allows a customer to make payments using their account until their credit limit is reached. 
Once the limit is reached, the customer can no longer make payments using their account
until they pay towards the balance due.  To create a customer account, see Activating a New
Customer Account.
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Tabs
Statement Set up criteria to generate customer statements
Finance Charge Assess finance charges to customer accounts
Payment Make payments on open customer invoices
Charge Increase the balance of a customer account for reasons other

than the sale of services or merchandise and finance charges
Memo Create a credit memo for the customer 
Bad Debt Allow a transaction to be passed to a GL account for bad debt

as opposed to a credit memo for the customer
Create Account Activate new customer accounts.  See Activating a New

Customer Account.

General
Status Select the account status:

· Open The account is available for purchases (up to the credit
limit or beyond the credit limit if authorized by a manager)
and all other A/R tasks.

· Suspended The customer has no purchasing power but is
authorized for all other A/R tasks.

· Closed The account is not authorized for purchases or any
A/R tasks.
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Current Balance Displays the current balance upon creation of account and
customer purchases/returns

Credit Limit Enter a credit limit value for the customer
Available Credit Displays the amount of credit available for the customer
Account Profile The customer account profile identifies the default terms and

finance charges applied to the customer.  See Adding a New
Account Profile.

Last Statement
Date Displays the date of the last statement issued
Balance Displays the balance of the last statement issued
Due Date Displays the due date of the last statement issued
Minimum Due Displays the minimum balance due from the last statement

issued
Last Payment Made

Date Displays the date of the last payment
Amount Displays the amount of the last payment
Past Due Displays the current past due amount

Activity
Date Range View customer account activity, such as sales, payments and

returns.  See Filtering Customer Activity.
View View and/or print customer receipts.  See Filtering Customer

Activity.
Modify Modify terms, due date and discount dates for a sales

transaction.  See Filtering Customer Activity.

10.1.3.1 Activating a New Customer Account

 Activating a New Customer Account
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1. Select Create Account. The create account
window is displayed.  If this option is not available,
then an account already exists for that customer.

2. If the customer has a previous existing balance,
enter that amount.  For the majority of new customers, the balance will be $0.00. 

3. Choose the terms.  Terms can be added, modified or deleted from this window.  See
Adding Payment Terms.

4. Select OK.   

10.1.3.2 Adding a New Account Profile

 Adding a New Account Profile

1. Select Add to add a new profile.  The add new
profile window is displayed.  

2. Enter a name for the account profile.

3. Add terms for the account profile.  

4. Define finance charge options.

5. Select Save.

6. Select Exit.

Name Enter a name for the Profile.  For example, Generic, Military, etc.
Terms Select the down arrow to choose terms for the customer

account.  Terms can be added, modified or deleted from this
window.  See Adding Payment Terms.

Apply Finance Charges Select to apply finance charges to the customer account
Annual Interest % Enter the percentage rate at which past due invoices are

assessed if beyond the grace period
Minimum Charge $ Enter the finance charge assessed if the APR is less than this

value
Grace Period (days) Enter the number of days added to the due date before finance

charges are assessed
Compound Finance
Charges

Select to assess finance charges to previous, overdue finance
charges

Rounding Mode Select the down arrow to list and select a rounding scheme.
See Rounding Methods.
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Close Account on Payoff Select if the account status is set to closed when the balance of
the account is zero

10.1.3.3 Filtering Customer Activity

 Filtering Customer Activity

1. Select Refresh in the activity toolbar.  A list of account activity using the date range default
is displayed in the window.  

2. To view account activity by filtering the date, select the Date Range down arrow.  The
date range filter window is displayed.  

3. Select a date range comparison option:

From Today Select an interval by day or month. 
Factor is the number of intervals
and time defines the start time of
day. For example, and interval of
day, a factor of -30 and time of 7am
will list account activity for the last
30 days after 7am each day.

By Day Choose activity on one day.  Select
the starting time of that day, if
desired.
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By Month Choose a specific month in a
specific year and set the starting
time of day.

Year-to-Date Choose year to date account
activity by fiscal, calendar or
seasonal calendars.  

Date Range Define a specific starting and
ending date range.  Set the starting
and ending times of day, if desired.

4. Define date range details. 

5. Select OK.   Sales transaction line items are displayed in the activity window.

 Viewing Transaction Receipts

1. Highlight the sale transaction line item to view or print the receipt.
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2. Select View in the activity toolbar.  The view sales slip window is displayed.

3. Select Print to print the receipt.

4. Select Exit.

 Modifying Transaction Terms

1. Highlight the sale transaction line item that will be modified.

2. Select Modify in the activity toolbar.  The modify entry window is displayed.

3. Edit the terms, due date and/or
discount date for the transaction.

4. Select Save.

10.1.3.4 Customer Statements

Set up the criteria to print a customer statement for a single customer.  To print multiple
customer statements, see Creating Customer Statements.

 Customer Statements

1. Highlight and select the customer for whom the statement will be created.

2. Select Statement in the account toolbar.  The create statement window is displayed.  A
customer must have an account before a customer statement can be created.

3. Select statement options.

4. Select Preview.   A pop up window asks to update the last statement.  
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5. Select Yes or No.  The customer statement is displayed.

Options
Date Enter the date of the statement
Balance Forward from # to
#

Select to print consolidated unpaid balances for the date range 

Apply Minimum Payment
of % of the closing
balance or at least $ due
on #

Select to display a minimum amount due (based on percentage
and dollar amount) and the due date on the statement

Open Item Select to print each outstanding transaction that has a balance
due

Only include transactions
# days past due

Select to include outstanding transactions that are a certain
number of days past due

Show Invoice Details Select to display invoice details on the statement
Statement Template Select a statement template
Footer Enter text that will print at the bottom of the statement

Do Not Print...
if statement balance is
zero

Select to exclude statements that have a zero balance

if statement balance is
negative

Select to exclude statements that have a negative balance

if statement balance is
less than $

Select to exclude statements that have balance less then a
specific dollar amount.  Enter the dollar amount.

if account is suspended Select to exclude statements from customer accounts that have
been suspended
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if account has no activity
during the statement
period

Select to exclude statements from customer accounts that have
no activity during the statement period

10.1.3.5 Finance Charges

Set up the criteria to assess finance charges for a single customer.  To assess finance charges
for multiple customers, see Assessing Finance Charges.

 Finance Charges

1. Highlight and select the customer for whom the finance charge will be assessed.

2. Select Finance Charge in the account toolbar.  The assess finance charge window is
displayed.

3. Select the date of
assessment.

4. Select Assess Charge.  

5. In the activity window,
select Refresh.  The finance
charge line item is displayed.

10.1.3.6 Payments

Accept payments for a single customer in the back office.  Payments can also be accepted in
the financials tab.  See Accepting Customer Payments.

 Accepting a Payment

1. Highlight and select the customer for whom the payment will be applied.

2. Select Payment in the account toolbar.  The accept payment window is displayed.
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3. Select the invoice and/or transactions that will be paid.  If no invoices are selected, the
applied payment will default to the oldest invoice first.

4. Enter the date of payment.  

5. Enter the amount of payment.  If Multi-Currency is available, choose the currency type
from the drop down menu.  

This box will not be displayed if multi-currency is not available.  See New Store Multi-
Currency Tab.

6. Select Accept.  The tendering window is displayed.

7. Select the tender type.  

8. Select OK.  The payment line item is
displayed in the activity window.  

Customer
Date Enter the date of payment
Amount Enter the amount of payment
Available Displays the balance of outstanding payment not yet applied 
Invoices Select an invoice and/or transaction that will be paid
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Account Details
Status Displays the customers account status
Credit Limit Displays the customers credit limit
Available Credit Displays the customers available credit
Past Due Displays the customers past due amount

Last Statement
Date Displays the date of the last statement generated
Balance Displays the balance of the last statement generated
Due Date Displays the due date of the last statement generated
Minimum Due Displays the minimum payment due from the last statement

generated
Last Payment Made

Date Displays the date of the last applied payment
Amount Displays the amount of the last applied payment

Payment Totals
Balance Due Displays the current balance due, including payment currently

being applied
Credit Displays the current credit owed.  See Credit Memo.
Discounts Displays the current discounts awarded.  See Discount Plans.
Payments Displays the amount of the current payment being applied
New Balance Displays the ending balance after payment, credit and

discounts are applied

10.1.3.7 Statement Charge

Statement charges increase the balance of a customer account for reasons other than the
sale of services or merchandise and finance charges.  Sales should be properly processed at
the register as they correctly affect daily sales figures.  

 Creating a Customer Statement Charge

1. Highlight and select the customer for whom the statement charge will be assessed.

2. Select Charge in the account toolbar.  The statement charge window is displayed.

3. Enter statement charge details.  If the multi-currency function is activated, choose the
currency type from the drop down menu.  

The drop down menu will not be displayed if multi-currency is not activated.  See New
Store Multi-Currency Tab.

4. Select Save.
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Customer Displays the customer for whom the statement charge will be
assessed

Date Enter the date of the statement charge
Amount Enter the amount of the statement charge
Terms Enter the terms of the statement charge.  See Adding New

Customer Terms.
Statement Text Enter text to add an explanation of the charge on the

statement
Memo Add any notes relating to the statement charge

10.1.3.8 Credit Memo

Issue a credit memo for a single customer.  Credit memos can also be issued in the financials
tab.  See Issuing Credit Memos.

 Creating a Customer Credit Memo

1. Highlight and select the customer for whom the credit memo will be applied.

2. Select Memo in the account toolbar.  The credit memo window is displayed.

3. Enter statement charge details.  If the multi-currency function is activated, choose the
currency type from the drop down menu.  

The drop down menu will not be displayed if multi-currency is not activated.  See New
Store Multi-Currency Tab.

4. If there are unpaid invoices for the account, a pop-up window verifies that the credit
memo will be retained for later use or applied to invoices now.

5. Select Save.
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Customer Displays the customer for whom the credit memo will be
created

Date Enter the date of the credit memo
Amount Enter the amount of the credit memo
Statement Text Enter text to add an explanation of the charge to the credit

memo
Memo Add any notes relating to the credit memo

10.1.3.9 Bad Debt

Periodically, it is necessary to write off delinquent accounts or individual delinquent account
invoices.  Using this function will allow the transaction to be passed to a general ledger
account for bad debt as opposed to a credit memo for the customer.  The user is notified of
any existing credit memos with a balance.

 Writing Off Bad Debt

1. Highlight and select the customer for whom the bad debt will be applied.

2. Select Bad Debt in the account toolbar.  The write off bad debt window is displayed.

3. Enter bad debt details.

4. Select Save.
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Customer Displays the customer for whom the bad debt will be assessed
Date Enter the date of the bad debt assessment
Memo Add any notes relating to the bad debt
Invoices Select an invoice and/or transaction that will be written off

Account Details
Status Displays the customers account status
Credit Limit Displays the customers credit limit
Available Credit Displays the customers available credit
Past Due Displays the customers past due amount

Last Payment Made
Date Displays the date of the last applied payment
Amount Displays the amount of the last applied payment

Payment Totals
Balance Due Displays the current balance due, including bad debt currently

being written off
Write Off Displays the current write off amount. 
New Balance Displays the ending balance after bad debt is applied

10.1.4 Customer Reward Points Tab

Reward points is a customer loyalty program where customers earn points based on
purchases.  Accumulated points can be redeemed on future purchases of products and/or
services.  Offering a reward points program encourages repeat customers who are more apt
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to provide demographic information.  As customer purchase history and demographic
information is gathered, target mailing becomes an even more powerful tool to encourage
repeat business.   See Customer Relations.

Configuration of reward points, such as setting the reward point value for each product or
requiring customers to be a member of the program to earn points, is performed in the 
Enterprise Tab.  If the reward points tab is not available, then reward points are disabled.   
See Adjusting Reward Point Balances.   

  

 Managing Customer Reward Points

1. Highlight and select the customer to assign to the reward points program.

2. Select Reward Points in the customer account toolbar.  

3. Enter reward point program details.

4. Select Save.

Tabs
Adjust Balance Adjust the balance of reward points.  See Adjusting Reward

Point Balances.
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General
Program Member Select to assign a customer to the rewards program individually

through their customer account.  Uncheck to make eligible all
customers in the rewards program. 

Status Select a customer status in relation to accumulation and
redemption of reward points:
· Disabled Customers do not accumulate or redeem reward

points at the point-of-sale or back office sales functions.  
Reward point-specific elements are visible/available in the
user interface, but some may be disabled.  This mode allows
a user to activate reward points and access association
interface elements without making available at the point of
sale.  This mode also allows for seasonal reward point
programs.  

· Enabled The default value in which customers may
accumulate reward points and redeem them.

· Accumulate Customers are able to accumulate reward points
for purchases, but may not redeem reward points.  This
mode allows for a program that does not permit/require
redemption at the point-of-sale, but provides rewards in
other ways such as coupons or free items when customers
achieve a set balance.

· Redeem Customers are able to redeem the reward points
they have accumulated previously, but do not accumulate
new reward points.  This mode allows a user to discontinue a
reward point program, but allow reward points to be
redeemed until their balance is zero.

Current Balance Displays the current reward points balance
Activity

Date Range View customer account activity, such as sales, payments and
returns.  See Filtering Customer Activity.
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10.1.4.1 Adjusting Reward Point Balances

Adjusting Reward Points

1. Select Adjust Balance. The adjust reward points window is displayed.  

2. Enter adjustment details.  

3. Select Save.

Customer Displays the customer for whom the reward points will be
adjusted

Adjustment Select decrease to lower the reward points balance.  Select
increase to raise the reward points balance.

Amount Enter the amount to adjust the reward points balance by
Statement Text Enter text to add an explanation of the adjustment on the

statement

10.1.5 Customer Plan Tab

Manage discount plans assigned to the customer.  See Discount Plans.
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Tabs
Assign to Plan Assign the customer to an existing discount plan
Unsuspend Suspend a discount plan to temporarily discontinue plan

benefits.
Deactivate Deactivate a discount plan to permanently discontinue plan

benefits
View Select to view deactivated, expired and suspended discount

plans

10.1.5.1 Assigning a Discount Plan

 Assigning a Discount Plan

1. Select Assign to Plan. The Assign to Plan window is displayed.  

2. Select and enter plan details. 

3. Select OK.   The discount plan line item is
displayed as an active membership.
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10.1.5.2 Modifying Discount Plan Memberships

 Modifying Discount Plan Memberships

1. Highlight the discount plan line item that will be modified.  The membership details
window is displayed.

2. Modify plan details, renew expired plans, suspend or deactivate existing plans.

3. Select Save.

4. Select Exit.  The plan membership is modified.

General
Plan Displays the discount plan name
Status Displays the customer status in the discount plan
Activates Enter the discount plan activation date
Expires Enter the discount plan expiration date
Number of Benefits
Discount only

Displays how many benefits are included in the discount plan

Number of Benefits
Discount amt/quantity
limits

Displays how many benefits include a limit on the discount
amount or quantity

Members Displays primary and secondary members in the discount plan
Add / Delete Select to add and/or delete a member from the discount plan
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Details Select to view the customers record.  See Adding a New
Customer.

Benefit Listing Displays the products that are discounted within the plan
Renew Select to renew an expired plan
Suspend / Unsuspend Select to suspend or unsuspend an existing plan
Deactivate / Reactivate Select to deactivate or reactivate an existing plan

10.1.5.3 Suspending and Deactivating Discount Plans

Suspending a Discount Plan

1. Highlight the discount plan line item that will be suspended.

2. Select Suspend in the plan toolbar.  The discount plan line item is removed from the
memberships window.  

3. Discount plans can be unsuspended.  See Viewing Inactive Discount Plans.

Deactivating a Discount Plan

4. Highlight the discount plan line item that will be deactivated.

5. Select Deactivate in the plan toolbar.  The discount plan line item is removed from the
memberships window.  

6. Discount plans can be reactivated.  See Viewing Inactive Discount Plans.

10.1.5.4 Viewing Inactive Discount Plans

 Viewing Inactive Discount Plans

1. Select View in the plan toolbar.  A pop up window is displayed.

2. Select the inactive discount plan types to view.  

Inactive discount plan designations
Active Membership

Deactivated Membership

Suspended Membership
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Expired Membership

 Reactivating and Unsuspending Discount Plans

1. Highlight the discount plan line item that will be modified.  

2. Select Unsuspend or Deactivate.  The discount plan is modified.

10.1.6 Customer Activity Tab

View a summary of customer activity and a detailed listing of activities determined by date
range and type of activity.
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Tabs
Gift Cards NOTE: Gift Card Activity is currently not available.

Gift Certificates NOTE: Gift Certificate Activity is currently not available.

General Summary
Last Activity On Displays the last activity date
Last Sale On Displays the last sale transaction date
Last Mailing On Displays the last mailing date
Last Invoiced On Displays the last invoice date
Last Finance Charge On Displays the last finance charged date

Summary Year-to-Date
Total Sales Displays the total quantity of of year-to-date sales
Total Sales Amount Displays the total dollar amount of year-to-date sales
Total Returns Displays the total quantity of of year-to-date returns
Total Return Amount Displays the total dollar amount of year-to-date returns

Summary Season-to-Date
Total Sales Displays the total quantity of of season-to-date sales
Total Sales Amount Displays the total dollar amount of season-to-date sales
Total Returns Displays the total quantity of of season-to-date returns
Total Return Amount Displays the total dollar amount of season-to-date returns

Activity
Type Select an activity type to view a transaction line items summary

Sale Displays sales transactions for the selected date range
Return Displays return transactions for the selected date range
Exchange Displays exchange transactions for the selected date range
PayIn on Account Displays account payments for the selected date range
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Quote Displays quotes for the selected date range
Layaway Displays layaway transactions for the selected date range
Sales Order Displays sales orders for the selected date range
Web Order Displays web orders for the selected date range
Work Order Displays work orders for the selected date range

Date Range View customer account activity within a selected date range. 
See Filtering Customer Activity.

 Highlight a transaction line item or select view to view and/or print a receipt.

10.2 Customer Templates

Create a new customer using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an
efficient method for creating similar customers.

NOTE: Customer Template is currently not available.

10.3 Customer Cleanup Wizard

Identify and delete obsolete customers based on user-defined parameters such as the last
date of activity or duplication checking.  Deletion of obsolete customers will not remove
related sales history.

NOTE: Customer Cleanup Wizard is currently not available.
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10.4 Replace Customer Card

Replace a lost or damaged gift card with a card of equal value.  

 Replacing a Customer ID Card

1. Select Replace Customer Card.  The customer selection window is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select OK.  The ID card pop-up is displayed.

4. Scan or manually enter the new card number.

5. Select OK.  See Assigning a Customer ID Card.

10.5 Mailings

After mailings are created, they can be viewed and modified in mailing manager.  Once a
mailing is added, it will appear in the tree view.  Choose a mailing from the tree to view or
make a modification.   See Mailing Manager.

10.5.1 Mailing List Cleaner

Export customer mailing addresses for verification against United States Postal Service
(USPS) records.  Mailing addresses that are incorrect due to faulty data entry or customer
change of address are updated, if possible.  Additional postal information is appended to
possibly qualify for lower postage rates.

NOTE: Mailing List Cleaner is currently not available.

10.6 Discount Plans

Discount plan management provides users with an extremely powerful and flexible tool for
designing discount packages for specific customers.  A discount plan is a collection of
discounts, or benefits, each of which allows a discount to be based on multiple price values,
such as current price and replacement cost, and assigned to groupings of products ranging
from the department level down to the individual product.  

See Discount Plans.
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10.7 New Event Booking

Book a customer for an event.

NOTE: New Event Booking is currently not available.

10.8 Scheduled Events

Manage customer-centric events such as classes, birthday parties, banquets, and trips. 
Events may be created or modified by setting or adjusting available dates and times,
attendee limits and event prices.  Individual customer bookings may be created to include
collecting a deposit, updated or canceled.

NOTE: Scheduled Events is currently not available.

10.9 CRM Tasks

The CRM tab in TallyExplorer is the workspace to manage customer records and transaction
history, such as adding new customers, managing customer mailings and discount plans,
adding new and scheduling existing sales events and bookings.  

Customer information is easily modified in the customer’s record.  If the customer records

are not listed in the current view, select refresh. 
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CRM Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the CRM task tree:

· Open Customer

· Duplicate Customer 

· Delete / Undelete Customer  

· Customer Sales History

· Customer Journal (See Journals)

· Adjust Reward Points (See Adjusting Reward Point Balances)

· Discount Plan History (See Customer Plan Tab)

· Print Customer Profile

· Assign ID Card (See Assigning a Customer ID Card)

· Replace Lost ID Card (See Assigning a Customer ID Card)

· Clear Relationship (See Adding Customer Relationships)

· Credit Memo (See Credit Memo)

· Assess Finance Charge (See Finance Charges)

· Accept Payment (See Payments)
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· Set Relationship (See Adding Customer Relationships)

· Create Account Statement (See Customer Statements)

· Statement Charge (See Statement Charge)

· Suspend Account

· Event History

· New Event Booking

· Plan Management

10.9.1 Open Customer

 Open Customer

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select Open Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

 Customer records can also be opened by double-clicking on the customer record in the
list.

10.9.2 Duplicate Customer

When adding new customers, customer records that have similar properties can be
duplicated to save time in data entry.

 Duplicating Customer Records

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select Duplicate Customer in the tasks menu. The customer window is displayed.  

4. Enter and/or adjust customer information as necessary.  See Adding a New Customer.

5. Select Save.  The new customer record is displayed.  If no changes were made to the
customer record, a copy of the customer is saved.

6. Refresh the current view to locate the saved customer record.
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10.9.3 Delete / Undelete Customer

 Delete / Un-Delete Customer

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select Delete/Un-Delete Customer in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

4. Select OK.  The customer record is deleted.  

10.9.4 Customer Sales History

 Customer Sales History

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select Customer Sales History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is
displayed.  The customer activity record can be printed.

10.9.5 Customer Journal

NOTE: Customer Journal is currently not available.
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10.9.6 Adjust Reward Points

 Adjust Reward Points

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select Adjust Reward Points in the tasks menu. The customer reward points record is
displayed.  The customer reward points record can be printed.  

See Customer Reward Points Tab.

10.9.7 Discount Plan History

 Discount Plan History

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select Discount Plan History in the tasks menu. The customer plan history record is
displayed.  The customer plan history record can be printed. 
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See Customer Plan Tab.

10.9.8 Print Customer Profile

NOTE: Print Customer Profile is currently not available.

10.9.9 Assign ID Card

 Assigning a Customer ID Card

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Assign ID Card in the tasks menu. The ID card pop-up is displayed.  

5. Scan or manually enter the card number.

6. Select OK.  See Assigning a Customer ID Card.

10.9.10 Replace Lost ID Card

 Replacing a Customer ID Card

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.
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3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Replace Lost ID Card in the tasks menu. The ID card pop-up is displayed.  

5. Scan or manually enter the new card number.

6. Select OK.  

See Replace Customer Card.

10.9.11 Clear Relationship

 Clearing a Customer Relationship

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Clear Relationship in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.  

5. Select OK.

See Adding Customer Relationships.

10.9.12 Credit Memo

 Credit Memo

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Credit Memo in the tasks menu.  The credit memo window is displayed.
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See Credit Memo.

10.9.13 Assess Finance Charge

 Assess Finance Charge

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Assess Finance Charge in the tasks menu.  The assess finance charge window is
displayed.

See Finance Charges.

10.9.14 Accept Payment

 Accepting a Customer Payment 
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1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Accept Payment in the tasks menu.  The accept payment window is displayed.

See Payments.

10.9.15 Set Relationship

 Setting a Customer Relationship 

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Set Relationship in the tasks menu.  The set relationship window is displayed.
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See Adding Customer Relationships.

10.9.16 Create Account Statement

 Creating a Customer Account Statement 

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Create Account Statement in the tasks menu.  The create statement window is
displayed.
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See Customer Statements.

10.9.17 Statement Charge

 Creating Customer Statement Charges 

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Statement Charge in the tasks menu.  The create statement window is displayed.

See Statement Charge.
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10.9.18 Suspend Account

 Suspending a Customer Account 

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Suspend Account in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.

10.9.19 Event History

NOTE: Event History is currently not available.

10.9.20 New Event Booking

NOTE: New Event Booking is currently not available.

10.9.21 Plan Management

 Plan Management 

1. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

2. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

3. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

4. Select Plan Management in the tasks menu.  The discount plans window is displayed.
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See Discount Plans.

10.10 CRM Recent

The most recently viewed and/or modified CRM records are listed.  Highlight the customer
name to view and/or modify the record.



Financials
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11 Financials
The financials tab is the workspace where accounting tasks are managed. The financial tab
allows users to manage accounting in the following categories:

General Manage financial accounts, gift cards and certificates
Customer Manage finance charges, credit memos and statements
Employee Manage time sheets and commissions
Vendor Manage RMA’s
Settlement Manage bank deposits and account reconciliation

11.1 General Finances

Set up and manage financial reports, access 3rd party accounting applications,  and manage 
gift cards and certificates.

11.1.1 Accountant

Set up and manage general ledger accounts and generate date-specific reports.  The
accountant will interface with third-party accounting applications.  Automated account
postings and some third-party applications can be scheduled for filing purposes.

NOTE: Customer Template is currently not available.
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11.1.2 Gift Card Management

Monitor gift and merchandise card activity through card management.  Cards can be
replaced, inactivated, and balances can be modified.  Batches of cards can be activated for
promotional purposes.   See Card Management.

11.1.3 Certificate Management

Certificate management is similar to card management.  Cards are plastic in nature, they
have identification numbers, funds can be automatically added to cards in the register and
cards retain their balances.  Certificates are paper in nature, values or identification numbers
are oftentimes handwritten, and new certificates must be written if keeping a balance.  
Certificates can be replaced, inactivated, and balances can be modified.  Batches of
certificates can be activated for promotional purposes.   See Certificate Management.

11.2 Customer

Manage customer reward points, finance charges, credit memos and statements.  Accept
payments on open invoices.

11.2.1 Reward Point Management

NOTE: Reward Point Management is currently not available.

11.2.2 Assessing Finance Charges

Assess finance charges to an individual or a group of customer accounts.  See also Finance
Charges.

Assessing Finance Charges
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1. Select the date.

2. Enter text that will appear on the customer statement.  i.e. Finance Charge.

3. Choose to assess finance charges to all customers or a selection of customers.  To
choose a range of customers, select Select Customers.  See Conditions.  

4. Once customers are selected, customer records are displayed in the assess finance
charges window.

5. Select Assess Charge to apply finance charges to selected customers.  No finance
charges are applied if exit is selected.

Date Select the date the finance charge will be assessed
Appears on statement as Enter the text that will appear on the customer statement

Customer
All Select to assess finance charges to all customers 
Selection Select to assess finance charges to one or some customers
Select Customers Select to choose customers

11.2.3 Issuing Credit Memos

Create and apply a credit memo for a selected customer account.  Credit memos reduce an
account balance without the need for a return or refund transaction and may be applied to
outstanding invoices or used at a future date if no outstanding invoices exist.  See Credit
Memo.

11.2.4 Accepting Customer Payments

The accept payment window will allow the customer to make payments on open invoices.
The default applies payment to the oldest outstanding invoices.  See Payments.

11.2.5 Creating Customer Statements

Generate statements for selected customer accounts.  Statements can be created using a
balance forward or open item format and optionally include a minimum payment amount. 
See also Customer Statements.

 Customer Statements

1. Select statement options.

2. Select printing options.

3. Select All or a Selection of customers.
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4. Select Preview.   A pop up window asks to update the last statement.  

5. Select Yes or No.  The customer statement(s) are displayed and can be printed.

Options
Date Enter the date of the statement
Balance Forward from # to
#

Select to print consolidated unpaid balances for the date range 

Apply Minimum Payment
of % of the closing
balance or at least $ due
on #

Select to display a minimum amount due (based on percentage
and dollar amount) and the due date on the statement

Open Item Select to print each outstanding transaction that has a balance
due

Only include transactions
# days past due

Select to include outstanding transactions that are a certain
number of days past due

Show Invoice Details Select to display invoice details on the statement
Statement Template Select a statement template
Footer Enter text that will print at the bottom of the statement

Do Not Print...
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if statement balance is
zero

Select to exclude statements that have a zero balance

if statement balance is
negative

Select to exclude statements that have a negative balance

if statement balance is
less than $

Select to exclude statements that have balance less then a
specific dollar amount.  Enter the dollar amount.

if account is suspended Select to exclude statements from customer accounts that have
been suspended

if account has no activity
during the statement
period

Select to exclude statements from customer accounts that have
no activity during the statement period

Customer
All Select to preview and print statements for all customers 
Selection Select to preview and print statements for one or some

customers
Select Customer Select to choose customers

11.3 Employee

Generate employee time sheets and manage commissions.

11.3.1 Time Sheet Management

Generate time sheets for employees based on time clock usage and manage incomplete or
erroneous shifts.  Time sheets can be printed and/or emailed.  See Time Sheet Management.

11.3.2 Commission Management

NOTE: Commission Management is currently not available.

11.4 Vendor

Reconcile vendor invoices and manage RMA's (return merchandise authorization).

11.4.1 Invoice Reconciliation

NOTE: Invoice Reconciliation is currently not available.

11.4.2 RMA Management

Assign an RMA number to products being returned to vendors and track the product return
through RMA (return merchandise authorization) management.  See RMA Management.
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11.5 Settlement

Reconcile register tills and bank deposits.

NOTE: Settlement is currently not available.

11.5.1 Register Reconciliation

Reconcile cash register tills using z-out reports, report tender shortages/overages, and
record safe drops.  Once reconciled, tender is available for bank deposit.  See Bank Deposit
Reconciliation.

NOTE: Register Reconciliation is currently not available.

11.5.2 Bank Deposit Reconciliation

Record bank deposits for reconciled tender.  Generate summarized and/or itemized bank
deposit reports.

NOTE: Bank Deposit Reconciliation is currently not available.

11.6 Financials Functions and Tasks

The financials tree contains functions to find and re-print all types of financial reports. This is
the workspace for managing general ledger accounts, customer, employee and vendor
reports and reconciling register transactions and bank deposits.  It also contains task
shortcuts and a list of recently viewed financial records.

Financials information is easily modified in the financial’s record.  If the financial records are

not listed in the current view, select refresh. 
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11.6.1 Customers

Customers Functions

View a list of customer records.  See Customer Relation Management.

Customers Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the customer task tree:

· Open Customer

· Customer Sales History

· Mail to Customer

· Print Sales Activity Report

· Adjust Reward Points (See Adjusting Reward Point Balances)

· Event History

· Assess Finance Charge (See Finance Charges)

· Accept Payment (See Payments)

· Discount Plan History (See Customer Plan Tab)

· Credit Memo (See Credit Memo)
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· Create Account Statement (See Customer Statements)

· Statement Charge (See Statement Charge)

· Suspend Account

11.6.1.1 Open Customer

 Open Customer

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select Open Customer in the tasks menu. The customer record is displayed.  

 Customer records can also be opened by double-clicking on the customer record in the
list.

11.6.1.2 Customer Sales History

 Customer Sales History

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select Customer Sales History in the tasks menu. The customer activity record is
displayed.  The customer activity record can be printed.
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11.6.1.3 Mail to Customer
NOTE: Mail to Customer is currently not available.

11.6.1.4 Print Sales Activity Report
NOTE: Print Sales Activity Report is currently not available.

11.6.1.5 Adjust Reward Points

 Adjust Reward Points

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select Adjust Reward Points in the tasks menu. The customer reward points record is
displayed.  The customer reward points record can be printed.  
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See Customer Reward Points Tab.

11.6.1.6 Event History
NOTE: Event History is currently not available.

11.6.1.7 Assess Finance Charge

 Assessing Finance Charges

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Assess Finance Charge in the tasks menu.  The assess finance charge window is
displayed.
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See Finance Charges.

11.6.1.8 Accept Payment

 Accepting a Customer Payment 

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Accept Payment in the tasks menu.  The accept payment window is displayed.

See Payments.
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11.6.1.9 Discount Plan History

 Discount Plan History

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select Discount Plan History in the tasks menu. The customer plan history record is
displayed.  The customer plan history record can be printed. 

See Customer Plan Tab.

11.6.1.10Credit Memo

 Credit Memo

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Credit Memo in the tasks menu.  The credit memo window is displayed.
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See Credit Memo.

11.6.1.11Create Account Statement

 Creating a Customer Account Statement 

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Create Account Statement in the tasks menu.  The create statement window is
displayed.
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See Customer Statements.

11.6.1.12Statement Charge

 Creating Customer Statement Charges 

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Statement Charge in the tasks menu.  The create statement window is displayed.

See Statement Charge.

11.6.1.13Suspend Account

 Suspending a Customer Account 

1. Select Customers in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of customer records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired customer record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted customer records.

4. Select More... in the tasks menu.  

5. Select Suspend Account in the tasks menu.  A pop-up window is displayed.
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11.6.2 Employees

Employees Functions

View a list of employee records.  See Human Resources.

Employees Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the employee task tree:

· Open Employee

· Print Commission / Spiff Activity Report 

· Commissions Management (See Commission Management)

· Time Sheet (See Time Sheet Management)

11.6.2.1 Open Employee

 Open Employee

1. Select Employees in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of employee records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired employee record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted employee records.  

4. Select Open Employee in the tasks menu. The modify employee window is displayed.  

 Employee records can also be opened by double-clicking on the employee record in the
list.
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11.6.2.2 Print Commission / Spiff Activity Report
NOTE: Print Commission / Spiff Activity Report is currently not available.

11.6.2.3 Commission Management
NOTE: Commission Management is currently not available.

11.6.2.4 Time Sheet
NOTE: Time Sheet is currently not available.

11.6.3 Vendors

Vendors Functions

View a list of vendor records.  See Vendors.

Employees Tasks 

The following tasks can be performed from the Employee Task tree:

· Open Vendor

· Print Vendor Activity Report 

· Apply Credit Memo (See Credit Memo)

· Open Invoices

· Open RMA's

11.6.3.1 Open Vendor

 Open Vendor

1. Select Vendors in the functions window.

2. Refresh the current view.  A list of vendor records is displayed.

3. Highlight the desired vendor record.  If the record is not available, modify conditions to
include deleted vendor records.

4. Select Open Vendor in the tasks menu. The vendor record is displayed.  

 Vendor records can also be opened by double-clicking on the vendor record in the list.

11.6.3.2 Print Vendor Activity Report
NOTE: Print Vendor Activity Report is currently not available.

11.6.3.3 Apply Credit Memo
NOTE: Apply Credit Memo is currently not available.
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11.6.3.4 Open Invoices
NOTE: Open Invoices is currently not available.

11.6.3.5 Open RMA
NOTE: Open RMA is currently not available.

11.6.4 Consignors

Consignors Functions

View a list of consignor records.  

NOTE: Consignors is currently not available.

11.7 Financials Recent

The most recently viewed and/or modified financial records are listed.  Highlight the record
name to view and/or modify the record.



Appendix
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12 Appendix
The following subject material is included in this appendix section:

v Adding Payment Terms 
v Bar Code Label Overview
v Ribbon Command Icon Definitions
v Rounding Methods
v Product Trigger Assignment Examples
v Serial Number Format Syntax
v Security Rights Default Worksheet
v Shortcut and Function Keys
v Syntax Formatting
v The Physical Inventory Process

v TallyScan for Bar Code Scanner
v TallyScan for Mobile Device

v 

12.1 Adding Payment Terms

Payment terms are imposed by suppliers or to customers to ensure that payments are
received within a reasonable period of time.  Discount terms may be allowed to accelerate
payment collections.  Terms can be added, modified and deleted when adding or
maintaining purchase orders, vendor records and customer records and account profiles.

 Adding New Customer Terms

1. Select the Terms drop down and select Add.  The Add New Terms window is displayed.

2. Enter a name and rounding mode for the new terms.
 See Rounding Methods.

3. Define standard or day of month term details.

4. Click Save.

5. Click Exit.
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Name Enter the name for the new term
Rounding Mode Click on the down arrow to list and select a rounding scheme.

See Rounding Methods..
Standard

Invoices/charges are due x number of days from the date that they are created.  A discount
may be applied if the invoice/charge is fully paid within a specified number of days from the
date that they are created.

Amount due in # days Enter the number of days from invoice creation date when
invoice is due

Discount given % if
amount is paid within #
days

Enter the percentage of discount applied if the invoice is paid
(partially or in full) by the discount date

Day of Month
Invoice/charges are due by the x day of the month in which they are created (for example,
due dates are the 30th of the month).  An optional buffer may be specified to move the due
date to the following month if the due date would be within x number of days. A discount
may be applied if the invoice/charge is fully paid by the x day of the month.

Amount due before #
day of the month

Enter the due day of the month on which an invoice is due

Due next month if
issued # days before
due date

Enter the number of days between the invoice date and the x
day of the current month; or the due date will be set at the x
day of the following month

Discount given % if
paid before # day of
the month

Enter the percentage of discount applied if the invoice is paid
(partially or in full) on or before the discount date.
Enter the days from the invoice date that the discount will be
applied if paid (partially or in full). This number will always be
less than the due date.

12.2 Barcode Label Overview

TallySales Product Tickets Versus Manufacturer Tickets
It is possible to associate the bar code located on the manufacturer’s ticket with a product. 
There are some distinct advantages and disadvantages to using a TallySales product ticket.

Advantages

1. Provides information that a manufacturer’s ticket does not, such as your selling price,
MSRP and your company name or motto (if used).
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2. May be reprinted when a ticket becomes damaged or an item is returned without the
original ticket.

Disadvantages

1. Makes the merchandise receiving process longer by requiring tickets to be printed and
attached to merchandise.

2. If frequent permanent price changes are made, the old tickets may need to be replaced in
order to display an accurate price.

The best implementation of product tickets is one that combines TallySales and
manufacturer product tickets. For example, if you sold lip balm, you probably would not want
to place a product ticket on each piece. It would be much more efficient to use the bar code
that is printed on the lip balm by the manufacturer after you associate it as an Alternate Scan
Code or assign the lip balm to a speed key (see Speed Keys). Make sure to evaluate the use
of tickets on product-by-product basis.

Requirements
To create TallySales product tickets, a bar code printer and labels are needed.

Cognitive bar code printers come in two sizes, 2.2” width and 4.1” width, and must be
installed and configured in Windows™. If you require information on doing this, contact
TallySales Technical Support.

The labels are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. The most commonly used labels are
the 2.4” x 1” adhesive label (sticky), the 2.4” x 1” non-adhesive (hang tag) label, the 1” x 1”
adhesive label and the butterfly label. All labels may be broken down to two general types,
gap and bar. Gap labels have a blank backing and the printer determines the beginning of
the next label when it detects the gap between labels. Bar labels, however, have bars (black
lines) on the back and the printer determines the beginning of the next label when it detects
a bar.

Designing Product Tickets
A few concepts need to be reviewed before designing product tickets.

Tops and Lefts

The location of each item of information that appears on a product ticket, such as the UPC or
Retail Price, is defined by assigning a Top value and a Left value. These numeric values are
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similar to the coordinates on a map in that they determine the position of the information.
The greater the top value, the further from the top edge of the label the information will be.
The greater the left value, the further from the left edge of the label the information will be.
To decide what top and left values to assign, working room must be measured. (see the
Map)

The Map

Obviously, there are space limitations to be aware of when placing different items on the
product ticket. The top and left values will have to fall within the boundaries of the product
ticket to print properly. For example, a typical 2.4” x 1” label will allow a range of top values
from 0 to 73, while the left values will range from 0 to 210. If any of the items are assigned a
top or left value that is outside of the allowable range, the item will not properly print. The
ranges that you will use are determined by the Pitch, StartingX and MaxY values that you
select. (see the Bar Code Style Tab)

Design Guidelines
The following are a few simple guidelines will make the design process easier.

1. When adjusting the placement settings (i.e. top and left) for the bar code or items on the
label, print a test label between every few changes. If you wait until after making a large
number of adjustments, it will be take longer to fine-tune your settings.

2. If your printer is feeding more than one label when it is supposed to be printing one, your
settings are probably extending below the bottom of the label. Adjust your MaxY setting
(Bar Code Style tab) or check the Top settings for the product items (Items tab).

3. If you have an item (Items tab) that is supposed to be printed on the label (Included On
Label setting is checked), but doesn’t appear, check its Top and Left settings to ensure
that they are not set outside of the label’s range. (see Table 8-4 for suggested ranges)

4. If your printer is feeding multiple blank labels, it likely needs to be recalibrated. Contact
the TallySoft Technical Support Department for information on printer calibration.

Creating New Designs
When designing a new product ticket, it is usually easier to use an existing product ticket as a
template instead of creating it from “scratch.” This can be done by using the Copy – Paste
function. 

T
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b
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1

Bar Code Style Tab Settings Guidelines (2.4” Wide Printer)
Label 
Type

Pitc
h

Starting X Max 
Y

2.4”x1” adhesive (Sticky) 10
0

0 8
0

2.4”x1” non-adhesive (Sm. Hang Tag) 10
0

0 8
0

2.4”x2” non-adhesive (Lg. Hang Tag) 10
0

0 16
0

Butterfly 20
0

0 11
0

1.2”x1” adhesive (Double-wide) 10
0

5 8
0

Table 8-2
Initialization String Setting Guidelines

Label Types
Printer Type Bar Gap
2.4” Wide Printer (Common) ! 0 0 0 0

VARIABLE FEED_TYPE BAR
VARIABLE WIDTH 224
VARIABLE WRITE END

! 0 0 0 0
VARIABLE FEED_TYPE GAP
VARIABLE WIDTH 224
VARIABLE WRITE END

4.1” Wide Printer ! 0 0 0 0
VARIABLE FEED_TYPE BAR
VARIABLE WIDTH 416
VARIABLE WRITE END

! 0 0 0 0
VARIABLE FEED_TYPE GAP
VARIABLE WIDTH 416
VARIABLE WRITE END

Note: ! 0 0 0 0 indicates zero’s, not the letter O.

T
a
b
l
e
8
-
3

Printer Tab Settings
Guidelines

Bar Code
Type

Rati
o

Font Size Height Include
Subtext

Suggeste
d

Settin
g

UPCA+,
Print PIC

Default 5x
7

3
5

Checked
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T
a
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l
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Bar Code and Item Placement Settings Guidelines (2.4” Wide Printer)
Label 
Type

Min. Top Max. Top Min. Left Max. Left

2.4”x1” adhesive (Sticky) 0 7
3

0 21
5

2.4”x1” non-adhesive (Sm. Hang Tag) 0 7
3

0 21
5

2.4”x2” non-adhesive (Lg. Hang Tag) 0 15
3

0 21
5

Butterfly 2
5

9
0

1
0

40
0

1.2”x1” adhesive (Double-wide) 0 7
3

0 10
5

12.3 Ribbon Command Icon Definitions

Enterprise Ribbon Commands

Update License
Key

Update license key to activate or deactivate features.  

Group Rights
Manage templates (groups) of back office and point-of-sale security permissions that are
assigned to employees.  Security permissions control user access and usage of TallySales
features.  To make the user (employee) creation process more efficient, security groups
can be created for the different standard levels of system usage, such as cashier and store
manager.

New Store Add a new store or location and define settings.

Tax
Management

Definition and management of tax groups and taxes specific to each store.  Tax groups
logically associate one or more taxes applied to merchandise at point-of-sale (e.g. a
‘standard’ tax group may include a state and country tax) while taxes identify rules for
applying individual taxes at each location (e.g. the ‘state’ tax is charged at a rate of 5%). 
Users may also define tax shifts that may be activated in cases where local taxes do not
apply (e.g. sale and delivery to out-of-state or out-of-country customers).
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Register Profile Add or edit register profile for use by the register.

Receipt Profile Add or edit receipt profile for use by the register.

Speed Keys

Design Speed key layouts for use at the point-of-sale.  Speed keys are a multi-level menu
system that allows the cashier to quickly locate and sell products and product package by
the touch of a button instead of scanning an item bar code, manually typing in a product
code or performing a lengthy product lookup.  When Speed keys are design well, they
greatly increase customer throughput and cashier accuracy.

Customer
Custom Fields

Manage user-defined fields related to customers.  Users define the field label, type (e.g.
date or selection list), and default value.  Custom field values may be entered/updated
from both the back office and point-of-sale.

Product Custom
Fields

Manage user-defined fields related to products.  Users define the field label, type (e.g.
date or selection list), and default value.  Custom field values are viewable in both the
back office and point-of-sale and may be updated in purchasing and product
management.

Server List of installed servers and services for configuration and diagnosis.

Human Resources Ribbon Commands

New Employee Add a new employee record.

Employee
Template

Create a new employee using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide a quick
and easy method for creating employees with identical settings, such as security
permissions.

Employee
Cleanup Wizard

Identify and delete obsolete employees based on user-defined parameters such as the
last date of activity.  Deletion of obsolete employees will not remove related sales history.

Group Rights
Manage templates (groups) of back office and point-of-sale security permissions that are
assigned to employees.  Security permissions control user access and usage of TallySales
features.  To make the user (employee) creation process more efficient, security groups
can be created for the different standard levels of system usage, such as cashier and store
manager.

Employee
Scheduler

Define and manage employee work schedules.

Time Sheets
Generate time sheets for employees based on time clock usage and correct, incomplete
or erroneous shifts.  Time sheets may be printed or sent via email.

Commission
Management

Manage sales commissions that are defined for eligible products. Track sales commissions
of products sold and earned at the time the product is sold. Monitor activity at the
summarized or individual level of detail.
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Product Management Ribbon Commands

New Product Create a new product.

Product
Template

Create a new product, using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an
efficient method for creating similar products, such as service items.

Sale Events
Manage company sale events, generate sale prices listings, and print new bar codes
reflecting the sale price.  Sale events are automated point-of-sale discounts for selected
products during a specific date range and may be implemented for the entire company or
selected stores.

Mark Downs
Perform permanent price changes for selected products, generate markdown price
listings and print new bar codes reflecting the markdown price.  Markdowns may be
scheduled to take effect at a future date.

New Package
Manage product packages; a sales tool that allows cashiers to select multiple products
from a menu of options and sell them as a single unit.  This feature eliminates the need
for cashiers to memorize the options available for packages and automates the change in
the overall package price based on the selections made, allowing for profitable up-selling.

Product Trigger Manage the product trigger events used at the cash register.

New Transfer
Slip

Transfer merchandise between locations.

Transfer Slip
Templates

Create a new transfer slip, using a selected template as the basis.   Templates provide an
efficient method for transferring selected products on a regular basis.

Transfer Slip
Wizard

Identify and suggest transfers of stock based on values on hand and sales criteria.  This
process is presented in an intuitive, step-by-step format that allows the user to quickly
identify and address potential needs for stock transfers.

RMA
Management

Manage product returns to vendors.  Users are able to assign RMA (Return Merchandise
Authorization) numbers to products being returned and track the product through the
RMA process.  RMA’s allow for merchant reimbursement by account credit or
replacement.

Physical
Inventory

Reconcile TallySales system stock values to physically collect actual counts for a store and
identify any variances resulting from shrinkage or other issues.  Count sheets and/or
mobile devices may be used to collect counts and discrepancy reports generated.  System
stock values are updated to match the physically collected counts when the reconciliation
process is complete.   Multiple reports are available to provide information on variances.

Inventory
Adjustment

Identify and adjust stock values for damaged products and other miscellaneous purposes,
such as in-store use.  A simple step-by-step wizard walks the user through the entire
process.

Serialized
Inventory

Tools for managing serialized inventory.

Trade-In
Management

Process products purchased from customers, making them ready for resale.  This involves
taking the basic information the user entered at the POS (e.g. description, color, size, cost
and serial number) and adding information required to make the product sell-able (e.g.
selling price, taxes).

Product
Companion

Stores commands that are not normally used on a daily basis, saving space in the ribbon. 
Includes the following commands:  
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Vendors Manufacturer/supplier contact information.

Bar Code
Designer

Design bar code templates for labeling product, receipts, and mailing pieces.

Departmen
ts/Categori
es

Product organizational groups.  Also provides for configuration of product defaults.

Pricing
Scheme

Combines rounding methods and pricing strategy that generates retail prices based
on customer price sensitivity.

Prompt
Cross Sell

Manage user-defined groups of products to cross sell.

Prompt
Message

Manage user-defined messages that prompt for product sales and returns.

Sizing
Grids

Manage and design 2 and 3 dimensional purchasing grids.

Unit of
Measure
Grids

Manage and design Purchasing Unit of Measure groups used in purchasing and
product definitions.

Option
Groups

Design and manage option groups used to define specific components of a product
at purchasing.

Product
Cleanup
Wizard

Identify and delete obsolete products.

Speed Keys
Design Speed key layouts for use at the point-of-sale.  Speed keys are a multi-level
menu system that allows the cashier to quickly locate and sell products and product
packages by the touch of a button instead of scanning an item bar code, manually
typing in a product code or performing a lengthy product look-up.  When Speed
keys are designed well, they greatly increase customer throughput and cashier
accuracy.

Purchasing Ribbon Commands

New Purchase
Order

Create a new Purchase Order to purchase merchandise from a supplier.

Purchase Order
Template

Create a new PO using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an efficient
for purchasing products that are ordered on a regular basis, such as sundry items.

Purchasing
Wizard

Identify ordering needs based on stock and sales criteria, such as products that have
fallen below stock minimums or products with less than x number of weeks supply in
stock, and generate a PO.  This process is presented in an intuitive step-by-step format
that allows buyers to quickly identify and address potential stock issues before they result
in lost sales.
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Purchasing
Analytics

 Analyze historical data and determine effectiveness of purchasing practices by answering
such questions as:
· Is the company experience excess inventory and stock shortages?
· Are the correct products being purchased in the correct quantities?
· What is the delivery performance of our supplies?
Not only can questions such as these be answered for the company as a whole, but also
narrowed to an individual supplier or buyer. 

New Special
Order

Create a new customer special order and generate a PO or incorporate it into an existing
PO.

Purchasing
Companion

Stores commands that are not normally used on a daily basis, saving space in the ribbon. 
Includes the following commands:  

Vendors Manufacturer/supplier contact information.

Bar Code
Designer

Design bar code templates for labeling product, receipts, and mailing pieces.

Departmen
ts/Categori
es

Product organizational groups.  Also provides for configuration of product defaults.

Pricing
Scheme

Combines rounding methods and pricing strategy that generates retail prices based
on customer price sensitivity.

Sizing
Grids

Manage and design 2 and 3 dimensional purchasing grids.

Unit of
Measure
Grids

Manage and design Purchasing Unit of Measure groups used in purchasing and
product definitions.

Option
Groups

Design and manage option groups used to define specific components of a product
at purchasing.

Sales and Marketing Ribbon Commands

Sale Events
Manage company sale events, generate sale price listings and print new bar codes
reflecting the sale price.  Sale events are automated point-of-sale discounts for selected
products during a specific date range and may be implemented for the entire company or
selected stores.

Markdowns
Perform permanent price changes for selected products, generate markdown price
listings and print new bar codes reflecting the markdown price.  Markdowns may be
scheduled to take place at a future date.

Discount Plan
Management

Manage specialized discount packages (plans) that are automatically applied for plan
holders at the point-of-sale.  These packages provide benefits in the form of discounts on
selected products with optional restrictions such as quantity limits and time-of-day
availability.  Plan-related tasks include plan creation/modification and the assignment,
suspension and adjustment of plans for a selected customer.
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Scheduled
Events Manager

Manage customer-centric events such as classes, birthday parties, banquets and trips. 
Events may be created or modified by setting/adjusting available dates and times,
attendee limits and event prices.  Individual customer bookings may be created (to
include collecting a deposit), updated or canceled.

Coded
Discounts
(Promo)

Define point-of-sale discounts that may be applied to merchandise by authorized cashiers
for specific purposes such as donations or ‘scratch and dent’ (damaged) items.  Coded
discount allows for the discount amount to be predefined or set at the time of sale and
may be available to all or only selected cashiers.

X for Y Pricing Manage X for Y pricing setups used for marketing and products. 

Gift Card
Management

Monitor TallySoft gift card activity at the summarized or individual card level of detail,
replace or inactivate cards, and activate batches of gift cards for promotional purposes.

Gift Card
Settings

Identify the different TallySoft and third-party gift cards sold and redeemed at stores. 
Settings are available for each gift card type that govern the activation and redemption
requirements, such as optional expiration dates and receipt format.

Replace Gift
Card

Replace a lost or damaged gift card with a card of equal value.

Certificate
Management

Certificate Management is similar to Card Management.  Cards are plastic in nature, they
have identification numbers, funds can be automatically added to cards in the register
and cards retain their balances.  Certificates are paper in nature, values or identification
numbers are oftentimes handwritten, and new certificates must be written if keeping a
balance.   Certificates can be replaced, inactivated, and balances can be modified. 
Batches of certificates can be activated for promotional purposes.  

Certificate
Settings

Identify the certificates sold and redeemed at the register.  For example, gift certificates
and merchandise certificates.  Settings are available for each certificate type that governs
the activation and redemption requirements, such as optional expiration dates and
receipt format.  In order to sell cards at the register, they must be defined as a product.  

Replace
Certificate

Replace a lost or damaged certificate with a certificate of equal value.

Accepted
Coupons

Define coupons that may be included in customer mailings and redeemed at the point-
of-sale.  Users can assign a coupon bar code, value and participating stores.

Mailings Generate either target or bulk customer mailings based on a number of criteria selections
from sales history to general customer information.

Mailing List
Cleaner

Export customer mailing addresses for verification against United States Postal Service
(USPS) records.  Mailing addresses that are incorrect due to faulty data entry or customer
change of address are updated if possible and additional postal information is appended
to possibly qualify for lower postage rates.

Web Store
Management

Identify products available on the web store and set web-store specific properties such as
selling price, inventory requirements, key words and associated web store categories. 
General web store settings may be defined, as well as creation of web store sale events
and scheduling of data updates.

Web Group
Products

Allows product inventory to be updated to an external website for resale.
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Customer Relation Management (CRM) Ribbon Commands

New Customer Create a new customer.

Customer
Templates

Create a new customer, using a selected template as the basis.  Templates provide an
efficient method for creating similar customers.

Customer
Cleanup Wizard

Identify and delete obsolete customers based on user-defined parameters such as the last
date of activity or duplication checking.  Deletion of obsolete customers will not remove
related sales history.

Replace
Customer Card

Replace a lost or damaged customer card.

Mailings
Generate customer mailings by leveraging information collected at the point-of-sale and
identify customers that meet specific sales, geographic and/or demographic criteria. 
Qualifying customers are merged with user-defined email or document templates and
then printed or delivered electronically.  Mailings may be saved for future use and
scheduled to provide reminders when needed.

Mailing List
Cleaner

Export customer mailing addresses for verification against United States Postal Service
(USPS) records.  Mailing addresses that are incorrect due to faulty data entry or customer
change of address are updated if possible and additional postal information is appended
to possibly qualify for lower postage rates.

Discount Plans
Manage specialized discount packages (plans) that are automatically applied for plan
holders at the point-of-sale.  These packages provide benefits in the form of discounts on
selected products with optional restrictions such as quantity limits and time-of-day
availability.  Plan-related tasks include plan creation/modification and the assignment,
suspension and adjustment of plans for a selected customer.

New Event
Booking

Book a customer for an event.

Scheduled
Events

Manage customer-centric events such as classes, birthday parties, banquets and trips. 
Events may be created or modified by setting/adjusting available dates and times,
attendee limits and event prices.  Individual customer bookings may be created (to
include collecting a deposit), updated or canceled.

Financial Ribbon Commands

Accountant
Set up and manage general ledger (G/L) accounts and generate reports for a selected
date range.  Interfaces to third-party accounting applications and may also be activated
and configured.  Scheduling of automated account postings to file or third-party
applications is also available. 
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Gift Card
Management

Monitor TallySoft gift card activity at the summarized or individual card level of detail,
replace or inactivate cards, and activate batches of gift cards for promotional purposes.

Certificate
Management

Manage (paper) gift certificate and merchandise credit activity at the summarized or
individual card level of detail, replace or inactivate certificates/credit, and activate batches
of certificates for promotional purposes.

Reward Point
Management

Define what actions and items receive rewards points, as well as assigning the value for
eligible products. Track outstanding balances and monitor activity at the summary or
individual level of detail.

Access Finance
Charge

Perform tasks related to customer (A/R) account management, including accessing
finance charges, creating statements, changing invoice terms and due dates, applying
credit memos and accepting payments.

Credit Memo
Create and apply a credit memo to a selected customer (A/R) account.  Credit memos
reduce an account balance without the need for a return/refund transaction and may be
applied to outstanding invoices or used at future date (if no outstanding invoices exist).

Accept Payment
Process a payment for a selected customer (A/R) account.  Payments are applied to
outstanding invoices in order of invoice date.

Create
Statements

Generate statements for selected customer (A/R) accounts.  Statements may be created
using a balance forward or open item format and optionally include a minimum payment
amount.

Time Sheets
Generate time sheets for employees based on time clock usage and correct, incomplete
or erroneous shifts.  Time sheets may be printed or sent via email.

Commission
Management

Manage sales commissions that are defined for eligible products. Track sales commissions
of products sold and earned at the time the product is sold. Monitor activity at the
summarized or individual level of detail.

Invoice
Reconciliation

Match purchase order receivers with supplier invoices and identify discrepancies. 
Discounts and shipping charges not entered previously may be entered at this time. 
Reconciled invoices are posted to vendor (A/P) accounts.

RMA
Management

Manage product returns to vendors.  Users are able to assign RMA (Return Merchandise
Authorization) numbers to products being returned and track the product through the
RMA process.  An RMA allows for merchant reimbursement by account credit or
replacement.

Register
Reconciliation

Reconcile cash register tills with z-out reports and report tender shortages/overages. 
View tender collected information in both summarized and itemized formats to assist with
reconciliation.  Safe drops may also be recorded.  Once reconciled, collected tender is
available for bank deposits. 

Bank Deposit
Reconciliation

Record a bank deposit for tender collected and processed through register reconciliation.
 Generate reports of processed bank deposits in both summarized and itemized formats.

12.4 Rounding Methods
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12.5 Security Rights Default Worksheet

Enter topic text here.

12.6 Shortcut and Function Keys

Function Keys
Hotkey Function Description

F3 and F4 Open drop down
menu

Displays the drop down menu when cursor is in a field
that contains a drop down arrow

F10 Show keyboard
shortcut keys

Displays an overlay menu for available shortcut keys in
the ribbon.  

Universal Shortcut Keys
Hotkey Function Description
Ctrl + Z Undo Change Cancel unsaved changes
Ctrl + Q Redo Recall changes canceled by Undo Change
Ctrl + X Cut Text Removes selected text that can be pasted elsewhere
Ctrl + C Copy Text Copies selected text that can be pasted elsewhere
Ctrl + V Paste Text Pastes selected text that was either cut or copied

TAB Advance Cursor Moves the cursor to the next field
Shift + TAB Cycle Cursor Back Moves the cursor to the previous field

Del Delete Delete a row in a record.  A pop up window verifies the
deletion of the row.

Ribbon Shortcut Keys (when F10 is selected)
Hotkey Function Description

Shift + F Menu Opens the main menu
Shift + 1 Time Clock Opens the time clock
Shift + 2 Reports Explorer Opens reports explorer

H1 Dashboard Displays the dashboard
Shift + P Purchasing Tab Navigates to the Purchasing tab
Shift + R Product

Management Tab
Navigates to the Product Management tab

Shift + S Sales/Marketing
Tab

Navigates to the Sales/Marketing tab

Shift + C CRM Tab Navigates to the CRM tab
Shift + U Human Resources

Tab
Navigates to the Human Resources tab

Shift + I Financials Tab Navigates to the Financials tab
Shift + E Enterprise Tab Navigates to the Enterprise tab
Shift + L Lock Application Locks TallyExplorer

H2 Help Directory Displays the help directory
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Main Menu Shortcut Keys
Hotkey Function Description

Shift + E Exit Closes the menu
Shift + P Properties
Shift + C Configure this

page

Purchasing Shortcut Keys
Hotkey Function Description

Shift + N New Purchase
Order

Shift + P Purchase Order
Templates

Shift + U Purchasing
Wizard

Shift + R Purchasing
Analytics

Shift + E New Special
Order

Shift + C Purchasing
Companion

Shift + V Vendors
Shift + B Bar Code

Designer
Shift + D Departments/Cate

gories
Shift + P Pricing Schemes
Shift + S Sizing Grids
Shift + U Unit of Measure

Grids
Shift + O Option Groups

12.7 Syntax Formatting

Characters in
pattern

Matches in string
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? Any single character

* Zero or more characters

# Any single digit (0–9)

[charlist] Any single character in charlist

[!charlist] Any single character not in charlist

A group of one or more characters (charlist) enclosed in brackets ([ ]) can be used to match
any single character in string and can include almost any character code, including digits.

Note To match the special characters left bracket ([), question mark (?), number sign (#), and
asterisk (*), enclose them in brackets. The right bracket (]) can't be used within a group to
match itself, but it can be used outside a group as an individual character.

By using a hyphen (–) to separate the upper and lower bounds of the range, charlist can
specify a range of characters. For example, [A-Z] results in a match if the corresponding
character position in string contains any uppercase letters in the range A–Z. Multiple ranges
are included within the brackets without delimiters.

The meaning of a specified range depends on the character ordering valid at run time (as
determined by Option Compare and the locale setting of the system the code is running on).
Using Option Compare Binary, the range [A–E] matches A, B, C, D, and E. With Option
Compare Text, [A–E] matches A, a, À, à, B, b, C, c, D, d, E, and e. The range does not match Ê
or ê because accented characters fall after unaccented characters in the sort order.

Other important rules for pattern matching include the following:

· An exclamation point (!) at the beginning of charlist means that a match is made if any
character except the characters in charlist is found in string. When used outside brackets,
the exclamation point matches itself.

· A hyphen (–) can appear either at the beginning (after an exclamation point if one is used)
or at the end of charlist to match itself. In any other location, the hyphen identifies a range
of characters delimited by the characters on either side of the hyphen.

· When a range of characters is specified, they must appear in ascending sort order (that is,
from lowest to highest). Thus, [A-Z] is a valid pattern, but [Z-A] is not.

· The character sequence [] is considered a zero-length string ("").

In some languages, there are special characters in the alphabet that represent two separate
characters. For example, several languages use the character æ to represent the characters a
and e when they appear together. The Like operator recognizes that the single special
character and the two individual characters are equivalent.
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When a language that uses a special character is specified in the system locale settings, an
occurrence of the single special character in either pattern or string matches the equivalent
two-character sequence in the other string. Similarly, a single special character in pattern
enclosed in brackets (by itself, in a list, or in a range) matches the equivalent two-character
sequence in string.

Example 1: (Simple Alphabetic Comparison)

"F" Like "F"

Does "F" match "F"? Returns True.

"F" Like "f"

Does "F" match "f"? Returns False.

"F" Like "FFF"

Does "F" match "FFF"? Returns False.

Example 2: (Simple Numeric Comparison)

“3” Like “3”

Does "3" match "3"? Returns True.

"3" Like "333"

Does "3" match "333"? Returns False.

Example 3: (Wildcard Comparison)

"aBBBa" Like "a*a"

Does "aBBBa" have a "a" at the beginning, an "a" at the end, and any number of characters in
between? Returns True.

"aa" Like "a*a"

Does "aa" have a "a" at the beginning, an "a" at the end, and any number of characters in
between? Returns True.

"a2a" Like "a*a"

Does "a2a" have a "a" at the beginning, an "a" at the end, and any number of characters in
between? Returns True.

"a222a" Like "a*a"
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Does "a222a" have a "a" at the beginning, an "a" at the end, and any number of characters in
between? Returns True.

Example 4: (In Character List)

"F" Like "[A-Z]"

Does "F" occur in the set of characters from A to Z? Returns True.

"f" Like "[A-Z]"

Does "f" occur in the set of characters from A to Z? Returns False.

"F" Like "[AFGHJ]"

Does "F" occur in the set of characters of A,F,G,H,J? Returns True.

"f" Like "[AFGHJ]"

Does "f" occur in the set of characters of A,F,G,H,J? Returns False.

"f" Like "[a-z]"

Does "f" occur in the set of characters from a to z? Returns True.

"F" Like "[a-z]"

Does "F" occur in the set of characters from a to z? Returns False.

"f" Like "[afghj]"

Does "f" occur in the set of characters of A,F,G,H,J? Returns True.

"F" Like "[afghj]"

Does "F" occur in the set of characters of A,F,G,H,J? Returns False.

Example 5: (Not in Character list)

"F" Like "[!A-Z]"

Does "F" NOT occur in the set of characters from A to Z? Returns False.

"f" Like "[!A-Z]"

Does "F" NOT occur in the set of characters from A to Z? Returns True.

"F" Like "[!AFGHJ]"

Does "F" NOT occur in the set of characters of A,F,G,H,J? Returns False.

"f" Like "[!AFGHJ]"
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Does "f" NOT occur in the set of characters of A,F,G,H,J? Returns True.

Example 6: (Single Character Wildcard Comparison)

"afa" Like "a?a"

Does "afa" begin and end with an "a" and have any single character in between? Returns
True.

"affa" Like "a?a"

Does "affa" begin and end with an "a" and have any single character in between? Returns
False.

"aFa" Like "a?a"

Does "aFa" begin and end with an "a" and have any single character in between? Returns
True.

"aFFa" Like "a?a"

Does "aFFa" begin and end with an "a" and have any single character in between? Returns
False.

"a2a" Like "a?a"

Does "a2a" begin and end with an "a" and have any single character in between? Returns
False.

Example 7: (Single-Digit Number Wildcard Comparison)

"a2a" Like "a#a"

Does "a2a" begin and end with an "a" and have any single-digit number in between? Returns
True.

"a24a" Like "a#a"

Does "a24a" begin and end with an "a" and have any single-digit number in between?
Returns False.

"afa" Like "a#a"

Does "a24a" begin and end with an "a" and have any single-digit number in between?
Returns False.

"aFa" Like "a#a"

Does "a24a" begin and end with an "a" and have any single-digit number in between?
Returns False.
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Example 8: (Complex Comparison)

"aM5b" Like "a[L-P]#[!c-e]"

Does "aM5b" fit the following pattern: Begins with "a", has any character from the set L
through P, followed by any single-digit number, and finally contains any character excluded
from the character set c through e. Returns True.

"BAT123khg" Like "B?T*"

Does "BAT123khg" fit the following pattern: Begins with "B", followed by any single
character, followed by a "T" and finally zero or more characters of any type. Returns True.

"CAT123khg" Like "B?T*"

Does "CAT123khg" fit the following pattern: Begins with "B", followed by any single
character, followed by a "T" and finally zero or more characters of any type. Returns False.

12.8 The Physical Inventory Process

Preparing for a Physical Inventory Session

Before beginning the physical inventory process, it is recommended that the following tasks
be performed:

Cleaning up system product
information

The status of obsolete products should be changed to “deleted” to
remove unnecessary clutter from inventory reports. By shortening
the inventory reports, there will be less information to analyze,
allowing for a more thorough review.

Verify that products are
tagged

Check stock to ensure items are properly tagged. This prevents
wasted time during the physical inventory session to look up
product information. Also, products may be discovered that may
not have been purchased through the system correctly (i.e. were
never purchased in TallySoft). If the manufacturer’s bar code is
used, ensure that it has been properly associated with the product.

Double-check the hand-held
device

If portable hand-held devices are being used to collect product
counts, make sure that they are ready. Rechargeable devices should
be fully powered; battery-powered devices should have new
batteries and keep extra batteries on hand. If the device has not
been in use for an extended period of time, the TallyScan software
may need to be reinstalled. Contact a TallySoft Support
Representative for information on reinstalling TallyScan.
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Form a plan On paper, divide each store into separate, manageable areas. Try to
make the areas small enough to allow for a good review of
collected counts. If an employee collects the entire store at once,
trying to determine at what point or where a mistake was made will
be much more difficult. Also, record for which areas specific
employees will be responsible. This prevents possible confusion
later, which could result in double counting.

Methods for Collecting Stock Counts

There are three methods for collecting stock counts that may be used exclusively or in
combination.

Count Sheets A report is created that provides a list of each product to be 
counted. The list is then used to record stock counts, which are
later manually entered into the system. This is the most traditional
method for collecting stock counts, but is much less prominent with
advancing inventory technologies.

Handwritten List Product codes and counts are recorded in a handwritten list, which
is later manually entered into the system. This method is often used
to enter supplemental stock information when the portable hand
scanner is the primary method being used. For example, stock that
is not tagged correctly or has damaged bar codes that could not be
scanned.

Portable Hand-held Device Hand-held devices such as bar code scanners, smart phones and
tablets are used to scan merchandise. The information is later
transferred to the computer on which the inventory booking is
being processed and imported into the Physical Inventory module.
This is, by far, the quickest of the three methods for collecting stock
counts if products are correctly tagged and manufacturer’s bar
codes, if used, have been correctly associated.

How long will a Physical Inventory Session Take?

A commonly asked question by retailers is “how long will it take to perform a physical
inventory session?” This is a difficult question to answer because there is no simple formula
used to arrive at a length of time. While the square footage and number of products are
certainly prominent factors in the duration of your physical inventory, there are several other
key factors that affect it as well; people, equipment, preparation and other tasks.

People The number of employees that are available to assist with the
inventory booking.

Equipment The number of handheld units being used to collect product counts
(if this method is being used).

Preparation By far, this is the biggest factor in determining not only the speed
of the inventory booking, but the accuracy as well.

Other Tasks How much of the employee’s time will be dedicated to the
inventory booking? If your store is open for business, supporting
customer sales will certainly contribute to a longer process.
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How Do Discrepancies Occur?

Stock level discrepancies occur for a number of reasons.  In most cases, bad inventory
practices, not theft, account for the vast majority of inaccurate stock levels in any automated
inventory system. Below are examples of some areas that may contribute to this problem:

Issue Description Result
Receiving on Purchase Orders Although the stock is ordered

through the purchase order
system, it is not correctly received

through the system.

Stock levels are incorrectly low.
When sold, stock levels can
move into negative values.

Transfer Slip not created for
movement between stores 

Stock is transferred between
stores, but the Transfer Slip

module is not used to adjust the
system stock levels.

Stock levels are incorrectly high
in the originating store (i.e. the
store from which the stock was
being sent) and incorrectly low

in the receiving store.
An In Transfer Slip is not
created to reconcile an

existing Out slip 

After an Out transfer slip was
created to adjust the system
stock levels in the originating

store, an In transfer slip was never
created, leaving the two-step
transfer process incomplete.

Stock levels are incorrectly low
in the receiving store.

Merchandise written off for in
store use was not recorded 

Store merchandise is taken off of
the shelf for in-store use, but an

Adjustment transfer slip was
never created.

Stock levels are incorrectly
high.

Returned Merchandise
Authorization (RMA’s) not

recorded 

Merchandise was taken out of
stock and returned to the vendor,

but a Return to Vendor (RTV)
transfer slip was never created. 

Stock levels are incorrectly
high.

Miscellaneous or Generic
products are sold 

Cashiers use a “catch all”
miscellaneous product to enter
the product at the point-of-sale,

not recording the sale of the
specific item. This occurs

frequently when products are not
tagged and the cashier has a
speed key available to record

unidentified items. 

Stock levels are incorrectly
high.

Errors in Product Packages When a product package was
designed, products were not

associated with option buttons
correctly (either the wrong

product or no product at all). 

Stock levels are incorrectly low
for the product that should
have been included. Stock

levels are incorrectly low for
the product, if any, that were

incorrectly included.
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12.8.1 TallyScan for Barcode Scanner

TallyScan is a palm-based application that is used to collect product information, which is
then imported into the Transfer Slip or Physical Inventory modules. This module operates on
a specialized palm device (Recommended Model: Symbol SPT1800) that is equipped with a
portable scanner.

To run TallyScan, tap on the TallyScan icon at the home screen
on the Symbol scanner. The initialization screen will appear.

If there is an existing session where you had previously scanned
products, a prompt will ask: "Begin a new session and clear the
current scans?" If a new count is being started, tap Yes. If
previously started count is being continued, tap No.

The main screen will appear.

 Configuring TallyScan
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Before starting a scan, change the configuration by the pull-down menu in the upper right
corner of the screen.  Most options are self-explanatory.  In general, basic options will not
need to be changed. 

Prompt for Count If checked, each bar code scan will result in a screen where the
quantity of the scanned product is prompted. Use this for an
environment where there are large quantities of a small number
of different products.

Don’t Find Scan (Append
Only)

If checked, each bar code scan will create a new line in the scan
table. Otherwise, the software will check to see if the same
product has been previously scanned and will increment the
quantity. There are two advantages to this approach. First, if you
do not check for the product, the software will run a little faster.
More importantly, if you have the same product located at
different locations in the store, it is easier and more accurate to
edit quantities only on the most recent scan of the product.
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When setting up configuration is complete, tap the <- Back button to return to the main
screen for product scanning.

 Scanning Products

Once the system has been configured, products can be scanned. 

Point the scanner at the bar code and press
either of the buttons at the top of the scanner
as shown.

As you scan products, the scan code will appear on the screen as shown.

The main part of the screen is the display area where the ten most recently scanned bar
codes appear with the quantities scanned display as a prefix. As more products are scanned,
the earlier products will scroll off the screen.

If TallyScan was set up with the Don’t Find Scan (Append Only) option as unchecked,
when a product is scanned, the system will first look to see if it has been previously scanned
in this count. If it finds the product, it increments the quantity. If the product has not been
previously scanned in this current count, it creates a new bar code and sets the quantity to
one.
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If TallyScan was set up with the Don’t Find Scan (Append Only) option as checked, the
system will create a new scan line for that product and set the quantity to one (1) without
checking to see if the product had previously been scanned. During final consolidation, it will
recognize and consolidate any duplicate scan codes.

If the same bar code is scanned 5 times throughout a counting process, it will have 5 entries
in the database.  However, when entered into the physical inventory program, it will register
the combined total for the product.

If TallyScan is configured to Prompt for Count, the software will display the prompt Enter
Product Count. Use the Absolute Quantity Buttons to enter the number of the items for that
bar code. For instance if the quantity is 25, tap the 2 and the 5 buttons and tap OK. If a
mistake is made, tap Cancel.  Scan the product again and enter the correct number.  If Don’t
Find Scan (Append Only) is checked, it will create a new line with the quantity set as it was
entered.  If it was unchecked, the software will check for a previous scan of the product and
add the new quantity to the previous quantity.

 Editing Product Quantities

Once product is scanned, the quantity can be edited. First, select the product by tapping on
the product bar code on the main screen. If the product bar code number is not displayed on
the screen, use the up and down arrows at the bottom center of the screen until the product
bar code number that is to be edited is located.  Select the product by tapping on it.

Once the product has been selected, either set the number with the Absolute Quantity
Buttons or increment or decrement the count using the plus and minus buttons at the
bottom of the screen. A product quantity can be set to zero by tapping the Quantity Clear
button.

 Checking Or Resetting The Count

During the process the status of the count can be checked by tapping on the TallyScan
button from the pull-down menu.
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The software will display the number of unique products that were scanned.  Tap the Count
button to display the total number of items entered.

If the count in general is incorrect,  start over by tapping on Clear the Current Scan List. The
software will prompt to ensure the list should be cleared. Tap on Yes.

 Uploading From TallyScan

Once the counting process is complete, upload the data to the PC from which the Physical
Inventory or Transfer Slip modules are being used. Do this by placing the Symbol scanner
into its cradle and press the synchronize button on the cradle.

The standard Palm Pilot synchronization process will start. In addition to synchronizing all of
the standard Palm based applications, the system will upload the scan file from TallyScan.
When it is uploaded, the software requests a filename for the current scanned products.

The filename can be up to 32 characters. The name should not contain any special characters
or file extensions.  Upper and lower case letters, numbers, spaces, and dashes (the minus
sign) can be used. The name should be descriptive of the information that was gathered. For
instance, it might be "Store A - Women’s Apparel 07-15-01" (the store id, department, and
date that products were scanned).
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Once the synchronization process is complete, return to TallyScan, reset the software and
begin scanning a new scan group. (The next department if physical inventory is done by
department.)

12.8.2 TallyScan for Mobile Device

The TallyScan App is an application used to collect product information, which is then
imported into the Transfer Slip or Physical Inventory modules. This module operates on
mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets.  The grid below indicates devices that are
compatible with the TallyScan App.

Devices Platforms OS Version Orientation
iPad iOS 7.X.X to 9.X.X n/a
iPhone iOS 7.X.X to 9.X.X n/a
Phone Android 4.3.X.X to 6.X.X Portrait
Tablet Android 4.3.X.X to 6.X.X Portrait

Products can be scanned using the mobile device or a wireless bluetooth scanner** that will
transmit the information to the mobile device.  While traditional bar code scanners allow
only one file to be created, the TallyScan App allows for multiple file creation.

To install the TallyScan App, visit the mobile app store for the mobile device. 
The TallyScan App will only work with TallyExplorer software and is free of
charge*.

 Basic Steps using the TallyScan App

1. Create files where the product scan will be saved.

2. Scan Bar Codes with the TallyScan App camera or a bluetooth device.

3. Save the file.

4. Email the file.

5. Delete files as needed.

See also The Physical Inventory Process and Physical Inventory.

*The TallyScan App is currently free of charge as of 12/01/2016.  Prices and fees may be updated at any time.
**Contact TallySoft Sales for recommended wireless bluetooth bar code scanners.
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12.8.2.1 Creating a TallyScan App File

Multiple files for an inventory session can be created through the TallyScan App.

  Adding a TallyScan App File

1. Open the app from the mobile device.  The TallyScan App main screen is displayed.

2. Select Settings  to configure the TallyScan App session.  The Configuration window is
displayed.

3. Check each setting that applies to the session.

Use Scanner other than device
camera

Select if using a bluetooth scanner
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Prompt from 'QTY' (Quantity) Select to receive a prompt to enter the
quantity for each bar code scan

Append When a duplicate bar code is scanned,
checking append will update the quantity
for that item.  If left unchecked, scanning a
duplicate bar code will create a new line for
each duplicate item.

Default Email Enter an email address where the files will
be sent

Test Scan Check to perform a test scan.  Make sure
this box is unchecked when performing the
session.

4. Go Back  to the main menu.

5. Select File Manager.  The file manager window is displayed.

6. Select NEW.  The file name window is displayed.

7. Enter the File Name for the session.

8. Select OK.  The file is ready for scanning.

9. Continue adding files as needed.

Once a file is saved, the name cannot be changed.  To
correct a file name, delete the file and add a new file.
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12.8.2.2 Scanning to a TallyScan App File

Bar codes can be scanned using the device's camera or in conjunction with a bluetooth
scanner.  

  Scanning to a TallyScan App File

1. From the main menu, select File Manager.  

2. Select the file name where products will be scanned to.  The scan list window is displayed.

3. Scan the bar code.

If scanning with the device camera:

a. Click the Camera icon.  

b. Scan the item's bar code by hovering the camera over the bar code.

c. If 'Prompt from QTY' is selected in configuration settings, enter the quantity.

d. The bar code will be displayed in the scan list.

If scanning with a bluetooth scanner:

a. Pair the device with the bluetooth scanner.

b. Point the scanner at the bar code and click the scanner trigger.

c. The bar code will be displayed in the scan list.

Before scanning bar codes with a bluetooth scanner, please make note of the following:

· Prompt for Quantity is disabled.
· The cursor must be active in the Bar Code Appears Here box.  The cursor is active when it is

blinking in the box.  If the cursor is not active, bar codes will not be added to the file.

  
4. Continue scanning until complete.
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12.8.2.3 Editing a Barcode Scan

The quantities of scanned bar codes can easily updated or deleted.

  Changing the Quantity of a Barcode Scan

1. If using a bluetooth scanner, turn bluetooth off before proceeding.  If this step is skipped,
an error message will be prompted before the quantity can be updated.

2. From the main menu, select File Manager.  

3. Select the file name with the bar code scan.  The scan list window is displayed.

4. Select the bar code from the list.  A pop-up window is displayed.

4. Select Change Quantity.  

5. Enter the correct quantity.

6. Select OK.  The quantity is changed.

  Deleting a Bar Code Scan

1. From the main menu, select File Manager.  

2. Select the file name with the bar code scan.  The scan list window is displayed.
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3. Select the bar code from the list.  A pop-up window is displayed.

4. Select Delete Record.

5. The bar code is immediately deleted and removed from the scan list.     

12.8.2.4 Working with Multiple Files

The Main menu contains three options.

· Select Open Current to open the current scan list or file.  This option is not available when
there are no files currently open.

· Select Clear Current to delete all data contained in a file.  This action does not delete the
file name. 

· Select File Manager to view a list of all files.  Files are added and edited in file manager.

 Getting Back to the Main Menu

1. Select File Manager.
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2. Select the Menu button .  The menu is displayed to the left of the screen.

3. Select Main Menu.  

 Saving a File

1. Select File Manager.

2. Select the Menu button .  The menu is displayed to the left of the screen.

3. Select Save.  A pop-up window asks to verifies that the data is saved in the file.

4. Select OK.  The file remains open.

 Save and End

1. Select File Manager.

2. Select the Menu button .  The menu is displayed to the left of the screen.

3. Select Save and End.  A pop-up window asks to verifies that the data is saved in the file.

4. Select OK.  The file is closed.

 Emailing a File
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Files can be emailed one at a time or multiple files can be emailed together.  When multiple
files are emailed, they are compressed into one folder.  

There are two ways to email a file:

Option 1

1. Select File Manager.

2. Select Edit.  The file manager window is displayed.

3. Select the file that will be emailed.

4. Select Email.  An email is created including an attachment of the file and using the default
email address provided in Configuration set-up.

5. Enter any other email addresses where the file should be sent, if applicable.

6. Select Send.  The file is emailed.

Option 2

1. Select File Manager.

2. Select the Menu button .  The menu is displayed to the left of the screen.

3. Select Save and Email.

4. Enter any other email addresses where the file should be sent, if applicable.

5. Select Send.  The file is emailed.

 Importing an Emailed File

1. Open the email where the file was sent.

2. Save the .tsx file in a location or folder on your computer. 

 Clearing a File

1. Select Clear Current.  A pop-up window is displayed.
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2. Check Clear the file.

3. Select OK.  The contents of the file are deleted.  The file name remains in the list.

 Deleting a File

1. Select File Manager.

2. Select Edit.  The file manager window is displayed.

3. Select the file that will be deleted.

4. Select Delete.  A pop-up window asks to verify the deletion.

5. Select Yes.  The file and all data within the file is deleted.
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